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ABSTRACT
From the onset of the colonial era, land reform in Solomon Islands has focused on changing
customary landholding arrangements so as to improve productivity and stimulate economic
growth. Most land in Melanesia remains under customary tenure, which is broadly communal
by nature and cannot be alienated without profound social disruption. Customary land, social
relations, livelihoods, power structures, knowledge, identity and place are all inter-related in
Melanesian life-worlds. This complexity is still poorly understood by those promoting the
view that customary land hinders development, and needs to be reformed in order to establish
secure property rights and enhance productivity.
Land reform has been on the Solomon Islands development agenda for more than a century.
Its implementation has always focused on enacting land laws to facilitate the transition of
customary land to private property rights regimes. This is founded on a development model
based on economic premises that remain largely unchanged since the colonial period. This
thesis draws on Actor Network Theory (ANT) as a frame to extend the analysis of land reform
in Solomon Islands over a long historical trajectory. Using ANT as a frame in this thesis
draws particular attention to the roles and networks of key actors in land reform.
Land reform has often been reduced to questions of land registration and land recording. But
in Solomon Islands, as elsewhere in Melanesia, the explicit focus in land reform narratives
is on ‘unlocking the potential of land held under customary tenure’, because it is assumed
that land is ‘locked up’ under custom. Such narratives are part of the global flow of ideas
transmitted and translated by key actors. This thesis seeks to provide insights on the role of
particular actors and their networks to explain why land reform has been a persistent
challenge in Solomon Islands, from 1893 to the present, and how the challenges of land
reform might be addressed in a more equitable and effective manner.
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Chapter 1: Introducing Land Reform in Solomon Islands
1.1

Introducing Land Reform
The need for land reform in Solomon Islands [was] already recognised as early
as the 1900s to mid-1920s. We believe the country has a lot to learn from the
attitudes and policy rationale[s] that clearly manifested themselves in the various
reforms that were undertaken [at] different times over the last one hundred and
fifteen (115) years.1

The long history of land reform in Solomon Islands, together with its influence on more
recent attempts at reform, are clearly signaled here by Prime Minister Manasseh Sogavare.
This thesis addresses the obvious question that is immediately posed by this history: why
have there been so many attempts at land reform in Solomon Islands, and what might this
history tell us about the grounds for success and failure of land reform more generally? As a
Solomon Islander, I am interested not just in documenting that history but also in asking how
land reform might actually work successfully in Solomon Islands.

To answer this question, I examine the roles of individual actors in instigating land reform
through the enactment of property regimes that are influenced by power, authority and
property relations between the state, individuals and the capitalist market. Under the
conditions of these regimes, property has become commoditised, transferrable and subject to
continuous renegotiation by individual actors and agents of the state. 2 I am interested in

Keynote address by the Prime Minister, Hon. Manasseh Sogavare MP, ‘Building a Pathway for a Successful
Land Reform in Solomon Islands’, 26-27 August 2016, Forum Fisheries Agency, Honiara.
1

2

Rebecca Monson makes this point in her consideration of the interface between gender and the processes of
negotiation that impact on customary land tenure systems in Solomon Islands: Monson, R. (2012). Hu Nao
Save Tok? Women, Men and Land: Negotiating Property and Authority in Solomon Islands. Australian
National University, PhD Thesis; Sara Berry makes similar observations for Africa, highlighting how the link

2

examining individual actors through an interpretivist approach because the way in which they
interpret reality seems to be such a significant factor in the arc of land reform, contributing
to the ways in which land reform is framed and translated into land law to facilitate the
enactment of property.3

Land is always and inevitably a substantial and complex topic for research, and an adequate
understanding of attempts at land reform requires a high degree of precision and clarity in
definitions and analysis. For some actors, land reform is a ‘systematic change in property
distribution, farm size and land tenure condition’.4 Others consider land reform as an ‘effort
to rearrange, reconfigure, or redefine existing tenure relationships to allow land to become a
marketable means of productions’.5 The late Ron Crocombe, a New Zealand academic who
worked extensively on land issues across the Pacific, explains land reform as ‘policies or
programs designed to change land tenure and related aspects of the economy or polity … to
increase productivity, equity, and administrative efficiency and reduce litigation’. 6 In this
way, land could be made available for redistribution to the poor or as collateral to access
capital from financial institutions for developmental activities.7

between contestation over land and political authority changes power relations: Berry, S. (2002). ‘Debating
the Land Question in Africa.’ Comparative Studies in Society and History, 44(4): 638-668.
3

This enactment of property according to Blomley takes place through preparing of surveys, drawing of
maps, building fences and development of the land: see Blomley, N.K. (2002). ‘Mud for the Land.’ Public
Culture, 14(3): 557-582.
Bryden, J. and Geisler, C. (2007). ‘Community-based Land Reform: Lessons from Scotland.’ Land Use
Policy, 24(1): 24-34, 24.
4

Hirtz, F. (1998). ‘The Discourse that Silences: Beneficiaries' Ambivalence towards Redistributive Land
Reform in the Philippines.’ Development and Change, 29(2): 247-275, 249.
5

Crocombe, R. (1971). ‘Land Reform: Prospects for Prosperity.’ In Crocombe, R. (ed.) Land Tenure in the
Pacific. Melbourne, Oxford University Press. 375-400, 375.
6

7

Adams, M.E. (1995). Land Reform: New Seeds on Old Ground? London, Overseas Development Institute.
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These different ways in which actors conceptualise and explain land reform, ranging from
technical approaches to poverty alleviation and productive efficiency, point to some of the
complexities – and the competing interests and agendas – involved in the study of land
reform.8 They contribute to shaping the debate over land reform in the Pacific between
supporters of land reform and the defenders of customary land. This debate is driven mainly
by neoliberal economic arguments, as articulated by Helen Hughes, drawing on De Soto’s
advocacy for individualising land tenure to facilitate economic development.9 Hughes has
argued that customary land tenure systems should be replaced with a private property rights
regime because they hinder development.10 Arguments such as these have been shaped by
the evolution of property rights theory which place particular emphasis on private property
as the driver for economic development.11 On the other side of the debate are Jim Fingleton
and others, who argue that land reform should provide for both group and individual
registration of customary land.12 The focus of land reform should be on the adaptation of

For discussion on the types of land reform see for example: Simpson, S.R. (1962). ‘Land Reform and
Procedure.’ Journal of Administration Overseas, 1(0): 84-87.
8

Hughes, H. (2010). ‘Aid has Failed the Pacific: The Pacific 2010: Revisited.’ Pacific Economic Bulletin,
25(3): 232-234; Hughes, H. (2004). ‘Can Papua New Guinea Come Back from the Brink?’ Issues Analysis
No. 49. Sydney, Centre for Independent Studies; Hughes, H. (2004). ‘The Pacific is Viable!’ Issues Analysis
No. 53. Sydney, Centre for Independent Studies; De Soto, H. (2000). The Mystery of Capital: Why Capitalism
Triumphs in the West and Fails Everywhere Else. New York, Basic Books; Gosarevski, S., Hughes, H., and
Windybank, S. (2004). ‘Is Papua New Guinea viable?’ Pacific Economic Bulletin, 19(1):134-48; Gosarevski,
S., Hughes, H., and Windybank, S. (2004). ‘Is Papua New Guinea viable?’ Pacific Economic Bulletin,
19(3):133-36.
9

Hughes, H. (2003). ‘Aid has Failed the Pacific.’ Issues Analysis No 33. Sydney, Centre for Independent
Studies.
10

11

For similar comment see McDonnell, S. (2016). My Land, My Identity: Power, Property and Identity in
Land Transformations in Vanuatu. Australian National University, PhD Thesis, 254. For literature on
evolution of property rights see for example: Platteau, J-P. (1996). ‘The Evolutionary Theory of Land Rights
as Applied to Sub-Saharan Africa: Critical Assessment.’ Development and Change, 27(1): 29-86.
Fingleton, J. (2004). ‘Is Papua New Guinea Viable Without Customary Groups?’ Pacific Economic
Bulletin, 19(2): 96-103. See the collection of papers in Fingleton, J, (ed.) (2005). Privatising Land in the
Pacific: A Defence of Customary Tenures. Canberra, The Australian Institute; for similar view see also
12
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customary land rather than its abolishment.13 While the Hughes argument against customary
land tenure has been strongly rebutted and criticised as a mistranslation of De Soto’s work,
the neoliberal idea of a privatised property rights regime continues to shape how actors
perceive customary land and frame land reform narratives and initiatives in Melanesia.14

In general terms, land reform refers to any process designed to change landholding
arrangements in order to improve the lives of those who use the land as well as to facilitate
economic development.15 In practice, emphasis tends to fall on the second rather than the
first of these objectives. Such a process involves changes to the land laws of a country in
support of policy directed in the first instance at economic development. Hence, it is possible
to assert, along with Patrick McAuslan and Ambreena Manji, that land reform has come to
mean land law reform because it is seen to be primarily about the enactment of law to change
the relations that people have with land.16 The gathering focus on the enactment of law – how
law is actually drafted and by whom, and how and by whom it is implemented – has
reawakened an interest in the role of individual actors, who are now understood to play a key
role in influencing the development of land law through their transmission and interpretation

Government of Papua New Guinea. (1973). Report of the Commission of Inquiry into Land Matters. Port
Moresby, Government Printer.
13

A similar view was discussed in FAO (Food and Agriculture Organisation). (2002). Law and Sustainable
Development since Rio: Legal Trends in Agriculture and Natural Resource Management. Rome, Food and
Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, 223.
Fingleton, J. (2005). ‘Introduction.’ In Fingleton, J (ed.) Privatising Land in the Pacific, 1-5; see also
McDonnell, My Land, My Identity, 254-255.
14

15

Simpson, ‘Land Reform and Procedure’, 84.

McAuslan, P. (1998). ‘Making Law Work: Restructuring Land Relations in Africa.’ Development and
Change, 29(3): 525-552; and Manji, A. (2003). ‘Commodifying Land, Fetishising Law: Women's Struggles to
Claim Land Rights in Uganda.’ The Australian Feminist Law Journal, 19(1): 81-92.
16
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of western legal norms. Under these terms, land reform emerges as a fundamentally spatial
project that is political and driven by particular actors.17

A common theoretical justification advanced by proponents of land reform is based on the
argument that land reform provides secure property rights for farmers, tenants and the poor.
It enables them to invest their labour and capital in order to increase productivity for capitalist
development.18 These provisions, as described by Anne-Sophie Brasselle and others, have
‘assurance’, ‘realizability’ and ‘collateralisation’ effects on property rights.19 For example,
Awudu Abdulai and colleagues draw on data collected from villages in the Brong Ahafo
region of Ghana, to argue that ‘farmers who owned land with secured tenure were more likely

17

For individual actors see Heath, I.C. (1974). Charles Morris Woodford of the Solomon Islands: A
Biographical Note, 1852-1927. Australian National University, MA Thesis; Heath, I.C. (1981). Land Policy
in Solomon Islands. La Trobe University, PhD Thesis; Larmour, P. (1987). Land Policy and Decolonisation in
Melanesia: A Comparative Study of Land Policymaking and Implementation before and after Independence
in Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu. Macquarie University, PhD Thesis; Larmour, P. (2002).
‘Policy Transfer and Reversal: Customary Land Registration from Africa to Melanesia.’ Public
Administration and Development, 22(2): 151-161; Larmour, P. (2005). Foreign Flowers: Institutional
Transfer and Good Governance in the Pacific Islands. Honolulu, University of Hawai'i Press; Lawrence, D.R.
(2014). The Naturalist and his 'Beautiful Islands': Charles Morris Woodford in the Western Pacific. Canberra,
Australian National University Press. For a study of the relationship between land reform, space and power
see Greenberg, S.J. (2011). Land Reform, Space and Power in Makhado Municipality, Limpopo, South
Africa. University of Sussex, PhD Thesis; see also Butler, C. (2003). Law and the Sociological Production of
Space. Griffith University, PhD Thesis.
For research in support of this theoretical position see Besley, T. (1995). ‘Property Rights and Investment
Incentives: Theory and Evidence from Ghana.’ Journal of Political Economy, 103(5): 903-937; see also De
Soto, The Mystery of Capital; Jacoby, H.G., et al. (2002). ‘Hazards of Expropriation: Tenure Insecurity and
Investment in Rural China.’ American Economic Review, 92(5): 1420-1447; and Carter, M.R. and Olinto, P.
(2003). ‘Getting Institutions ‘Right’ for Whom? Credit Constraints and the Impact of Property Rights on the
Quantity and Composition of Investment.’ American Journal of Agricultural Economics, 85(1): 173-186.
18

Brasselle, A.S., et al. (2002). ‘Land Tenure Security and Investment Incentives: Puzzling Evidence from
Burkina Faso.’ Journal of Development Economics, 67(2): 373-418, 374; this matches closely with the work
by Place and Swallow on exclusivity, security and transferrable as the key elements of property right: Place,
F. and Swallow, B. (2000). ‘Assessing the Relationship between Property Rights and Technology Adoption in
Smallholder Agriculture: A Review of Issues and Empirical Methods.’ CAPRi Working Paper 2. Washington
DC, International Food Policy Research Institute.
<http://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstream/55438/2/capriwp02.pdf> (Accessed 23/8/2015).
19
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to invest in tree planting, mulch, manure, but not in mineral fertilizer’.20 But, as revealed by
a number of other studies from Africa, the size of the farm, type of investment and nature of
the land tenure system strongly determine the extent to which farmers with secure property
rights do invest.21

The aim of land reform is to facilitate and secure property rights through land titling in order
to encourage investment. However, considerable empirical research, particularly in subSaharan Africa, has shown how land reform along these lines failed during the 1970s and
1980s. Essentially, these land reforms failed to achieve their intended outcomes, such as
improved access to credit, increased productivity and poverty reduction. 22 Research on land
reform in the Pacific also shows that past land reform initiatives did not result in improved
productivity or improved access to credit finances.23 One way of understanding this history
of successive failures at land reform is to study the role of actors and their networks.

In Solomon Islands, actors at the national and provincial level commonly equate land reform
with land recording and land registration. This is not unique to Solomon Islands because, as
pointed out by Charles Yala, in the Melanesian context ‘land reform is predominantly

Abdulai, A., et al. (2011). ‘Land Tenure Differences and Investment in Land Improvement Measures:
Theoretical and Empirical Analyses.’ Journal of Development Economics, 96(1): 66-78, 76.
20

James Fenske’s research on West Africa: Fenske, J. (2011). ‘Land Tenure and Investment Incentives:
Evidence from West Africa.’ Journal of Development Economics, 95(2): 137-156; this is similar to the
research findings of Awudu Abdula et al: Abdulai, A., et al, ‘Land Tenure Differences and Investment in
Land Improvement Measures’.
21

Peters, P.E. (2009). ‘Challenges in Land Tenure and Land Reform in Africa: Anthropological
Contributions.’ World Development, 37(8): 1317-1325.
22

Crocombe, ‘Land Reform: Prospects for Prosperity’; and Yala, C. (2008). ‘Improved Access to Finance
through Land Titling: Evidence from the Hoskins Smallholder Oil Palm Project.’ Pacific Economic Bulletin,
23(1): 39-59.
23
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interpreted to mean registration of customary land’.24 Many Solomon Islanders including
political leaders interpret land reform in two ways, referring either to customary land
recording and registration under a state-based system, or to the redistribution of alienated
land to address the historical dispossession of original landowners from their land. These
variable perceptions of land reform in Solomon Islands are not clearly distinguished either in
policy design or in the narratives articulated by national and local actors. In Solomon Islands,
as elsewhere in Melanesia and beyond, the explicit emphasis of recent land reform programs
has been on ‘unlocking the potential’ of land held under customary tenure. 25 This is because
it is assumed that some mechanism is required to realise the full commercial or development
potential of the land. However, land reform programs initiated in this way at the national
level are seldom adequately linked with land reform principles promoted at either the
regional or international levels.

Land adjudication and registration are commonly identified by politicians and agents of the
state as appropriate mechanisms for opening up land for capitalist development. However,
these mechanisms not only open up or unlock land for development but also register it (or
perhaps lock it up) within a state-based property rights system, profoundly impacting on the
relationship people have to the land. The narratives promoted by those actors driving land

Yala, C. (2006). ‘Rethinking Customary Land Tenure Issues in Papua New Guinea.’ Pacific Economic
Bulletin, 21(1): 129-137, 129.
24

For narratives on unlocking or opening up customary land for development see: Chand, S. (2009). ‘The
Pacific Can Learn from PNG’s Land Reform.’ Pacific Islands Report, 7 May; Editor. (2011). ‘Solomon
Islands Undertake Crucial Land Reforms.’ Solomon Times Online, 11 May,
http://www.solomontimes/news/solomons-islands-unders-crucial-land-reforms/6110 (Accessed 2/24/2015);
Dawea, E. (2014). ‘UDP: Land Reform Important to Boost Economy.’ Solomon Star, 28 October; Dawea, E.
(2015). ‘Veke Echoes PM’s Call to Landowners.’ Solomon Star, 12 January; Namosuaia. D. (2015).
‘Customary Land Tops DCC’s list.’ Solomon Star, 30 January; see also Hughes, ‘Aid has Failed the Pacific’,
and Yala, ‘Rethinking Customary Land Tenure Issues in Papua New Guinea’.
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reform in Melanesia tend to focus on conversion of customary land to create property rights
rather than on improvements to the existing customary land arrangement. That is, customary
land is considered by supporters of land reform as suitable for modern economic development
through leasing if it is adjudicated and registered.26 As a result, it is seldom clear what either
Solomon Islanders or Melanesian leaders and policy makers mean when they talk about land
reform. Land reform is commonly associated with the registration of customary land, but
without any clear policy expression of whether customary land once registered would remain
the same or become a freehold estate or a perpetual estate with indefeasibility of title.27

1.2

Research Questions and Contribution

In this thesis, my research questions are shaped by a strong sense of the significant role played
by individual actors in land reform. The following questions have grounded my explanation
and interpretation of the roles and backgrounds of these actors within the historical
trajectory of land reform in Solomon Islands:
a) What have been the factors cited in promoting ‘land reform’?
b) Who have been the key actors, and in what ways have they influenced land reform in
Solomon Islands?
c) In what ways has land reform impacted on property and land rights in Solomon
Islands?
d) Why and how has land reform in Solomon Islands failed to achieve its various goals?

Ruiping Ye makes a similar observation for Samoa: Ye, R. (2009). ‘Torrens and Customary Land Tenure:
A Case Study of the Land Titles Registration Act 2008 of Samoa.’ Victoria University of Wellington Law
Review, 40(4): 827-861.
26

27
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e) How might an understanding of the history of land reform contribute to our
knowledge about its theoretical conceptualisation and implementation from the
international to the local levels?

There has been no previous research for Solomon Islands or elsewhere in Melanesia that has
adopted an explicitly multi-disciplinary approach to the examination and analysis of actor
roles around land reform. Nor is there much recent literature focusing on actors engaged in
the formal and informal processes and institutional layers that have an impact on land reform
in Melanesia. Literature on the broader correlation between historical processes, notions of
property and customary tenure as a basis for adequately informing policy debates on the
national scale is similarly lacking.28

1.3

Approaching Land Reform in Solomon Islands

I wrote this thesis because as a Solomon Islander I want to see better approaches to land
reform in my country. In doing so, I seek to make a contribution to the existing body of
literature on land reform in Melanesia, and to provide a significant platform for governments
and other stakeholders in Solomon Islands and other South Pacific countries to re-evaluate
land reform and identify appropriate strategies to deliver more effective reform.

I developed an interest in land reform due to personal and professional factors. First, as a
Malaitan and a Solomon Islander, I know that land is central to identity, to custom, to

Crocombe, ‘Land Reform: Prospects for Prosperity’; Larmour, ‘Policy Transfer and Reversal’; Larmour,
Foreign Flowers; Allen, M.G. (2008). Land Reform in Melanesia. State Society and Governance in
Melanesia, Briefing Paper No. 6. Canberra, ANU, 1-5; Yala, C. (2011). ‘A Political Economy Analysis of the
Customary Land Tenure Reforms in Papua New Guinea.’ In Duncan, R. (ed), The Political Economy of
Economic Reform in the Pacific. Philippines, Asian Development Bank, 33-62.
28
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security and to economic development; 29 land is the single most important issue
confronting Solomon Islanders, now and in the future. Second, I spent eight years (20042011) teaching property law and Pacific land tenure law at the University of the South
Pacific. During this period, I was also involved in a number of research projects relating to
land issues, funded by the World Bank, donor agencies such as the Australian Agency for
International Development (AusAID), and the Solomon Islands government. The research
I was involved in with the World Bank was on access to advisory services by customary
land owners before signing agreements in the forestry, mining, fisheries and land sectors
in Solomon Islands. The AusAID funded research was on circuit courts in Solomon Islands.
For the Solomon Islands government, I undertook research on various land issues relating
to both urban and customary land. At the community level, I have also engaged with NGOs
and local actors and landowners in running workshops and awareness programs on land
issues in Solomon Islands.

Through this engagement with land I have become aware of the continued failure of land
reform programs, the limitations of transferring models from other jurisdictions, and the
apparent refusal to consider what is happening regionally and to seriously engage with the
necessary range of stakeholders. My experience of working in these different domains led
me to the realisation that there are inadequate linkages between the narratives on land
reform at the international, regional, national and local levels. Only more recently has there
been some shift in these otherwise entrenched approaches to land reform: in 2015 I became

29

For a similar explanation regarding the importance of land to a customary landowner see for example:
Farran, S. (2011). ‘Navigating Between Traditional Land Tenure and Introduced Land Laws in Pacific Island
States.’ Journal of Legal Pluralism and Unofficial Law, 43(64): 65-90.
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involved in a project on pathways to land reform in Solomon Islands, commissioned by the
Australian Government’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), through the
Australian National University’s “State, Society and Governance in Melanesia” (SSGM)
program.

The project was led by Siobhan McDonnell, who worked with Vanuatu Lands Minister
Ralph Regenvanu on his land reform package from 2013-2015. This research project,
which was not large in scale, sought to engage with and learn from the key actors involved
in the process of land reform across the region, and produced a report entitled ‘Building a
pathway for successful land reform in Solomon Islands’. The report was launched at a
national land reform conference in August 2015, which included both Solomon Islanders
and regional participants such as Minister Regenvanu who talked about the Vanuatu land
reform package. What was striking about this event was the extent to which the debate was
now being conducted primarily amongst Melanesians, even if the terms of debate continue
to reproduce the traditional cleavage between those who promote unlocking land for
economic development and those who want to preserve customary land tenure systems and
are worried about the scale of registration of customary land.

As a lawyer, lecturer at the University of the South Pacific, researcher, PhD candidate at
one of Australia’s most prestigious universities and a Solomon Islander, I have been able
to move between these different domains of power, to engage in conversations around land
reform as well as access information and informants who have all contributed to this thesis.
While I was born into the local and national context, where my father had been a national
and provincial politician for almost two decades, I have been able to move between the
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global and regional levels because of my access to education opportunities. I have
navigated my way between these domains of power through professional and personal
networks, which can be challenging at times but also interesting because I have been able
to engage with a wide range of different actors at both theoretical and practical levels.

My personal and professional experience in the politics, policy and practice of land reform
has led me to adopt a multi-disciplinary research approach drawing widely on law, history,
anthropology, sociology, geography, economics and development studies. While my
background is firmly as a lawyer, I draw on these different scholarly disciplines because I
feel that law alone is insufficient to understand why land reform legislation never achieves
its goals. Such an approach is necessary because land reform in Melanesia, as elsewhere,
is shaped by historical processes mediated through spatial relationships between landowner
and the state, along with cultural aspects of land, law and development.

The challenge of this approach has been twofold: first, how to demonstrate that the
knowledge I generate from my research might be relevant and useful in Solomon Islands,
elsewhere in the South Pacific region and beyond. I feel it is necessary to demonstrate the
relevance of the knowledge I acquire from my research as an attempt to bridge the gap
between my roles as a researcher and land reform practitioner. Second, how to ensure that
the information and material I generate from the research is rigorous and accurate. 30 I find

30

There is an extensive literature on the research relevance and rigour debate, see for example: Gulati, R.
(2007). ‘Tent Poles, Tribalism, and Boundary Spanning: The Rigor-Relevance Debate in Management
Research.’ The Academy of Management Journal, 50(4): 775-782; Markusen, A. (2003). ‘Fuzzy Concepts,
Scanty Evidence, Policy Distance: The Case for Rigour and Policy Relevance in Critical Regional Studies.’
Regional Studies, 37(6-7): 701-717; Mays, N. and Pope, C. (1995). ‘Qualitative Research: Rigour and
Qualitative Research.’ British Medical Journal, 311(July 8, 6997): 109-112; Krefting, L. (1991). ‘Rigor in
Qualitative Research: The Assessment of Trustworthiness.’ American Journal of Occupational Therapy,
45(3): 214-222.
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this a challenge because not all of the information and material that I wanted to access was
readily available. Despite this challenge, I consulted my professional and personal
networks to cross check that what I have written is accurate. As a Solomon Islander writing
about land in Solomon Islands, my reputation is very much at stake and I can and will be
held accountable for the accuracy of my writing by national and local actors.
I have sought to adopt a broadly interpretivist angle for my thesis, based on the ‘ontological
conviction that actions and practices are shaped by ideas held individually and collectively
about the world’.31 My leaning towards an interpretivist position to understand the
background and role of actors is far from unique. Scholars such as Jack Corbett have
explained and applied an interpretivist approach, and their work has provided an essential
platform informing my sense of what and how I need to know about the role of actors in
land reform. What this means in practice is that I seek to understand how actors perceive
and ‘produce the world by exploring how meanings, beliefs and traditions inform their
actions and practices’.32 In other words, people’s understanding of reality is a social
construction, which is inevitably subjective. 33 This understanding is ‘negotiated within
cultures, social settings, and relationships with other people’; thus the truth is constantly
negotiated and ‘there can be multiple, valid claims to knowledge’. 34

Corbett, J. (2013). ‘Shifting Sands: Interpreting ‘Developmental’ Leadership in the Pacific Islands.’ Forum
for Development Studies, 40(3): 491-509, 493.
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Corbett, ‘Shifting Sands: Interpreting ‘Developmental’ Leadership in the Pacific Islands’, 494.

Chowdhury, M.F. (2014). ‘Interpretivism in Aiding our Understanding of the Contemporary Social World.’
Open Journal of Philosophy, 4(3): 432-438, 433.
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Cohen, D. and Crabtree, B. (2006). ‘Qualitative Research Project Guidelines Project.’ The Interpretivist
Paradigm, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. http://www.qualres.org/HomeInte-3516.html (Accessed
24/2/2016).
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My inclination towards an interpretivist approach is also shaped by my conviction in the
importance of the background and role of actors in explaining why land reform remains an
ongoing challenge in Solomon Islands. Thus my mode of research is largely qualitative in
nature, given that how actors work is both a cause and an effect of the social world that
comprises the feelings, observations and attitudes which influence the state’s policy
framing of land reform. This thesis is a study of specific actor roles in particular land reform
programs rather than an attempt to establish universal truths about land reform. Hence, I
seek to understand the motives of Charles Morris Woodford, as the first Resident
Commissioner in Solomon Islands, in introducing waste land regulation. Why did the
colonial government elect to introduce land settlement schemes in the 1960s? The answers
to these and other questions in this thesis may be largely subjective but they are central to
understanding the factors influencing land law reform in Solomon Islands.

1.4

Actors, Actor Network Theory and the Enactment of Property

As Nicholas Blomley asserts, property is an enactment that happens not only in courtrooms
but is also put to work on material spaces and real people.35 He explains that this takes place
through territorial enactments such as the conduct of surveys, drawing of maps, development
of land, building of fences and the deployment of violence. These various enactments are all
linked together through the relationship between property and space, which is ‘also
implicated in “wider” networks of power relations, such as a capitalist land market or
processes of colonization’.36 Blomley’s work provides a useful reference point for analysing

Blomley, ‘Mud for the Land,’ 557; see also Blomley, N.K. (2003). ‘Law, Property, and the Geography of
Violence: The Frontier, the Survey, and the Grid.’ Annals of the Association of American Geographers, 93(1):
121-141.
35
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Blomley, N.K. (1998). ‘Landscapes of Property.’ Law and Society Review, 32(3): 567-612, 570.
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change in the nature of land to a proprietary commodity through the introduction of land laws
by colonial actors, and the ways in which this may have shaped approaches to postIndependence land reform in Solomon Islands.

As this thesis will show, land reform was part of the colonial and post-colonial project of
transforming ‘uncivilised’ into ‘civilised’ (or ‘under-developed’ into ‘developed’) people,
and the enactment of property rights is central to this desired trajectory. State land law as a
product of land reform was a critical tool in the attempts by colonial administrations to
control and transform customary land into property rights for economic development.37
Individual actors played an important role in these initiatives, and approaching actor roles
and networks through an interpretivist lens has the potential to provide insight into the details
of colonial and post-colonial enactments of property rights.

This thesis takes a multidisciplinary socio-legal, geographical and historical approach to the
study of land reform. I seek to understand how and why land reform has continued to be an
ongoing challenge in Solomon Islands over more than a century. My research is centred on
those key actors – individuals and institutions – who have exerted direct influence on the
nature and course of land reform in Solomon Islands. As Gilling observes, the study of actors
is important because, ‘One of the central issues in the study of any institution or process is
the role of influential individuals within it’.38 Table 1 lists the individuals and institutions
whose actions and attitudes provide the primary material for my analysis.
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Monson, Hu Nao Save Tok?, 84.

Gilling, B.D. (1994). ‘Engine of Destruction: An Introduction to the History of the Maori Land Court.’
Victoria University Wellington Law Review, 24(2): 115-139, 118.
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There is a considerable body of literature, particularly from Africa, that shows precisely how
land tenure conversion contributes to further social inequality. In Solomon Islands and
elsewhere in the South Pacific I have found that research on land reform seldom addresses
the role of individual actors and their roles in shaping questions of social inequality in relation
to land reform. At the regional level I have come across only the work of two scholars looking
at actors in relation to land: John Kelly, who considered the life of Sir Arthur Gordon in Fiji,
and Peter Larmour who identified many of the actors that had been involved in land policy
transfer from Africa to Solomon Islands during the post-WWII era.39 At a global level, the
literature on actors and networks in relation to land reform focuses largely on Africa.40
Informed by this literature, my research examines actors and their networks by tracing how
they have drawn on their experiences and ideas from elsewhere to shape land reform
processes in Solomon Islands.

This thesis draws attention to the roles played by key actors within a long historical trajectory
of land law reform in Solomon Islands to demonstrate how these roles and networks influence
outcomes and how land reform operates in practice. While there are various theoretical
interpretations of actor roles and networks, I draw on Actor Network Theory (ANT) as
developed by Bruno Latour as the principal frame for my focus on key actors.41 However,

Kelly, J.D. (2004). ‘Gordon Was No Amateur: Imperial Legal Strategies in the Colonization of Fiji.’ In S.
Merry, E. and Brenneis, D. (eds), Law and Empire in the Pacific: Fiji and Hawai'i. Oxford, James Currey
Publishers, 61-100; Larmour, ‘Policy Transfer and Reversal’.
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McAuslan, P. (2003). Bringing the Law Back in: Essays in Land, Law, and Development. England, Ashgate
Publishing Limited; Manji, A. (2005). ‘Cause and Consequence in Law and Development - Bringing the Law
Back In: Essays in Land, Law and Development by Patrick McAuslan (Review).’ Journal of Modern African
Studies, 43(1): 119-138; Manji, A. (2006). The Politics of Land Reform in Africa: From Communal Tenure to
Free Markets. London and New York, Zed Books.
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University Press.
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the central focus of this thesis is not ANT but rather the study of a set of historical actors,
and how their approaches to land reform were shaped by their conceptual frames and
perceptions. This focus on actors enables a range of insights into how land reform is
perceived, conceptualised and enacted. One of the more important insights is the way in
which network and background have shaped the thinking of individual actors.
My approach has also been inspired by a reading of Ambreena Manji’s 2006 book The
Politics of Land Reform in Africa: From Communal Tenure to Free Markets on the role of
legal consultants and the networks of land law reform in Africa.42 As Manji points out, ‘little
is known about the everyday work of lawyers, and in particular of the efforts of legal
consultants, in land reform. A detailed anthropological study of their role awaits an author’.43
Although Manji’s statement is made in relation to African contexts, it speaks to the gap in
the literature on analysing actor roles in land reform in Solomon Islands and elsewhere in the
South Pacific.
The core observation of ANT is that actors can be both humans – individual or collective –
and objects in the form of actants (see Chapter 2), and that the lives and actions of individuals,
groups and institutions can be tracked or followed. The theorising of actors as humans and
institutions grounds my conceptualisation and interpretation of actors as influential
individuals together with institutions such as the World Bank, regional organisations and
donors. While I am aware of the broad range of actors involved in land reform work, my
focus here will be on certain key individuals and their interpretation of reality as a factor in

Manji provides an account of Patrick McAuslan’s role as one of the key actors in land law reform in Africa
see: Manji, ‘Cause and Consequence in Law and Development’.
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shaping land reform to illustrate the broader point that background and networks matter. I
consider these actors influential not only in terms of their roles but also their approaches to
land issues, which have contributed to shaping land policy and reform in Solomon Islands.

1.5

Land Reform and Development

Global discourses on land reform continue to shape debates at regional and national levels.
Such debate, as Martin Adams points out, problematises customary land as an obstacle for
development in Melanesia.44 It is frequently observed that the majority of land in Solomon
Islands and elsewhere in the South Pacific is under customary tenure, with ownership rights
typically vested in groups such as tribes, clan or extended families.45 This is often perceived
as a problem by proponents of land reform due to lack of clear title and free-rider issues
associated with a global common.46 The remaining portion of land is very small, whether
categorised as public or leasehold land or freehold.47 These latter categories of land have
been created and regulated by the state through a long historical process of land alienation
shaped by successive changes to land law. These reforms have tended to focus on converting

44
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customary land to a state-based property system through mechanisms such as land
adjudication and registration for development.48 The goal of these reforms has been to
encourage landowners perceived as poor to register their land in order to gain access to credit
facilities for the purpose of engaging in commercial farming.

In Solomon Islands, the majority of people who may be considered poor in monetary terms
are subsistence farmers who are members of autonomous customary landholding groups.
Despite this difference, debate over land reform in Solomon Islands is driven by notions of
registering land as a necessary step in a process which Ian Scales describes as ‘peasantising
the local population’, with a particular emphasis on the use of land as collateral for finance
or as a commodity for sale or lease.49 As elsewhere in the South Pacific and in other
developing countries, political interest in land reform in Solomon Islands continues to be
shaped by the neoliberal narrative of property law and land rights as the basis for driving
productivity and capitalist development. A large body of scholarly work has demonstrated
how such neoliberal narratives shape land reform approaches in developing countries in
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Africa,50 Latin America,51 Asia52 and former socialist countries in Europe.53 These studies
show how such approaches have evolved from an emphasis on state intervention focused on
land redistribution during the colonial era to a market-oriented land reform process from the
late 1980s;54 only since about 2000 have a few countries begun to shift towards a communitybased land reform process.55

The goal of making customary land secure and available for everyone, particularly for
capitalist development, has been the central conceptual frame drawn on by many proponents
of land reform in Solomon Islands and elsewhere in the South Pacific region. This is
influenced by political narratives about land reform shaped by debates about state-sanctioned
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individualised property rights versus ideas of customary land holdings. Numerous studies on
land reform place particular emphasis on a formalised property system to facilitate economic
development. These studies, mainly from Africa, stress that the rationale for land reform is
that it creates improved access to land ownership and credit markets, which can contribute to
poverty reduction.56 The literature on land reform in Melanesia is dominated by research in
Papua New Guinea, and by the argument that land reform is vital for economic development
because it improves access, use and transfer of land ownership to individuals, investors and
others.57 The common theme that seems to run through much of this literature is that land
reform is viewed in ‘state-centric terms’.58

1.6

Land Reform in Solomon Islands

Solomon Islands is a nation of islands in the southwest Pacific, parts of which the British
government declared a protectorate in 1893, gradually extending their control until 1900.59
The declaration of protectorate status reflected the primary concern of providing protection
to British subjects. This protectorate status provided the legal basis for the British
government to ‘secure her subjects’ trading rights, to exercise some control over the activities
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of her subjects [and] to prevent another European power from claiming sovereignty’, as well
as address the issue of securing the supply of indentured labour to the colony of
Queensland.60 An important element of the process of bringing Solomon Islands as an
uncivilised territory under the protection of the British government was the enactment of
property rights through the conversion of customary land to state-based arrangements.

The British sought to transform Solomon Islands into a civilised area through the enactment
of property rights.61 Charles Morris Woodford, the first Resident Commissioner and an actor
whom I discuss in Chapter 3, played a key role in this process through three principal ways.
First, he contributed to shaping the legislative framework for land alienation, to encourage
British subjects to invest in large scale plantations.62 Second, this provided the legal impetus
for the British colonial government to assume ownership of all unoccupied land in the
Protectorate, termed vacant land, by virtue of the Queen’s Regulation No.4 of 189663 and
subsequent enactments.64 Third, as Resident Commissioner, Woodford was responsible for
determining and giving grants of long-term leases or freehold or conditional purchase to
Wolfers, ‘The Significance of the Protectorate Status’; see also Allen, M.G. (2013). Greed and Grievance:
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generate revenue to help finance the administration of the Protectorate.65 These actions on
the part of Woodford provide a sufficient basis to assert, along with Stuart Banner, that the
British recognised local people as having ownership rights but that such recognition served
largely to legitimise their own political and economic interests.66
Although they were not explicitly labelled at the time as “land reform”, the colonial British
land programs focused on replacing customary land tenure with a system based on a Western
construction of property rights. It was the British government’s economic interests that drove
the promotion of freehold incentives for both domestic and foreign investment and an
economic basis for the colonial government.67 This historical process demonstrates the
interface between the state and land market as the principal domain for the facilitation of
colonial capitalist development. As I will show in Chapter 3, colonial approaches to property
rights have had an ongoing impact on how Solomon Islanders relate to their lands. When
Europeans were granted property rights by Woodford, acting on behalf the colonial
government, in the form of freehold, occupation licence or leasehold, they felt that they could
exclude others from the land, sell the land to a third party without consulting the original
landowners, and import strangers to work on the land as labourers.68 This created tensions
around the use of and access to land, which triggered land grievances among Solomon
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Islanders, who challenged land transactions during the early colonial era as unscrupulous.
Some of these land claims are discussed in Chapter 4.
The colonial government’s immediate response to these early expressions of tension over
land was the enactment of the Solomon Islands Land Regulation 1914, providing a legal
framework for the leasehold system.69 This was essentially a land reform program aimed at
prohibiting the direct purchase of land by British subjects from landowners, inserting the
requirement of government authorisation.70 This legal measure, however, did not put a stop
to Solomon Islander land grievances. As a result, the colonial government set up a Lands
Commission to hear claims from 1919-1924. Gilchrist Gibbs Alexander was the first to be
appointed as Lands Commissioner in 1919, replaced by Frederick Beaumont Phillip in 1920.
These two actors played a key role in determining whether land should be returned to
Solomon Islanders who had been dispossessed as a result of early colonial land acquisition;
their actions as Lands Commissioners powerfully shaped the subsequent development of
policy and land law in Solomon Islands.

The Lands Commission operated on an ad hoc basis because there was no legal framework
to guide it in verifying or confirming land claims. As I will show in Chapter 4, anyone who
claimed to be dispossessed could be entitled to restitution if the validity of the claim was
proven. The Lands Commission was responsible for determining its own procedure for
dealing with the land claims. Although there were many claims, the Lands Commission
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managed to investigate and hear only fifty-five of them, and I discuss some of these claims
as case studies in Chapter 4. The recommendations of the Lands Commission were gazetted
and recognised by the state.71 These recommendations then provided the legal platform for
the perpetuation of land alienation.

A second Special Lands Commission was later established from 1953-1957 in order to
address a substantial number of disputes and general land issues, and then make
recommendations. Sir Colin Hamilton Allan was appointed Special Lands Commissioner,
responsible for this work. The Commission was regarded as crucial by the colonial
government because landowners had continued to challenge and oppose its policy of securing
alienated land for large-scale commercial development. In particular, during the 1950s, the
colonial government had targeted the Guadalcanal Plains for oil palm estates and land in the
New Georgia group of islands for logging operations. Allan’s role as Special Lands
Commissioner was to investigate customary land issues and then produce a set of policy
recommendations. His 1957 report produced findings that seemed to be informed by
narratives from the work of the earlier Lands Commission, but framed in the context of
theories of modernisation that had been taking shape during the 1950s (see Chapter 5).

The policy recommendations of the Special Lands Commission set the direction for
subsequent colonial government attempts at land law reform in Solomon Islands. The first
land law reform of 1959 was followed by three other attempts in the 1960s and 1970s. These
reforms introduced land settlement schemes to facilitate agricultural development, reduce
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land disputes, protect the rights of settlers, and encourage individual ownership of land. The
land settlement schemes provided for compulsory land registration on a selected basis.72
These schemes were costly, and landowners were suspicious that they would result in the
restriction or removal of their customary land rights. In practice, very small areas of
customary land were registered, which led to the demise of the land settlement schemes. At
the same time, however, land disputes persisted at an increasing rate. Chapter 6 provides a
detailed consideration of the key actors involved in the land law reform attempts during this
period so as to show how network and background shaped their thinking and approaches.

As Solomon Islands was moving towards Independence in 1978, the return of alienated land
and economic development on customary land merged as the critical challenges confronting
national leaders and policy makers. A series of committees was established during the period
before independence to investigate land issues and make recommendations to the
government.73 Many of the findings of these committees ‘were not acted upon at a political
level’.74 Land issues formed part of the negotiations between Solomon Islander leaders who
were members of the Legislative Assembly and Britain over the form of the Independence
Constitution. Britain raised the issue of the future of non-Solomon Islander perpetual estates
(the ‘alienated’ land). These discussions provided a number of directions for land reform
initiatives to be undertaken by the newly independent Solomon Islands government.
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Accordingly, the Legislative Assembly passed the Land and Titles (Amendment) Ordinance
1977 to provide for the conversion of perpetual estate titles held by non-Solomon Islanders
into fixed term estate leases for 75 years held from the government. This amendment cleared
the path for the government to examine in detail its future policy on customary land recording
and registration. Other reform measures undertaken by Solomon Islands, along with other
newly independent Melanesian states during this period, involved constitutional protection
for landowners as well as legislation that recognised and protected customary land by
prohibiting direct land alienation to investors other than the State for a public purpose. 75
Under the Solomon Islands Constitution there was provision for land tenure conversion
through a compulsory acquisition process for a public purpose. 76

There was little movement in terms of the land reform agenda during the 1980s and it was
not until 1994 that the government made another attempt at land law reform. This time the
government enacted legislation to provide for the voluntary recording of customary land as
a legal framework for the mobilization of land for economic development. However, this
legislation has never been fully operational because the structures to drive land recording
are still not in place. The land reform initiative during this period was an attempt to render
customary tenure as a recorded document and to ascertain ownership rights that could be
translated into registered estate.

Section 73 of the Vanuatu Constitution stipulates that ‘all land … belongs to indigenous custom owners and
their descendants’. This constitutional provision ‘fulfilled the political wish to redress the land grabbing of
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Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands (RAMSI) was deployed in July 2003 to
address law and order problems caused by the civil unrest known as the ethnic tensions.
RAMSI was one of the biggest rule of law interventions in the South Pacific. 77 Its success
in addressing law and order issues provided the environment for the government to
introduce land reform for development. In 2006, the government announced that it would
embark on a land reform policy program that introduced changes to Solomon Islands land
laws. The policy objective for the reform was to ‘make customary land a ‘bankable
commodity’ to promote economic development. 78 This would happen through a process of
land recording and registration that recognised tribes as the landholding entity. While the
government was obviously conscious of the need to protect customary landowners, this
policy program demonstrated the continued use of narratives that resonated with a
neoliberal land reform agenda.
Part of the government’s land reform policy program involved the first application of the
land recording legislation for a land recording pilot project at an oil palm estate on Malaita.
This was funded by AusAID in 2007 under the Solomon Islands Institutional Strengthening
of Land Administration Project (SIISLAP). This pilot was considered a success by those
involved in the process of land recording, convincing key national actors to recommend
that customary land recording and the codification of custom followed by land registration
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should be central to the government’s land reform program, which continues to be directed
towards facilitating national development projects.79

The motivation for land reform in Solomon Islands since the 2000s is different from that
in Vanuatu or Papua New Guinea although they are also Melanesian countries. In Solomon
Islands the motivation for land reform since the 2000s has derived from the fact that land
was a contributing factor to the Solomon Island’s conflict. The government prioritised rural
development as one of its ‘building block for stability and peace’. 80 Central to this
development priority was the making of land available through recording and registration
for economic development. In Vanuatu, ‘land grabbing’ by expatriates, particularly from
about 2002, was one of the major issues behind the push for a very different kind of land
reform from customary landowners.81 The political response to address the uncontrolled
leasing of customary land was led by the Malvatumauri National Council of Chiefs and the
Vanuatu Cultural Centre, who jointly coordinated a National Land Summit in 2006. The
Summit produced a set of land resolutions but Parliament failed to implement them. This was
the catalyst for Ralph Regenvanu the then director of the Vanuatu Cultural Centre, to enter
politics in 2008 as an independent Member of Parliament. When he became Minister of
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Lands in 2013-2015 he embarked on a land reform package to address the National Land
Summit 2006 resolutions. 82

In PNG, the motivation for land reform was a government initiative due to the need to
mobilize land to achieve its economic growth target of five percent per annum as prescribed
by its Medium Term Development Strategy 2005-2010. 83 Drawing on lessons from past
failed land reform programs, Papua New Guineans took charge of the land reform process.
The National Research Institute of PNG, with the support of the government, organised a
Land Summit in Lae in 2005, which was followed by a decision of the National Executive
Council setting up a National Land Development Taskforce (NLDT) in 2006 to “identify the
problems and issues relating to land administration, dispute resolution mechanisms, and how
best to access customary land for development purposes”.84 Based on the 2005 Land Summit,
the National Land Development Program (NLDP) was conceived and launched by the
government in 2007. The four areas covered under the NLDP were: “improving the system
of land administration; improving the system of land dispute settlement; designing a
framework for mobilising land held under customary title for development and developing a
viable real estate market”.85 The NLDT investigated these four areas then made 54
recommendations in its 2007 report. So far new amendments such as the Land Registration
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(Amendment) Act 2009 and the Land Groups Incorporation (Amendment) Act 2009 have
been made as part of the NLDP. However, the NLDP has been criticised by NGOs for
“designing schemes outside of customary law…” that are geared towards investor interests
rather than landowners.86
AusAID’s Pacific Land Program, conceived in 2006, was designed to support local land
reform initiatives in the Pacific, including East Timor. The Pacific Land Program assisted
countries in Melanesia through technical support and strengthening their land administration
institutions. In 2008, AusAID published the Making Land Work report, a collection of
commissioned research papers on different ideas about land across the Pacific. This report
set out a much more progressive agenda in terms of recognition of customary institutions. It
proposed that principles for land reform in the Pacific should be about ‘working with and not
against customary tenure’ and ‘balancing the interests of landowners’.

At a regional level, the UN FAO, the World Bank, AusAID and the Pacific Islands Forum
Secretariat continue to offer good governance and land and conflict minimisation policy
principles. However, applying these principles to local initiatives and solutions to determine
types of development and land reform that might be relevant to Melanesian conditions
remains a challenge. While there are best practice models for land reform recommended at
the international and regional levels (discussed in Chapter 7), these are not feeding into the
land reform narratives articulated by actors at the national or local levels. Currently, Solomon
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Islands policy makers appear unaware of powerful critiques and debate circulating
internationally - while key donors continue to provide funding support to assist regional
governments pursue land reform agendas (see Chapter 7). Solomon Islands has benefited
from such donor support through AusAID funded programs such as the Solomon Islands
Institutional Strengthening of Land Administration Project (SIISLAP). These programs were
part of the Solomon Islands government’s ongoing land reform efforts to transform
landholding arrangements through land recording and registration for economic
development.

1.7

Researching Land Reform in Solomon Islands

1.7.1 Published Literature
My formal approach to this research topic began with a review of published materials on
land reform in Melanesia and abroad. This review, the results of which are summarised in
Chapter 2, established that the evolving discourse on land reform has been shaped by
debates on individual rights and group rights for economic development. 87 Proponents of
individual rights such as Helen Hughes argue that the privatisation of land is essential for
economic development because it increases productivity, and enables land to become a
commodity that can be used as collateral, leased or sold.88 As a result, poverty can be reduced
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because people are in a better position to financially engage in the cash economy. This
neoliberal argument is ‘based on simplistic evolution of property rights assumption’
according to critics who advocate for the protection of customary land in Melanesia.89

Evidence from Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu shows that customary land has the potential
to facilitate economic development, has both economic and subsistence value, and is part of
traditional economies that are a source of resilience.90 Other scholars such as Jim Fingleton
argue that, with appropriate adaptation, customary land tenure in Melanesia can facilitate
economic development.91 While these theoretical debates continue to shape land reform
discourse at the global, regional and national levels, there are ground-level studies from
Melanesia and elsewhere that suggest that land reform does not translate into improved
productivity.92 Ron Crocombe, for example, explains that ‘most land reform laws in the
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Pacific’ failed to achieve ‘their goals because planners have not assessed accurately enough
what could be changed, and how far, by what forces, and at what speed’.93

Scholars such as Ian Heath and Peter Larmour provide historical narratives which show how
land reform made its way onto the political agendas of Melanesian countries.94 Heath took a
historical approach to examine how land policy developed in Solomon Islands from 18931978, while Larmour compared land policies in Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and
Vanuatu from the late colonial era up to independence. Larmour’s focus was on government
policy making and implementation, and the role of the state under the circumstances of
decolonisation. Both scholars also showed that the goals intended for land reform in
Melanesia have seldom been achieved. Unlike these scholars, my interest in the topic is
prompted by continued references by scholars, jurists and policy makers to law as an
unproblematic framework for dealing with land issues in Melanesia and elsewhere in the
South Pacific. Analysis of the role and background of actors in shaping the success or failure
of land reform to achieve its objective since the colonial era is almost non-existent in the
debate on land and property rights in Melanesia.

1.7.2 Archival Sources

I turned to archival research and unpublished sources, following the lead of scholars such
as Sally Engle Merry and Rebecca Monson, who describe this approach as ‘ethnography in
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the archives’.95 I instinctively adopted archival research with no prior knowledge of what
the archive is and how I should approach it. I chose archival research because my position
is very privileged due to my education training, work experience and network. There is no
other Solomon Islander who has an extensive knowledge and understanding of how
Solomon Islands land law has changed over time, or who has access to archival resources
distributed around the world, and the necessary funding to do extensive research in these
sources.

I began by going through the archival materials at the ANU and the National Library of
Australia, as well as web-based material. These records contain an extensive collection of
colonial government materials on land relating to the British Solomon Islands Protectorate,
enabling me to identify the key actors during the colonial period and their approaches to
land issues in Solomon Islands. The ANU Library and the Pacific Manuscripts Bureau at
the ANU hold important collections from various individuals including the personal papers
of Alan Ward, a historian, and Colin Allan, a colonial administrator, both of whom worked
on land issues, and lived and worked in Melanesia. These collections illuminate the lived
experience of land reform through discussions, correspondence, newspaper extracts,
reports, parliamentary speeches, surveys and articles on land matters. I encountered
original materials that provided insight into the history of the British Solomon Islands
Protectorate (BSIP), its land policies and land claims, as well as the individual colonial
officials who were influential in land reform.
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My archival research then extended to the Western Pacific High Commission (WPHC)
archives held by the University of Auckland Special Collection library, where I spent two
weeks. The WPHC collection contains extensive historical documentation relating to
Solomon Islands ranging across colonial government correspondence, minutes of meetings,
policy documents and records of the Lands Commission (1919-1925) initially chaired by
Alexander Gibbs Gilchrist and subsequently by Frederick Beaumont Phillips. Some of the
Phillips correspondence is held by the Library of Congress in Washington, so I consulted
Kylie Moloney, the Executive Officer for the Pacific Manuscripts Bureau, who made
arrangements for the Phillips correspondence to be copied. I further discovered that a key
actor involved in drafting the new land law for BSIP in 1957 was Peter Brett. His collected
papers are held by Melbourne University’s library, which kindly made available scanned
copies. Another key actor was Fredrick Kitto, Commissioner of Lands in the early 1950s.
His papers are held by Oxford University’s Bodleian Library, which also kindly scanned
key documents and sent them to me.

Based on my experience of accessing archival material within Australia and beyond, I
concur with scholars such as Rebecca Monson that ‘the locus of control over important
historical information still lies elsewhere, accessible only to Solomon Islanders who have
the knowledge and the funds necessary to access it’.96 Some of the people in my network
directed me to some of the places where I could access the archival materials. Accessing
these archival sources provided me with the background material with which to understand
how Solomon Islanders articulated their land claims in a domain where the state became
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the authority for the transformation of customary land to property and land arbitration to
settle disputes. They provide the means to examine how the concept of land changed
through state arbitration and the receding of the colonial frontier.

1.7.3 Fieldwork, Case Studies and Interviews
The importance of the archival records lay in ‘the ways in which they shaped and were
shaped by the specific contexts of early twentieth century British’ colonialism, which
contributed to my understanding of the colonial history of land law in Solomon Islands.97 My
review of the archival records influenced my selection of three case study field sites: (i)
Wanderer Bay, west Guadalcanal; (ii) Honiara; and (iii) Baunani, Malaita. My rationale for
choosing these field sites was that they each provide long historical trajectories that show
how customary land changed from a frontier to a formal state system, mediated by actors
through the rule of law, state arbitration and land law reform. These field sites are also a
grounded register of the consequences of land sale agreements and the decisions of the
Alexander and Phillips Lands Commission.

Equipped with historical information drawn from archival research and with ethics approval
from the ANU Human Research Ethics Committee and a research permit from the Ministry
of Education and Human Resource Development, Solomon Islands, I proceeded to undertake
four months of fieldwork on Guadalcanal and Malaita. This engagement on the ground
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allowed the archive to breathe – it gave life to the archival documents that I had accessed.
Archival documents are not simply pieces of paper stored somewhere, but are material
inscriptions that have changed people’s lives or registered those changes. By undertaking
fieldwork, I was going back to find the stories of how people’s land and lives have changed.

Before visiting the case study field sites, I spent three weeks at the Solomon Islands National
Archives to ensure that I had not missed any significant historical materials. I discovered an
extensive collection of British Solomon Islands Protectorate records, government documents,
court files and the records of various Christian missions. However, after going through
historical records relating to land in the National Archives I noticed that there were files
missing, some files were empty and other files had missing pages. While this was frustrating
for local researchers, I was fortunate to have accessed archival materials from other localities
that completed the information I required in order to reconstruct past approaches to land
reform and the actors involved. The staff from the National Archives were very helpful in
locating historical records and copying them for me. In exchange I shared with them some
of the material I had accessed from other places, which were missing from the National
Archives collection.

While I was in the National Archives going through the historical records, I started making
contacts with locals whom I knew from each of the three case study field sites, asking them
to inform their communities about my forthcoming research visits. I also contacted church
leaders to make links with people on the ground because churches are amongst the most
powerful networks in Solomon Islands. I was careful with how I approached and talked with
people in Wanderer Bay, west Guadalcanal; Honiara; and Baunani, because of the sensitivity
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around land. Although I am a Malaitan, I was able to establish a sense of trust with the people
from other islands such as Guadalcanal, with whom I engaged by using existing local
networks to initiate conversations about their land.

I portrayed myself not as an expert but as another Solomon Islander who wants to find
solutions to the ongoing issues around land. My principal method in these engagements was
‘tok stori’, a Solomons Pijin expression for a flexible and informal conversation. Through
‘tok stori’ I would invite people to talk about the history of their place and whether there had
been any experience of land alienation. Part of each ‘tok stori’ was my explanation of why I
selected their place as one of my field sites, which then linked into a discussion about my
research and land more broadly. I encouraged people to ask me any questions on either my
research or other issues they wanted to discuss. People were able to talk about their land
freely because they knew that I had access to archival documents relating to their land and
wanted to understand how it was alienated. In some instances, I shared with people some of
the archival documents including showing them maps.
As a result, the ‘tok stori’ came to explore not only my research but also other issues ranging
from politics to law, education and other socio-economic development issues concerning
Solomon Islands. In this way the ‘tok stori’ provided the broader contexts for land reform
that are often missing in policy research and statements; this was not just about my research
but more an opportunity to share knowledge and provide awareness to empower people and
raise awareness of the socio-economic and legal issues relating to land in Solomon Islands
and elsewhere. Woven into any ‘tok stori’ is the space for chewing betel nut, making contextspecific jokes and sharing island food with the people. In this way, people felt comfortable
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to talk and together we created an environment for an ongoing conversation on land issues.
If I wanted to ask them a specific question relating to my research I would seek their approval
during our ‘tok stori’ or ask whether it was alright to do a follow up interview.

I use my case study field sites to trace how frontier transactions, colonial rule, state arbitration
and land reform have impacted on the landscapes and lives of Solomon Islanders. The case
study approach helped me to identify common elements and differences in local experiences,
which formed the basis of my analysis of both the appropriateness of land reform in Solomon
Islands and whether lessons could be drawn usefully from elsewhere. My aim in using this
case study method has been to address theoretical propositions and practical issues relating
to land reform, allowing me to focus on specific instances or situations, to identify the various
interactive processes at work, and to test how changes in land laws and colonial structures of
power have been understood locally.98 As advocated by Kathleen M. Eisenhardt, ‘[t]he case
study is a research strategy which focuses on understanding the dynamics present within
single settings’.99 I combined the case study research method with semi-structured interviews
with key historical players in Honiara, Canberra and elsewhere to gain insight into their
personal experiences of land reform. The material I collected was reviewed and triangulated
with my other data. In some instances, I then followed up on any information which required
further clarification or verification through email, telephone or a personal revisit.

Although I have completed my fieldwork, I continue to maintain links with the people that I
have interviewed and talked with. Every time I go back to the Solomon Islands, I try to
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connect with these people by catching up for coffee, lunch, kava or betel nut chewing.
Through these informal gatherings we could talk about land, politics, my research and other
issues. I have adopted this approach to research because I am a Solomon Islander researching
and writing about land in my own country. Maintaining such relationships is important
because my interest in land and in these particular communities will not be confined to the
period of my doctoral research – this is a lifetime project, as central to my personal interests
as it is to those of my country.

1.8

Thesis Outline

My engagement with the archives influenced me to develop an interest in the concepts and
theoretical positions that I have encountered in the literature. My fieldwork gave me a clear
sense of how to weave the concepts and theoretical positions into my thesis, which
comprises eight chapters. Following this introduction, which provides some background to
land reform and my research methodology, I open Chapter 2 with an outline of land reform
discourse drawn from a review of the scholarly literature. I then discuss Actor Network
Theory and other concepts that I will draw on in showing how key actors and their
backgrounds have been influential in shaping land law reform.

In Chapter 3, I focus on Charles Morris Woodford, the first Resident Commissioner of the
British Solomon Islands Protectorate (1896-1915), as a key actor who first introduced
Western law as an instrument for land reform. I examine his background and experiences to
trace how he created alliances and developed ideas about the Solomon Islands as a laboratory
in which to shape the development of early colonial land law for capitalist development.
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In Chapter 4, I look at the background and roles of Gilchrist Gibbs Alexander and Frederick
Beaumont Phillips, the two Commissioners (1919-1925) appointed to hear the land claims
that emerged as a result of the transition of customary land tenure into a formal property
rights regime. Their individual backgrounds powerfully influenced their approaches to land
claims by Solomon Islanders, and have in turn set the terms for the subsequent history of
land reform in Solomon Islands.

I discuss some of these land claims considered by Alexander and Phillips, including three
land claims which I further explore as my case study field sites: Wanderer Bay, Honiara and
Baunani. I analyse the reports on the proceedings of this Lands Commission in reference to
these three land claims and others to show how Alexander and Phillips shaped the outcome
of state-driven arbitration, which further entrenched land alienation. I show here how
Alexander and Phillips individually influenced the transmission of property rights ideas
through a state arbitration system, setting the terms for future land reform narratives.
In Chapter 5, I discuss Colin Allan’s background and how this influenced his work for the
Special Lands Commission (1952-1957). I examine Allan’s fieldwork notes and report to
determine how he made his findings to shape the Special Lands Commission’s
recommendations. My aim in this chapter is to trace how Allan borrowed ideas or knowledge
from elsewhere to influence the work of the Commission and how this impacted on land
reform in Solomon Islands. As I will show in this chapter, Allan’s recommendations provided
the basis for subsequent land law reform attempts, which I discuss in the next chapter.

In Chapter 6, I look at key actors in relation to the land reform attempts from 1959-1990. The
focus here is on how actors such as Peter Brett, Stanhope Rowton Simpson and others
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influenced the drafting and implementation of these land law reforms. This involves a
discussion of the land reform programs, introduced through land adjudication and registration
processes, to gauge the extent of their success. I make reference to my three case study field
sites to show how these land reform attempts impacted on people’s relationships with the
land at each location.

In Chapter 7, I build on the preceding chapters to examine the purpose of land reform in
contemporary Solomon Islands within a rule of law framework. This will include examining
the roles of recent key actors, such as Andrew Nori, who were involved in land reform and
the principles they advocate. The main argument of this chapter is that while there are best
practice principles for land reform there is no clear link or shared understanding regarding
the purpose of land reform amongst actors from the international, regional, national and local
levels.

Finally, in Chapter 8, I reflect more broadly on the background and role of key actors in
driving land law reform, and consider how land reform might work in the contemporary
landscape, in light of this long history of land reform failure in Solomon Islands. My focus
on key actors and their networks emerges not just as a useful analytical method, but also as
a strategy for improving the outcomes of future attempts at reforming the management of
land in Solomon Islands.
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CHAPTER 2: Land Reform: Review, Theoretical Concepts and Issues

2.1

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the key academic literature on land reform, with
particular emphasis on the discourses on which actors draw to advocate for land reform. Land
reform refers to any program, policy framework or land law designed to change how land is
held and used. Since the literature on land reform in Solomon Islands is fairly limited, I
augment it with relevant studies from Melanesia, sub-Saharan Africa and elsewhere in the
world. This is necessary because, as Rebecca Monson highlights, ‘discourses about land
relations in Melanesia have long been influenced by debates about land tenure elsewhere in
the world, particularly in Africa’.1 Sally Engle Merry and Donald Brenneis make a similar
point when they assert that ‘colonial officials in the Pacific often drew on their own
experiences as well as the lessons learned by officials elsewhere in the empire; and theoretical
understandings and strategies from one place were often transplanted to others’.2 I discuss
the idea of transplantation in relation to actor roles in Chapters 6 and 7.

Informed by the work of Monson, Merry and Brenneis, I devote the first part of this chapter
to a review of previous studies on land reform in order to ascertain the kinds of debates that
have been in circulation and how they have influenced land reform narratives for
development in Solomon Islands and Melanesia (see Map 1, xi). In the next part of this
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chapter, my focus is on the theoretical concepts central to my research, such as Actor
Network Theory (ANT). I introduce the notion of the frontier and key issues such as violence
and depopulation, before turning to the question of property rights. The critical actors in the
history that I seek to map each had their own networks and brought with them their own
conceptual frames such as colonisation, pacification, law and order, and civilisation. ANT
provides an overarching frame that allows me to integrate each of these issues in terms of
their role or influence in the development of actor roles and networks.

2.2

Land Reform Review

My research began with a review of the available literature on land reform in Solomon
Islands, in the South Pacific and elsewhere globally. A common theme in this literature is the
extent to which land reform approaches revolve around incentives that promote economic
growth and development.3 This section introduces the literature on approaches to land reform
with particular emphasis on the role of economic incentives.

2.2.1 Land Reform Approaches
Land reform is part of the policy agenda of governments,4 international agencies such as the
World Bank,5 and other donors with the goal of improving land as a factor of production for

Yala, C. (2006). ‘Rethinking Customary Land Tenure Issues in Papua New Guinea.’ Pacific Economic
Bulletin, 21(1): 129-137, 130.
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Land Reform in PNG.’ Anthropological Forum, 7(4): 529-547; Larmour, P. (2002). ‘Policy Transfer and
Reversal: Customary Land Registration from Africa to Melanesia.’ Public Administration and Development,
22(2): 151-161; Adams, M., Sibanda, S. and Turner, S. (1999). ‘Land Tenure Reform and Rural Livelihood in
South Africa.’ Natural Resources Perspective No. 39. London, Overseas Development Institute, 1-15; Gran,
T. (2007). ‘Liberation Regimes and Land Reform in Africa. Land Politics Transcending Enmity in South
Africa.’ Public Administration and Development, 27(4): 293-305.
4
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development and economic growth. The reform agenda has gained in prominence in
developing countries due to ‘increased population, pressure on limited land base and unequal
distribution of land’.6 From the 1950s to the 1960s, land reform was focused on Latin
America as well as Asia, where land systems were ‘characterized simultaneously by
comparatively larger properties and small operational holdings while large estates dominated
in Latin America’.7
Land reform in Asia focused on land transfer from the ‘landowner to the cultivator of the
existing small holding’,8 whilst in Latin America reform programs addressed the
redistribution of land ‘from the latifundian owners to landless workers and small scale
cultivators’.9 Land reform programs in these two regions were ostensibly initiated in order to
restructure the allocation of property rights in land so as to facilitate social equality and
justice.10 Other countries such as Egypt (where certain features of the land system resembled
Asian forms of ownership), Ethiopia (under an essentially feudal system), and South Africa
and Zimbabwe (where white minorities monopolised the land systems) focused on the
transformation of their agrarian structures. The rest of sub-Saharan Africa was considered a
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special case because of the ‘abundant land endowments and flexibility of its communal
tenure’.11

From the Mexican revolution in 1910 to the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989, land
redistribution was broadly popular due to the assumption that restructuring larger rural land
holdings and making them accessible to small scale farmers or poor peasants would
improve productivity. 12 During the 1950s and 1960s, neither professional economists nor
the World Bank took an active interest in pursuing land reform. Instead, the World Bank’s
focus during this period was on ‘agriculture development projects such as land irrigation,
land settlement schemes, agribusiness ventures, tree crop plantations, credit programs and
the provision of on farm inputs’.13 This policy view was evident in the International Bank’s
Mission recommendation to the Government of Tanganyika (now Tanzania) in the 1960s
to introduce land settlement schemes in “empty” areas. The Bank’s view was that land
redistribution, as a component of land reform, should be guided by national policy and
internal politics. In the context of unfolding decolonisation, land reform was considered
too political for Bank involvement in terms of financing. 14
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Analysis of data on the relationship between farm size and productivity, mainly from Africa,
demonstrated that farm size had an impact on productivity.15 Such a relationship, as Frank
Place observes, makes ‘redistribution of land … not only good from an equity perspective,
but from an efficiency perspective’ as well.16 This view was linked to the perception of
customary land tenure as a hindrance to economic development in which communally-owned
customary land redistributed to smallholder communities or individual farmers would be
improved and rendered more productive.17 There is an extensive literature on customary land
as a constraint on productivity.18 The broad goal for land reform during this period was the
establishment of a stable peasant society.19 Following Frank Hirtz, I would argue that this
line of reform thinking assumes that if those who work the land do not own it, then they are
inevitably insecure.20 Yet, in the context of Melanesia, all Indigenous people are landowners
because, by birth, they are part of one or more autonomous landowning groups in the
customary domain.21
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The three principal approaches to land reform identified in the global literature are those
driven by the community, the state, and the market.22 The community-driven approach
considers land reform ‘as a community tool for managing land and resources rather than a
state led intervention to attain greater outputs’ including land redistribution to poorer landless
labourers.23 The state- and market-driven approaches are both usually initiated by the state
and can be supported by donor countries,24 international agencies such as UN FAO and the
World Bank, or donor agencies such as USAID.25 Sometimes there is an overlap in reform
approaches, depending on the nature of the land reform program. Each of these three reform
approaches addresses differently the questions of how land is owned, used or acquired
through state bureaucracy, land market or community.26 The formulation of land reform
approaches in Melanesia has been a mixture of each of these approaches, often shaped by
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policy discourses developed through debates about land in other developing countries, and
particularly in Africa.27

Since the 1950s, land reform attempts introduced by colonial administrators in Solomon
Islands focused on transforming customary land into registered estates through
adjudication and registration processes for agriculture development. Such reform attempts
were influenced by modernisation theory, whereby customary land was characterised as
lacking ‘defined and enforceable rights’ to provide legal security for promoting
‘agricultural investment and economic growth’. 28 From the 1970s to the 1990s, land reform
in Melanesia was driven largely by state actors with the influence and support of international
institutions such as the World Bank, which have emphasised economic liberation.29 The
dominant thinking by proponents of land reform during this period was that customary tenure
systems were inadequate to create land markets, and that securing rights through state legal
systems should be the way forward. Such thinking was pervasive in African contexts and
contributed to shaping policy in the Pacific, particularly in Papua New Guinea and elsewhere
in Melanesia.30 In 1995, the Papua New Guinea government negotiated a loan with the World
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Bank that had as one of its conditions the registration of customary land, though this resulted
in violent protests locally.31

Since the 1990s there has been a shift in the debate about the relationship between state legal
systems and customary land tenure. A considerable literature from sub-Saharan Africa has
revealed that land registration does not guarantee legal security; instead it has exacerbated
social inequality and conflict.32 Another emerging body of research shows that customary
tenure systems, which are shaped by social relationships and processes of negotiation, are
flexible and adaptable.33 In a Melanesian context, as discussed by Rebecca Monson, scholars
have also paid attention to issues of ‘ambiguity, indeterminacy and contestations in relation
to land’ in reference to mining, forestry and land registration schemes, particularly in Papua
New Guinea.34 This literature reinforces an understanding of customary land systems as
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having overlapping claims and complex social structures which are associated with kinship
systems and inheritance practices that are flexible and negotiated.35 By implication, this
raises concerns about whether the conversion of customary land tenure systems to registered
freehold tenure or perpetual estates can actually achieve its stated goal of improving
conditions for landowning communities, leading to a gradual shift in thinking about the
relationship between customary and state tenurial systems.
International institutions such as the World Bank36 and AusAID,37 have begun to consider
this shift in thinking in shaping their own policy approaches. While there is some evidence
that customary tenure systems can provide relative security, access to vulnerable people and
access to dispute settlement mechanisms,38 there is also literature showing that customary
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tenure can systematically exclude women.39 In addition, despite the flexible nature of
customary land tenure that opens up multiple pathways for accessing land, there is empirical
evidence showing that not all pathways would create land access.40 This evidence has
influenced some scholars to engage in a debate on the relationship between land and social
inequality – a debate that has been largely absent thus far in the Pacific context.41
State structures in Melanesia are often referred to as ‘weak’ and dependent on donor support
in order to implement land reform initiatives .42 These initiatives have always been focussed
on enacting or amending land laws relating to land recording or registration to transform
customary to property that could be leased or sold to investors. Many landowners remain
excluded from the land reform process, much as in the colonial era. Scholars such as Andrew
Lakau have suggested that landowners should be part of the land policy design so that they
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could promote development in their own terms.43 At present the land reform process mainly
involves state actors who are often lawyers and state actors instead of grassroots landowners
whose daily livelihood depends on customary land. Despite the land reform initiatives there
are ongoing challenges and some of the contributing factors to the situation in Melanesia
are: 1) inadequate state capacity; 2) formulation of land reform without landowner
involvement;44 3) misconception of customary land tenure; 45 4) a disconnect with
traditional power structures; and 5) a failure by proponents of land reform to understand
the nature and political economy of Solomon Islands as a nation State.

Land reform policy initiatives in post-colonial Melanesia have been reactive rather than
proactive in design and consistently promote customary land registration as a reform priority.
The focus is on group registration but the impetus for reform is the promotion of a Western
system of property rights, largely unchanged since the colonial period. Scholars such as
Daniel Fitzpatrick, using a typology framework through a law and economics
interdisciplinary approach, have pointed out that ‘there is no single best practice model for
recognizing customary tenure’.46 Instead, countries should come up with legal measures
related to the ‘causes and nature of tenure insecurity’.47 Katherine Dixon argues further that
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the structure of customary land has elements of both communal or commons property and
anti-commons property. Therefore, the need to grasp the differences between these two
property regimes is warranted because attempts to adopt Western principles of land tenure in
Melanesia have had only limited success. It is truly ‘time to try the Melanesian way’.48

2.2.2 Land as Complex
The debate around land reform revolves around how land is perceived in different ways:
‘in law it is property, in political science it is a source of power and strategy, in economics
it is a factor of production, in social psychology it is a personalised guarantor of security,
in anthropology an item of culture and in sociology a part of the social system’. 49 Given
this broad spectrum of perspectives on land, a multidisciplinary approach is warranted to
address land reform in Melanesia. Countries in Melanesia have between 86% and 98% of
their land still under systems of customary tenure, which possess both a physical and
spiritual dimension.50 These systems have been conceptualised as informal property
institutions regulated by customary law, which exists alongside the state legal system.
Melanesian states lack the power to resolve this dualism but instead continue to recognise
that non-state actors such as chiefs, elders or big men have the authority to deal with
customary tenure.51
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Literature on customary land in Melanesia and elsewhere shows that customary land systems
are complex52 because land rights are multiple. While customary groups are commonly the
landholders, in some instances individuals or families are also recognised as landholders and
thus entitled to user rights. Having access to land depends on how a person is related to the
customary group deemed to be the landowners.53 Such a relationship provides the basis for
determining who is a landowner.54 The status of landowner is usually based on intermarriage,
adoption, kinship ties or common descent through either matrilineal, patrilineal or cognatic
(both matrilineal and patrilineal) ties.55 Inheritance of land is based on this relationship
structure, which is generally flexible; but in some areas, as for example in central Vanuatu,
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there is less flexibility because land ownership is closely linked to leadership titles.56 The
terms matrilineal and patrilineal, which refer to the ways in which land is transferred through
lineages, have been sources of contestation in recent times. People confuse their application
with the terms matriarchal and patriarchal, which have more to do with the exercise of power
and authority over land access and use.57

Customary land tenure is intimately embedded within social relations, which are related to
subsistence activities, power structures, knowledge, identity and place.58 Land is the source
of people’s livelihoods: where, amongst other activities, they cultivate their gardens, grow
fruit trees, hunt, collect firewood and water, gather materials to build their houses, feed pigs
and collect herbal medicine. Leaders of kinship groups, such as big men, chiefs or heads of
families, have the authority to deal with issues relating to the access, use and distribution of
customary land through occasions such as marriage or funerals. These power structures are
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influenced by knowledge about the links between people, land and place, which is a history
of landholding with a profound mythological underpinning. Crucially, land under customary
systems is inalienable because land, livelihoods, authority, history, spiritual beliefs and social
relations are interrelated and constitute the basis of Melanesian cosmologies.59

Due to these entanglements, customary land tenure has often been criticised as an obstacle to
agriculture and economic development because its communal nature is perceived by
proponents of land reform as ‘a disincentive to hard work, accumulation of wealth, individual
rights, [and] private property’.60 Other criticisms have highlighted that:
customary tenure is assumed to encourage small uneconomic holdings; give
inadequate security of tenure, and consequently, of incentive for investment in
agriculture; impede the development of an active land market; discourage the
extension of credit; encourage a high incidence of litigation; and perpetuate tribal
division.61
These criticisms arise from the fact that under customary tenure there are multiple and
overlapping rights based on unwritten genealogies and on land boundaries that are not
surveyed, and are thus vulnerable to dispute.
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Those who propose that the only way to stimulate economic growth in Melanesia is to secure
titles to land do so from the standpoint of economics.62 This particular approach to land
reform seeks to convert group rights into individual titles or freehold or perpetual estates in
order to have a clearly defined bundle of rights. The assumptions underlying this approach
have been in circulation throughout the colonial period, but became popularised more
recently through the enormously influential writing of Hernando de Soto on the creation of
formal property rights to stimulate economic growth.63 However, de Soto’s approach fails to
address the complexities of customary land tenure systems in Melanesia (or elsewhere) and
how these might impact on the success and sustainability of the proposed reforms. Literature
in support of customary land tenure arrangements argue that completely discrediting
customary tenure is a flawed approach because many cash crops such as cocoa, coffee and
betel nut are successfully and profitably produced on customary land.64 While there is broad
recognition across the Melanesian literature of the need for some reform of customary land,
it should be pursued on a case by case basis. In situations where registration is needed it
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should be based on group title instead of tenure conversion to individual title or freehold.
Such an approach is more feasible and relevant to the Melanesian context.

The complexities of land reform in Melanesia are reflected in the historical development
of the Melanesian states since the colonial period. The economic interests and development
initiatives of colonial administrations have tended to focus on the stimulation of economic
growth through agricultural production, particularly through large scale plantations and cash
cropping activities. In Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and Papua New Guinea (PNG),
agricultural development was heavily oriented towards plantations, which were almost
entirely owned by expatriate settlers. 65 Large scale commercial plantations using modern
machinery and methods for improved and increased production were seldom applied by
landowner or local level farmers who were rarely familiar with introduced farming
methods.66 Islanders were subsistence-oriented rather than being like peasants, although
empirical evidence has established that in some places a trend towards peasantry was led by
big men who manipulated tradition to their advantage.67
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2.3

Theoretical Concepts and Issues

Through archival research and a review of the land reform literature, I became interested in
using ANT as a frame with which to understand the roles of individual actors. My interest in
post-colonial theory has introduced me to some key concepts such as the frontier and critical
perspectives on property rights. Closely associated with the notion of the frontier are issues
such as violence and depopulation. Situating these concepts and issues within an ANT frame
provides a basis for understanding how actors drew (consciously or unconsciously) on their
networks to develop ideas of civilization, pacification, law and order and Christianity. When
historical actors experienced new events or phenomena, they processed them through these
existing conceptual frames. Focusing on actors through an ANT frame allows for a more
nuanced analysis of the factors that came to bear on their decisions regarding land reform.

2.3.1 Actor Network Theory.
Actor Network Theory (ANT) has its origin in Science and Technology Studies of the early
1980s, featuring the work of Bruno Latour, Michel Callon and John Law in its development.68
As explained by Latour, ANT focuses on following the actors themselves,69 who are both
human and non-human, and treated on an equal footing because they are both ‘capable of
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acting and being acted upon’.70 ANT is ‘concerned with examining the nature of scientific
facts, suggesting that facts are created by a network, which gives them credence and
acceptance’.71 In other words, facts are produced through and agreed upon by a network of
alliances. The application of ANT extends beyond the sphere of science and technology to
encompass the formation of facts, institutions, ideals, political arrangements, concepts,
individuals and so on. The focus of ANT is on unpacking these things, which are referred to
as ‘black boxes’, and examining how they gain widespread acceptance in order to determine
their success or failure.72

Latour uses the example of the scientist Louis Pasteur developing an anthrax vaccine as an
illustration of how ANT comes into play. The success of Pasteur’s laboratory work depended
on his technical ability to isolate and culture bacteria so as to make the microbes visible to
the human eye and then turn them into allies. For Pasteur to achieve this, ‘he had to have
some knowledge of how the microbes act on the world. He had to find some way to isolate
them as agents, and doing so required complicity with what is peculiar to the microbes’
appetites and ways of navigating the world’.73 Here the microbes were participants or actants
as much as the scientist, which means that agency includes both humans and non-humans.
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Latour explains how Pasteur, through the processes of enrolment and translation, created an
alliance with actors such as veterinary groups and farmers who became interested in what
was going on in the laboratory. This alliance was based on three moves by Pasteur as the
central actor: (a) capturing the interest of others; (b) making the microbes visible to convince
others to go to the lab if they wanted to solve their anthrax problems; and (c) returning to the
farm to show the results through a translation process that would persuade people to use the
vaccine to save their animals from anthrax.74
ANT is about the relationality between people and objects, which contributes ‘to how
interactions take place’.75 It is the performance that ‘creates the relations and the
objects/people/actants constituted by these relationships. Networks and actors do not exist
prior to performance but are constituted by performance’.76 The process of how knowledge
is circulated shapes the social construction of truths: ‘Information becomes facts [sic] by
travelling through networks in patterned ways that imbue the piece of knowledge with
authority and relevance’.77 To understand how information becomes fact requires
‘understanding of the processes of circulation underpinning how facts are made’.78 Facts are
considered to be true because people are persuaded and alliances are mobilised in their
support. The success of this transformation also involves ‘the number of people that become
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convinced of them, the awards that are conferred on them, the journals that publicise them,
the technology that is based on them, and so on’.79
Mützel elaborates on this process by proposing that a ‘Network is a metaphor for the flows
of translations that actants go through in making connections’.80 An actant ‘is any agent,
collective or individual, that can associate or disassociate with other agents. Actants enter
into networked associations, which in turn define them, name them, and provide them with
substance, action, intention, and subjectivity’.81 Translation is an important concept in ANT,
referring to ‘… the processes of negotiation, representation and displacement which establish
relation between actors, entities and places’.82 As described by Brian Pentland and Martha
Feldman, translation also refers to ‘the use of ideas and objects change as they move from
one context to another’.83 The success of such an actor-network, as discussed by Tom ScottSmith, depends on the idea of the black box, on translation and on the involvement of material
objects.
The term ‘black box’ in ANT is used to describe the stabilised assemblages. A ‘black box
applies to any device, system or object that can be considered in terms of its input, output
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and frequency of transfers between them, without any knowledge of its inner workings’.84
Latour divides actors into intermediaries and mediators. An ‘Intermediary … is what
transports meaning or force without transformation: defining its inputs is enough to define
its output’.85 It can be counted as a black box or a black box counting for one. Mediators are
less easily identified because they ‘cannot be counted as just one; they might count for one,
for nothing, for several, or for infinity. Mediators transform, translate, distort, and modify
the meaning or the elements they are supposed to carry’.86
Actors can either be intermediaries or mediators, ‘and can change between these categories
depending on the role they take in the networks in which they play a part’. 87 The key to the
success of actor-networks depends on the stabilising of the black boxes, getting one actor to
play the role of an ‘obligatory passage point’ to drive the translation process, and the
involvement of material objects.88 The term ‘obligatory passage point’ refers to the situation
where actors ‘come together around the dominant framing and then engage in specific
negotiations within the context of such framing’.89 A specific actor may become accepted as
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the focal actor who defined the ‘obligatory passage point’ that other actors must pass
through.90

I draw on ANT in my research to examine the role of actors involved in land reform from the
colonial period to the present day. However, as pointed out by Gabrielle Durepos and Albert
Mills, although ANT studies makes reference to the past, they do not explicitly theorise about
the ‘past’ and ‘history’.91 Indeed, Annemarie Mol has argued recently that ANT is not a true
theory.92 An ANT perspective is not primarily concerned with reconstruction of the past but
rather with the examination of actor roles in terms of ‘what they have done in the past, what
they have thought, seen and believed’.93 This perspective, along with Manji’s work,94 which
also draws on ANT, influenced me to consider ANT as one useful framework that I could
use to examine key actors involved in land reform in Solomon Islands. I am aware of critical
positions regarding ANT, such as assigning agency to non-human actors, and that ANT does
not recognize social structure,95 but such criticisms do not undermine ANT’s ‘real advantage
as a heuristic device’.96
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Importantly, ANT provides a new way of measuring land reform success, based not on
whether a particular reform program has met its desired objectives or possesses inherent
validity but rather on the extent to which it has managed to mobilise alliances. Accordingly,
I trace actor roles and background through description rather than an explanatory framework
because I start from the position of lacking knowledge of what actors do, and thus I must
learn from actors about their world. As Latour argues:
‘It is us, the social scientists, who lack knowledge of what they do, and not they
who are missing the explanation of why they are unwittingly manipulated by
forces exterior to themselves and known to the social scientist’s powerful gaze
and methods’.97

Following Latour, I use ANT in this thesis for two reasons. Firstly, I think ANT is a useful
framework for mapping how relations between actors are translated through networked
alliances. Secondly, I have not come across a study of the key actors in land reform across
the Pacific. Hence, I was motivated to write a study of the key actors in land reform in
Solomon Islands because it would provide another way of looking at land reform. A useful
starting point to show how ANT is used to analyse actor relations in regard to land issues and
reform is the work of Ambreena Manji who has explored network of actors in regard to land
reform in Africa.98 She draws on ANT through reference to Bruno Latour’s work on the
Louis Pasteur laboratory, which illustrated the ways in which interests are translated through
the ‘laboratory as an obligatory point of passage’ and the extent to which different elements
of the process are inter-related.99 Pasteur was able to influence and convince others that his
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vaccine was the solution to their anthrax problems and that if people needed the vaccine they
would have to go to his laboratory.
Manji explains that ANT is a vital framework that could help in understanding ‘the work of
law in development scholars who crafted for themselves a central role in post-independence
development state’.100 It also provides an important insight into contemporary land law
reform processes in Africa by showing how technical legal consultants and international
financial institutions have played a key role in promoting land law reform. This is also true
in the Melanesian or Pacific states because the networks are readily small and often the
Pacific land experts are a small group of individuals that know each other. But as Manji
points out, while Latour’s sociology is helpful in explaining how the network of African land
law reform occurred, it is less helpful in describing why this occurred. To address this
limitation, Manji referred to the work of Cutler on the ‘role of law in neo-liberal
globalisation’, which she finds useful because it provides the ‘juridical link’ between the
global and local, and alerts us ‘to the ways in which the globalisation of law promotes certain
values’.101

John Kelly, like Manji, draws on the actant concept in the Latourian sense to explore the life
of Sir Arthur Gordon in Fiji and how his role as Governor during the early colonial period
influenced land relations.102 These observations by Manji and Kelly apply to the Melanesian
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context and to the Pacific more broadly. As this thesis shows the transfer and translations of
ideas between the global and local is shaped by actor background and networks. Drawing on
ANT provides a means with which to explore the conceptual frames and networks that actors
arriving in the Western Pacific brought with them, and allows to understand how they were
required to modify and adapt these frames in their engagement with the frontier and with
Solomon Islanders.

2.3.2 The Frontier
Interactions between Islanders and Europeans were profoundly shaped by early encounter
experiences which were often, though not always, mediated through violence. The eminent
American historian, Frederick Jackson Turner, developed the concept of the frontier in a
speech in 1893, describing it as ‘the outer edge of the wave – the meeting point between
savagery and civilisation’.103 Turner’s description of the frontier in one sense ‘was given by
a measure of population density, less than two people per square mile being considered
empty’ – free land or unoccupied land. It might also mean ‘open space, lands disposed to
settlement, lands that were always cheap and frequently free’ and the location for ‘disruption
or change or evolution’ that ‘transformed man and society’.104
Recent researchers have reoriented the frontier concept, shifting attention from ‘edges of
advance, to zones of contact and interaction’.105 Nicholas Blomley has redefined the frontier
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as ‘sites of struggle and violence’,106 while David Weber explains that ‘frontiers’ sometimes
‘represent a place, sometimes a process, and sometimes a condition’.107 Tracey BanivanuaMar, in her work on labour trafficking in the Pacific, describes the Western Pacific as ‘a
frontier ‘contact zone’ where relations of power were negotiated in ways that retained an
inherent potential for violence … such violence was variously positioned as both a cause and
a symptom of frontier spaces’.108

According to Banivanua-Mar, these frontier spaces were sites of legal ambiguity; they
‘exacerbated a sense of disorder that compelled ever more efficient expansion of colonial
influence under a broad justifying narrative of the civilizing mission bringing order, stability
and security to the disorder and primitiveness of the frontiers and beyond’.109 Such frontier
contact zone narratives played a significant role in shaping British colonial strategy in
Solomon Islands, although British policy during this period consciously adopted an approach
of minimal intervention. How these frontier spaces impacted on local institutions and
Islanders is an issue that I will discuss in Chapter 3.

The notion of the contact zone, like that of the frontier, refers to the interactions between
Indigenous people and settlers. Reference is often made to Greg Dening’s notion of the beach
as a ‘metaphor for the different ways in which people build their worlds and for the
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boundaries they place around them. The island is a world, the beach is its boundary’.110 The
beach is the space that separates the land from the sea and it becomes ‘a contact zone when
ships dropped anchor’.111 Dening’s notion of the beach draws attention to the nature of the
space for all forms of engagement and exchange that opened up between Solomon Islanders
and colonial actors, whereas the concept of ‘frontier’ has tended to emphasise violent
confrontation.112 Michelle Ellery proposes that the ‘beach functions both as a literal space to
be crossed and as a metaphor for the cultural adjustment through which the Westerner
negotiated the tension between his own society’s values and hierarchies, now rendered
unintelligible, and the values and hierarchies of the society within which he must operate to
survive or to profit’.113

I suggest that a space can be both a frontier and beach under different conditions. This was
the space in which the experiences of encounter between Solomon Islanders and British and
other Europeans unfolded. These experiences ‘were often occasions of … misunderstanding
and extreme violence’ that shaped how both sides of the encounter perceived and interacted
with each other. Missionaries, traders, labour recruiting ships and Royal Naval ships were
amongst the principal external actors who had encounters with Islanders. Trading activities
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that were central to the encounter experiences were shaped for Europeans by racial
evaluations and stereotypes of Islanders.

The kidnapping or recruiting of Islanders to work on the plantations in Queensland and Fiji
was an important catalyst in exacerbating violence. A wealth of literature has addressed the
traffic in Islander labour, highlighting violence in the form of retaliation and counter
retaliation,114 commonly involving Islanders avenging the loss of their men and women as a
result of the labour trade. The labour trade and exchange of goods ‘for exportable produce,
local food, labour and the use or acquiring of the land’115 took place at the cost of lives of
both traders and Islanders. Experiences and reports of violence then fed back into the frontier
frames of key actors, shaping the nature of their responses, and reinforcing narratives of the
need for settlement, law and order and civilisation.
According to Banivanua-Mar, violence is ‘conceptually separated from the civilized colonial
project by being boxed off as the product of chaos and lack of rationality of other times long
ago, or the savageness of areas beyond the reach of civilization’s folds’.116 She explains that
the responses of Islanders in the:
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forms of resistance, retaliation or negotiations … were rarely recognized as
political or rational interactions with colonial projects, but were rather seen as
mindless, indiscriminate and unpredictable explosions of violence to which
cannibals were prone.117

Such violence is regarded as happening beyond the frontier, described by Nicholas Blomley
as ‘the space of the savage… one of the absence of law and property and the concomitant
presence of violence.’118
Elaborating on the frontier concept, Blomley asserts that ‘inside the frontier lie secure tenure,
fee-simple and state guaranteed rights to property. Outside lie uncertain and undeveloped
entitlements, communal claims and the absence of state guarantees of property’.119 The
frontier is associated with state formation, the legitimising of violence and the alienation of
land through state rules of property. Blomley explains that the creation of property regimes
‘is often predicated upon the mobilisation of violence’.120 The violence of property is part of
the dispossession process because, at ‘its core, property entails the legitimate act of
expulsion, devolved to the state’.121 Blomley shows that property is a form of violence that
shapes the kinds of property regime ‘that lie within the frontier and those that lie without’.122
In thinking through Blomley’s work, it seems useful to focus on historical actors such as
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Woodford in order to understand how their conceptual frames shaped the property systems
established within the Solomon Islands frontier.

Stuart Banner discusses the transition of property systems in terms of a politics of
colonisation based on the ‘rule of thumb’.123 To drive the formal transition process, colonisers
applied a rough and ready rule of thumb to choose amongst likely winners and losers. The
higher ‘administrative costs of ascertaining the value of everyone’s rights under the old
system and locating equivalent rights under the new one’ led:
managers of the transitions… to cut some corners. They had to adopt rules of
thumb that would drive the costs of valuation and assignment low enough to
make the transition feasible. This is where political hierarchy became important,
because the people running the switch had the power to choose the rules of
thumb.124
This notion of a rule of thumb fits well with my analysis of the role of actors, as a basis for
explaining how and why they opted for particular choices in determining the kinds of
property regime that should be introduced to Solomon Islands. Frontier conditions and
depopulation debates shaped actors’ choices. The apparent depopulation, for example, gave
rise to contrasting interpretations of likely causes: both local and exogenous factors were
proposed as the principal causes of depopulation.125 Warfare or violence, black magic, poor
housing and customs relating to child bearing and rearing were identified as local factors
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causing depopulation. But the consensus among most writers reporting on depopulation in
Melanesia was that Europeans were the actors primarily responsible for declining
numbers.126

Though some pointed out that depopulation was already under way before European contact,
Europeans were clearly held responsible for introducing epidemics, alcohol and clothing
which impacted on people’s health, and the firearms which played a part in the increase in
warfare; and each of these factors exacerbated the mortality rate. 127 The idea that clothing
exacerbated the mortality rate is an old colonial trope, intended to forbid Islanders from being
too much like Europeans. Depopulation in various parts of Solomon Islands was brought
about almost entirely by introduced diseases to which people had little or no resistance. As
Tim Bayliss-Smith points out in reference to Ontong Java there was no doubt that population
pressure was experienced at various times. But population declined due to local factors such
as abortion, and perhaps extreme cases of infanticide. It became catastrophic due to contact
with European whaling ships and traders who introduced diseases such as influenza and
malaria.128
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Another cause identified for depopulation was the so-called ‘psychological factor’, promoted
by W.H.R Rivers, which argued that Islanders had an innate tendency to become
disillusioned with life, causing a decline in birth rates.129 Rivers, who had a medical
background, proposed that Melanesians ‘were suffering from a kind of ‘shell-shock’ as a
result of colonial traumas’.130 Such a theory promotes a Eurocentric mind set of inferiorsuperior complexes whereby colonised races perish due to their primitive mental capacity
while the colonisers survive.131 The psychological causes attributed to European contact were
also held to have shaped a ‘general insouciance for the native mind’ along with a ‘growing
disinclination to bear children’ which was associated with the notion of bad mothering.132

But, as noted by Christine Dureau, the change in population figures in Simbo, Western
Solomon Islands, was clearly influenced by epidemiological changes. She cautions that
claims that ‘births were restricted by ritualized celibacy, contraceptives, abortifacients, and
infanticide must be pondered in the context of the epidemiology of the time’.133 Tim Bayliss-
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Smith has also challenged Rivers’ psychological factor model as unconvincing, providing
evidence that ships had visited Simbo frequently during the 1860s and 1870s, well prior to
sustained European settlement, leading to an increased likelihood of disease transmission.134
There is also evidence indicating the ‘effects of STIs on spontaneous abortion (miscarriage)
and sterility were combined with the effects of epidemic disease on mortality rates’.135

Early ideas about depopulation reveal the different interpretations advanced by actors to
explain why Islander numbers were declining.136 For example, colonial officers on Malaita
during the 1930s referred to the psychological factor to explain that Islanders were dying
because ‘they had lost interest in life’ or were experiencing ‘cultural fatigue’ due to contact
with the outside world.137 The interpretation of depopulation was popular during a time when
the doomed race theory had prominence in colonial circles, including in Australia. 138 The
doomed race theory was premised on the perception that Islanders were on the verge of
extinction, and that this was strongly determined by racial character. Dirk Moses notes that
Indigenous people were placed at the lowest level on the race ladder, ‘classing them as
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savages … [though] with guidance and Christianity, they could be eventually civilized’.139
The common colonial assumption was that the extinction of Islanders was inevitable because
they occupied a frontier space where ‘the absence of state guarantees to property [led to]
disorder, violence and “bare life”’.140 Such stereotypes shaped emerging narratives around
underused and unoccupied land as waste or vacant land in Solomon Islands, and informed
how colonial actors chose particular policy options in the transition from customary to state
controlled land.

2.3.3 Property Rights
British colonial positions on the relationship between political authority and property rights
find their basis in the writings of John Locke, the English moral and political philosopher,
and Henry George, the American political economist.141 Locke uses the concept of
‘wasteland’ to refer to ‘uncultivated common property, which should be privatized to
improve societal welfare’. Maintaining the productive capacity of the land is vital because,
according to Locke, there is a moral dimension to the wasteland concept.142 He posits that
property is a natural right bestowed by God: to waste land is thus immoral’.143 Such reasoning
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provided justification for transforming the frontier or contact zone into ordered property right
spaces, and shaped the land laws that were introduced to colonial possessions.144

The theorising of property right can be traced back to the writings of scholars such as Scott
Gordon, Ronald H. Coase, and Harold Demsetz.145 One of the foundational elements of
property rights is the ‘liberal ownership model’, which is premised on the concept of
‘absolute right to exclude others’.146 Daniel Fitzpatrick argues that, according to conventional
law and economic theory which is premised on the evolutionary theory of property rights,
the liberal ownership model will evolve towards individualisation and formalisation of land
rights once resource values increase due to land scarcity and commercialisation.147 However,
he suggests, it is likely that this model will change to open access if there is a rise in resource
value. Gareth Jones points out that policy and law makers continue to refer to the
evolutionary theory of property rights as foundational for land reform processes without
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considering either the ‘notion of power’ or the ‘spatiality of power implicit in the rule of
law’.148 The concept of power, according to Bruno Latour:149
is not about the dominance of social agents who have power as if it is an object
that can be topped up and diffused until the inertia evaporates it or resistance
overpowers it. Rather, power is a dynamic social relation that exists only when
exerted and people respond; it is a consequence, not a cause, of action.
He argues that ‘as power is translated, there is no initial source of power that is diffused, but
everyone involved adds energy to the idea, claim, or rule’, power being understood within
the terms of ANT.

2.4

Conclusion

This chapter has provided a review of the pertinent literature on land reform. Through this
review, it becomes apparent that economic incentives have been the main drivers for land
reform approaches. These approaches have promoted the idea of transforming customary
land to property through an enactment that is either representational, material or practical.150
Central to this process is the introduction of land laws to change landholding arrangements
over property. I seek to unpack this process by drawing on ANT as a frame to understand the
important role played by actors in decisions about land policy and reform. In this way, ANT
provides a measure of land reform success based on the extent to which land reform has
managed to mobilise alliances.
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In this chapter I have discussed how actors promoted the transition of property based on
practical considerations, or the ‘rule of thumb’. I argue that this ‘rule of thumb’ was also
powerfully shaped by conceptual perspectives on the conditions of a ‘frontier’ associated
with violence, depopulation and property. My use of ANT extends the analysis of land reform
not only by engaging in the debate on the influence of Western hegemony on land reform but
also by showing how particular actors, nodes of network and places matter. Although the
conceptual framing of land reform is shaped by Western hegemony, that hegemony is neither
consistent, universal, nor generalisable – it plays out in different ways in different contexts.
This thesis thus pays particular attention to the individual actors who were involved in
transmitting and translating the specific ideas that shaped land reform in Solomon Islands.
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CHAPTER 3. Colonialism, Land Law and the Resident Commissioner:
Charles Morris Woodford
3.1

Introduction

Much of the analysis of the development of land policy and law in Solomon Islands is
depersonalised. What I seek to add to the debate is a close examination of who was involved,
what influenced them and what their approaches were. Using the framework of ANT, this
will involve analysing closely the background and actions of C.M. Woodford, as Britain’s
first Resident Commissioner in the British Solomon Islands Protectorate (BSIP). Viewed
through an ANT lens, the BSIP functioned as a laboratory within which Woodford developed
his own interpretation of colonial land law as a means to encourage large scale capitalist
plantation development. For Woodford, land law was a central component in the
establishment of the BSIP. While much has been written about his early role as a naturalist
and then a government administrator in Solomon Islands, little has been written about
Woodford’s role in the development of colonial land policy and law.1
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Although Woodford was a key actor during this early period, other people and groups were
also influential. These ‘actors’ included the Colonial Office, the Western Pacific High
Commission, various colonial officials and planters. Linking these actor-nodes or actants in
a structure of causality are bonds that form a complex network. From the perspective of ANT,
as discussed in chapter 2, the nodes within this network are the ‘Actors, and an Actor is any
entity that interacts with other actors or serves as an intermediary [or mediator] between
actors. ANT accepts humans and non-humans (objects) as actors, since all interactions
between humans are mediated through objects of one type or another’.2
The central focus of this chapter is on Woodford as a key intermediary and mediator ‘between
colonial authorities and local peoples and settlers’, although I will also make reference to
other actors.3 One of Woodford’s more significant roles was that of translation in relation to
early colonial land law, where translation refers to the process of negotiation or
representation between actors within a network.4 Of equal importance to Woodford’s
position was his link to the “Commodore Justice” of the Royal Navy, as an early mode of
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exercising colonial power in the Western Pacific and imposing the rule of law. In this respect,
the Royal Navy functioned as the initial connection between violence and legal development.
Central to this linkage is the changing nature of land through what Nicholas Blomley terms
‘the enactment of property’ to render land a commodity.5

There is an extensive literature on British colonial rule in the Pacific including the Solomon
Islands, which I draw on here, together with original archival material, to reconstruct how
this link between Woodford and the Royal Navy contributed to the early enactment of
colonial land law and transformed customary land into a commoditised property available
for capitalist development. I begin by examining Woodford’s role as an individual key actor,
drawing on David Lawrence’s recent biography of Woodford. Secondly, I examine
Woodford’s experiences during his scientific expeditions to Solomon Islands between 1886
and 1888. Thirdly, I examine the relationship between Woodford and the Royal Navy.
Finally, I discuss the elements of this early network converged to generate colonial land law
as part of the establishment of the Solomon Islands British Protectorate (BSIP).

3.2

Resident Commissioner

Charles Morris Woodford, the eldest son of Mr. Henry Pack Woodford, a prosperous wine
and spirit merchant, was born on 30 October 1852 at Milton-next-Gravesend, a large
economically important town on the southern banks of the Thames in Kent, England. 6 He
was educated at Tonbridge School from 1864 to 1877, where he developed an interest in
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natural history and collected butterflies, a hobby in which he was encouraged by the school
Headmaster, Rev Dr James Welldon; Welldon regarded natural history as a skill necessary
for students should they venture out to the colonies.7 The novels of Captain Mayne, which
contained tales of adventures in Africa, America and the Pacific, and to which Woodford had
access, may also have contributed to his desire for travel.8 These factors were part of the
chain of social interactions that moulded Woodford from a student of natural history into an
explorer, a collector and a colonial administrator. They were the elements that Woodford
built on to become a key intermediary and mediator between colonial authorities, European
settlers and local people.

Under somewhat obscure circumstances, Woodford left England in 1881 to travel to the
Western Pacific, arriving in Suva in 1882.9 He visited the Gilbert (Kiribati) and Ellice
(Tuvalu) island groups in 1884 and ‘acted as a Government Agent on the Patience, a 40 tonne
ketch chartered to return home 45 Gilbertese labourers stranded in Fiji’.10 Woodford started
expressing his views about violence on the Gilbert and Ellice frontier through a ‘series of
long detailed letters to his mentor in Fiji, John Bates Thurston, then Assistant High
Commissioner for the Western Pacific’.11 Later, Woodford explored Melanesia on three
occasions during 1886, 1887 and 1888. Most of his collection of more than 17,000 objects
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was purchased by the British Museum of Natural History in London.12 In nine diaries,
Woodford provided a detailed account of his personal experiences, describing the few
Europeans he met, the local inhabitants with whom he lived, the places he explored and the
state of affairs in the region.13 Woodford’s early expeditions brought him into contact with
the issues of violence and depopulation.
Woodford’s first trip to the Solomon Islands began in Fiji, where he arrived on 17th February
1886 and made contact immediately with the Governor, Sir John Bates Thurston, seeking
official permission to travel to Solomon Islands. Woodford knew of Thurston through their
correspondence in 1884 on conditions in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands; despite this
familiarity, Woodford was still required to formally request official permission. Thurston
duly facilitated Woodford’s trip to Solomon Islands on board the Christine, a small schooner
returning ‘120 natives back to their home villages in New Hebrides, Solomon Islands and
Lord Howe group’.14 His visit to Fiji not only provided Woodford with an opportunity to
meet representatives of the colonial government but also created a network on which he drew
when he subsequently applied for the position of Resident Commissioner for the British
Solomon Islands Protectorate.
Woodford’s three early visits to Solomon Islands gave him the opportunity to create personal
networks amongst the European crews and traders on board the ships he travelled on, as well

For a detailed discussion of Woodford’s collections see Lawrence, The Naturalist and His ‘Beautiful
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as with the few Europeans who resided either permanently or temporarily in the islands.
European residents in the islands were constantly confronted with danger because of the
violence associated with ‘communities [that] were culturally oriented around head
hunting’.15 Woodford’s experience while exploring the islands and interacting with both
Europeans and Solomon Islanders grounded him solidly in the security issues, law and order
problems and dynamic nature of social relations in the region. The knowledge he gained
about life in the Solomon Islands would be put to good use when he became Resident
Commissioner in BSIP in 1896.

Solomon Islands would become something of a laboratory for Woodford in his management
of the transition of property rights from a series of customary land regimes to a uniform statesupported property rights system, reflecting the convergence of a range of different interests.
Woodford was ‘both a client of and a broker between the Colonial Office in London and the
Western Pacific High Commission in Suva’,16 and yet his ‘personal and professional relations
with senior officials in both agencies often led to difficulties and personal conflicts’.17
Woodford was thus a central actor driving the initial process of land tenure translation in the
British Solomons, and his actions are both a necessary and appropriate lens through which
to understand this formative period in the history of Solomon Islands land tenure conversion.
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3.3

Woodford’s Experiences

Woodford was a key actor both before and after the declaration of the BSIP. His early taste
for the collection of fauna and adventure in unexplored territory expanded over time to the
administration of law and government, initially in Gilbert and Ellice Islands, Samoa and then
in the BSIP. This experience provided Woodford with a broad base with which to create
connections and networks with various actors. These networks in turn guided and assisted
Woodford by directing where he should go and whom he should contact while he was
collecting natural history specimens,18 documenting local artefacts and observing the local
population and their activities.19 When Woodford visited Alu in the Shortland Islands in 1886
he stayed with a local leader, Gorai. This arrangement was based on advice from Dr. Henry
Guppy, a former medical officer on the British naval vessel HMS Lark who knew Gorai and
considered him reliable.20 Guppy provided Woodford with a letter of introduction to Gorai
and local traders also recommended him as a reliable support in the northern islands. It was
through such networks that Woodford became uniquely positioned to experience the frontier
and its associated depopulation and violence.

3.3.1 Woodford on the Frontier
Woodford’s experience reflected his position as a member of a very small group of
Europeans who had early close encounters with Solomon Islanders. Such encounters were
shaped by ‘frontier conditions’ that ‘bred frontier attitudes among the Europeans, who often
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became a law unto themselves’.21 The frontier was the space in which the worlds of Solomon
Islanders and Europeans came into contact prior to the full imposition of colonial law and
administration.22 Frontiers are artefacts of ‘technology and imagination’, which are
‘imagined or constructed as sites of bountiful emptiness’.23 These are sites that materially
‘function as the territorial boundary of property and state formation. Inside the frontier, land
is converted into property, mapped, marked and regulated by the state. Outside the frontier
lie customary landscapes, mapped and marked as kastom places’.24
Bronwen Douglas describes the encounter experience as a ‘fluid, embodied, situated episode
involving multiple personal relationships’25 between the ship men and coastal dwellers.
Douglas writes that the meanings and understandings derived from such experience ‘were
sometimes opposed and often mutually ambiguous but, for all concerned, they provided
stimuli for acting, including representing’.26 Her framing of encounter as a stimulus for acting
and representing is a useful reference point for understanding the nature and extent of
interactions between Europeans and Solomon Islanders and the ways in which they perceived
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each other on the frontier. The encounter experiences, as Margaret Jolly and Serge
Tcherkézoff highlight, ‘were often occasions of tumultuous misunderstanding and extreme
violence’ that shape how both sides of the encounter perceive and interact with each other.27

Rebecca Monson highlights how trading activities impacted on Islander power structures,
negotiations around natural resources, access to economic opportunities and other
opportunities such as educational training facilitated through missionisation.28 Previous
research has documented the nature and extent of early trading activities, which can be
understood as unfolding in two stages. The first stage of trading was labour trade or the
exchange of goods for men and women. The second stage of trading involved the exchange
of a wider range of material goods such as firearms, as well as the sale of customary land.29

Woodford provides a detailed account of such activities based on his experience of being a
Government Agent on board the Christine, a ship from Fiji that was involved in the labour
trade and heading to the Solomon Islands in 1886. In describing the methods used by the
labour recruiter operated when approaching coastal villages, he explained that two boats were
lowered to meet the Islanders. The men on both boats were fully armed in case of incidents.
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On one boat was the labour recruiter, who stood up in the stern of the boat and traded with
the Islanders while his crew sat ready at the oars in case they were given order to pull off if
they were attacked. Apart from the recruiter’s dinghy, the other boat with the Government
Agent on board kept offshore and provided cover in case of attack.30 Woodford was aware
of the level of violence associated with both trading vessels and the labour recruitment ships
through his work in the Fiji Immigration Department in 1883. He would have learned more
about the violence associated with labour recruitment and trafficking through his contacts
with men involved in the Solomons’ labour trade.

The engagement of Islanders in trading activities with whalers, traders and labour recruiting
ships, whether by consent or against their will, paved the way for land dealings. Contact with
Islanders was sporadic at first, but there were reports of the early establishment of permanent
and semi-permanent shore stations from around 1840. There were few resident traders
operating in the Solomon Islands at this stage, and their numbers fluctuated. During the
trading season there were seven resident traders in 1870, then only about four in 1875, six in
1880, ten in 1885 and fourteen in 1890, although the volume of trading interaction was much
higher than this might suggest. These resident traders established a number of small trading
stations, most located on small islands for security reasons, and manned on a temporary basis
for at least a year.31

The resident traders established good relations with Indigenous people through social
interaction or marriage, in regions where the image of the Islander was shaped by ‘powerful
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discursive representations of western Pacific islands as cannibal isles, and the home of black
inferior and inherently lawless savages’.32 Such representation was shaped by frontier
encounters and scientific perceptions of race. Scholars such as Judith Bennett described the
interaction between traders and Islanders by highlighting that ’the trader who survived was
the trader who could protect himself’.33 The resident traders developed an understanding of
Islander customs and the social organization of the communities they had ties to and through
these networks were able to extend and create ‘the markets for Western goods among
Solomon Islanders, becoming specialists in the needs and greed of their customers’.34

Woodford also had contacts amongst resident traders and frequently stayed with them.
During Woodford’s first expedition visit he stayed at Fauro in the Shortland Islands with a
trader, J.C. Macdonald and his family who showed Woodford ‘the greatest kindness and
assistance during [his] stay’.35 These kinds of interaction facilitated ongoing relationships
between Woodford, the European resident traders and Islanders; these same established ties
of friendship and trade also made it possible for resident traders to purchase land from
Islanders more cheaply than other European investors or settlers, at least before the
establishment of BSIP in 1893.36
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3.3.2 Frontier Violence
Woodford had first-hand experience of the extent of the violence that was occurring in
Solomon Islands on the frontier, and would certainly have been exposed to colonial racial
portrayals of Islanders, to which he also contributed.37 Bruce Knauft writes that such
‘European portrayals were not surprising … since in early encounters successful Melanesian
attacks were common and frequently punctuated by cannibalism, the taking of heads, or the
seemingly gratuitous killing of shipwrecked crews’.38 Bronwen Douglas and Chris Ballard
maintain that ‘colonial racial evaluations were expressed mainly as judgments about native
character, customs, lifestyle and capacity for progress – that is, relative savagery or
civilisation’.39 These evaluations, I argue, were crucial elements that informed Woodford’s
conceptual frame and fed into the process of drafting the early colonial land law.
Woodford’s writings provide detailed accounts of the widespread violence that either existed
within Islander communities or involved Islanders and Europeans.40 When he made his way
to the Solomon Islands in 1886 on board the Christine, the schooner arrived at Uru Bay, on
the east coast of Malaita, and remained there from 20 to 25 May. Woodford reported that Uru
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Bay was where the Borealis, another labour schooner, had been attacked by Islanders in
October 1880, about six miles from where the Janet Stuart had earlier been attacked in 1882.
During this period Woodford reported that another vessel was attacked nearby by Islanders
from Mole, and five Europeans as well as several Islanders were killed.41 These instances of
violence were often presented as warfare which, according to Bruce Knauft, denotes a
‘collective armed conflict between putatively autonomous political groups’.42 While I agree
with Knauft, I think this was quite generalised because in some instances the violence was
caused by individuals. The Borealis incident was one such example, where Maeasuaa, a
Kwaio fighting leader, was held to be responsible for the attacks. The ‘success of the attacks
made Maeasuaa respected and raised his status. This made other men eager to attack labour
vessels in the hope of raising their status in their communities’.43
Numerous studies have examined the interplay between violence and warfare44 and in
Melanesia ‘it is often difficult to separate interpersonal violence from war since a conflict
between two individuals often escalates into a war between villages or other corporate
entities’.45 Past studies reconstructing the nature of warfare in various parts of Melanesia
have revealed that it was both pervasive and often associated with cannibalism, head hunting
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or retaliation practices.46 Such practices, as noted by Knauft, ‘…had strong ritual and
cosmological significance in some societies’.47 Headhunting practices also had a political
dimension. Soga, a powerful big man on the island of Isabel was ‘…a notorious warrior who
had established wide political influence, in part by carrying out headhunting raids against
other regions of Santa Isabel and surrounding islands’.48 Soga later converted to Christianity
and protected the early missionaries who settled in his region. This gave him further status
and he used that to expand his social and economic ties.49
Woodford’s expeditions placed him in a unique position to observe Solomons warfare in the
form of head hunting and retaliatory raids then occurring in the western islands. During his
first expedition in 1886 he stayed at Rubiana (now Roviana) in New Georgia. He described
the area as ‘the centre of the headhunting district’ and the people were ‘notorious headhunters
and cannibals’.50 In some of the villages that Woodford visited, he discovered nearly all the
men were ‘away on a head-hunting expedition to the island of Ysabel’.51 During the time he
spent there he ‘heard of no less than thirty-one heads being brought home’.52 On his second
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expedition in 1887 again he stayed at Rubiana for a fortnight. The Islanders he noted,
continued with their head-hunting expeditions, ‘and had lately brought six heads from
Bugotu on Ysabel’.53 Woodford subsequently moved to Aola on Guadalcanal on 30 March
1887. At the time of his arrival he reported that men from the coast ‘had just returned from a
successful raid upon a mountain town (the term Woodford used for village), and had killed
fifteen people’, while just previously they and Islanders from Ruavatu had killed twenty-nine
people.54 Woodford wrote that these retaliatory attacks between bushmen and coastal
dwellers made it ‘dangerous to penetrate any distance into the interior’.55
These experiences shaped Woodford’s thinking about how the rule of law should be applied
in the islands. During his first and second expeditions he reported regularly to Thurston in
Fiji. He discussed what he had heard from Islanders and Europeans, and what he had
observed and experienced. It was his opinion that the only way to solve the problem of headhunting was to destroy the ‘large tomakos or head-hunting canoes, which are used for no
other purpose, and the houses in which they are kept’.56 He also suggested that rather than
having just occasional visits by Royal Navy men-of-war there should be a permanent police
force of fifteen to twenty well-disciplined men who should be constantly on the spot, which
would enable them to quickly ‘become acquainted with the native customs and character’ as
well as be in a position to sufficiently ‘maintain order in all parts of the group’.57
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The proposed police force did not materialise because, as I discuss in Section 3.5, the Western
Pacific High Commission in Fiji was not in a position to spend money on such a project.
When Woodford was appointed Resident Commissioner, he was able to exploit this central
role in the colonial administration in Solomon Islands to translate his experiences into
practice in the interests of the colonial government and in the development of early colonial
land law; he managed this despite being in a relatively weak position relative to other actors
within the Western Pacific High Commission.

The substantial literature covering labour trafficking in the Pacific highlights the role of
violence between Islanders and traders or settlers in the form of reprisals or counter reprisals.
Much of this literature focuses on the movement of people through labour trafficking to work
on plantations in Australia and Fiji.58 A number of researchers, including Peter Corris and
Tracy Banivanua-Mar, directly address the issue of the violence associated with the labour
trade in the Pacific.59 Such violence was most commonly due to Indigenous people avenging
the death of their men in colonial Queensland or Fiji.60 The labour trade and exchange of
goods ‘for exportable produce, local food, labour and the use or acquiring of the land’61 cost
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the lives of both traders and Indigenous people. According to Bennett, ‘[b]etween 1860 and
1896 the total number of whites involved in trading who were killed was about eighty’.62
This demonstrated that Islanders were not always the passive objects of colonial encounters;
instead they often actively expressed, through various avenues, their dissatisfaction with the
outcomes of the labour trade.

The Royal Navy used the law as a tool to manage the labour trade and arrest labour recruiters
who committed acts of violence against Islanders to be tried in New South Wales courts.
Under the Australian Court Act 1828, the courts of New South Wales had the jurisdiction to
deal with civil and criminal matters in the Pacific that concerned British subjects. The
Queensland Polynesian Labourers Act of 1868 (Vict. No. 47) was the legal basis to regulate
the labour trade in an attempt to address the uncontrolled violence between Islanders and
traders or settlers. However, the legislation was ineffective in design because there was no
provision requiring the appointment of an official to oversee recruitment.63 The application
of the law in the Australian courts to prosecute perpetrators of violence in association with
the labour trade proved largely inadequate.64

A substantial literature describes the functioning of colonial law applied to territories
described as uncivilised and savage.65 One example was the incident in 1869 on board the
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Young Australian schooner in which several Islanders were shot and thrown overboard.
However, the offenders could not be arrested in order to be prosecuted because the New
South Wales Attorney General advised there was no legal basis to properly issue bench
warrants to arrest them outside of British territory.66Another example was the schooner
Daphne, which was licensed in Queensland to carry fifty Islanders. The British Consul in Fiji
and the Captain of H.M.S. Rosario, Commander Palmer, examined the vessel and reported
that it was similar to an African slaver, carrying twice the permitted number of recruits, with
sub-standard accommodation. Despite these irregularities, the British Consul could do no
more under the Queensland Polynesian Labourers Act of 1868 than report the vessel to the
colonial authorities to decide on an appropriate penalty. As a means to get around this legal
dilemma, Commander Palmer detained the vessel under the Slaving and Foreign Jurisdiction
Acts, which could be used against British subjects committing crimes outside British
territory, within the jurisdiction of British and colonial courts. The case regarding the Daphne
was unsuccessful because it was argued that the natives involved were not slaves. 67 The
Daphne case demonstrated that this was a deliberate application of the law, a feature by
design.

The violence associated with the labour trade in Queensland and Fiji persisted, and
subsequently resulted in the murder of Bishop John Coleridge Patteson of the Church of
Melanesia in 1871 on Nukapu. Much of the literature on the death of Patteson revolves
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around the explanation that it was a reprisal by Islanders to avenge the loss of some of their
men abducted by recruiters.68 But Thorgeir Kolshus and Even Hovdhaugen have recently
challenged this explanation, arguing that one of the reasons for the murder of Patteson was
because of his nagging. There was also the perception amongst Nukapu men that his
interaction with their women had threatened the social and cosmological order by
encouraging ‘egalitarian relations across hierarchical divides’ and ‘bringing two rigidly
separated ritual domains into dangerous proximity’.69 This alternative explanation of
Patteson’s murder suggests that the way missionaries interacted with Islanders could also be
a source of violence.

Following the murder of Patteson there was public reaction demanding stricter measures to
regulate the labour trade which resulted in the Colonial Office enacting the Pacific Islander
Protection Act 1872.70 This Act authorised courts in the Australian colonies and New Zealand
to prosecute British subjects who committed an offence outside British territory. However,
its application was limited only to British subjects and ships because the legislation lacked
the support of international treaties, thus it was possible to evade the law by flying a foreign
flag.71 In other words, the law enabled the law to be avoided. James Arthur Boutilier pointed
out that ‘the law could not be made to work on the spot for lack of effective government or
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machinery in the islands’.72 Such a view suggests that in the absence of a centralised authority
the application of the law to protect people and property would be a contested process.
As noted by Banivanua-Mar, the:
resistance, retaliation or negotiations of islanders were rarely recognized as
political or rational interactions with colonial projects, but were rather seen as
mindless, indiscriminate and unpredictable explosions of violence to which
cannibals were prone.73
Such representation of Islanders was not surprising because the race discourse during this era
categorised Islanders as at the bottom of the race hierarchy scale.74 During his third
expedition visit to Solomon Islands in 1888, Woodford stayed at Ngella with the trader Lars
Nielsen from Norway.75 Woodford continued to hear about violent incidents in Solomon
Islands, leading him to characterise the behaviour of Islanders as ‘cowardice, both in its sense
of timidity and in the desire to take advantage of the defenceless stranger or enemy’.76

3.3.3 The Implications of Depopulation
Woodford’s period working as a naturalist on scientific expeditions in Solomon Islands
shaped his views about the question of depopulation in the Solomon Islands. These views
subsequently shaped the direction of land law and plantation development when Woodford
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was appointed Resident Commissioner. Woodford understood the cultures he observed in the
Solomon Islands as belonging to the ‘Stone Age’, lying at the lower limit of Darwin’s scale
of comparison between the highest ape and the lowest savage.77 His views were influenced
by his reading of Darwin’s Descent of Man, which he ‘reread’ in 1884.78 His retracing of the
places ‘visited by the Spanish expedition, under Mendana [sic], that discovered the Solomon
Islands in the year 1568’79 led him to conclude that the sixteenth-century population had been
significantly greater, proof that there had been depopulation since. Woodford was able to
convince the colonial government of the reality of depopulation in Solomon Islands, which
in turn contributed to the way in which he enacted the early colonial land law referred to as
the waste land legislation.

Woodford visited Ysabel in November 1888 and noted that some of the places visited by the
Spanish expedition in 1568 were now uninhabited. He pointed out that on St. George Island,
Ysabel, the Spanish explorers met a powerful chief named ‘Beneboneja or Ponemonefa’ and
described his town (i.e village) as comprising over 300 houses. However, Woodford found
no permanent settlement on St. George Island and reported that the former residents had been
decimated by head-hunters.80 The Spanish explorers also landed at Puerto de la Cruz81 on
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Guadalcanal and explored the interior where they discovered the ‘country thickly peopled
and well cultivated’.82 In fact, the Spanish did not go far inland and their contacts with the
Islanders were limited; their claims for the size of the population may have been exaggerated
to promote the notion of large populations that could be enslaved, and to justify to Madrid
the cost of further expeditions.
Woodford pointed out that now ‘the neighbourhood near the anchorage [was] but thinly
peopled’ and there were no Islanders ‘living now on the coast close to the Puerto de la
Cruz’.83 His explanation for this apparent trend in depopulation was due to a combination of
‘black box’ elements. In ANT theory, a black box can refer to concepts, humans, institutions
or objects. In Woodford’s case I argue that when he came into contact with these black boxes,
such as the introduction of firearms by Europeans, Islander warfare or the contribution to
depopulation of the widespread practices of foeticide and infanticide,84 he processed them
through a conceptual frame formed by his understanding of racial and evolutionary theories
of the time. This then influenced him to believe that Solomon Islanders would eventually
become extinct.85

The historical transition from a religious determinism that perceived natural history as the
work of God to a scientific rationalism based on the principles of evolution and adaptation
shaped the discourse on race extinction.86 Darwin theorised evolution as descent with
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modification, asserting that populations and species change over time through the process of
natural selection.87 Supporters of the theory of monogenesis and those of polygenesis differed
in their views of the fundamental nature of difference amongst human races, but both schools
of thought classified ‘the varieties of man by racial type’ and shared the assumption ‘that a
hierarchy of races existed with Europeans at the top of the scale’.88

The perception that races towards the bottom of the scale were doomed to extinction was
influenced by frontier colonial encounter experiences.89 As discussed in Chapter 2, race
extinction discourse was linked to debates about depopulation.90 It was based on the
assumption that a subject race perceived as savage and primitive ‘could not possibly survive
in competition with the superior and progressive European races’.91 Such theories promoted
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and sustained a Eurocentric mindset of racial hierarchy whereby colonised races perish due
to a primitive mental capacity while the colonizers survive.92
Woodford’s perception of an apparent trend towards depopulation in Solomon Islands drew
on a global flow of ideas on race extinction shaped by scientific ‘views of nature and race
that sustained much racial and cultural prejudice’.93 Race extinction, as Patrick Brantlinger
notes, was understood as an inevitable product of the process of civilisation.94 The notion of
Indigenous people as doomed races appeared in Woodford’s ethnographic work, as well as
his government documents and correspondence and powerfully influenced the colonial
government’s approaches to land development in Solomon Islands. Race extinction theories
ultimately provided the rationale for land law to be designed ‘as the instrument which the
colonial state in most underdeveloped economies consciously utilized to penetrate traditional
modes of production and to link them under conditions of subservience to local and
metropolitan capital interest’.95

3.4

Woodford and the Royal Navy

Woodford arrived in the western Pacific at a moment when much of the region was still ‘a
frontier ‘contact zone’ where relations of power were negotiated in ways that retained an
inherent potential for violence … such violence was variously positioned as both a cause and
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a symptom of frontier spaces’.96 These frontier spaces were sites of legal ambiguity which
‘exacerbated a sense of disorder that compelled ever more efficient expansion of colonial
influence under a broad justifying narrative of the civilizing mission bringing order, stability
and security to the disorder and primitiveness of the frontiers and beyond’.97 Woodford’s
frontier experiences led him to call on the Royal Geographic Society, declaring that ‘in the
interest of humanity itself, some effective measures should be taken to put a stop to such
wholesale slaughter’.98 He made this call for effective law and order measures during a period
when British policy to address the challenge of frontier violence was based on a ‘minimal
interventionist’ approach.99

In fact, what has been termed the minimal interventionist approach was not a formal
government directive at all. According to William Morrell, ‘British statesmen and officials
devised remedies for particular evils and policies in particular situations when decisions had
to be taken; but they certainly did not think continuously about Pacific problems’.100 James
Boutilier has suggested that British action was premised on a posture of minimum
intervention because the Colonial Office, at that time, was ‘influenced by the Manchester
economists like Ricardo and Mill, who maintained that colonies were an economic burden,
and prejudiced by relations with unstable non-white communities … to avoid annexing a
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territory’ or protecting far-off colonies.101 Boutilier argues that ‘prior to the annexation of
Fiji in 1874 Britain was reluctant to assume responsibility for governing her subjects in the
Pacific or to extend more than token assurance of protection to friendly chiefs who
requested’.102 British colonial policy thus developed largely in order to protect its own
subjects in the western Pacific; protection of Islanders was incidental or secondary.
According to Doug Hunt, the Royal Navy’s ‘warships were the most tangible element of
British power and prestige in the Pacific’;103 the Navy’s role in the Pacific was directed
largely towards policing the labour trade and curbing attacks against British subjects.104 The
Royal Navy had two stations, one located in Sydney and the other in Valparaiso on the west
coast of Chile, South America; the squadron based in Sydney had the responsibility of
policing the labour trade in Melanesia.105. Commodore George Tryon wrote that the purpose
of the Royal Navy as an agent of the world’s most powerful colonial authority ‘…is to
supervise vessels and trade where civilization and barbarism are in contact and to promote
good understanding and good order’.106
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The Royal Navy’s strategic response to violence in the southwest Pacific has been described
as ‘commodore justice’, reflecting a formal policy that any outrage against a British subject
was deemed an act of war to be sanctioned by executive authority and not by the law.107 This
is evident from the orders given to the captains of naval ships of the Australian Station
investigating outrages committed in various parts of Solomon Islands. In 1880, Commodore
J.C. Wilson gave sailing orders to Captain W. H. Maxwell of H.M.S. Emerald to investigate
the murder of Lieutenant Bower and five men of H.M. Schooner Sandfly. Wilson stressed
that, if the culprits escaped, naval ships were to follow them wherever they go and inflict ‘on
them [the] severe punishment they so well deserve’.108 Following his inquiry into the murder
incident, Captain Maxwell took punitive action that resulted in villages ‘destroyed entirely,
plantations and fruit trees cut down and pulled up, and everything that was possible done to
teach a lesson to these murderers’.109 Punitive expeditions became a routine measure of
colonial governance in Solomon Islands and the New Hebrides (now Vanuatu) until as late
as the 1930s.110
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Woodford strongly condemned the Royal Navy’s approach of punishing murderers with the
‘farce of firing shells into the bush’.111 He wrote, sincerely, that ‘I know of no place where
firm and paternal government would sooner produce beneficial results than in the Solomon
Islands’.112 Referring to reports of murders in Solomon Islands, Woodford asserted that such
murders would continue ‘so long as England ignores her obligation to extend by annexation
that protection to her subjects in the Solomon that she was at length forced against her will
to extend to British New Guinea’.113 Such sentiments demonstrated Woodford’s strong belief
in the need to establish a firm and permanent British presence in Solomon Islands.
John Bach’s research on the role of the Royal Navy in the Pacific highlights the powerful,
class-based role of a naval officer of the late nineteenth century. The officer class represented
‘the European concept of justice, yet he was without legal authority to interfere; if he chose
to ignore this disability he still faced the tasks of legislator, judge and occasionally
executioner, often without anything more than his personal values and view of society to
guide him’.114 For naval officers, handling disputes was a challenge because:
[a]t each island group the commander could expect to find a variety of problems
presented to him for arbitration or adjudication, tasks that needed all his initiative
and diplomacy to fulfil. At such times his orders were barely more than a general
guide and lacking accessible superior authority he had no alternative but to
assume the responsibility for making decisions which might well expose him to
later attack and even censure.115
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Deryck Scarr has stressed that ‘[t]he instructions under which naval commanders acted in the
islands were, in fact, a characteristic embodiment of the theory of indigenous sovereignty
and responsibility’.116 They were intended both ‘to assure inhabitants of the friendly
disposition of Her Majesty’s Government’ and to punish any outrages that occurred in order
to protect British subjects and Islanders from the recurrence of such outrages.117 Commodore
George Tryon noted that ‘while British subjects should be protected from the unprovoked
attack of savages, the native should be protected from the lawless acts of whitemen’.118 This
view attests to the predominant notion of the civilising mission, in both its civic and religious
forms; but it also justified intervention strategies that required no further rationale to
substantiate the use of military force, cultural destruction and dispossession.119

Together, Bach and Scarr make the case for a significant role for the Royal Navy in shaping
law and order in colonial Australia and the Western Pacific, and violence played a central
part in the enforcement of this order. A naval vessel, on receiving a report of a murder in
Solomon Islands, committed either against British subjects or Islanders, would go to the
scene of the attack to investigate. In most cases, Islanders were invited on board the vessel
to give their account of the murder and the captain would negotiate for their assistance in
capturing the culprits. The role of the Islanders was to identify the culprits. Failure to do so
would result in other villagers being implicated as parties to the crime committed. Following
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the inquiry the captain would assess the circumstances and then, where appropriate, formally
declare war on those individuals or communities identified as the culprits. The naval forces
at his disposal would respond by attacking the village(s), destroying them and ‘if possible
seizing and securing the natives, and punishing any attempt at escape or resistance’.120
The Royal Navy’s forceful approach to punishing atrocities committed against British
subjects and Islanders provided the impetus for the transformation of colonial violence. Bruce
Knauft describes the historical transition in Melanesia from ‘reciprocated raids to more
unilateral and asymmetric punitive expeditions by whites, commonly entailing the burning
of villages, the killing of enemy encountered, and shelling of coastal settlements from manof-war ships’.121 But, as pointed out by Tracey Banivanua-Mar, the colonial sanctioned
violence was little different to the ‘perceived notions of native violence’. 122 Tribal law, like
cannibalism was perceived as ‘indiscriminate, impulsive, and irrational violence’ and yet this
was exactly the kind of violence that the commodore justice emulated.123 As Chris Ballard
points out, commodore justice – as a form of punitive expedition – was essentially a frontier
activity.124 The moral justification was ‘to eliminate savagery and lawlessness and yet … the
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tactics and strategies required for imperial success came very quickly to emulate or mimic
those of their irregular opponents’.125

3.5

Islander Protection and the Western Pacific High Commission

During the 1870s, two important pieces of Imperial legislation were passed in the British
Parliament to protect Pacific Islanders in the Western Pacific: the first, the Pacific Islanders
Protection Act 1872 (35 & 36 Vic c. 19) and the second, the Pacific Islanders Protection Act
1875 (38 & 39 Vic, c. 51.), a supplement and amendments to the principal Act of 1872. The
legislation provided for the prevention and punishment of criminal outrages inflicted upon
natives, and empowered Her Majesty to have jurisdiction over British subjects not within the
jurisdiction of any civilised power. The High Commissioner for the Western Pacific was to
be located in Fiji under the Order in Council 1877, with subsequent amendment in 1879, with
extraterritorial jurisdiction over British subjects in the islands. The role of the Western Pacific
High Commission was to exercise consular authority, administer the Pacific labour trade, and
maintain ‘exclusive control over British subjects and regulate their relations with the native
inhabitants of the South western Pacific’.126 The effectiveness of the High Commission’s
presence in Solomon Islands was limited by geographical distance and resource constraints.
Thus, the Royal Naval was relied upon to extend colonial authority and would continue to
inflict punishment on Indigenous people by considering violence against British subjects as
an act of war.127
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One of the principal challenges confronting the High Commissioner was dealing with land
tenure. It was inevitable that traders, settlers and missionaries would seek to acquire freehold
land for permanent settlement. How land transactions were understood by and negotiated
between settlers, missionaries and Indigenous peoples, and what constituted a sale for each
of these groups, were points of contention that could translate into violence. As noted by
James Boutilier, land sale in the eyes of an Islander more closely resembled the European
concept of renting.128 In the eyes of Islanders, land could not be permanently alienated. A
financial arrangement between a settler and a local community was simply an agreement to
permit the purchaser usufruct right. The land remained the property of the Indigenous
community.

Settlers coming from an Anglo-Australian legal heritage regarded a financial transaction as
an agreement that created the permanent alienation of land, which then became the property
of the buyer. Stuart Banner shows how encounter experiences in the form of land transactions
contributed to the dispossession of traditional land owners in the Pacific and elsewhere. He
argues that such transactions reflected conditions of law and power because Europeans
acquiring land were doing so within a legal framework of their own construction. The more
politically and economically powerful they became, the more they were able to acquire land
at lower relative prices.129
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Royal Navy Commodores who took the role of Deputy Commissioners of the Western Pacific
High Commission also played a mediating role in the processes of land claim settlement.
E.R. Nixon, a naval officer and Deputy Commissioner witnessed a land transaction on 18
September 1876 between Captain Alexander Mackenzie Ferguson of Mariner and the people
of Ugi in Makira. Ferguson bought vast tracts of customary land for £30. Twenty-three
people signed the land deed certifying that they were the rightful owners alive and that
Alexander Mackenzie Ferguson could ‘occupy the said land without molestation from [the
people] in any shape or form’.130 The land deed stated that the people understood that by
selling their land they forfeited their claims to the trees growing on it. The fact that the Deputy
Commissioner witnessed the land transaction sanctioned the sale by the WHPC. The terms
of the land deed provided the basis for transforming customary land into property which
could be invested with markers of possession such as fences and trespass signs. When, as
Resident Commissioner, Woodford came across these land deeds, he understood them
through his conceptual frame of the frontier, which informed his thinking on how to address
land speculation in Solomon Islands.

One of the local traders engaged in land dealings prior to the formation of the British Solomon
Islands Protectorate was Alexander Ferguson ‘who like many other traders married a local
woman’.131 Ferguson was one of the leading traders in Solomon Islands in the 1870s, using
local traders and European agents at Ugi.132 In 1877, he had entered into a partnership
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arrangement with Cowlishaw Brothers, a merchant shipping firm from Sydney. He
subsequently set up European traders at various locations in Solomon Islands. Part of this
trading network involved the acquisition of large amounts of land to establish permanent
trading stations. According to a land deed dated 21 July 1874, Ferguson acquired an island
named Newchalawatah, situated on the west coast of New Georgia Island between Bealeah
and Irimo. The ‘Kings of Rubiana’, as they were identified on the land deed, were paid in
trade goods. Then, on 2 December 1876, Ferguson acquired an islet called Marau Peenah,
situated off the settlement of Hohorah, from chief Wassarry for £10. Finally, on 14 March
1879, he acquired a parcel of land situated in Marau Sound, south-east end of Guadalcanal
Island, from a local chief Coumarrah, Idahty and all landowners for £20.133 These land
transactions demonstrate the beginnings of the formal land alienation process in Solomon
Islands, involving Europeans and Islander men who were described variously as chiefs, kings
or landowners.134 The use of such labels shaped how notions of ownership and property were
understood and interpreted by various actors and had an impact on how land was
subsequently settled or contested.

The ways in which the land deeds were drafted further encouraged land alienation, which
provided the impetus for the transformation of customary land to property. The 1874 land
deed signed between Ferguson and the Roviana landowners stipulated that the landowners
certified that they ‘dispose of all [their] rights and title to the [land]’ to Ferguson ‘in
consideration of trades’. An 1876 land deed framed along similar lines stated ‘I, Wassarry,
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chief of the village called Hohorah …certify that the said A.M. Ferguson shall enjoy
possession [of the land], and that I and my heirs for all time forthcoming consider the islet
Marau Peenah as the property of the said A.M. Ferguson, with all the trees, houses, and
effects thereon, for myself and heirs’. Moreover, the 1879 land deed stated that the purchase
price consideration ‘for the absolute purchase, in fee simple, free from encumbrances, of the
lands and hereditaments … Together with all woods, waters, ores, or minerals thereto belong’
to Ferguson.135 The terms of the land deeds appear to have served only the interests of the
traders, although the landowners seemingly agreed to the terms and wanted the money. The
land deeds also revealed the emergence of new property concepts which redefined the
relationships amongst actors involved in the land deals. These formal land transactions were
considered to be the basis for the transformation of customary land to property within the
colonial frontier.

The Cowlishaw brothers wrote to Commodore Wilson on 12 July 1881, asking him to protect
their property rights from others who were claiming titles to the same lands through
misrepresentation. They were concerned about the lands at Ugi because John Stephens, a
trader who was one of the witnesses to the signing of the land deed by Ferguson and the Ugi
people, was intending to obtain a new deed for the same lands. Ferguson had since been
murdered in 1880 when trading at Numa, on the east coast of Bougainville. Commodore
Wilson ordered Commander E.S. Dawson of H.M.S. Miranda to enquire into the
proprietorship of lands at Ugi, Guadalcanal and New Georgia. The Cowlishaw brothers
claimed that Ferguson had acquired the lands on their behalf. However, John Stephens
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claimed that Ferguson had transferred certain lands at Ugi to him. Commander Dawson wrote
that both parties lacked credible evidence to substantiate their claims. On that basis, he ruled
that all the land bought by Ferguson should revert to his estate for administration.136 In this
and in other ways, new ideas of succession and rules of inheritance that emanated from a
western legal tradition began to shape property relations in Solomon Islands.

On paper, the land deeds provided the basis for traders to assert ownership of land; but while
traders could attempt to restrict access or exclude original landowners from the land, this
could easily lead to dispute and conflict. In reporting on the proprietorship of certain lands at
Ugi and elsewhere, Commander Dawson noted that the purchases of land had become a daily
occurrence. He was of the view that, in order to prevent land disputes occurring,
before any purchase is considered complete, it should be imperative the same
should be registered, after inquiry, by an official of the High Commission Court;
but this act of registration should in no way be considered a guarantee of peaceful
possession, the purchasers themselves accepting all the risks attendant on such
investments in uncivilised countries.137

Given the highly contested nature of such land deals, in 1881 the High Commissioner
instructed Deputy Commissioner Hugh Hastings Romilly to examine them more closely.
Romilly was ordered to ‘inform British subjects who have purchased land that Her Majesty
would not recognise such transactions unless the papers are forwarded to the High
Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner for registry’.138 The High Commissioner instructed
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Commodores of the Royal Navy to remind British subjects ‘of the extreme insecurity of any
title they may acquire through any alleged purchase from native chiefs or people in the
absence of accurate and reliable information as to the tenure of land among them…’. 139 In
his instructions to Commodore James Erskine in 1882, High Commissioner Arthur Gordon
stressed that all land claims ‘will be registered as a matter of course and the papers carefully
preserved with a view to future investigation, but it is not to be assumed that such registration
conveys any guarantee of title’.140

Gordon explained that the rationale for his instructions to the naval Commodores was to
inform British subjects that documented and registered land purchases would give the High
Commissioner ‘some idea of the extent to which land purchases were being made and act as
a check on future deceit. Moreover, the determination to regard unregistered claims as invalid
would render impossible the rise of troublesome claims’.141 However, the Colonial Office
ruled against Gordon’s instructions and the Fiji Royal Gazette of 1884 notified that:
as the registration of … land transactions would be liable to be construed as a
confirmation of them by the Imperial Government, carrying with it some
obligation to uphold such transactions and possibly to give specific protection to
the purchasers, no such registration shall be permitted…Her Majesty’s
Government [would] accept no responsibility in regard to transactions relating
to land in the Pacific Ocean not being in British territory.142
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John Thurston, Gordon’s successor as High Commissioner, issued a notice in 1884 (later
cancelled by a second notice in July 1886) instructing ‘that British subjects desiring to
Register purchases of Land made by them in the islands of the Western Pacific … can do so
by forwarding the original deeds … to the Secretary to the High Commission, Suva, Fiji’.143
Another notice duplicating the terms of the second notice was then issued in November 1886,
and reprinted in 1898, signed by Wilfred Collett as Secretary to the High Commission. This
notice permitted parties to register their land claims though such registration did not
constitute a record of good title that Her Majesty’s Government would feel obliged to protect.
Under these notices, various land transaction claims were to be registered in the office of the
High Commissioner in Fiji but without the force of a legal Regulation. Land claims were
registered in accordance with the terms of the notice of November 1886, while other claims
were later ratified under the first land law for Solomon Islands enacted in 1896.144

3.6

Protectorate State

The increase in British intervention in the Solomon Islands from extra-territorial jurisdiction
to direct administration was shaped by events in the 1890s. Judith Bennett suggests three
factors drove this Imperial policy change. First, Britain’s dominance in trade and industry
declined due to a contracting market when other powerful political and economic nations like
Germany, France and USA began producing similar industrial products. Second was the
growing desire for colonial powers to safeguard their own economic and political interests
around the world: Germany had annexed New Guinea and Samoa; France was exerting
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authority over the Society Islands (French Polynesia), New Caledonia and would later declare
a condominium with Britain over the New Hebrides (Vanuatu).Third was the decision by the
government of Sir Samuel Griffiths in Queensland to reverse its decision to abandon the
labour trade with the passing of the Pacific Island Labourers (Extension) Act 1892 (Qld)(55
Vic. No. 38), which provided a plausible excuse to import more Islanders, thereby protecting
a labour reserve for Queensland and Fiji recruiters.145 These were amongst the key factors
providing the strategic and economic impetus for the British annexation of Solomon Islands
as a protectorate in 1893.

The declaration of the British Solomon Islands Protectorate by Britain created a centralised
authority vested in the Western Pacific High Commissioner, which was represented in
Solomon Islands by a Resident Commissioner based at the colonial administration
headquarters at Tulagi in the Ngella group of islands.146 Woodford played a key role in
negotiating with Islanders of Haleta, who represented the villages of Ngella, to purchase
Tulagi for £42 on 29 September 1896.147 In this instance, Woodford himself was engaged
directly in a land transaction that contributed to the impetus for the transformation of
customary property to state land.
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With the establishment by a Pacific Order in Council 1893 of the administration at Tulagi,
Solomon Islanders now became ruled by a colonial government that had the power to enact
and enforce laws,148 and to regulate and control the activities of British subjects and their
dealings with local inhabitants,149 particularly in regard to ‘… labour traders and to a lesser
extent commercial trading’.150 Amongst the central roles of the BSIP government were the
control and regulation of the labour trade, and the protection of the Solomon Islands from
other colonial powers. The Pacific Order in Council 1893 stipulated that the Order was to be
exercised over the ‘Solomon Islands, so far as they are not within the jurisdiction of the
German Empire’.151 This provided a legitimate basis for Britain ‘…to justify keeping out
other colonial powers, particularly France and Germany’152 from BSIP. The central authority
eventually developed into a state that Solomon Islanders were expected to legitimize by
conforming to its laws and participating in its programs.

The protectorate rule was proclaimed by imperial Britain in the wake of traders, settlers and
missionaries asserting their claims to lands which they felt that they had legitimately acquired
from Solomon Islanders. However, some Solomon Islanders refused to concede that they had
sold the land, while others claimed that those who sold the land were not the owners. A case
in point was the big man Maghratulo of Vella Lavella. He acquired political support from
leaders in the Mbilua district due to feast giving, organising head hunting raids, and
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facilitating sale of tortoiseshell to traders. His clan, however, had no land in the district but
only usufructory rights over the unoccupied islets of Ozama and Liapari land. He allowed his
supporters to plant coconut at Liapari and the traders to use Ozama as anchorage. Later, he
sold the islet of Ozama to John McDonald and Jesse Davis. The real land owners did not
complain because they had obtained guns and trade goods in the initial land deal and wanted
traders to be near at hand.153 Another example was in Nggai area where people claimed that
men with only vague rights would usually sell land.154 These two examples demonstrate that
the Islanders involved in the land transactions were not passive subjects. They participated
in and frequently manipulated the land deals for their benefit and to deceive the traders.

A constitutional issue relating to the proclamation of Solomon Islands as a protectorate was
the scope of the Crown’s authority. The prevailing legal theory during this period was that
‘the protectorate was essentially a treaty by which uncivilized states placed themselves under
the protection of European states’.155 Under this regime the Crown could only manage the
external relations of the uncivilised state, while the uncivilised state retained its internal
sovereignty. The Crown could only assert control based on a treaty or concession agreement
with local leaders. According to Clement Ng’ong’ola, in reference to Malawi, declaration of
a territory as a protectorate did not provide the legal basis for the Crown to assume
responsibility for land administration. Nor could it assert property rights in land and minerals
unless these were obtained under a treaty or concession agreement with the Indigenous
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people.156 But, as Antony Anghie has shown, the distinction between external and internal
sovereignty was not clear cut. This was because the Crown used the declaration of
2protectorate status as a vehicle for managing both the external and internal affairs of
uncivilized people while asserting that sovereignty was vested with their local rulers. Such a
view explains why colonisers could control the colonised under a protectorate regime,
without being burdened by administrative costs.157

In the case of the Solomon Islands, the Secretary of State for Colonies considered the idea
that the Crown could enter into a treaty agreement with local rulers who should provide the
revenue required for administering a loose British protectorate.158 The High Commission in
Fiji however advised the Colonial Office that this was not feasible because societies in
Solomon Islands had many separate political units and authority was vested in individuals or
groups of individuals such as big men, clan leaders, chiefs or heads of families. The High
Commissioner instead recommended that a resident deputy commissioner be appointed to
administer the BSIP. The Colonial Office in London in turn felt that this would burden the
Crown with administrative costs, hoping that Australia would assume responsibility for
Solomon Islands.159
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3.7

Early Protectorate Land Law

Woodford approached the Colonial Office to be appointed Resident Commissioner
immediately after Solomon Islands was declared a British protectorate in 1893. He made
reference to his experience and connection with the Solomon Islands to demonstrate his
suitability for the job. He also used his network through the Royal Geographical Society to
arrange a personal introduction to the Secretary of State, Lord Ripon. Yet, although
Woodford made a favourable impression on Lord Ripon, the Colonial Office was reluctant
to spend money establishing a colonial administration in the British Solomon Islands
Protectorate.

160

Woodford did not give up, and in January 1894 he applied again to the

Colonial Office and wrote directly to Thurston informing him of his intention to pursue his
scientific interests and at the same time maintain a colonial presence in Solomon Islands.161
The Colonial Office was interested in Woodford but Thurston declined the offer. Although
Thurston liked Woodford as a person he doubted his seriousness as a colonial administrator.
He wrote to the Colonial Office in London to express his concern that he ‘did not know if
Woodford possessed any legal training or any administrative abilities’.162

But Woodford persisted, moving to Fiji in October 1894. In December 1894, Thurston
appointed Woodford as Acting Consul and Deputy Commissioner in Samoa.163 During his
time in Samoa, Woodford interacted with Samoans and observed German engagement in
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commercial plantation activities. The Germans had a total of 7,800 acres of plantations with
‘7,000 planted for copra. These commercial plantations in Samoa produced more than 2,000
tons of copra a year, a further 1,000 tons came from native plantations’.164 While Woodford’s
time in Samoa was probationary, he appeared ‘to have passed with satisfactory reports both
from some members of the press and from the Foreign Office in London’.165 When his
appointment was terminated Woodford moved back to Fiji in September 1895, and took up
a clerical position in the Western Pacific High Commission. At the same time, he was
appointed as a ‘Stipendiary Magistrate of Nadroga Province in the Sigatoka district of Viti
Levu’.166 Woodford’s exposure to the plantation economy of Samoa and his time in Fiji as a
clerk and Stipendiary Magistrate were experiences that would later inform his approaches as
a colonial administrator.
Thurston moved to retain Woodford’s services by writing to the Secretary of State,
recommending that Woodford be appointed Resident Commissioner in Solomon Islands. The
Colonial Office refused to fund the proposed appointment and thus when Woodford was
transferred to the Solomon Islands in 1896 he was initially appointed as a Deputy Resident
Commissioner for six months only.167 In his role as Deputy Resident Commissioner, the first
step Woodford took was to write to Thurston in June 1896 on the matter of land speculation
in Solomon Islands, expressing the opinion that it was ‘necessary to issue a notice to foreign
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residents with a view to put a check upon speculative land purchases’.168 The intention should
be focused on discouraging ‘large and vaguely defined speculative purchases of which it
[was] intended to make no use until they [could] be sold at a profit’.169

Based on his experience and observation of commercial plantation activities in Samoa and
Fiji and land transactions in Solomon Islands, Woodford recommended to Thurston the
enactment of colonial land law to regulate land speculation and access for capitalist
development. In a despatch of 4 July 1896 Woodford identified places like Tasimboko on
Guadalcanal as suitable for sugar plantations, and the south coast of Malaita from Auki to
Maramasike passage including along the islands of Manoba and Leili off the north coast of
Malaita as better suited for coconut. Because the central and northern Solomon Islands were
largely immune from cyclones, they were eminently suited for coconut plantation
development and thousands of acres of seemingly unoccupied land was available for
immediate planting.170

Woodford then recommended to Thurston that the state should assume ownership of all
‘unoccupied lands in the absence of evidence of native ownership’.171 This move should
include the introduction of a system of leasehold tenure with strict condition of purchase that
would be a source of revenue for the colonial administration. In the same despatch Woodford
expressed his opinion that customary land tenure was insecure and, since Solomon Islanders
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frequently changed their places of residence, no injustice would be likely to arise if a statesanctioned land alienation process were introduced.
Thurston was convinced by Woodford’s argument for the early introduction of land
legislation. Woodford’s submissions appear to have influenced Thurston’s decision that the
‘sale of land should be subject to regulation’ but that issuing ‘a regulation with no means to
enforce it was useless’.172 Thurston’s line of reasoning would provide the rationale for
Woodford’s role as Resident Commissioner, which was central to shaping early colonial land
law. Woodford arrived in Suva in November 1896 and was asked by Thurston to stay in Fiji
for a month to assist in drafting the land regulations. Thurston considered Woodford’s
drafting role as crucial because of his ‘superior local knowledge, so as to ensure that the
Regulations [were] workable and sufficient’.173
Woodford’s field experience provided much of the moral justification for the enactment of
waste land regulations. Like other resident Europeans, Woodford evidently regarded
depopulation as contributing to the frontier idea of ‘empty’ spaces as unoccupied or ‘waste’
land. This assumption was consistent with the Western legal idea of ‘waste’, referring to land
that was not in any one’s occupation or land lying in common.174 The Solomon (Land)
Regulation of 1896 empowered the state to administer lands designated as ‘vacant’. It also
authorised the High Commissioner to grant leases on behalf of her Majesty to any ‘land being
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vacant by reason of the extinction of the original native owners and their descendants’.175
The motivation for the state’s introduction of the Regulation was not only to assert control
over land perceived as ‘vacant’ but also to regulate land speculation and to generate revenue
from such lands.176 The language of the Regulation indicated that the state recognised the
property rights of customary landowners only where they were perceived to be actually living
on the land.177 In this way, the notion of depopulation, and a sense of its inevitability,
contributed significantly to the framing of early land law in Solomon Islands.

By 1896, several areas of land suitable for plantation and settlement were already in the hands
of European settlers, whose numbers at this time were estimated to be about 50.178 Many
European settlers who had occupied land could assume good title in two ways: first, if they
had an undisturbed length of occupation before the formation of British Solomon Islands;
and second, if they complied with the development conditions under the Solomons (Land)
Regulation of 1896. The Crown could not give indefeasible title to lands in the Protectorate.
This meant that settlers could not be guaranteed legal security. There was no law regulating
registration except the Regulation of 1896, which required that ‘a copy of every conveyance
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or lease of native land under this Regulation must be deposited within six months from the
date of execution thereof in the High Commission’s Office’.179 A Register of land claims was
kept by the office of the High Commission in Fiji between 1896 and 1901. In 1900, High
Commissioner Sir George O’Brien authorised Woodford to open a local Register, which he
did on 23 July 1901. From that date all documents relating to the conveyancing and leasing
of native land, including certificates of occupation, were registered and kept in the local
Register.180

Due to the lack of sanction either by an Order in Council or by a treaty with traditional
authorities, the Crown could not assert authority over land throughout the Protectorate in
order to give good title. The Pacific Order in Council of 1893 provided for the regulation of
peace, order and good government but made no statement on whether ownership of land
should be vested in the Crown. In order to secure land for the colonial administration it was
necessary to enact legislation as an ‘act of state’ so that the Crown could transform customary
land into a property regime under state control.

Woodford was still in Suva in February 1897 when he received news of his formal
appointment as Resident Commissioner for the British Solomon Islands Protectorate. He
returned to Marau in April 1897 and began the process of dealing with the regulation of the
labour trade, the enforcement of quarantine regulations and the pacification of the islands by
stopping headhunting practices. One of his immediate roles was to end the violence
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associated with the headhunting and cannibalism that he had previously witnessed and
observed. British subject interests, metropolitan capitalism and protectorate development
demanded an end to the instability of this violence, and Woodford used the law as a tool to
legitimise the use of state violence to ‘achieve pacification and the establishment of new
forms of property’.181 Whenever a British subject was assaulted or killed, a state-sanctioned
punitive expedition would be launched, at times with the assistance of other Islanders, often
resulting in the destruction of villages and property of those implicated as the culprits. 182 In
the words of John Comaroff, such an approach can be described as ‘lawfare’, whereby the
law is used as a tool to deploy violence regardless of whether the end justifies the means. 183
Such an approach to violence is no different to the approach of the Royal Navy, which
Woodford had previously condemned.
Woodford’s use of violence to combat headhunting as well as other forms of atrocities against
British subjects, was perhaps more effective than that of the Royal Navy. As a policy, it was
designed to make areas with potential as plantation land safe both for European settlement
and for the introduction of workers from other islands.184 Woodford toured the islands on
board H.M.S. Plyades in 1896 and, as with previous naval visits, ‘burnt a village in retaliation
for the murder of the two men of the wrecked Amelia’.185 However, this punitive action was
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no more satisfactory than the earlier Royal Navy actions, either as retribution or deterrent,
because the Islanders simply retreated further inland whenever they saw an approaching manof-war. Woodford was aware of this limitation and thereafter followed a process of
pacification by adopting a ‘colonial strategy of using ‘friendly tribes’ against other island
groups’ and also recruiting of ‘white traders as armed militia’.186

Woodford encouraged plantation development as a means of financing the British Solomon
Islands Protectorate where ‘most of the land available for plantations appeared to be in the
New Georgia Islands and northern Guadalcanal’.187 Therefore, the colonial administration’s
immediate attention and effort was directed towards pacification of these areas to facilitate
the alienation of suitable land that would be accessible to foreign investors. Since the Royal
Navy usually visited these areas on an annual basis, Woodford moved to set up a government
station at Gizo in 1899. This was administered by a Deputy Commissioner, Arthur William
Mahaffy, with the support of a police force comprising men from Isabel, Malaita and Savo,
capable of responding quickly to incidents in the New Georgia region.

Between 1900 and 1901, Mahaffy and his police launched punitive expeditions on numerous
communities renowned for their head hunting.188 In January 1900, Mahaffy and his police
assaulted the village of Kalikonggu in Roviana Lagoon, resulting in the loss of a life, the
looting of the village and destruction of property; this was in retaliation for a head-hunting
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raid by men from this village on the village of Bugotu on Isabel Island, which had resulted
in the massacre of six people. A further punitive expedition in the Roviana area in 1901 led
to one death, one person wounded, and the destruction of houses and canoes. Another
punitive expedition in May of 1900 on the headhunters of Simbo resulted in the systematic
destruction of ‘houses, canoes, gardens and pigs until the locals capitulated’.189

In November 1901, Mahaffy led a punitive expedition in the Mbilua region to capture the
war chief Zito Latavaki, who had attacked the trader Jean Pascal Pratt following a failed arms
deal in 1897. The party consisted of 32 police with the support of traders (Norman Wheatley,
Thomas Woodhouse and Joseph Binskin), a new District Officer (Willian Hazelton) and local
volunteers, mostly from Roviana, Kolombangara, and Simbo.190 The impact was the
destruction of ten villages, a hundred canoes were ‘burnt or confiscated and Zito driven from
his Mbilua hideout’.191 By 1901 these expeditions had led to the cessation of head hunting
raids in the Roviana, Simbo and Mbilua areas but isolated incidents of violence between
Islanders and Europeans continued.

In the Marovo area in 1908, local leader Ngatu and his men murdered Oliver Burns, an agent
of the trader Norman Wheatley. A volunteer militia of traders and Arthur Sykes, an acting
government officer and Inspector of Labour, embarked on a punitive expedition to Marovo
in retaliation for the murder.192 Not long after, Woodford visited the area on board the H.M.S.
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Cambrian; the crew went ashore and destroyed houses and canoes but the inhabitants of the
village had all escaped. Due to continued attacks by Islanders in this area on plantation stores
and the killing of Malaita labourers, another punitive expedition was carried out in December
1908 by Woodford. Accompanying him was a militia of Islanders from the Shortland Islands,
the trader Norman Wheatley and Nesbit Heffernan, the District Magistrate of the Shortland
Islands.193 People fled to other areas to hide from the wrath of the colonial force. The massive
destruction caused by this expedition on villages and property contributed to taming the
Marovo frontier, making it safe for traders and their workers. Although Woodford’s tactics
varied from those of the Royal Navy only in his use of local militias, his continued presence
and persistence had a profound effect, convincing the communities of Western Solomons
that such punishment would continue until they stopped head hunting.

Between 1898 and 1905, land policy in the British Solomon Islands Protectorate was largely
shaped by the:
protracted negotiation between the Pacific Islands Company and its successors,
the chairman of which was Lord Stanmore, formerly Sir Arthur Gordon, the first
High Commissioner for the Western Pacific, and the Colonial Office in London
and between the Company’s representatives in Australia, various High
Commissioners, and the Resident Commissioner, Woodford.194
Woodford played a central role in mobilising this network of alliances to encourage capitalist
development in Solomon Islands. His implementing of The Solomons (Waste Lands)
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Regulation of 1900,195 with its subsequent amendments in 1901196 and 1904,197 succeeded in
creating an attractive environment for settler investment by making more land available for
acquisition. The process for designating land as ‘waste land’ was based largely on
Woodford’s assessment with the support of a survey team that toured the islands on board
the Rob Roy surveying possible land areas for plantation development. The areas selected for
surveying were ‘Gizo, Kolombangara, Wana, on the New Georgia coast, on Isabel, and land
on Guadalcanal’.198 The survey teams spent over two months surveying areas in the Western
Islands with twenty-five days on Kolombangara and Wana (now Vona Vona), investigating
lands both upriver and along the foreshores.199 The relatively sparse populations living in
some of the areas surveyed supported the narratives around vacant land, and appeared to
justify Woodford’s interpretation of them as unoccupied and waste lands.

Early colonial land law provided authorities with the necessary jurisdiction to issue
Certificates of Occupation for any land categorised as ownerless or unoccupied,200 and
encouraged a shift in land alienation from individual traders to plantation companies. This
shift was made possible through surveying undertaken by colonial administrations. The maps
produced through these surveys represented “textually” the frontier spaces available for
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colonial possession or dispossession.201 Blomley emphasises that the application of the
survey and the grid on the frontier have been vital in facilitating development and the
introduction of colonial law and violence. The frontier is a concept that justifies the
deployment of colonial violence and law to facilitate and legitimise land alienation based on
a private property regime that in turn encourages further European settlement and
investment.202
After the survey by Woodford and his team,203 the Pacific Islands Company formally applied
in May 1900 for a lease over a total of 200,000 acres. This total was composed of ‘70,560
acres on Kolombangara, 7,000 acres from the Vona Vona (same as Wana Wana), 5,350 from
Ghizo and adjacent islets, 32,380 from New Georgia and the Hele islands’ with the remainder
‘taken up from islands in the Manning Straits, Isabel, Choiseul and Guadalcanal’. 204 The
majority of the land earmarked for alienation was from the Western Solomons, including
70,000 acres from Kolombangara alone.205 Most of the land surveyed and selected by
Woodford was deemed to be unoccupied and the legal tool on which the colonial government
relied on to make an offer in 1903 of a ‘Certificate of Occupation’ was the Waste (Lands)
Regulation of 1900.206 Certificates of Occupation were issued by the colonial administration
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to individuals or corporations on application, authorising them to occupy or take possession
of land perceived as waste land.207

However, the Pacific Islands Company went into liquidation and its land concession was sold
on to Levers Brothers’ Pacific subsidiary, Lever’s Pacific Plantations Limited, for £5,000 in
1906.208 The Lever’s Pacific Plantations Limited went on to acquire land from traders such
as Oscar Svensen and Norman Wheatley, and by 1911 the company ‘had obtained 218,820
acres in the western and central Solomons under various tenures’.209 Burns Philp & Co was
also involved in land alienation during the early colonial period, acquiring ‘more than 800
acres of plantation land in the western Solomons’ in 1904.210

Another major landholder in the Western Solomons was the Methodist Mission. The Mission
had purchased the Nusa Zonga land from trader T.G. Kelly in 1902.211 In the same year ‘they
purchased an estimated 250 acres at Kokenggolo for 15£’ from chiefs Ingava, Gumi and
Mia.212 They also purchased an estimated 600 acres at Mbanga for a nominal £1 from trader
Lars Nielson.213 These land transactions demonstrate that once colonial land law was
implemented and backed up by colonial force, it became the legal apparatus that Europeans
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relied on to produce outcomes in their favour, particularly when alienating more land or
engaging in speculative deals by reselling alienated land at a higher price without the original
landowners being made aware of these subsequent transactions.

3.8

Conclusion

This chapter has examined Woodford’s role in the early development of land legislation in
Solomon Islands. The success of Woodford’s role reflected his prior experience in the field
and also depended on his ability to mobilise alliances. When Woodford first arrived in the
Western Pacific as a naturalist, he experienced the pervasiveness of issues such as violence
and depopulation in Solomon Islands; these he processed through the conceptual frames
available to him, which were strongly influenced by ideas of racial difference and evolution
common to the period. As the first Resident Commissioner, he was then uniquely positioned
to drive the legal translation process and to create an actor network that influenced how early
colonial land law was conceptualised and enacted.

Through processes of translation, Woodford was able to capture the interest of colonial
officials such as Thurston. As Resident Commissioner, Woodford was an intermediary and
broker between the Colonial Office in London, the Western Pacific High Commission in Fiji,
local people and settlers.214 The process of transforming Solomon Islands into a colonial state
reflected the hegemony of the global flow of ideas that promoted law and order, capitalist
development and Western civilisation through the enactment of property rights – all of which
combined to create Woodford’s essential frame of reference.
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CHAPTER 4: Land Claims and Commissioners, 1919-1925
4.1

Introduction

The Lands Commission of 1919-1925 was a vehicle through which the BSIP colonial
administration attempted to address land claims that arose due to land transactions prior to
and during the early period of the protectorate establishment. The two Commissioners
leading the process of land reform during this period were Gilchrist Gibbs Alexander and,
subsequently, Frederick Beaumont Phillips.1 Much of what has been written on the Lands
Commission has centred on Frederick Beaumont Phillips, and emphasised his role in dealing
with the land claims.2 As a result, there is a tendency by scholars to refer to the Lands
Commission as the Phillips Commission.3 In his study of the Lands Commission, Ian Heath
examined its establishment and proceedings, the roles of both Alexander and Phillips as
Commissioners, and the effects of the Lands Commission’s presence in Solomon Islands.4
More recently Rebecca Monson has looked in some detail at the Phillips Commission,
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exploring how property and authority have been shaped by custom, church and the state,
particularly in regard to land claims in the Western Solomons.5

This chapter draws on the existing literature as well as primary archival research to
reconstruct the roles of the two Commissioners, and to discuss how their interests and
experiences were translated through the Lands Commission, the ‘laboratory obligatory point
of passage’ in the Latourian sense,6 where solutions to land claims were developed. The state
was able to convince landowners that if they wanted to resolve their land claims they would
have to go to this ‘laboratory’. Unlike previous studies of the Lands Commission, this chapter
seeks to convey a sense of the actors as agents, recovering the contributions of their
individualism and their personalities.

I begin by discussing land alienation and land claims as part of a chain of events that led to
the setting up a lands commission. I then describe the establishment of Lands Commission,
before introducing Alexander and Phillips as actors appointed to work in the Lands
Commission. This is important because it provides the basis for describing why and how they
were appointed and how their background was influential in shaping the outcomes of the land
claims they dealt with, resulting in the creation of colonial property rights. The final part of
this chapter examines the decisions of Alexander and Phillips, so as to assess their role as
actors in these decisions.
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4.2

Land Alienation

The establishment of the Lands Commission was a direct consequence of the rise in conflict
over land alienation in Solomon Islands.7 The European notion of waste land played a critical
role in the process, underpinned as it was by the ‘scientific’ theory of depopulation (Chapter
2). European residents in Solomon Islands, including Woodford, understood depopulation to
be an inevitable process leading to the abandonment of ever-larger areas of land had a
stereotype perception of the decline in population as evidence of extinction: ‘They had little
appreciation of the land requirements of the native systems of horticulture, and they may well
have believed the lands were waste’.8

The European perception of the Solomons as sparsely inhabited, with much of the land
abandoned or waste, was closely linked to their understanding of property as a system with
‘rights … bundled into a single geographic space’.9 This ‘spatial’ reasoning provided the
basis for transforming customary land to property through the act of leasing. One example of
apparent abandonment leading to alienation was the island of Tetepare, which was
depopulated by the mid-1880s due to head hunting raids and epidemics as well as sorcery;
the few Tetepare Islanders who survived fled to other islands for refuge. Commissioned for
£50 by Burns Philp, Norman Wheatley ‘purchased almost the entire island of Tetepare from
the owners Condor and Hindi. Burns Philp Company gave Wheatley £100 [in 1907] to pay
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the owners for over 30,000 acres’.10 Another example was the island of Gizo, abandoned
around 1830-1840, again due to head hunting raids.11 In 1886, the local leader Mengo ‘sold
most of Gizo and the surrounding islets, approximately 7,000 acres,’ to Deutsche Handels& Plantagen-Gesellschaft (DHPG), a Germany plantation and trading company.12 DHPG
also ‘claimed possession of all vacant and ownerless land on the north east and west coasts
of Kolombangara’.13

The legitimacy of the early land transactions depended on how the two parties met and signed
the papers. Land deeds in Solomon Islands prior to and during the early years of colonisation
were negotiated in a context where Europeans thought there was no real local concept of
property: an ‘anomic world without property’.14 As a means of giving legal recognition to
land transactions in such a context, the colonial government in 1886 instructed that ‘British
subjects, desiring to register claims to land purchased’ in Solomon Islands to ‘forward for
registration’ deed of sale documents as evidence of such claims to the Secretary of the
Western Pacific High Commission in Fiji.15
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While the language of the deed of sale documents was based on western legal constructions,
their legitimacy depended on how parties negotiated the land transaction. As Stuart Banner
discusses in relation to land transactions on North America’s frontier, the decision by Indians
to sell their land occurred somewhere along a continuum between conquest and contract. In
other words, every land transaction ‘included elements of law and elements of power’. He
writes that in the ‘seventeenth century, when Indians and whites were close to being equally
powerful’, the ‘early land sales were close to the “contract” end of the continuum’. But, ‘as
time went on, power relations between’ the Indians and whites ‘became more and more
lopsided, and transactions moved ... to the “conquest” end’.16 Banner writes that ‘[b]y the
late nineteenth century, there was little pretense that land cessions were voluntary in any
meaningful sense of the word, even as they retained the form of negotiated treaties’17
Banner’s discussion of colonial land transactions in North America demonstrates how the
extent of consent shaped the legitimacy of the land transactions.

Building on Banner, I argue that the land transactions in the Solomon Islands, both before
and during the early protectorate era, occurred somewhere in the middle of a continuum from
conquest to contract. One example is the land transaction referred to as Claim 79, which
concerned land in Lango Bay on the north coast of Guadalcanal, bought by Kelly Williams
and Thomas Woodhouse in November 1886 for £60.18 According to Woodford, this
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transaction was purely speculative because the boundaries defined for the claim were very
vague and no attempt had been made to take possession of the land. The land was later sold
to Mr. Karl Oscar Svensen who then sold it to Levers at a huge profit. The second case study
was the purchase of a tract of land at Wanderer Bay Guadalcanal in August 1891, referred to
as Reg. Deed No. 115.19 This land conveyance was agreed between ‘Powra’, ‘Chopee’ and
‘Town’, and John Bolton Carpenter and Charles Edward Young. The land was subsequently
transferred to the Guadalcanal Mining and Plantation Estates Company, registered in
Melbourne, Victoria.20 These land transactions were all registered in the Western Pacific
High Commission books in Fiji, and all were later disputed by landowners.
Another example is the Baunani estate, my third case study field site.21 The first purchase of
land in the area was in 1904 by Florence Young, an Australian missionary, to establish the
South Seas Evangelical Mission. The broker was Mr. Alasision, a man from Baunani area,
who had been taken to work in the sugarcane plantations in Queensland and had become a
converted Christian.22 Florence Young decided to find a ‘company of “sympathetic Christian
gentlemen” who might wish to render the mission a great service and at the same time find a
safe investment in the Solomons. These “sympathetic Christian gentlemen” were her brothers
from the Fairymead Plantation who formed the Malayta Company in 1908’.23 The Malayta
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Company established the ‘Baunani copra plantation along 15 mile strip of coast (24
kilometres) that covered 10,000 acres (4,000 hectares) ... The land, previously owned by
W.H. Pope, cost the Young family and their investors £35,000’.24 In total, the company
controlled approximately 4000 hectares of coastal land for plantation development, making
the Baunani copra plantation ‘the largest piece of alienated land’ on Malaita.25

These case studies demonstrate that while the Europeans applied their cultural logic in
drafting land deeds to facilitate the transfer of property rights, they lacked the cultural
knowledge to be aware of the relationship Islanders had with the land, which was based on a
property system where rights were allocated on a functional or needs basis rather than divided
and allocated by space.26 This misunderstanding contributed to the change in the
transformation by the state of the fundamental nature of property rights, from allocation of
land by use to allocation of land by space. Many of the original land transactions during the
pre-colonial and early colonial era followed a similar trend and were perceived by Woodford
as speculative. It was against this background that Woodford, as the face of the colonial
administration in Solomon Islands, sought and played a central role in the drafting of the
Land Regulation of 1896 in order to restrict freehold sale of land. This first colonial land law
stipulated that land transactions between Islanders and Europeans for a trading station or
agriculture required the approval of the High Commissioner in Fiji, and further that one tenth
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of this land must be developed within the first five years, or it would revert to its original
owners.27

The rationale for this colonial land law was that the process of precolonial land transactions,
which had involved direct negotiation between Islanders and Europeans, had been flawed on
two grounds. First, the purchasers generally failed to investigate or ascertain the identity of
the true owners of the land before the sale deeds were signed. Second, the purchasers were
at a distinct advantage in negotiating land deals and drafting the sale deeds in their favour.
Woodford was instrumental in drafting this legislation and was influenced by his
understanding of the depopulation trend in Solomon Islands, as discussed in Chapter 3. The
enactment of this legislation was intended to facilitate the transformation of property rights
and to provide for the allocation of land to investors to stimulate large-scale plantation
development in Solomon Islands.28

Colonial law and violence, as discussed in Chapter 3, were the catalysts for legitimating land
alienation in the New Georgia Group as well as other parts of Solomon Islands. Since, the
frontier was conceptually a space of violence and emptiness it constituted an opportunity for
Woodford to introduce his conceptual frame of pacification, law and order, and civilization,
and to respond with punitive expeditions and the enactment of the waste land regulations.29
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4.3

Land Claims

With the expansion of the colonial frontier and Woodford’s transformation of violence
through the legal application of force and effective pacification, disputes over alienated land
amongst Europeans, between Europeans and Solomon Islanders, or amongst Solomon
Islanders themselves became increasingly visible. This section describes how Woodford and
other colonial officers dealt with some of these disputes in the Western Solomons and on
Malaita. While each of these individuals was understood to be fulfilling a prescribed
administrative role, in practice their handling of the disputes was often quasi-judicial in
nature. This allowed considerable space for choices and decisions that reflected personal
backgrounds and positions. Some of these disputes then emerged amongst the land claims
that confronted Alexander and Phillips as Lands Commissioners. One of these land claims
concerned land ‘fronting the Sanoporu Bay, and opposite to the island of Ojama’.30 As the
culmination of a series of transactions, Peter Edmund Pratt, a European trader, had acquired
the land at Sanoporu Bay on 21 July 1893 from chief Tolo and other local vendors.

4.3.1 Western Solomons
An early dispute in the Western Solomons was that between a European investor and the
Methodist Mission regarding the island of Ojama and land in Sanoporu Bay area.31 Pratt who
acquired the land at Sanoporu Bay had earlier bought one half of Ojama Island from Gustavus
John Waterhouse on 26 February 1887 (who had himself bought it from Jesse Davis on 10
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October 1885) and the half from John McDonald on 1 October 1887. The original purchase
of Ojama Island had been made by John McDonald and Jesse Davis on 13 February 1885
from Chief Tolo and other vendors.32 Copies of the land deeds regarding both pieces of land
were registered in the Western Pacific High Commission office in Fiji. This sequence of
records reveals how swiftly initial transactions between Islanders and Europeans translated
land into a formal legal system and transformed it into property rights that could easily be
transferred onto a third party.

However, these same lands had also been purchased by Rev. John Frances Goldie on behalf
of the Methodist Mission on 9 July 1907 from another group of men who claimed to be
landowners but who were not party to the original land sale.33 This alternative land
transaction was approved by High Commissioner Sir Everard im Thurn on 4 March 1908 and
the land deed was registered. This land deed stipulated that the vendors transferred all their
right, title and interest to the land to John Francis Goldie and his heirs.34 Meanwhile, Peter
Edmund Pratt sold the two parcels of land on to the traders, Charles Husen and Major Henry
Joseph De Barry Barnett, operating in co-partnership as Husen & Co. According to Francis
G. Clark, a Sydney lawyer representing Major Barnett, the partnership company was wound
up in May 1910 by Messrs Burns Philp, and its properties (Ojama Island and land at Sanoporu
Bay) sold by public auction with a conveyance executed in favour of Major Barnett. Mr.
Clark then revealed that Major Barnett had sold the plantation at Liapari and the island of
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Ojama to the Plantation & Trading Co Ltd but still continued to hold onto the portion of land
on the mainland at Sanoporu Bay.35 What this series of parallel dealings exposed was the
competing interests both between Europeans and customary landowners, and amongst
Europeans, over the transfer and sale of customary land.
In a letter to Major Barnett’s lawyer Mr. Clark dated 10 January 1911, Resident
Commissioner Woodford objected to the series of transfers from Pratt to Husen & Co, to
Major Barnett, and then to the Plantation & Trading Co Ltd. Woodford’s argument was that
Pratt had failed to properly take possession of the lands he purchased. As a result, by virtue
of the Real Property Limitation Act 1874, ‘the ownership of the lands in question had
reverted to the natives, and that Mr. Pratt had no power to convey to Mr. Husen’.36 Based on
this reasoning, Woodford gave legitimacy to the land transaction by Rev. Goldie on behalf
of the Wesleyan Methodist Mission.
Mr. Clark challenged Woodford’s judgement by writing to the High Commissioner of the
Western Pacific because he was of the opinion that his client had good title.37 The decision
reached by the High Commissioner after consultation with his legal adviser was that
Woodford’s assumption that the Real Property Limitation Act of 1874 applied to BSIP was
an error,38 and that the claim by Major Barnett to the lands in question was a valid one; he
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concluded ‘that application should be made to the authorities of the Wesleyan Mission to
vacate the land’.39 In his response to the High Commissioner, Woodford stated: ‘In the
circumstances disclosed in your letter the mission will probably be advised and disposed to
contest any steps which Major Barnett may take towards substantiating his claim to the
land’.40
The Wesleyan Mission disputed the High Commissioner’s suggestion that Major Barnett’s
claim was valid. They claimed good title substantiated by certain circumstances and would
not vacate the land.41 First, the Mission stated that Major Barnett had not acquired good title
from Husen. The Resident Commissioner on 9 March 1909 had publicly investigated
Husen’s title claim and declared it invalid. Second, they argued that Husen acknowledged
their title to the land in question by taking a lease from them. Third, when Husen’s properties
were sold by public auction to Major Barnett, no list of the properties was provided and the
vendors expressly stated that ‘they could give no guarantee as to the title’.42

Mr. Clark, on behalf of Major Barnett, argued that his client was not given notice of such
investigation as claimed by the Mission, nor was he present, and that Husen had no authority
to represent his client. He stressed that Husen’s alleged obtaining of lease from the Mission
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did not constitute an act of acknowledgement by his client of the Mission’s title ‘nor would
it …be any acknowledgement by Husen himself of any title superior to his own’. 43 Clark
maintained that, based on the High Commissioner for the Western Pacific’s decision, his
client had a valid title but if the Mission thought ‘it has title to the land, in the face of His
Excellency’s decision …. It should take steps to substantiate such title, and let the matter be
fought out in a proper way, and under circumstances which will enable my client to properly
protect his interests after due notice’.44

Mr. Pybus, a European trader, acting on advice from Mr. Clark in Sydney and relying on the
High Commissioner’s decision that Major Barnett’s claim was valid, attempted to remove
coconuts from the disputed land. Mr. Nicholsen, a representative of the Mission, opposed
Mr. Pybus’ removal of the coconuts, which resulted in a struggle that led to the two men
assaulting each other.45 Nicholsen asserted the property rights of the Mission by exercising
the power of exclusion while Pybus exercised the property rights of Barnett by attempting to
remove the coconuts resulting in the dispute between the parties. Missionaries and traders
were now employing the vocabulary of possession, including terms such as title, interest and
property rights, in order to exclude others.

On 2 April 1912, Woodford conducted an inquiry to resolve the dispute on board the Belama,
which was anchored in Sanoporu Bay adjacent to the mainland opposite the piece of land in
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dispute. Present on the Belama were Mr. Pybus, acting as attorney for Major Barnett (who
had since deceased) and the Union Plantation and Trading Company Limited, and Messrs
Goldie and Nicholsen representing the Wesleyan Mission.46 According to minutes of the
evidence taken during the enquiry, all of the vendors who were alleged to have sold the land
in 1893 to Mr. Pratt were dead, except for Dookee, Binopi and Sonberree, who acted as
witnesses during the enquiry. Through an interpreter, these witnesses claimed still to own
coconut trees on the disputed land and stated that Mr. Pratt had not bought the land. They
denied signing any papers concerning the alleged land sale in 1893. Another witness in the
inquiry was Timbe, who claimed to be the actual owner of the land, while most of those
vendors who had initially sold the land had only owned coconut trees in the disputed land.

Woodford, as the intermediary between the disputing parties, referred to the witness
statements as the evidential basis in deciding that Pratt’s claim was not genuine; the
landowners were not paid, the vendors had no right to sell, and they did not understand what
they were selling. He observed that ‘Pratt cannot have landed on Vella Lavella at the time as
it would have been unsafe for him or any other white man to do so at the time, so that any
negotiation which took place must have been conducted upon a vessel afloat’.47 Woodford’s
observation was unsurprising because there was no properly constituted court during this
period and, due to the potential for violence, negotiating a land deal on board a vessel seemed
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the sensible thing to do. Woodford’s finding apparently reinforced his initial perception about
land dealings as speculative and that Pratt had no good title to transfer the land in question.
As for the land transaction by Rev. Goldie on behalf of the Methodist Mission, the purchase
was subject to the Solomon Land Regulation 1896. One of the requirements under this
legislation was that a tenth part of the purchased land must be developed within five years.
Woodford reported that the Mission had failed to adhere to the requirements of the law, thus
the Mission could be disposed of the land by forfeiture in 1913, assuming that Pratt’s claim
was rejected.48 The agreement reached between Mr. Pybus and Rev. J.F. Goldie following
the inquiry was that Mr. Pybus would continue to collect coconuts from the foreshore of
Sanoporu Bay and make copra. This copra should be delivered to the Magistrate at Gizo who
would then sell it to Messrs. Burns Philip and Co. Limited and any proceeds from the sale
held in trust by the Magistrate until the issue of the ownership of the land in Sanoporu Bay
was resolved by the High Commissioner for the Western Pacific.49

Clark, the lawyer acting first for Major Barnett and then for the Union Plantation and Trading
Company Limited, challenged Woodford’s inquiry on the basis that his clients as the
registered proprietors were not given notice or an opportunity to be represented. 50 Sir Charles
Major, the legal adviser to the High Commissioner, refuted Woodford’s actions by stating
that Barnett had no obligation to give notice because the inquiry was purely executive rather
than judicial. In the eyes of the colonial government, Woodford was playing an
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administrative role but in practice he was a key actor playing multiple roles. This included
the drafting and implementation of the early protectorate land laws which sought to balance
the need to control speculation while promoting capitalist development. The success of
Woodford’s role in framing the land legislation depended on his ability to make land issues
in Solomon Islands a matter of concern for the Western Pacific High Commissioner, and to
then turn them into grounds for the enactment of colonial land law. Woodford was able to do
this because he had – and was acknowledged as having – the necessary knowledge and
experience of how land issues impacted on the interaction between networks and actors.

4.3.2 Malaita
On the island of Malaita, another emerging situation saw Islanders staging a series of violent
actions as a form of resistance against the Malayta Company and its labourers. Ernest and
Horace Young started the Malayta Company as commercial trading and copra plantation
venture started in 1908-1909. They were the brothers of Florence Young, founder of the
South Seas Evangelical Mission.51 The company worked closely with SSEM on Malaita. As
highlighted by Clive Moore, the ‘missions vessel was used to recruit labourers, the
plantations vessels were used by the mission, the mission head Norman Deck and his brother
purchased land for the company … the company made application to purchase land on behalf
of the mission’.52 Since Malaita had no resident trader like elsewhere in the Protectorate, the
Youngs and the Decks played a key role on behalf of the company to negotiate with Malaitans
to acquire land. The Malayta Company’s negotiations was motivated by the desire to acquire
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extensive land on the west coast of Malaita for plantation development, without much
‘concern with procedural fairness or establishing goodwill with the local people’.53 As
discussed by Moore, the Malayta Company’s land issues:
on Malaita were due partly to its staff’s inexperience, but also important was that
Malaitans and others who had returned from Queensland and Fiji had a greater
understanding of land values and were opportunistic in exploring the company.54
The land area that the Malayta Company acquired was considered to be located ‘in the centre
of a very much disturbed native district’.55 During his time as Resident Commissioner,
Woodford had warned the Company that ‘when they applied for the land, that the close
proximity of the bush natives would be a source of trouble’. 56 The warning was hardly
surprising because, as David Akin notes, although the government already had control of
some coastal areas and had attempted to discipline Malaitans, the impact on inland dwellers
remained minimal.57
The Malayta Company’s plantation estate, with a defined boundary as approved by the
colonial administration, was about fifteen miles from the coast. The company prevented
people from trespassing on this plantation estate by erecting markers of spatial possession
such as notices or by chasing them off the land. As revealed by Sub Inspector Kirke, many
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of the inland dwellers or “bush people” claimed that they had been improperly dispossessed,
and that their right to access the coast during crab seasons was restricted or excluded.58 To
demonstrate their discontent, some of the inland dwellers began to act violently towards the
company and its labourers. This ongoing friction resulted in the Malayta Company requesting
police protection from the colonial administration for its labourers and property. 59 The
company also began to arm its labourers and organise reprisals.60
William Robert Bell, who was appointed as Malaita’s District Officer, arrived in Auki in
October 1915 and immediately launched an investigation into the violence on Malaita. He
pushed for an ‘aggressive pursuit of those who killed’.61 This placed him in direct
confrontation with the acting Resident Commissioner, Frederick Barnett, who was not
convinced that recourse to a punitive expedition to curb the violence was an effective
approach62 and instead emphasised friendly meetings ‘between the present hostile tribes’ as
a means of coming to an understanding that there was ‘another way of settling their
differences than by killing each other’.63 Barnett’s view on this matter has been described by
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David Akin as “ignorant”.64 I concur with Akin’s assessment on this because it does appear
that Barnett was downplaying the severity of the situation.
Barnett’s response, following continued reports of violence on Malaita, was to deploy SubInspector Kirke with twelve policemen on 16 November 1916 to ‘make a thorough
investigation on the estates of the Malayta Company where the trouble was said to exist, to
remain there and render such assistance as the circumstances required’.65 Kirke reported that
the Malayta Company’s plantation managers at Hulo and Baunani were unable to provide
much useful information regarding the alleged perpetrators of the violence; that information
came instead from Constable Joe and his assistant Albert.66

Charlie Bona, one of the alleged culprits, when interviewed by Kirke, admitted his
involvement in causing the trouble. He explained that his actions were provoked by the
selling of his land by his relatives to the Malayta Company; and when he spoke to ‘one of
the white men employed by the Malayta Company’ about this, there was no satisfactory
response. This made him very angry because he knew he had lost his land and that the
Company now claimed exclusive rights to it.67 As a result, he had ‘made up his mind to make
as much trouble for the Malayta Company as possible and for some years past he has paid
bushmen to wander about Baunani, Hulo, and Manaba plantation to frighten the whites and
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the labourers’.68 Here Bona did all he could to continue to exert his claim over the land and
to continue to use it. However, his actions were largely ineffective because the state had
legally recognised the Malayta Company as having property interest over the land.

Kirke stressed that all the Islanders whom he interviewed had acknowledged that the original
owner of the land in question was Charlie Bona and that ‘many of the natives who sold land
to the Malayta Company’ had ‘no idea where the boundaries [were], and seem most anxious
that a well-defined boundary be cut’.69 He further noted that the ‘natives … are very
discontented over the sale of certain land which was once owned by them and is now held by
the Malayta Company’.70 The narratives and reactions of the Islanders, as revealed in Kirke’s
report, were very clearly understood and framed as contestation over land between Islanders
and those who had property rights to the land.71

The District Officer for Malaita, William Bell, disagreed with the acting Resident
Commissioner’s approach, and took action to draw the attention of the Secretary of State to
the ongoing violence on Malaita; he hoped that this would provoke an investigation to
ascertain Malayta Company’s title to the plantation estate and its right to exclude bush people
from having access rights to the coast.72 First, he advised an assembly of Malaitans that taking
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defensive action against armed Malayta Company labourers was justified if the BSIP
government failed to protect them.73 Second, he protested to High Commissioner Ernest
Sweet Escott in Fiji and suggested a proactive approach to address the violence on Malaita.
The acting Resident Commissioner Barnett argued that ‘Mr. Bell complicated matters by
persisting to deal with the natives as if they were entirely acquainted with British laws, his
one object being to cause the arrest of natives charging them with murder, a crime just as
common with Malaita men as petty larceny is with us’.74 Barnett removed Bell from the
District of Malaita for insubordination at the end of 1916 but, not long after, Bell was
reinstated by the new acting Resident Commissioner, Charles Workman and he resumed his
proactive approach.75

As on Malaita, the emergence of land disputes elsewhere in the Solomon Islands, such as on
Guadalcanal in relation to the activities of Levers at Kukum, was largely to do with land
assumed to be vacant and with its allocation under colonial land law to investors, traders and
missionaries. Land law was the principal mechanism facilitating the transition from a spatial
territory with overlapping customary land rights to a spatial or areal system of defined
property rights.76 This spatial allocation of land with defined property rights was disputed by
Islanders, because it served the purposes of the colonial state and European investors rather
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than those of Islanders. These ongoing contestations, exacerbated by violent encounters, were
a direct consequence of the enactment of colonial law and property rights over customary
spaces and people, which made European investors legal owners of the land and turned
customary landowners into trespassers.77 The experience of violence then provoked
discussion and debate amongst colonial administrators over how best to investigate these
disputes.

4.4

Establishment of Lands Commission

Following the establishment of Solomon Islands as a British Protectorate, Solomon Islander
objections to the acquisition and alienation of land by settlers, plantation owners and
missionaries became increasingly visible. To address these land disputes, the acting Resident
Commissioner, Frederick Barnett, suggested the appointment of a competent person to
investigate the disputes.78 He pointed out that the Islanders’ land grievances needed to be
settled as the basis for issuing of new Certificates of Occupation with clear titles, and that
this would require the early appointment of a Commission, to be led by a Commissioner. The
recommendation was that the Commissioner should be an ‘unbiased and competent person’,
not one of the protectorate staff, and that ‘the investigations should be as independent as
possible and should not take a legal or magisterial form’.79 It was envisaged that the
investigation would ‘probably extend over six months’, that the person appointed would
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travel from place to place to collect ‘evidence from both natives and white people as
opportunity offers’, and that there would be ‘no need for legal formalities’ because
investigation would be conducted by an entity other than a court.80

Barnett discussed his proposal with the Crown Surveyor, Stanley George Curthoys Knibbs
in January 1917.81 Knibbs, who was from Sydney, Australia, had worked previously with the
Colonial Sugar Refining Co. (CSR) in Fiji. This had exposed him to the work of the Fijian
Lands Commission, which was established in 1875 to deal with settler land claims. Knibbs
moved to Solomon Islands in May 1913, where he was appointed Crown Surveyor in 1914.82
Knibbs found the proposal to set up a Lands Commission justified because there were
evidently problems with the existing process of land alienation. 83 He explained that large
tracts of land held under Occupation Licences by the large Levers Pacific Plantation Limited
(LPPL) Company were contentious as many of these lands had always been occupied by
‘natives’, who appeared to have had no idea that these lands were alienated until cultivation
occurred, which then stirred up trouble. Knibbs claimed that this had already been the case
because on Kulambangara (Kolombangara) Island he ‘received a complaint from a native
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that his land was being cultivated by the Company, and he had neither sold it nor received
any payment for the use of it’.84

In addition, Knibbs highlighted that there were many disputes arising in relation to land
purchase in fee simple. The Kindar Estate on Arundel Island was one example, where the
vendor claimed that the ‘actual land sold was not that represented by the deed, but an
adjoining piece’.85 While the vendor’s claim appeared to be very reasonable, it lacked
supporting documentary evidence whereas the Kindar Company’s claim had been upheld
based on an Agreement of Sale approved by the Government. Another example was the
Tenaru Estate on Guadalcanal, which extended ‘nearly half way across the island’ and also
included several villages at some distance inland.86 This showed that the ‘purchaser did not
make his way 7 or 8 miles inland in those days, and acquire the land from the real owners.
The county is extremely broken and rugged’.87

The exercise of government functions in the administration of B.S.I.P land laws was an issue
that also contributed to land disputes because the government could neither grant indefeasible
title to land nor guarantee a title. Knibbs queried whether doing a survey and collecting fees
for this work implied an admission that would constitute a ‘guarantee of a non-native’s title
to land’88 He pointed out that if the government lacked extended powers, then survey would
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neither ‘detract from nor add to any title’. The inconsistency between the description of land
in a deed and the actually surveyed land would mean that the purchaser would effectively
hold two titles, ‘one his conveyance from the natives, and the other the Government plan of
the land recognised as being his’.89 He suggested that in ‘the cases where many blocks of
land [were] lying adjacent to one another, as at Shortland Islands and the deeds being
somewhat loose, a survey of these blocks would be something of a compromise’. But
dissatisfied parties could challenge this by litigation, and thus the survey would achieve
nothing.90

Knibbs criticised many of the old deeds as unreliable with vague descriptions. Therefore,
‘the rough plan on the conveyance is a better guide to the original intention than a lengthy
description with bearings obviously misstated … and distances very incorrectly stated’.91
While survey was vital to ascertain what land was intended for sale, in Knibbs’ opinion any
departure from the deed’s wording would result in litigation because surveying would not
alter the title. Instead, title to land:
stands upon its own merits and as the Government cannot improve it, the future
may well have a well-nigh inextricable tangle to unravel. For the native vendors
are constantly dying off and good evidence becomes more and more difficult to
obtain as time goes on.92
This widespread understanding of depopulation played a significant part in the colonial push
for land registration to establish certainty of title to the land.
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Apparently, Knibbs was a very persuasive and influential actor. In January 1917, following
his raising of these issues, the acting Resident Commissioner instructed him to report on the
inclusion of a clause in the new Certificate of Occupation License that was to be issued to
Levers. This clause provided ‘for the survey of sites claimed to be in native occupation, and
their subsequent withdrawal where such claims are proved’.93 But Knibbs submitted that the
inclusion of such a clause would render the title defective and undermine the entire document
by making the tenure of land precarious; as a result, Levers would not agree to the new
certificate. He pointed out that the land in question was initially held by the Pacific Island
Company under a Certificate of Occupation Licence issued by the colonial government. The
issuing of the Certificate of Occupation Licence was done without careful inspection or
adequate ascertainment of whether the land was occupied. This had resulted in numerous
claims by Solomon Islanders to land comprised in the Certificate of Occupation Licence and
other lands adjacent to Levers’ present plantations that were now disputed. Investigation
might reveal further disputes of land remote from Levers’ more developed properties.94

The colonial dispatches regarding the land disputes in BSIP and discussion between Knibbs
and other colonial actors informed the Secretary of State, who decided that an investigation
of the land disputes was necessary. In June 1917, the Secretary of State requested a report on
the dispute regarding Malayta Company’s title to the land at Hulo and how this should be
investigated to address the landowner complaints.95 He pointed out that the information
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received about the Malaita situation was inadequate, revealing only that there was an ongoing
dispute between the Company and landowners.96 There was also a need to report on the
situation on other islands in the BSIP where Levers had landholdings based on Certificates
of Occupation Licence; as Knibbs pointed out, a preliminary enquiry was desirable ‘to
ascertain the extent of the Native claims so that the Government may become fully aware of
all the facts’.97

In November 1917 the District Officer on Malaita, William Robert Bell from Victoria,
Australia, with the assistance of Knibbs, investigated the Malayta Company’s land holdings
on Malaita. They produced a report that favoured the Islanders’ claims. Bell, as an ‘upholder
of regulations’,98 observed in the report that the Islanders’ interests were inadequately
safeguarded when the various lands claimed by the Malayta Company had been alienated.
Also the Company failed to respect the village reserves allowed in the conveyance. He stated
that a sub-manager at Hulo told him that the Islanders were disputing certain boundaries and
produced a document written in pencil that showed the description of the Hulo boundaries
according to the conveyance, which was furnished to him by the General Manager of the
Malayta Company. Bell claimed that he cross-checked this with the description of the Hulo
boundaries in the registered conveyance at Tulagi and found some inconsistency. Based on
his inspection of the conveyances, Bell found that the Malayta Company had acquired the
lands in question but added ‘there is no doubt that the natives did not understand the
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boundaries as described’ and ‘according to the Conveyance, the natives whose names appear
thereon have sold the land which they could not legally convey’.99

As Bell pointed out, one of the factors contributing to the dispute was the absence of any
government officer during the time when the conveyance was executed to verify the
authenticity of the vendors and the accuracy of the boundaries as stipulated in the land
deeds.100 Given the complexity and contested nature of traditional land tenure systems, the
presence of government officers would not necessarily guarantee that any of these issues
were satisfactorily determined or resolved. Knibbs’ report largely substantiated Bell’s
observations. He revealed that there were ‘several village sites … reserved to the natives’
situated on the extensive tract of land resulting in many disputes between the Company and
villagers ‘regarding boundaries of the reserve sites’.101 The reports of these colonial officers
confirmed that Islander understandings of customary land rights were different from the
Company’s understanding of property rights. There was no process in place to ascertain the
real owners of the alienated land. However, such a process would not have been possible
during this period because there was no legislative mechanism in place to facilitate its
introduction. The conveyance was executed in a domain where there was no state presence
to ascertain the status either of the vendors and or of the boundaries.
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In December 1917, Knibbs travelled on board the Police Cutter ‘Afa’ to Ysabel, Gizo and
then the New Georgia group to ‘investigate land actually occupied’ by the Islanders in order
to ascertain the ‘questions arising on Messrs Levers Certificate’.102 Knibbs report
‘undermined the whole foundation of the Certificate of Occupation License’ 103 because it
questioned the basic foundational concept of unoccupied or waste land. He pointed out that
land occupied by Islanders had no definite boundaries and gradually merged into unoccupied
territory. Their method of gardening was shifting cultivation, which meant that they would
use the land and then leave it unoccupied for an undefined period of time before cultivating
it again. Hence, landowners occupied different areas of land at different times and it was not
proper to consider such land permanently unoccupied or waste land as almost all land was
ultimately used by Islanders.104 Knibbs made it clear that the idea of boundary in relation to
customary land was understood by Islanders as neither definite nor static, and occupation
was related instead to notions of ownership shaped by gardening activities.

The reports by Bell and Knibbs provided further evidence of the range and extent of disputes
in the Protectorate. Both of them supported the idea of appointing a person sanctioned by the
state to investigate and settle these disputes. Bell recommended that the person appointed
should have thorough legal training, and be assisted by the Crown Surveyor and a
Protectorate officer with prior experience of Malaitan custom in regard to land inheritance.
He suggested that the custom of land inheritance on Malaita was not similar to that of islands
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such as Ngela, Ysabel and Guadalcanal and possibly to other islands in the Protectorate. 105
Bell further recommended that before the proposed court or commission sat to hear the
disputes, the District Officer should obtain a list of all the disputed land and names of
claimants and witnesses and then give a copy to the Malayta Company in order to expedite
the process of hearing.106 Knibbs added that ‘This subject is but another instance of the evils
arising from the looseness in land conveyance in the past, and like most other disputes can
only be settled by a through [sic] investigation into the validity of the titles’.107

Convinced by the evidence produced by Knibbs and Bell on land disputes in BSIP, the High
Commissioner wrote to the Secretary of State requesting his approval of the proposal to
appoint a Lands Commissioner. The High Commissioner expanded on the rationale provided
by Knibbs for a commission by suggesting that the terms of reference should focus on
investigating and reporting on (a) native land claims and the validity of any documents on
which these claims are framed; (b) the functionality of the Solomons Land Regulation and
any amendments deemed necessary; (c) any matters related to land tenure and disposal of
land in the Protectorate.108 The Secretary of State agreed with the general proposal but
considered the terms of reference too broad and refused to sanction a thorough investigation.
Instead he decided the Commission should restrict its investigations to specific claims to land
alienated as the result of a conveyance process and currently held by British subjects or
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others.109 The Secretary of State’s decision was anticipated because a lengthy investigation
into people’s land rights was a difficult task, as demonstrated by the work of the Fiji Lands
Commission which had started in 1880 to investigate Fijian land rights. Such a lengthy
investigation would require more time, which could potentially delay the process of finalising
secure titles for land plantation companies such as Levers and also put a burden on BSIP’s
limited financial base.110

4.5. Lands Commissioners
Appreciating how Alexander and his successor Phillips came to be appointed Lands
commissioners is important in helping to examine their experiences and perspectives; it
provides a basis for explaining their role as actors and understanding how they arrived at
particular decisions on the land claims. This section provides detail on the backgrounds of
Alexander and Phillips to show how their interests and the interests of land claimants were
translated through the Lands Commission, the critical point of passage for land claim
solutions.111

4.5.1 Gilchrist Gibbs Alexander
After consultation with the Resident Commissioner of BSIP, the High Commissioner
recommended in March 1919 to the Secretary of State that the appointment of Lands
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Commissioner be offered to G.G. Alexander, the Chief Police Magistrate of Fiji.112 The High
Commissioner emphasised that the appointment of Alexander ‘would be acceptable’ to Mr.
Workman, the Resident Commissioner of BSIP, and that he was someone ‘well fitted for the
work’.113 Alexander, who was on leave in England at the time,114 was officially appointed as
sole Lands Commissioner pursuant to the Solomons and Gilbert and Ellice Islands
(Commission of Inquiry) Regulation 1914.115 His terms of reference were limited in scope
because he was specifically required to inquire into and report upon specific Islander land
claims, namely, alienated land now held by non-Islanders and the right of way or other
customary rights associated with any leased land.116

Alexander was born in 1868 in Glasgow, where his father was a businessman. He studied at
the Glasgow Academy and then for a degree in Mental Philosophy at the University of
Glasgow. After graduating in 1893, he moved to London to study and practice law, beginning
as a pupil in a firm of solicitors in London before taking up residence in the Temple in a set
of chambers at No. 2 Brick Court, working closely with legal professionals and judges.117
Alexander remained in this working environment until he moved to Fiji in 1907. There he
moved swiftly through the legal ranks, appointed Chief Police Magistrate in 1907, and then
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acting Attorney General and Chief Justice in 1913, while the Chief Justice of Fiji, Sir Charles
Major, was on leave.118 Alexander was also appointed chairman of the Commission set up in
1913 to investigate shipping conditions and facilities in Fiji. This Commission held sittings
at various locations throughout the country, examined 66 witnesses and produced a report in
1914.119 Alexander’s experience in Fiji provided him with exposure to a frontier colonial
society along with direct involvement in the conduct of law and order.

As acting Chief Justice, Alexander also filled the role of Judicial Commissioner of the
Western Pacific and gave legal advice on all matters arising in Fiji or the Western Pacific.
By this stage of his career, Alexander was thoroughly familiar with the issue of alienated
land. In one instance, he was asked by the Executive Council in Fiji to give advice on the
Suvavou people’s petition regarding the alienation of their lands on the Suva Peninsula. 120
This land had been sold by Ratu Seru Cakobau to the Polynesia Company of Melbourne,
Australia in repayment of a debt of U.S $42,248 owed by the Cakobau government to the
United States government. The Company subdivided approximately 27,000 acres of this land
for sale to European settlers and set aside approximately 300 acres as native reserves.121 The
British government subsequently acquired the Suva Peninsula from the Polynesia Company
when the Fiji Islands were ceded by Cakobau and other high chiefs to Great Britain, and this
move perpetuated the alienation process.
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When the capital of Fiji was moved from Levuka, on the island of Ovalau, to Suva in 1882,
the Suvavou people who lived on the ‘Native Reserve’ known as Old Suva Village or
Naiqasiqasi were relocated to Narikosa. The government arranged to pay the Suvavou people
200 pounds annually.122 The Suvavou people challenged this arrangement in later years but,
according to Alexander’s advice, the Crown had good title. His advice was based on the 1887
opinion of a former acting Attorney General, Sir Francis Winter, who had stated that the
Crown had ‘absolute proprietorship’ of the land in question because the ‘Crown has been in
possession of the land’ for a good number of years ‘and has exercised rights of absolute
ownership with the knowledge and acquiescence of the natives’.123 The opinion formed by
Alexander on the Suvavou people’s land claim was grounded firmly within a western formal
property rights frame, an influence that would persist in his role as Lands Commissioner
investigating and reporting on Islander land claims in BSIP.

Alexander arrived in BSIP in December 1919 but there had been little preparation to set up
the Lands Commission and no list of land claims was available. Alexander’s immediate task
was to ask the acting Resident Commissioner, Charles Workman, to collate a list of nonnative land holdings.124 He proceeded to deal first with claims to developed land held by nonIslanders, because they could be simply resolved once the boundaries had been ascertained.
It was easy for him to do this because a register of land purchased by settlers, plantations
owners and missionaries was initially kept by the office of the High Commission in Fiji,
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replaced in 1901 when Woodford opened a local Register for the BSIP; claims to
underdeveloped land would be dealt with later.

In BSIP, Alexander appeared to follow a court-like timetable, in which the emphasis was on
timely settlement of claims. He began by visiting the districts and examining land papers in
Tulagi. Then he travelled to Australia in March 1920 to attend a family event. He used this
trip to meet with company representatives whose ‘titles appear to be so precarious’ in the
hope of arriving at an out-of-court settlement.125 Alexander evidently wanted to process the
claims as quickly as possible, perhaps drawing on the prior experience of a more transactional
approach to dispute resolution as Police Chief Magistrate. Where there was a valid claim, it
should be dealt with promptly, and where the claim was less pressing the parties should be
encouraged to arbitrate and negotiate a settlement.

Alexander returned to BSIP in July 1920 and finally left in August to take up a new
appointment as a judge in Tanganyika – a demonstration of the mobility of colonial experts
and their ability to exert influence and transfer experience from one colonial territory to
another.126 Along with Alexander’s experience as Chief Police Magistrate, acting Chief
Justice and chairman of the Commission of Inquiry in Fiji, his experience in BSIP as Special
Lands Commissioner would influence his work in Africa. His formation as a judge in the
Pacific equipped him with the legal tools to work in Africa: to run circuit courts, conduct
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special tribunal hearings, supervise court clerks and interpreters, inspect case records, and
assist the Chief Justice in drafting court rules.127

4.5.2 Frederick Beaumont Phillips
The sudden departure of Mr. Alexander provoked great indignation on the part of the counsel
for Levers and the Seventh Day Adventist church because ‘Messrs Lever’s new Certificate
of Occupation and the claims at Ugi and against the Seventh Day Adventists had not been
dealt with, neither were the negotiations recommended by the Lands Commissioner on
Malaita and elsewhere completed’.128 As a result, the Resident Commissioner for BSIP,
Charles Workman, suggested the appointment of a Lands Commissioner from Fiji as a swift
option for replacement of Alexander.129 However, High Commissioner Sir Cecil HunterRodwell expressed the opinion that it would be out of the question to appoint another officer
from Fiji due to a shortage of staff.130
The High Commissioner turned instead to Australia,131 writing to the Governor General on
28 August 1920 to explain the circumstances and to request that the Australian Government
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recommend a barrister for the appointment because of the urgent need for a successor.132
While waiting for a response from Australia, Rodwell also wrote to the Agent and Consul in
Tonga enquiring whether the Chief Justice of Tonga, Herbert Cecil Stronge, would be willing
to take up the appointment.133 Stronge, who was from Ireland, had been appointed Judge in
Tonga in 1917, having previously acted as a Stipendiary and Circuit Magistrate in the
Bahamas from 1911.134 Stronge declined the offer, citing family reasons and remarking that
the remuneration was ‘insufficient inducement in consideration of danger of infection and
other tropical diseases’.135 Although Stronge was part of the flow of experts from one colony
to another, he drew the line at Solomon Islands.

The Solicitor General for the Commonwealth of Australia, who was acting for both the
Governor General and the High Commissioner for the Western Pacific, began negotiations
with Frederick Beaumont Phillips in Melbourne regarding his possible appointment as Lands
Commissioner.

136

Although Phillips did not have prior experience as a judge, judicial

commissioner or even chairperson of a commission of inquiry, he was prepared to take a
structural approach to address the BSIP land claims. In other words, Phillips was willing to
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deal with the land claims by paying closer attention to the social norms in relation to land,
taking explicit account of them as well as considering evidence in support of the claims.
Phillips was born on 20 January 1890 at Ballarat in Victoria, Australia.137 He went to school
at Wesley College, took a law degree at University of Melbourne, and was admitted to the
Supreme Court of Victoria in 1915. He served briefly from 1917 with the Australian Army
Medical Corps in Egypt and England before joining the Australian Flying Corps in January
1918 as a ‘flying officer with observer’s wings and a reputation for efficiency and
initiative’.138 He received a commission as lieutenant of the Australian Imperial Forces in
April 1919. In 1920, he was demobilised in Melbourne where he took up work as a barrister
and solicitor, working with the law firm Messrs W.B & O. McCutcheon; Walter Bothwell
McCutcheon was a leading lay member of the Methodist Church, a connection that would
become significant for Phillips.139

His experiences in the war and in law, together with his upbringing in Australia and links to
the Methodist church, were all factors that would influence Phillips’ approach and decisions
as Lands Commissioner in Solomon Islands. With the recommendation of Phillips by the
Commonwealth Government of Australia,140 the High Commissioner duly appointed him as
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Lands Commissioner and requested that he proceed to the Solomons as soon as possible.141
Phillips arrived in the Solomon Islands on 6 November 1920 and immediately assumed his
duties as Lands Commissioner.142 His appointment was under the Solomons and Gilbert and
Ellice Islands (Commission of Inquiry) Regulation 1914 and on similar terms as the previous
Lands Commissioner, Alexander.143 His plan to execute his terms of reference was based on
the understanding that transport would be available; he estimated the time required to
complete his task at four months.144

Shortly after his arrival, Phillips discovered that considerably more time would be needed
for the work of the Lands Commission. Alexander had left few records of his work, and
Phillips had to transcribe what he could find from papers and documents borrowed from the
Resident Commissioner’s office and the Deputy for the Natives. Particulars of the native
claims were vague. ‘Many non-native defendants had never been notified in any way that
native claims against their holdings had been submitted. The representatives of the natives
and non-native parties had no proper idea of what was required of them at the Inquiries’.145
To remedy this situation, Phillips quickly moved to have ‘general Notices of the Claims
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before the Commission to be published in newspapers circulating throughout the Pacific, and
also gave notice, by letter, to all non-natives whom [he] thought might be concerned’.146 A
reputation for efficiency gained while in the army147 was already in evidence.

4.6

Alexander’s decisions

Alexander’s term as Lands Commissioner lasted just 8 months and 5 days, of which he spent
3 months and 20 days in the Protectorate, and 4 months and 15 days outside.148 During this
period, he was presented with 29 land claims of which he heard:
2 claims and made recommendations (nos. 22 and 24); heard 2 claims and
arranged by negotiation (nos. 19 and 29); 1 claim not heard but claim admitted
by company (no. 18); 20 claims not heard but recommended for negotiation
(nos. 1 to 17, 20, 21 and 23); and 4 claims not dealt with (nos. 25 to 28).149

His recommendations, discussed in some detail below, demonstrate that Alexander was
concerned largely with facilitating land settlements, often with little consideration given to
the history of interactions between actors and networks in land transactions. I consider the
case of four land claims dealt with by Alexander in order to understand how his interest and
experience were translated through the Lands Commission, which could be perceived in
Latourian terms as a laboratory for developing land solutions; if people had land problems,
they had to process them through this laboratory.
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Alexander’s judicial experience shaped the manner in which he made decisions and
recommendations during his era as Lands Commissioner, revealed an approach that favoured
swift decisions and encouraged land alienation – described by Ian Heath as ’very slipshod’.150
While such a description might seem accurate, it fails to account for Alexander’s decisions
in terms of his background and experience. Alexander appeared to favour the quick
settlement of claims made by Solomon Islanders against Europeans and the Government,
opting for an amicable manner with little formal investigation in order to complete the work
on time and at minimal cost. He was more used to sitting on the bench and listening to
submissions than making rulings based on his own investigations, and this experience
fundamentally guided his approach as Lands Commissioner.

Regarding the sixteen Solomon Islander land claims against the Malayta Company on
Malaita, Alexander ‘made no reference to the validity of the Native Claims – every Claim
was accepted on value’ – and neither did he investigate the company’s title. He encouraged
claimants to accept compensation ‘in exchange for withdrawing their claims’.151 He proposed
the compensation amounts agreed upon by the Solomon Islander claimants and then travelled
to Sydney where he met with the Malayta Company and others. When these investors
announced that they considered the compensation amounts too high, Alexander arbitrarily
lowered them. Where no agreement could be reached on the scale of compensation,
Alexander encouraged investors to enter into direct negotiation with the Solomon Islander
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claimants.152 It appears that Alexander was inclined to promote the settlement of these claims
against private property based on existing boundaries rather than consider the return of
alienated land to Solomon Islander claimants because he was keen to promote plantation
investment in BSIP. Although his previous employment in Fiji must have exposed him to the
structural approach used there to deal with land issues, he opted for a transactional approach
as a means of processing land claims more quickly.

My first case study concerns claim no. 17, which had to do with alienated land situated at
Matanikau on a land area identified as Lunga, Kookoom (Kukum) on the island of
Guadalcanal. This land was sold by Uvothea chief of Lunga, Allea chief of Nanago, and
Manungo son of Allea to traders Garvin Kelly, John Williams, and Thomas Woodhouse for
£60 of trade goods. According to the original land deed of 1886 the total land area purchased
was ‘all that piece of land on the north coast of Guadalcanal, one of the islands called Moree
and Nanago extending from … Lunga Bay westerly to a point in Le Crux Bay called Bah,
from Bah Point S.S.W to the main range, from thence Easterly to meet a line S.W from grass
patch in Langa Bay’.153 This account of the acquired land describes a linear boundary from
Point Cruz to Tenaru, referred to as the Kukum land. The traders then sold the land in 1898
to Karl Oscar Svensen’s and his business partner, Alex J. Rabut (or Rabuth).154 Svensen
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subsequently sold the land to Lever’s Pacific Plantations Pty. Ltd, which was then issued a
Certificate of Occupation for 99 years by the state in 1903.155

The Kukum land transaction of 1886 happened in a context outside the colonial frontier
where there were no formal property arrangements. However, the sale of this same land to
Svensen and then to Levers took place within the frontier because it happened after Solomon
Islands was established as a protectorate in 1893 and the land law was enacted in 1896. As a
result, the land was transformed into property that provided the basis for Svensen and
subsequently Levers to assert their rights over the land by excluding the customary
landowners.

Sualu, who was considered chief of the Gaobata line and of Matanikau, reported to the Lands
Commission that Svensen and Rabuth had cleared people off the land and that they had
moved to Kakabona.156 He also claimed that Levers P.P. Ltd had cleared 200 acres that did
not belong to them. The land bought by Kelly, Williams and Woodhouse in 1886 was land
east of Tanakaki that belonged to the Simbo line and the vendors were living at Selisai. ‘The
Gaobata line owns the land west of Tanakaki, and has not disposed of it, and does not wish
to, with the exception of the piece cleared by Levers’.157 The Islanders did not provide any
description of the land boundaries except to point out the land area over which they claimed
customary land rights.
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Although Alexander decided that the Solomon Islander claimants had a prima facie claim,
this was based on his discussion with the claimants rather than any sound investigation or
inspection of the land in question. Instead, during his time in Sydney, he met with Levers and
suggested that they undertake an on-the-spot settlement with the claimants. The company
concurred and sent its representative J. Symington to accompany District Officer R.
Brodhurst to a meeting with the Islander claimants at Kukum in June 1920. The claimants
agreed to withdraw their claim if they were compensated to the value of £50 but the company
representative offered £25 instead. The claimants were pressured to accept the counter offer
although they were dissatisfied with the amount. Their decision was influenced by the
District Officer, who told them to agree to a settlement, telling them that if the Lands
Commission heard the dispute, the claimants risked losing everything. 158 This suggests that
the Solomon Islander claimants opted for settlement because they were influenced by the
perception that they stood a better chance to receive compensation via settlement rather than
via a lands commission hearing. The claimants informed Alexander of their dissatisfaction
with the compensation amount when he visited and interviewed them two months later. He
suggested to Levers that they increase their offer to £50, which the company then paid,
settling the claim.
My second case study is land claim no. 19, which relates to Lever’s Certificate of Occupation
License dated 6 August 1907 for a freehold estate of 999 years over approximately 10,000
acres, ‘on the coastline of the Island of Pavuvu and some adjoining small islands in the
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Russell Group’.159 The Islander claimants in this case were Mandika, Kapu, Toku, Komi, and
Vangaveli, and the issue to be determined was ownership of the land because the land that
was the subject of the Certificate of Occupation License was ‘dealt with as waste land under’
The Solomons (Waste Lands) Regulation.160 . In this instance, Alexander provided a space
for the Islander claimants and Mr. Fulton, the General Manager of Levers, to narrate their
connections to the land in question as evidence for the legitimacy of their claim.

Mandika, in his narrative, traced where he had lived and explained that he had made gardens
on West Bay prior to European arrival. His mother was from the Kirwa line and the land
areas from ‘West Bay and Somata, Bola, Lekembi, and Paloka belong to this line’.161 He
claimed that only himself and one other living person were the survivors of this ‘line’. Kapu,
in his statement pointed out his mother’s name, his garden on one of the islands and much of
the land from Fiami to Kokolan along the coast as belonging to his Kaisling line. He stated
that the boundary of the Fiami land described as “spearline” was a line that had been marked
by ‘Captain Fred’ (Erickson).162 When appearing before the Lands Commission, Fulton, the
general manager of Levers, did not oppose the claims made by Mandika and Kapu. Instead,
he stated that he had never ‘lived on the land from Fiami to Kokolan or made gardens
there’.163 Other individual claimants who also appeared before the Lands Commission
supported the claims of Mandika and Kapu. Alexander deemed the evidence sufficient to
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conclude that the land described in the Lever’s Certificate of Occupation License was not
waste land.

Alexander argued that, as far as he could ascertain, there had been no official investigation
prior to the granting of the Certificate of Occupation license to Levers to determine the
ownership status of the land, which had simply been declared waste land by virtue of the
Solomons Waste Land Regulations. Alexander concluded that he was convinced that at the
time the land was acquired as waste land it was ‘in fact occupied by certain natives, in part it
was cultivated to a slight extent, and as to the whole it was owned by natives’.164 Therefore,
he suggested that a moral obligation rested upon the BSIP government to address the
injustices as a result of land alienation without payment and obtaining of consent from
landowners, and ‘on the other hand the inequity to Lever’s Pacific Plantations Limited of
leaving them with a defective title as a result of the action or inaction of the Government’.165

As a recommended remedy, Levers surrendered the Certificate of Occupation for
cancellation and the islands identified in the certificate were given back to the claimants of
“line” Kirwa and Kaisling. The BSIP would then purchase this land from the claimants for
£500 and Levers would be responsible for meeting the survey costs of this land, after which
the BSIP would lease the land to Levers. This case study demonstrates how Alexander tried
to facilitate a settlement between the parties but at the same time encouraged investment
through the leasing of the land back to Levers. It shows how his role as Lands Commissioner
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was that of an intermediary, trying to encourage the parties to come to a compromise and
then allowing the land under dispute to be commoditised as property and leased.

4.7

Phillips’ decisions

Phillips’ role as Lands Commissioner commenced with the completion of his predecessor’s
unfinished cases. He reviewed the sixteen Solomon Islander claims against the Malayta
Company, ascertaining whether the claimants accepted Alexander’s findings and decisions.
He found that the majority of Alexander’s recommendations were accepted in principle and
could be affirmed if, ‘after supervising the marking of boundaries, no further disputes
arose’.166 Phillips followed Alexander’s style of negotiating settlements in seven of the
sixteen land claims but avoided conducting separate interviews because it would be too timeconsuming given the geographical location of the claims. Instead he would carefully
determine the rights of the claimants and the description of boundaries as outlined in the deed
of conveyance before negotiating a settlement. This suggests that, in contrast to Alexander,
whose focus had been on negotiating a settlement between disputing parties, Phillips was
more concerned to determine the rights and boundaries of the land under dispute.
As noted by Ian Heath, ‘In five cases, where new claimants came forward when back
boundaries were being marked, settlements were easily reached. Another case concerned the
Company’s encroachment on a ‘native reserved’ and was easily adjudicated’. 167 Of the
sixteen claims, Phillips was obliged to conduct a lengthy inquiry only for Claim No. 3a. This
claim concerned a conveyance to Alexander McKeller in 1908, later leased to the Malayta
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Company with very vague boundaries. This land was conveyed by Bodemai and Foanufu
who were acknowledged by various witnesses as owners, but their sons disputed this and
claimed the land now belonged to them. The principal claimant was Sam Etakwao, the son
of Foanufu. Phillips acknowledged that while claims made by the sons demonstrated a ‘semiconscious expression of dissatisfaction of descendants’168 who found out that their expected
interest to communal land had been alienated by their parents, there was no evidence
contesting the right of the vendors to dispose of the land for value consideration to a stranger.
As a result, Phillips dismissed this claim. Considering claims against the Malayta Company
as whole, it was apparent that Phillips was inclined not to reopen each of the sixteen claims
and that he was mindful of his role as successor to Alexander.
Phillips’ conduct of the commission is best understood by examining his decisions and
recommendations for a selection of case studies. But, as Rebecca Monson observes, Phillips’
commission was ‘complicated by the work of the Reverend John Francis Goldie’, who was
an influential figure in the Methodist mission in Western Solomons.169 Two points of
contention emerged between them: the first was the request by Goldie to Phillips to defer the
consideration of certain land claims until he could return from Australia; second was the
assertion by Goldie that Islander claimants wanted him to represent them in the lands
commission inquiries.170 Phillips’ exposure to the Methodist network in Melbourne
positioned him well to handle any pressure from Goldie, and he recommended that a person
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should be appointed to represent the Methodist Society while Goldie was away because
‘postponement would involve an interruption, possibly a suspension, of work by the Lands
Commission that would be entirely unwarranted’.171
Phillips also disagreed with Goldie’s suggestion that he represent the claimants, because the
High Commissioner had already appointed Mr. Knibbs as the Deputy for the Natives to
appear and act on behalf of the claimants.172 Goldie’s response, in a letter to the Lands
Commissioner, was that the claimants were under the impression that ‘a man who has
devoted nearly twenty years to their interests has something to contribute towards such a
satisfactory settlement’,173 and that his presence was strongly desired. He further stated that
if someone (other than him) were to be ‘forced on them without assistance of any kind, they
will not be satisfied, and the work of the Lands Commission will be hampered and a
satisfactory settlement delayed’.174

Not surprisingly, Phillips suspected the influence of Goldie when he received a petition sent
by the chiefs and landowners of the Western Solomons in March 1921. The petitioners
requested that:
…the head of our church, Mr. Goldie, should be allowed to accompany
(represent) us and help us to arrive at a settlement. He has been with us for
twenty years, and we cannot trust another man (as we trust him). All of us –
Christian and heathen alike – of Roviana (New Georgia), Vella Lavella, and
Choiseul have the same desire.175
171
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While Goldie denied involvement, he does appear to have played a role in framing this
petition because ‘[t]he contents and phraseology of the … Petition’ were similar to those of
Goldie’s letter to the Lands Commissioner of 14 February 1921.176 Goldie strongly supported
the petition and urged that the Lands Commission allow him to represent the chiefs and
landowners but Phillips continued to maintain that this was not permissible because of
existing legal provisions.
Goldie interpreted the unfavourable response from the Lands Commissioner as ‘inspired by
a bias …unconsciously acquired by’ the Lands Commissioner being ‘surrounded by an
atmosphere of Tulagi officialdom antagonistic to himself’.177 Tulagi was an island acquired
by Woodford in 1896 for the establishment of the colonial administration, and the BSIP was
administered and run from Tulagi. Phillips reminded Goldie that he was mistaken in this view
because his appointment as Lands Commissioner was made ‘from outside the Protectorate
Service and particularly desired to be in no way involved in any local friction whatsoever’.178
An interview between Goldie and Phillips was held in Melbourne in August 1921 to reach
an amicable working arrangement for Solomon Islander representation. Phillips proposed
that Goldie ‘associate himself with the Deputy for the Natives … and that, at the Inquiry he
should assist the deputy’.179 Goldie refused to accept these proposals, preferring a status
similar to that of Deputy if he was going to represent the chiefs and landowners.
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The difference in opinion following the Melbourne meeting provoked the November Petition
submitted by the Islanders to the Secretary of State for the Colonies. The Islanders’ petition
emphasised the desire to have Goldie represent them because he could speak their language
and had knowledge of their custom and land tenure.180 The way this petition was framed
recognises the importance of choice of language in explaining the processes of negotiation
and representation to determine ownership rights. But despite such clear importance, Goldie
and others who had some knowledge of the language and customs of the claimants were only
allowed to give evidence in the proceedings of the Lands Commission rather than being
promoted to the status of Deputy of the Native appointed by the colonial administration to
represent the Solomon Islander claimants.181
Phillips emphasised that the ‘Inquiries of the Commission are concerned to a great degree
with native customs and tenure, and aim at substantial justice rather than legal
technicalities’.182 This is revealing of Phillips’ quasi-judicial approach to his work on the
Commission. While the Commission offered only minimal redress or compensation for past
loss, and effectively confirmed the process of land conversion under the Waste Land
Regulation and other mechanisms, it did serve to bring together within a single framework
of negotiation: the customary landowners, the investors and the colonial authorities. This
approach can be described as a structural approach because Phillips paid attention to Islander
custom and tenure, examined evidence in support of the claims, and checked the boundaries
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of the land subject to the claim before ascertaining whether Islander property rights inside
the colonial frontier should be supported or dismissed.

A case in point was Native Claim No. 28 (listed as 28a, 28b, 28c and 28d), which concerned
four titles on Ugi Island held by Levers. The trader John Stephens had been the original
purchaser of the lands in question, which were assumed by Woodford, Levers and Knibbs to
comprise ‘a ten mile continuous coastal frontage starting at Selwyn Bay on the west coast
and going round the north coast to the east coast’.183 During Alexander’s time as Lands
Commissioner he visited Ugi Island in 1920 and discovered that the claimants had been
offered compensation if they withdrew their claims against Levers but had rejected this
option.184 In January 1921, Phillips ‘began his investigation … to clear up the confusions
over the boundaries as described in the Stephens deeds’.185 With the assistance of a surveyor,
he traced the land boundaries by relocating the landmarks referred to in the deeds. Based on
this work Phillips formed the view that the coastal frontage described in the deeds was only
four miles in length, separated in two parcels, one on the east coast and one on the west
coast.186 He also marked out the boundaries of the fifth Stephens deed, against which a Native
Claim had been lodged (listed as Claim 54).
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Phillips heard the evidence in support of the land claims, which indicated much confusion,
fraud and misunderstanding as a consequence of the land dealings. He decided that only the
original deed to the land around Selwyn Bay was valid, and Native Claim 54 was thus
dismissed while he supported the other four claims. 187 His view of Claim 54 as involving a
valid conveyance ‘seemed to be based largely on the fact that European occupation had been
previously unchallenged’.188 This interpretation was questioned because there was a history
of incidents in which Islanders had acted violently towards Levers and its labourers, some of
whom had retaliated; a history that was clearly linked to the land disputes.189 Phillips’
decisions regarding these claims shows evidence of a structural approach but also suggests
that he was ‘reluctant, like Alexander, to disturb a European company that was in occupation
of the land in dispute’.190

Finally, the Lands Commission also examined customary land tenure practices and usage
when dealing with claims against the lands alienated under The Solomons (Waste Lands)
Regulation 1904. This was mainly in relation to Claims 30-37 and 55 in the Western
Solomons. These claims concerned L.P.P.L lands held under Certificates of Occupation,
which covered the ‘largest area of land under dispute and they were the longest and most
bitterly contested cases’.191 This area of land was classified as waste land in accordance with
the legal meaning of the word as provided for under section 2 of The Solomons (Waste
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Lands) Regulation 1904, which meant land that was unowned, uncultivated or unoccupied
while customary land use and practice ignored. To ascertain whether the area of land was
unowned, uncultivated or unoccupied, Phillips had to rely on ‘physical evidence on the group
and oral evidence of the claimants that could clarify the extent of occupation’.192 On the basis
of this context and his understanding of customary land tenure, Phillips would then make a
determination on the claims against the lands alienated under The Solomons (Waste Lands)
Regulation 1904. Inevitably, Phillips drew on his conceptual frame on property rights,
matrilineal and patrilineal systems, and communal and individual tenure arrangements to
define European attitudes towards Solomon Islander claimants on the issue of land
ownership.

4.8

Phillips Commission Legacy

Phillips dealt with a total of fifty-five land claims out of about three hundred during his time
as the Lands Commissioner. Eleven of these claims were to lands alienated prior to 1896,
while twenty-eight were to land alienated under the Solomons (Land) Regulation 1896, ten
under the Waste Land Regulation 1904 and six under the Solomons (Lands) Regulation 1914.
Most of the Islander claims regarding land alienated before 1896 were located in the eastern
Solomons (Ugi, Santa Anna, Makira and Vanikoro), except for two claims on Guadalcanal
and one on Ontong Java.193 Half of the fifty-five land claims concerned land alienation in
accordance with Regulation 1896. The majority of these claims concerned land held by the
Malayta Company. Other claims that Phillips dealt with related to land held by Levers Pacific
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Plantation Limited (L.P.P.L) under Certificates of Occupation by virtue of the Waste Land
Regulation 1904. These certificates issued to L.P.P.L covered ‘Kolombangara, parts of New
Georgia and Isabel, and the Tenaru area of Guadalcanal’.194 Few of the other claims that the
Lands Commission investigated concerned land alienated under the 1914 Regulation.

The hearings by Phillips were done at the site of each land dispute. This included careful
surveying of the land boundaries and determining whether claimants had a right to the
disputed land, before the land settlement could be negotiated. The work of the Lands
Commission resulted in the return of ‘508 of the 1012 square kilometres of alienated’195 land
to customary landowner claimants because the land boundaries were defective, land covered
under the Certificates of Occupation was proved not to be waste or vacant land or forfeiture
from breach.196 In this way Phillips was able to use the Lands Commission as a laboratory
through which to conduct hearings that provided the platform for negotiating land settlement.

Although large tracts of land were returned, most of them were underdeveloped. Landowners
joined forces despite their differences to strengthen their claims against the ‘waste land’
alienation. While some disliked this method of collective action it was common throughout
the Lands Commission’s investigation on the Western Solomons Claims.197 Phillips regarded
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this approach as indicating the ‘breakdown of custom in the area and thus was counterproductive for the Solomon Islanders cause’.198 But it suggests, as Heath observes, that
landowners were prepared to abandon aspects of their social system in order to stop
Europeans alienating their land, cooperating in larger groups as a means to strengthen their
case by increasing the number of claimants.199 In this unintended way, the Lands Commission
contributed to shaping how Solomon Islanders articulated and asserted their rights to
alienated and customary land.

In dealing with the claims against ‘waste land’ alienation, mainly in the Western Solomons,
Phillips held that such land was communal in nature. He quoted W.H.R. Rivers to support
his view, stating that ‘definite communism of property still flourishes in one form or another
throughout Melanesia’.200 Another individual who influenced Phillips’ view on customary
land tenure was Lorimer Fison, who had left England for the Australian goldfields and then
studied at Melbourne University, after which he became a Wesleyan missionary and moved
to Fiji.201 In discussing customary tenure in Solomon Islands as communal in nature, Phillips
drew on Fison’s model of land tenure in Fiji.202 Concepts adopted from Fison, such as primary
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and secondary rights, appeared in Phillips’ discussion of land tenure from around 1921,
marking their introduction to Solomon Islands land tenure discourse.203 By the 1950s, this
vocabulary had become part of land tenure discourse in Solomon Islands, appearing in the
report of the Allan Commission (see Chapter 5).

In addition, Phillips also formed the view that the matrilineal system once dominant in the
Western Solomons was undergoing rapid change to a patrilineal system, except on Vella
Lavella where local social structure was considered to be still in its pure form.204 This view
was by no means unique but rather reflected prevailing theories about the unilineal evolution
of societies, which had been articulated in a Pacific context by individuals such as Fison to
explain changes in Fijian society.205 I concur with Heath, who argues that Phillips must have
been influenced by Fison’s strict interpretation of the unilineal evolution of societies.206
Phillips’ views on the nature of customary land became central to administrative
understandings of land tenure systems, and would be referred to by the Allan Commission
(see Chapter 5). As highlighted by Heath, the Lands Commission ‘became a primary (but not
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the only) source of European attitudes on these matters – and these attitudes shaped land
policy and land administration for the next fifty years’.207

Phillips’ work was systematic but it was restricted to land claims that had already been
submitted to the Lands Commission and did not address new land claims made after 1919.
Consequently, a large number of land claims concerning land alienated within and beyond
the colonial frontier remained unresolved. The Lands Commission’s decisions left many
Solomon Islander landowners whose land had been alienated dissatisfied. For example,
Alexander had heard Claim No. 5 and determined that the Malayta Company should pay the
claimant Alick Kwaifiona two shillings per acre as compensation. Phillips reviewed this
claim and affirmed Alexander’s decision without any investigation. It was discovered by
District Officer Bell that Kwaifiona did not agree with Alexander’s decision. Phillips had
failed to uncover such dissatisfaction in his confirmation of Alexander’s decision.208
Although the Lands Commission made its decision based on methods that were more
thorough than previous attempts, claimants such as Kwaifiona remained dissatisfied.

Furthermore, landowners objected to the Lands Commission’s recommendations regarding
the Levers ‘waste land’ alienation cases in the Western Solomons. The District Officer visited
the areas that were subject of the claims and explained the recommendations to the people.
However, he reported that the recommendations were ‘unfavourably received and an
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undeniable bitter feeling’ prevailed.209 Goldie was present during the meetings and he was
requested by the High Commissioner to persuade the people concerned to accept the
recommendations. However, the chiefs and landowners refused to accept the
recommendations, and lodged a petition in November 1926 requesting the setting aside of
the recommendations. The Resident Commissioner’s view was that withdrawing the
government’s position on the recommendations would be considered as a weakness. The
High Commissioner expressed similar views to the Secretary of State, who then confirmed
the recommendations of the Lands Commission.210 This brought the matter to a close, so far
as the colonial administration was concerned, but there was a further petition in November
1928 and landowner resentment against land alienations remained unresolved.211

While Goldie was implicated in the framing of the petition, it was apparent that
dissatisfaction with the Lands Commission’s findings was genuine and widespread.212 As
discussed by J.C Barley, the District Officer in the Western Solomon Islands, this
dissatisfaction was associated with the development of a ‘land sense’ among the people. Such
development was the result of ‘the advance of education and enlightenment’.213 Barley’s view
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on ‘land sense’ resonated with Phillips’ discussion of a growing land consciousness. Phillips
recalled that he had seen Solomon Islanders refuse the signing of a lease because of their fear
that, once they signed the paper, they would lose their land forever.214

The Lands Commission contributed further to this growing land consciousness. As discussed
by Heath, the ‘boundary marking of European land claims, the revelation of L.P.P.L’s “waste
land” alienations and the revelation of the existences of some other European land claims’
were factors that contributed to what Phillips described as ‘a growing land sense’. 215 This
growth in ‘land sense’ continued throughout the 1920s-1940s, and contributed to shaping
government narratives on land policy and the subsequent proposal to establish a special lands
commission to address land issues, which I will discuss in chapter 5.

4.9

Conclusion

This chapter has focused in some detail on the contrasting approaches of Alexander and
Phillips to the investigation and resolution of Islander land claims. Alexander dealt with a
large number of claims to land that had been acquired by plantation companies operating
from Sydney. He was quite prepared to acknowledge that there was considerable
dissatisfaction over the ways in which these lands had been acquired, and over the precise
definition of their boundaries. But his solution was to facilitate negotiations that would
provide the landowners with just enough material or financial incentive to permit the land
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leases to stand.216 This transactional approach sought to preserve and affirm the status quo
by bringing claimants and company representatives into negotiation.

Alexander justified his use of this approach on the grounds of the potential savings to the
BSIP administration of a swift resolution of the Commission’s brief.217 His approach laid the
foundations for formal recognition of the transformation of disputed alienated land into
property right estates that planters or investors could lease. An influential and persuasive
individual, he used his legal skills to mediate between the disputing parties to arrive at a
settlement. But Alexander was not prepared to investigate individual cases in too much detail,
or to arrive at decisions that ensured that justice had been done to all parties.

From the outset, Phillips demonstrated that he was much more interested in resolving the
disputes through a structural approach which engaged all of the relevant actors, including
missionaries, settlers, representatives of plantation companies and landowners. This involved
the investigation of the sources of conflict: the identities of the vendors and their right to
dispose of the land, the original transactions, and the details of the deeds, both on paper and
on the ground. His goal was to produce a total solution that would preclude future dispute.
But, as key actors in the Lands Commission, both Phillips and Alexander were in a critical
position to transmit western ideas of property rights to facilitate commercial development.
This was made possible through their interpretation of statements and evidence and their
judgments on claims made by Solomon Islanders to land that had been alienated either
outside or inside the colonial frontier.
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CHAPTER 5: Sir Colin Allan and the Special Lands Commission, 1953-1957

5.1

Introduction

This chapter addresses the role in the history of Solomon Islands land reform of Sir Colin
Hamilton Allan and the Special Lands Commission. The Special Lands Commission was the
first major attempt to revisit land reform for the Protectorate after the Phillips Commission
of the 1920s and, much as the work of the earlier Commission reflected the individual
formation and interests of its two Commissioners, Alexander and Phillips, so too the Special
Lands Commission or Allan Commission can only be understood in the context of Sir Colin
Allan’s individual history. In Latourian terms, the Special Lands Commission was the
laboratory through which Allan translated the different interests and ideas that came together
to shape the policy background for the state’s attempts at land law reform from the late 1950s
(see chapter 6). Various researchers make reference to the work of the Allan Commission
and indicate that the land policy framework in Solomon Islands was influenced by precedents
in Africa, in particular from Sudan and Kenya.1 However, there has been little examination
or analysis of Allan’s prior experience, his particular skills and interests, or the role played
by his networks and their impact upon his policy recommendations.
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I examine the central role of Allan in order to understand how the recommendations of his
Commission were framed. I do this by investigating Allan’s background, followed by an
introduction to the rationale for the Special Lands Commission, the process of its
establishment, and the way in which it worked and was reported. Tracing the influence on
Allan’s work for the Commission of his particular background and his use of ideas or
knowledge from elsewhere allows for an exploration of the ways in which individual
experience mediates insights gathered from across the British Empire.

5.2

The Commissioner

Sir Colin Hamilton Allan was born in 1921 in New Zealand, attended Cambridge Primary
School in North Island and did his secondary education at Hamilton High School. He
graduated with a Bachelor of Arts from Canterbury University College before embarking on
a Masters degree in history and politics under the supervision of Sir James High, graduating
in 1945. As part of this degree he engaged in some research on Maori land policy with a
particular focus on the Middle Waikato Valley.2 The insights from this early research were
to be critical in forming Allan’s conceptual frame around the narratives of dispossession and
land alienation in New Zealand. Allan had served as a Naval Officer during World War II
and later became a Lance-Corporal in the Army Education Service. He then joined the
colonial service and was posted to the British Solomon Islands Protectorate as an
administrative cadet officer.3 Following his appointment as an officer of the civilian
administration, he served as District Officer at Nggela in 1945, Western Solomons in 1946,
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Ysabel and Choiseul in 1948. Allan became District Commissioner for Malaita from June
1950 until February 1952. During this period the Maasina Ruru movement was active and
gained widespread influence on Malaita. Allan worked hard to end the influence of the
movement by suppression. 4 He left suddenly in 1952, possibly as the result of a nervous
breakdown, and certainly with a deep hatred of Malaitans that finds expression in his reports.
Most of Malaita was still in revolt, its people having defied his efforts to bring them to heel
during his entire tenure. It was left to his successor Val Andersen and a new High
Commissioner Robert Christopher Stafford Stanley,5 to bring about a tentative resolution of
the long standoff. Allan was firmly opposed to allowing a Malaita Council until all Malaitans
had yielded to the Government and given up Maasina Ruru, which they refused to do.

In 1952, the administration of the British Solomon Islands Protectorate was reorganised:
‘[t]he post of the High Commissioner for the Western Pacific was separated from that of the
Governor of Fiji and the WPHC secretariat, together with all its staff and files, was
transferred from Suva to Honiara’.6 Sir Robert Christopher Stanfford Stanley who served in
Africa and directly as Chief Secretary of Northern Rhodesia, was appointed as first High
Commissioner. Robert John Minnitt, previously of the Hong Kong naval volunteer force,
The Maasina Ruru Movement was established from 1946-1952. The majority of the movement’s members
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was appointed Chief Secretary. Alistair MacLeod Smith, previously Financial and Economic
Adviser to the Windward Islands in the Caribbean, was appointed Financial Secretary.7 These
colonial officers brought with them ideas and work experience from a range of colonies. This
reshuffle was part of the transfer exercise foreshadowed under the seven-year rule established
by Henry Harrison Vaskess, an Australian who had long been secretary to the WPHC, and
contributed substantially to the cross-fertilization of ideas from across the empire.8

Allan should have been subject to this reshuffle process, but rather than posting him
elsewhere, Minnitt, as the newly appointed Chief Secretary, approached him towards the end
of 1952 to take up the post of Special Lands Commissioner. This appointment was based on
the High Commissioner’s recommendation and advice from the Colonial Office that
preference was for an experienced administrative officer to be appointed.9 Allan was a
suitable choice for the job, not only because of his experience in undertaking research on
land issues in New Zealand but also due to his work as an administrative officer working in
the British Solomon Islands since 1945. Perhaps Allan’s background, experience and training
ensured that the seven-year rule was not observed in his case. However, he was reluctant to
take up the post initially because he knew land was a complex subject. Land was also low on
the priority list of the WPHC hierarchy in terms of what needed to be done. 10 But, as a
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comparatively junior officer in the British Colonial Service, Allan eventually accepted the
offer and was duly appointed as the Special Lands Commissioner.

During 1953 Allan studied social anthropology at Cambridge, and submitted a thesis on the
Maasina Ruru Movement that operated on Malaita from 1942-1952 as an anti-colonial
resistance group.11 Among those who influenced him to pursue social anthropology at
Cambridge was Reo Fortune who had been his supervisor.12 Fortune was from New Zealand
and had worked in the Pacific, particularly in Papua New Guinea. He had been married to
Margaret Mead for five years, and together they formed part of a small group of
anthropologists, all known to each other. This group included Raymond Firth and Douglas
Oliver, who ‘pioneered modern field research in the insular South Pacific’ during the 1930s
and 1940s.13 Firth, like Fortune, was from New Zealand and had conducted research on the
Polynesian Outlier of Tikopia, at the southeastern extreme of the Solomon Islands. At some
point, Allan appears to have come across the writings of the members of this network, which
influenced him to attend the Devonshire Course at Cambridge University.14 The Devonshire
Course was designed to train and equip students with added knowledge prior to taking up an
appointment in the Colonial Services.15 The course exposed Allan to much of the scholarly
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literature on land in Melanesia and elsewhere, such as Africa, grounding his thinking on
Solomon Islanders and their landholding systems within a wider comparative framework.

5.3

Rationale for the Lands Commission

The post-war period witnessed a significant decline in the economies of British territories in
the Pacific including BSIP because many companies found it challenging to reestablish their
plantations due to the ‘destruction of practically all items of a capital nature’. 16 The
immediate priority for BSIP was to re-establish the civilian administration and, as Allan
wrote later in his memoirs, to ‘…produce measures which would be economically rewarding
for the Protectorate, thereby reducing the need for grant in aid and getting out of the clutches
of the greatly feared Treasury in London’.17 Such an approach reinforced the long held desire
on the part of the British government for its colonies to be self-supporting rather than heavily
dependent on assistance from the Treasury through imperial grants.18 In British colonies in
Africa the cultivation of commodities was promoted which resulted, for example, in mixed
plantation and peasant production in Uganda and the subsidizing of the farming sector in

Belshaw, C. (April 21, 1948). ‘The Postwar Solomon Islands.’ Far Eastern Survey, 17(8): 95-98, 97; For a
discussion regarding some of the changes due to the impacts of World War II see Coulter, J.W. (Jul., 1946).
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Kenya.19 In BSIP, plantation agriculture was also encouraged but production remained
limited.

The circumstances of the post-war period plunged the BSIP economy into a budget deficit
which was met partly by the Colonial Development and Welfare Fund; BSIP was thus under
pressure to rethink its financial policy as part of the post-war reconstruction of the colony’s
economy.20 To kick start the reconstruction process, the BSIP administration extended its
pre-war Agriculture Department to promote and facilitate large-scale rice growing on
Guadalcanal. However, this scheme was not successful due to inadequate research. 21 The
post war reconstruction process was a challenge because of the weak economic situation of
Solomon Islands, and the priorities of government which were focused more on rebuilding
the administrative headquarters, maintaining order and improving social services.22 As a
policy measure the government had to cut capital expenditure to a minimum and postponed
its housing and research programs in order to finance current production.

In 1946, Resident Commissioner Owen Cyril Noel, who had worked previously as a District
Commissioner in Uganda,23 proposed the setting up of a lands commission. Noel was part of
the flow of colonial officers from one colony to another. Informed by his previous colonial
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experience, he suggested that the focus of the commission should be on the study of local
land questions, the survey of land customs throughout the Protectorate and their codification
as law.24 Noel proposed that the existing land regulations should be amended. His proposal
was based on a memorandum prepared by Alexander H. Wilson who, like Knibbs, had
worked previously as an engineer with the Colonial Sugar Refining (CSR) Company in Fiji.
Wilson had been appointed a government surveyor in 1924, and succeeded Knibbs as Lands
Commissioner and acting Superintendent of Public Works in 1941.

Wilson’s previous employment in Fiji and his extensive experience of pre-war land issues in
Solomon Islands led him to suggest the Fiji lands commission model in his memorandum to
Noel. He proposed that existing land regulations should be amended, particularly in relation
to customary land, because he felt the attitude of Solomon Islanders ‘towards landing holding
and its attendant customs has undergone at first gradual and latterly a more rapid appreciable
change’.25 According to Wilson such change in attitude towards land ownership and its
associated custom was due to the ‘impact of civilization in the form of Government,
Missions, Planters and Traders’.26 Such a view was shaped by the land consciousness theory
of change in customary tenure promoted by the Philips Commission and most colonial
administrators.
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What was perceived as land consciousness during this period was in fact a growing
resentment and resistance on the part of Solomon Islanders to European demands for access
to land for plantation development. The Solomon Islands economy revolved around the
production and export of copra. From the 1920s-1942 economic growth was moderate.
Murray Bathgate observes that ‘[i]n 1931 the world economic depression exposed the
Protectorate’s dependence on only one major commodity for export’.27 The economic
depression caused copra prices to drop and lease rentals went unpaid. Consequently,
plantations were closed, resulting in the cancellation of native and crown leases.

In 1933 the Resident Commissioner lowered the export tax on copra, and in 1934 he halved
the wages of Solomon Islander labourers to assist European planters to be able to maintain
copra production. These relief measures were obviously intended to advance the welfare of
European planters rather than Solomon Islanders. Solomon Islanders’ sources of cash were
reduced, and in order to purchase goods and pay tax,28 they had either to work twice as long,
or work for long hours but be paid less and thus purchase fewer goods. These experiences
influenced many Solomon Islanders to perceive the circumstances as a European scheme to
deceive them. Such a perception fed into how Solomon Islanders conceptualised land
alienation, leading them to refuse to make their land available to Europeans. It also
contributed to the ‘growing dissatisfaction among Solomon Islanders with European
administration’.29
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The WWII encounter with American soldiers, from 1942-1946, was another factor
contributing to the awareness of land issues by Solomon Islanders. Bathgate describes the
war as a shattering experience for Ndi-Nggai society. The people were frightened and
confused by all the hostility, but many Solomon Islanders assisted the Americans either as
scouts or labourers.30 Others were selling crops and artefacts to the Americans which resulted
in the improvement of their economic conditions. The Americans were perceived as friendly
and generous. They listened to the grievances of Solomon Islanders about the pre-war
situation and criticised the British Administration for failing to bring about economic
progress. These interactions provided the impetus for the rise in economic and political
aspirations of Solomon Islanders.31 When the Americans left in 1946, the British
administration pursued post-war reconstruction of the national economy. Solomon Islanders
showed an unwillingness to work in expatriate plantations, refused to make land available to
Europeans, and demanded a higher wage and a greater political say.32 The colonial
administration perceived the action of Solomon Islanders in terms of apathy and noncooperation. I suggest, along with Heath, that these actions on the part of Solomon Islanders
reflected a demand for progress, a determination not to allow land alienation, and a desire to
avoid returning to the pre-war situation.33
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According to Heath, what both Noel and Wilson had in mind in addressing land issues was
‘only related to facilitating European access to the land’.34 In other words, both were thinking
that once certain basic land issues were resolved, the idea of land as property would prevail.
The colonial administration expected that land matters would ‘take a prominent place in postwar development in the Protectorate’.35 Under the BSIP Ten Year development plan there
was provision for the spending of 32, 000 pounds on establishing a Lands Commission. An
application was prepared in 1947 to access the funds under the Colonial Development and
Welfare Act in order to establish the Lands Commission. The application made clear that
existing customary land tenure arrangements had deficiencies that constituted an impediment
to agriculture and economic development. This framing of customary land was not unique to
Solomon Islands, but drew on a global flow of ideas to which colonial actors such as Noel
and Wilson had access through their experiences working in other colonies.
Noel’s proposal suggested that the existing law relating to customary land was out of date
and failed to provide guidance on important questions of ownership, tenure and inheritance.36
The proposed work of the Lands Commission would involve:

(a) The establishment of a sound basis of policy and practice in regard to the
ownership tenure and use of land as a preliminary to the agriculture, forestry and
mining development’; and (b) recording of local land boundaries.37
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The message propagated by this proposal was that customary tenure was the cause of
underdevelopment. To address this issue would require transforming customary land under
a property regime administered and protected by the state, and the first step in this process
would be to create a Lands Commission to investigate and deal with land issues.

However, the proposal for a Lands Commission was delayed due to the prevailing political
situation relating to the Maasina Ruru Movement, which was perceived as an antiadministration organisation with nationalistic goals.38 George Digby Chamberlain, the Chief
Secretary of the Western Pacific 1947-1952, played a crucial role in this decision to delay
the commission. He had worked previously as a Colonial Secretary in Gold Coast (Ghana)
before moving to the Western Pacific and served as Assistant High Commissioner.
Chamberlain visited Solomon Islands in 1949 and expressed the idea that a Lands
Commission was essential. However, for political reasons he was convinced to postpone its
operation;39 in his view, while the Maasina Ruru movement had been successfully dealt with,
there was no doubt the undercurrent for political unrest would remain for several years.40
During a Colonial Land Tenure Advisory Panel held on 5 July 1950 in Church House,
Chamberlain made similar remarks to explain the delay in establishing the Lands
Commission.41
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As an interim measure, since the ‘Commission and the reform of the land legislation’ was
considered ultimately essential’, it was intended that administrative officers should start
‘investigating into native land customs’ in their own districts and gathering ‘the information
correlated by the Commissioners of Lands’.42 As a result, Dr. Charles Kingsley Meek, a
member of the Panel, was asked to write a memorandum for the work and he provided a
guide questionnaire to assist the administrative officers. Meek had been a British
anthropologist and District Officer in Nigeria. He had published extensively on African land
tenure and was considered a leading expert in the field.43 Once again, experience in Africa
was regarded as the critical element in determining the approach to land reform in Solomon
Islands.

Once the political condition was considered sufficiently settled, the colonial administration
pursued Noel’s proposal by applying in November 1951 for funding from the Colonial
Development and Welfare funds to establish a Lands Commission.44 Funding was approved
and a Memorandum issued in 1951 outlining a modified terms of reference for the Special
Lands Commission, as follows:45
a)

To study, record and as far as possible correlate, native custom relating to
land.

42
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b)

In light of the knowledge thus gained and of the apparent needs of the
future to recommend in what way the use and ownership of native land
and land to which no validated claim is found to exist, can be controlled:
and to draft the necessary legislation to govern this.

When Allan was appointed as Commissioner in June 1953, he interpreted the terms of
reference broadly.46 He intended to ‘examine the whole system of customary land tenure and
its course of evolution’ over three phases: ‘the general background of pre-war, post-war and
future development’.47

It is no accident that Allan decided to investigate customary land tenure in Solomon Islands
in terms of these three phases, for he would have been aware that Maori land tenure had been
examined in terms of the same three phases. Particularly, during the pre-war period, Maori
land was held to have been under customary tenure; during the period of war during the 1860s
between Maori tribes and the government, Maori lands had been substantially transferred
from tribal to individual ownership. The government encouraged this practice by promoting
a policy of direct purchase by European settlers from individual Maori, which this was
legislated for under the Native Land Act 1862 (not repealed until the Native Land Act
1965).48 The policy had a significant impact on Maori tribal structure because it promoted
the individualisation of Maori land tenure. The Maori experience resonated with the Solomon
Islands, where Islanders were increasingly contesting the manner of acquisition of customary
lands and their lease to plantation companies for development. Plantation companies had
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become the legal owners of the land, while access to the land for customary landowners was
restricted or excluded. Allan’s knowledge of Maori land issues, along with his training and
career experience would strongly influence his approach and policy recommendations to the
British administration.

5.4

Lands Commission Establishment

The personnel of the Special Lands Commission consisted of Allan, as the main investigator,
Mr. Willie Pada, a Solomon Islander as the clerk, and support staff from the Protectorate
Administration, which was responsible for arranging the tours and transport. Unlike
commissions established in other British territories to enquire about land, such as the East
Africa Royal Commission which had more than one commissioner, Allan was prepared to
take up the task as sole lands commissioner.49 In his role as sole lands commissioner, Allan
assumed a central position in the development of policy solutions to address the problem of
customary land tenure as a hindrance to development. He was able to channel his ideas and
findings through the Special Lands Commission, through which the goal of land law reform
was realised. The East Africa Royal Commission was established around the same time to
investigate land issues to promote economic development. In contrast, the single
commissioner of the BSIP Special Lands Commission also worked as part of the Protectorate
Administration, and there was thus no clear distinction between his role as a government
officer, investigator and researcher.
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As the commissioner, Allan adopted three principles that shaped the work of Special Lands
Commission. Firstly, he took the ‘…widest interpretation to the terms of reference’.50
Secondly, he chose not to focus on drafting legislation to govern future land policy, as
required by the terms of reference. Instead, Allan sought the approval of the Chief Secretary
to confine the work of the commission ‘…to recommending the lines for future policy’.51
Allan’s justification for this approach was that when the terms of reference were drafted in
1951 there was only one full time Law Officer who served the Western Pacific High
Commission and the British Solomon Islands Protectorate Government. Once the
Commission was constituted, Allan claimed ‘circumstances [had] now changed and the
Commission was unqualified to draft legislation’.52 It was not surprising that Allan made
such a claim rather than proposing someone with a legal background to assist, because the
Commission was exclusively constituted. It was up to Allan as the key actor to map out what
the Commission should focus on.
The third distinguishing element of Allan’s approach was the way in which he set up the
Lands Commission agenda. Allan found that ‘much confusion existed as to what the
commission was intended to achieve’.53 In the view of some colonial officials, the
commission was an academic exercise that should be given only low priority. One proposal,
suggested by a WPHC secretariat administrative officer with an anthropological background,
was for the commission to ‘…start in Fauro in the north-west and describe the lands of each
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group, progressing steadily through the Protectorate to Tikopia’. 54 This supported the
proposal by Noel, the Resident Commissioner, to set up a Lands Commission similar to the
Lands Commission in Fiji.55 A third view was to ‘…engage in a mammoth empire building
exercise and launch a Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony type of lands commission, with half
a dozen or more expatriates conducting a Maneaba based inquiry into lands and
descriptions’.56 A fourth view was that the Commission ‘should ‘write down’ the custom of
every language group’.

Allan did not subscribe to any of these views because he had his own agenda. As the central
actor with a network of associations, he enjoyed considerable control over the purpose and
execution of the Lands Commission. First, he argued that the Commission was not an
academic exercise and thus would not use complex anthropological terms in its report.57
Second, he expressed the view that the approach of the Sukuna Lands Commission in Fiji
could not be applied in BSIP because the kinds of social structure that existed in Fiji were
not to be found in BSIP.58 Allan’s opinion was quite generalised and it seemed he already
had a certain bias and preconceived ideas about Solomon Islands social structure. This bias
reflected his mistaken ideas about Solomon Islands social structure, shaped by flawed and
partial understandings gleaned from his prior experience, and also probably learned in part
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from other colonial officers with similar misunderstandings, and perhaps his period at
Cambridge studying under Fortune and others.59

Third, Allan insisted that the prescribing of tribal boundaries, the describing of land rights,
and the recording and codification of custom were matters for Solomon Islanders
themselves.60 He did not want to spend British funds on such an exercise because it was
considered unprofitable and would involve a large group of expensive expatriates, whose
work would certainly be rejected by Solomon Islanders.61 While cost may have been one
justification, I would argue that what Allan did as the central actor was to avoid dealing with
the complexities of customary land tenure. He imposed his own interpretations of the goals
and methods of the Lands Commission, and positioned himself as a key actor where he could
influence land policy recommendations and land reform.

5.5

Lands Commission’s Work

Allan commenced the work of the Special Lands Commission on 6 May 1953. The
Commission’s work was a challenge because knowledge about customary land tenure in the
protectorate was limited and enquiry about land was a sensitive issue. People who had
worked in government since the establishment of the Protectorate and prior to WWII had
very limited knowledge about land tenure in Solomon Islands. Anthropologists who had
worked in Protectorate had seldom focused on the study of customary land tenure. 62 In
A prime example of this is Allan’s assumption that all Solomon Islands societies were unilineal, for which
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addition, land was a sensitive issue due to the general dissatisfaction with the Protectorate
administration and progressive development of ‘land consciousness’ in many parts of
Solomon Islands since the 19th century and especially around the turn of the century. One of
the reasons for this evolution of land consciousness was that many Solomon Islanders,
particularly in the southeast (Malaita, Makira and Guadalcanal), who ‘took part in the labour
trade to and from Queensland, Australia and Fiji’, saw clearly how Aboriginal Australians
and Fijians had lost large portions of their land to European encroachment. 63 When those
labour markets were closed in the early 1910s, people from the southeast came to dominate
the workforce on plantations planted on land that Woodford had allowed to be alienated.64
When these labourers returned from overseas to Solomon Islands, or later from plantations
in the West, the Russells, or Guadalcanal to their home islands in the southeast, they warned
their communities that Europeans were going to try to steal their land, and this made
communities determined to resist land alienation as best they could. Despite land being a
sensitive issue Allan was enthusiastic to take up the task ‘of personally carrying out a survey
of land tenure customs in all areas’.65
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The Commission travelled first to the Western Solomons and started fieldwork in Choiseul,
the Shortland Islands, Vella Lavella, Roviana and Marovo from 22 June to September 1953.66
Choiseul and the Shortland Islands were selected by Allan as the first field sites in which to
conduct enquiries because he had worked with the people from these two islands after the
war and they knew him. He later visited Ysabel from 10 November to 4 December 1953. His
subsequent fieldwork visits in early 1954 were to the Eastern Solomons, Guadalcanal and
Russel Islands, before the Commission was indefinitely suspended on 15 May 1954. The
Commission resumed work on 17 July 1956 and the final fieldwork visits were to San
Cristobal, Ugi and Santa Ana, Santa Cruz, Tikopia and other outlying islands, and Malaita.67
These fieldwork enquiries were ‘…approached partly according to conventional method and
partly by methods developed by administrative experience in the Protectorate’.68 The
research methods employed consisted of archival research, interviews with individual
Solomon Islanders, and meetings with communities to discuss land matters. He was familiar
with these methods through his training in social anthropology at Cambridge. Research in
the Western Pacific archive in Fiji provided information that would allow him to reconstruct
how land had been administered and regulated in the past. Following an official request to
the archivist, most of the archival materials were shipped to Honiara from Suva rather than
have Allan spend time in Suva going through them. Drawing on ANT, I would argue that the
associations Allan created with actors such as the archivist in Fiji, the enrolment of material
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objects and his central role in driving the translation process of various interests shaped how
the Commission worked to produce a report on land issues and recommendations for land
law reform.

Allan conducted interviews both in small groups and with individuals but in many cases
interviews would transform into larger gatherings which would in turn affect the inquiry
process.69 This is typical of how meetings and gatherings occur in rural parts of Solomon
Islands. Many people would be keen to find out what the interviews were about and to
become part of the conversation. In rural settings, meetings or gatherings are always inclusive
because there is a sense of community. Interviews are often perceived as village meetings or
gatherings that are open to anyone and they can attract a huge crowd. What this means is that
a researcher does not have control over the number of people who might attend a meeting as
attendance is influenced by factors such as the place, day and time on which the meeting is
held, the size of the village population, and the area being discussed. Therefore, it was not
surprising that Allan’s interviews frequently turned into large gatherings because land as the
subject matter for discussion is a topic that remains of immense interest to most Solomon
Islanders. However, it is not clear from the Commission report what strategy and technique
Allan used to handle such gatherings. Since there is no discussion in the report or in his field
notes to suggest how he managed these events, I would argue that this omission affects the
reliability of his assertions on the changing nature of customary land tenure. Allan’s
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assertions continued to influence land policy narratives today, underlining the considerable
influence of individual personalities and approaches in the past.70

Through its archival research, field enquiry and production of a report, the Special Lands
Commission fulfilled a prescribed official purpose. Allan’s recommendations, carefully
framed in non-anthropological terms, reinforced those colonial land regulations in force
throughout the British Empire which sought to control the relationship between customary
landowners and British subjects over land.71 Hood observed a similar pattern when analysing
the East Africa Royal Commission Report: ‘The authors of commission reports fully chose
their language in the pursuit of political goals, but their words also reveal the moral code and
political pressures by which they lived and which limited their choices’. 72 The
recommendations of the Special Lands Commission report, over which Allan exercised
considerable control, revealed his acknowledgement of the grievances of customary
landowners, along with his subscription to the notion that customary land was a hindrance to
development.
Allan’s influence over the outcome of the Special Lands Commission Report illustrates how
individuals and not just systems, networks or discourses play critical roles in determining
outcomes. Allan’s analysis of customary land tenure in Solomon Islands, as changing
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towards an individualised tenure arrangement through changes in inheritance patterns from
matrilineal to patrilineal descent and an increase in land transactions, was almost certainly
influenced by the findings of the Phillips Commission report (see Chapter 4), along with his
exposure to the literature on socio-cultural processes in sub-regions such as Melanesia
through his training at Cambridge. Allan’s conclusions on the changing nature of customary
tenure also appear to have been influenced by his knowledge of New Zealand’s land tenure
experience, whereby Maori communal tenure was changed to individual tenure due to
ongoing land transactions sanctioned through colonial land laws.

Part of the global debate to which these ideas contributed concerned the problematising of
customary land as an obstacle to productivity and agriculture development. This conception
of customary land was reaffirmed in the 1951 United Nations report on Land Reforms:
Defects in Agrarian Structure as Obstacles to Economic Development. This document
advanced the argument that agrarian structures and tenure systems prevented ‘a rise in the
standard of living of small farmers and agriculture labourers and impede economic
development’, creating the need for land reform. 73 The Food and Agriculture Organisation
(FAO) of the United Nations published two other documents in 1953 which further
contributed to the post-war conceptual framing of land reform: Communal Land Tenure74
and Inter-relationship between Agrarian Reform and Agriculture Development.75 Promoted
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in this way, land reform gained increasing prominence as a component of the international
development agenda during the 1950s and 1960s. Mohamad Riad El-Ghonemy shows how
land reform was implemented by newly independent developing countries with the support
of developed countries and international organisations. Here the focus of land reform was to
alleviate poverty and inequalities in rural areas where rural poverty and underdevelopment
were linked to issues of ownership and access to land.76

The debate on customary land was associated with the dominant view that development of a
capitalist economy would introduce an inevitable process of evolution towards individual
tenure. The concept of development was perceived as an evolutionary process towards
modernisation whereby societies would be transformed in terms of living standards and
material wealth from being ‘traditional’ to ‘modern’.77 An important aspect of the
modernisation discourse is that it ‘constitutes a total vision of development, as both process
and condition’.78 Scholars such as Pauline Peters have argued that land reform policies
promoted in Africa from the 1960s to the early 1980s were influenced by the perception ‘that
customary systems did not provide the necessary security to ensure agricultural investment
and productive use of land’.79 This lack of security was associated with ambiguous and
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unenforceable property rights. As a result, state intervention to create and clarify these rights
through land registration and titling, to be held by individuals, was considered essential.80
This policy position provided the impetus for directing land reform during the post-WWII
era in developing countries towards the ‘redistribution of property rights in land’.81
The idea of ‘development’ was measured largely on the basis of economic variables such as
increased income, participation in wage labour, and growth in material wealth. The
traditional/modern dichotomy was central to the conceptualisation of development as an
element of modernisation and was ‘formulated according to complex processes that include
traditional practices, histories of colonialism, and contemporary location within the global
economy of goods and symbols’.82 One popular development theory of the period was that
all societies pass through five stages of development: traditional society, the precondition for
take-off, the take-off, the drive to maturity, and the age of high consumption.83

Other theories were based on the assumption that benefits generated through modernisation
would ‘trickle’ down to lower societies or would move from the core to the periphery.84 The
common feature about these theories was that their approach to development was ‘top down’,
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with an emphasis on ‘industrialisation, monetisation and the adoption of a belief in the need
for resource exploitation on a large scale’.85 The main weakness with this prevalent
conventional view of development was that it suggested a linear progression of social change,
whereas in practice societies did not always develop in the same ways and directions.86
Allan’s analysis of customary land as a hindrance to capitalist development due to its
undefined boundaries and rights was thus in line with the theoretical and policy debates
current at the time. As observed by Heath: ‘Allan’s analysis reflected his apparent acceptance
of commonly held attitudes of European administrators … that customary tenure was
inevitably moving toward individualized tenure’.87 Anthropologist Ian Hogbin, in his review
of the Commission report, suggested that:
Allan seems to think that all societies have now, or did once, a system of
unilineal groups, either patrilineal or matrilineal. He has apparently never
heard of cognatic societies, where such groups are lacking. He is therefore
misleading on north Malaita and some the western islands. New Georgia, for
example, he describes as in process of switching from matrilineal to
patrilineal descent, quoting in support a previous Lands Commissioner, Mr.
Phillips (later Mr. Justice Phillips, Chief Judge of New Guinea Papua [sic]),
who was without even an elementary training in anthropology.88
Hogbin criticised Allan’s misunderstanding of descent group structures in Solomon Islands.
Allan assumed that all Solomon Islands societies were unilineal, although the island on which
he had spent most of his time in the Solomons, Malaita, has cognatic descent and land
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systems, as did some of the other places to which he had been posted previously. Heath
offered another criticism, pointing out that ‘[i]t seems that Allan adhered implicitly if not
explicitly to a unilineal theory of cultural evolution’, which was ‘…popular during the mid
to late nineteenth century, but generally had fallen into disuse or even ridicule by the 1920s
and 1930s’.89 While some of the conclusions reached by Allan could be contested, his report
still provided an important basis for land policy and reform in Solomon Islands.

5.6

The Approach of the Special Lands Commission

Allan acquired information and knowledge about land tenure through a process of circulation
through ‘networks in patterned ways that imbue the piece of knowledge with authority and
relevance’,90 where the network ‘is a metaphor for the flows of translations that actants go
through in making connections.’91 In Allan’s case, these ‘flows of translation’ led him to
theoretical reference points from New Zealand, Melanesia and Africa. He made reference to
scholarly material and experience from each of these three regions, which provided him with
a comparative basis for his probe into the complexity of customary land tenure in Solomon
Islands. A closer look at the reference points provides an understanding of the theoretical
underpinning of the work of the Special Lands Commission and how this was translated into
the final report.
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Allan’s first point of reference was New Zealand, where his background and exposure to
debates around Maori land and policy had provided him with a broad grasp of issues and
concepts relating to customary tenure. Prior to taking up his role as Lands Commissioner,
Allan had returned to New Zealand for a period of four months, during which time he
reviewed the available literature on Maori land and policy, focusing on the Middle Waikato
area. This area had been successful in establishing a Maori King in 1858, in an attempt to
establish a pan tribal league. The King Movement sought to counter the political authority of
the colonial administration, protesting against unequal land dealings and rejecting land laws
passed by the authorities.92 Almost a century later, the Solomon Islands’ Maasina Ruru
Movement was also identified as an anti-colonial political movement, on which Allan had
written his thesis in social anthropology at Cambridge.93
Allan’s understanding of Maori land and policy put him in a strong position to draw
comparisons between New Zealand and the BSIP context. He noted that the New Zealand
land laws were ‘…highly paternalistic and the decisions of the Maori land courts were
contributing extensively to grave multiple ownership and fragmentation’.94 He observed that
the land laws favoured the Europeans, causing Maori to be considered as second class
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citizens. He concluded that ‘in the Solomon Islands important lessons were to be learnt from
the failure of both colonial and postcolonial policies to devise a positive policy for Maori
land and its development’.95 Such observations undoubtedly influenced the way in which he
conceptualised the work of the Special Lands Commission and its policy recommendations.
As the central actor, Allan would use his knowledge of Maori land issues as an important
variable in the search for a solution to land issues in Solomon Islands.
Allan’s second reference point was Melanesia. His knowledge of Melanesia was based not
only on his work experience in BSIP prior to his appointment as Lands Commissioner, but
also on his training in social anthropology at Cambridge. Allan considered a list of questions
drafted by Dr. C.K. Meek following the Land Tenure Council Panel request in 1950.
However, he perceived these questions as inconsistent with Solomon Islands context
‘…because they were closely related to circumstances in Africa’.96 In revising the
questionnaire for the purposes of the Special Lands Commission, Allan sought instead to
draw on the works of anthropologists of Melanesia, such as Hogbin, Fortune, Malinowski
and Rivers.97 Hogbin had conducted extensive fieldwork in the Solomon Islands, mainly on
Guadalcanal and Malaita.98 Allan also regarded as helpful the written notes of Ratu Sir Lala
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Sukuna in 1932 on Fijian land custom and ‘as a guidance for his colleagues on the Native
Lands Commission’.99 As an indigenous Fijian leader, Ratu Sukuna had played a key role in
the subsequent establishment of the Native Land Trust Board (now known as the ‘Itaukei
Land Trust Board’) under the Native Land Trust Ordinance of 1940.100 Allan had also looked
over ‘a list of questions proposed by the late David Wilkinson when he made personal
enquiries into native land ownership in Fiji at the beginning of the century’.101 Wilkinson had
been the Government Interpreter and Native Commissioner. In this instance, Allan
considered Sukuna’s notes as of great value in assisting him to assess the evolution of
customary land in Solomon Islands.102 With Wilkinson’s list of questions, Allan pursued the
same broad lines of enquiry.103
Allan’s final reference point was Africa. He had a close working relationship ‘with the
Colonial Land Tenure Panel and the Land Tenure Specialist, who at that time operated from
the African Studies Branch of the Colonial Office’.104 One individual with whom Allan had
enjoyed close links since 1953, when the Special Lands Commission commenced its work,
was Stanhope Rowton Simpson, an administrator in the Sudan and Secretary of the Colonial
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Land Tenure Panel who later became Land Tenure Advisor.105 Colonial officials such as
Simpson were exposed to the work of the East Africa Royal Commission, which identified
customary land tenure as a hindrance to economic development and recommended in its
report the gradual conversion of customary tenure to individual ownership.106 Through the
network of association that Allan had with individuals such as Simpson, he became exposed
to global ideas on land tenure.

Allan also spent some time in Britain when the Special Lands Commission was suspended
on 14 May 1954 due to a shortage of staff in the Secretariat. 107 Here he had the opportunity
to consult Simpson in the Colonial Office about land matters, which presumably assisted him
in his role when the Special Lands Commission resumed work on 17 July 1956. I would
argue that Allan’s networked association with other actors such as Simpson, along with his
visits to places such as New Zealand and Britain, exposed him to past and current debates on
customary land in other colonies, particularly in Africa. This exposure appears to have
influenced his work and shaped his recommendations for land law reform in Solomon
Islands. If Allan’s first move, described here, was to capture the interest of actors such as
Simpson through a network of association, his second move was to go out to the field to
collect data on land problems in Solomon Islands, producing a report with a set of
recommendations for land reform. His third move, which I will discuss in Chapter 6, was his
membership on the committees established to examine the draft land law.
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5.7

The Lands Commission Report

There were two specific terms of reference for the Special Lands Commission. 108 The first
emphasised the study and documentation of native customs in relation to land tenure. This
required inquiry into the rules of custom as they regulated, shaped and influenced the nature
of tenure arrangements in BSIP. The second term of reference emphasised the provision of
policy recommendations and the drafting of a legislative framework to address questions of
use and ownership of native land. These two terms of reference were premised on the
perception that traditional customs dealing with native land were either lost, forgotten, out of
date or inadequate to ascertain questions of ownership, tenure and inheritance. No records
existed of native land titles and there was no policy regarding the control of native land.
While the two terms of reference were quite specific, Allan’s approach reflected a broad
interpretation. As a result, the Commission report covered a correspondingly wide range of
topics such as the history of land law, the nature of customary land tenure, emerging land
issues in BSIP, and options for legislative land reform. While the report provided a clear
historical outline of land issues it did not provide a critical analysis of problem solving
mechanisms and governance arrangements in relation to land. In the Commission report,
Allan made assertions about the changes needed to land tenure and inheritance practices
without substantiating how he had reached these conclusions. He made recommendations for
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the registration of land rights, the issue of titles and the vesting of unoccupied land in a land
trust board, but without any explanation of how this should be constituted.109

The Commission report was grounded on two central themes. The first was the correlation
between development and commercial interests in land, which impacted on how various
actors made claims to land rights through either customary or State-sanctioned mechanisms.
The second emerging theme related to the types of action taken by the government to address
the issues that emerged from the first theme.110 These two central themes provided the basis
for framing land reform policy, which was influenced by a network of actors through a
process of policy transfer:111 Allan, as the key actor was able to mobilise an association of
alliances with other actors through a process of translation. These alliances then shaped the
transfer of policy and land tenure ideas, from other colonies such as New Zealand and
Kenya.112
The Special Lands Commission’s task was challenging because of the complexities
surrounding the relationship between development, commercial interests and customary
land, each influenced by a variety of actors. Despite this complexity the Commission did a
reasonable job in addressing those issues that were within its competence. The Commission
report confined its scope to the recommending of a policy framework for land law reform. In
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his review of the Report, Hogbin highlighted the importance of this work in providing a
starting point to assist actors responsible for framing the government’s land policy and reform
agenda.113

5.8

Findings and Recommendations

The findings and analyses of the Commission report were influenced by ‘new ideas and the
work of Simpson and the East African Royal Commission’.114 The report’s recommendations
simultaneously promoted the consideration of custom and the creation of a modern tenure
system ‘by providing legislative and administrative arrangements to enable customary
interests in land to be adjudicated, and registered, and for individual titles to be issued in
respect of them’.115 I would argue, along with Heath, that some of Allan’s recommendation
for land law reform in Solomon Islands largely paraphrased ‘the recommendations of the
East African Royal Commission’.116 Through his actor-networking associations, Allan drew
on ideas or transferred objects from the East African Royal Commission report to shape his
own recommendations, which in turn determined the future legislative framework of
Solomon Islands.
According to Dolowitz and Marsh, amongst the objects that can be transferred are ‘policy
goals, policy context, policy instruments, policy programs, institutions, ideologies, item,
attitudes and negative lessons’, while the degrees or modes of transfer include ‘copying,
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emulation, hybridization, synthesis, and inspiration’.117 Allan’s translation through the
Special Lands Commission of the recommendations of the East African Royal Commission
and of Simpson’s ideas was critical in facilitating the transfer of ideologies and policy goals.
His recommendations informed and influenced land law reform because, as I discuss in
Chapter 6, he was able to secure the cooperation of policy actors by convincing them that the
lands commission held the solutions for land reform.

Significantly, the Commission report revealed a positive population trend in most islands of
the Protectorate. This refuted the long-standing discourse on depopulation, which had been
prevalent throughout the early colonial era. But there was, as yet, no proper system in place
to record births, deaths and marriages in order to trace descent, essential for a modern land
tenure system. Hence, the principal methods recommended by Allan to encourage the
emergence of a new modern tenure system included: introducing a system for recording
births, marriages and deaths; creating land titles; discouraging permanent improvement to
lands that did not have a primary interest attached; providing administrative support
mechanisms to assist individuals who were progressively moving towards individual tenure
without any obstruction from others; and providing services including agricultural advice in
areas where individual tenure was prevailing.118 The findings, analyses and recommendations
in the Commission report reflected Allan’s ‘acceptance of commonly held attitudes of the
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European administrator … that customary tenure was inevitably moving toward
individualized tenure’.119
I would add to Heath’s analysis that Allan’s findings and analyses resonated with the
evolutionary theory of land tenure, which influenced policy debates about land across the
colonies, not just in Melanesia but globally. Allan claimed that individual tenure was
emerging in Solomon Islands because of historical events such as the experience of encounter
between settlers and landowners or pressure on land. This progressive breakdown in
customary tenure was due to factors such as competition for coastal land, the influence of
European ideas about land, and the limiting of cash crops to the cultivation of permanent
economic trees.120

The evolutionary theory of property rights proposes that the impact of an increasing
population and market integration results in the individualisation of tenure, creating the
impetus for right-holders to demand formal property right arrangements.121 In Solomon
Islands’ case, Allan claimed that the positive population trend had combined with market
integration, through trade with settlers and the leasing of land, to transform customary land
into property. The report’s findings appeared to resonate with an evolutionary theory of
property rights. Although there were no British Solomon Islands Protectorate statistics
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collected for the population between the 1930 head count and the 1959 census, Allan was
broadly aware that the numbers were increasing: he provided some population figures for
Simbo, based on Medical Department surveys, which showed a rising trend.122 With regard
to the progressive breakdown in customary tenure arrangements there was no evidence
provided to show how and to what extent this was happening. I contend that Allan’s reliance
on the evolutionary theory of property rights to explain the nature of customary land in
Solomon Islands reflected his training at Cambridge and his networks of association with
actors who had worked in colonies in Africa. His ability to identify land issues and discuss
them in such a way as to make them visible to colonial policy actors partly explains his
success.

The central policy framework recommended by Allan to facilitate a modern tenure system
involved recognition of the existing customary system alongside the promotion of land
adjudication and registration.123 Allan provided a detailed account of this process and
proposed that it should be applied only to areas in which there was:124
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

competition for land resulting in disputes that hindered development;
past land alienations that were now disputed by Solomon Islanders;
resumption of native leases by Solomon Islanders, but where former
interests in the land disputed this, hindering development of the land;
land earmarked for resettlement;
land acquired for public purpose;
native land to be leased;
land contemplated for mining and forestry development;
planting of economic crops resulting in land competition and tenure
insecurity;
hindrance of application of loan facilities due to a lack of negotiated title;
breakdown of individual tenure resulting in land sales; or
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k)

conflict between customary and new economic needs resulting in
inadequate protection of property rights.

The report also proposed additional conditions, borrowed from East Africa,125 such as: a
reasonable measure of support for the system; availability of capacity and survey facilities;
full appreciation of the costs involved; and recognisable and defined areas.126

The implementation of a system of adjudication and registration of land boundaries and
ownership in order to bring about individualization was not unique to Solomon Islands. It
first appeared in Africa, particularly in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan region by virtue of the
Khartoum, Berber and Dongolar Lands Ordinance 1899.127 This Ordinance provided for a
systematic ascertainment of rights in land referred to as land settlements. Kitchener, as
Governor General of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, was the key actor responsible for driving
this process during this period, drawing on his prior experience with the Royal Engineers on
the Ordnance Survey in England, which he had subsequently applied in Palestine and
Cyprus.128 This process of systematic adjudication in Sudan was incorporated under the Land
Settlement and Registration Ordinance 1925, and was then introduced in Palestine under the
Land Settlement Ordinance 1928 and in Sarawak under the Land Settlement Ordinance
1933.129
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The underlying rationale for adjudication and registration was legal security of tenure. In
other words, the policy reform agenda involved a change in customary tenure through an
adjudicating process to identify whether an interested party existed. This is followed by
registration in order for the state to issue a title and at the same time administer the register.
The adjudication and registration processes were mechanisms introduced by the state to
facilitate the transition of customary land to a formal property rights system that would allow
for land transfer or dealings.130 For Allan, the main advantage of the proposal for adjudication
and registration was that it ‘represents a policy which can be geared to speed economic
development in different areas … [t]he essential purpose is to improve economic use of
land’.131 He pointed out in the Special Lands Commission Report that past land policy had
paid scant attention to the nature of interests in land prior to its being alienated either as
freehold, waste land and leasehold. The Commission suggested that a ‘[m]ore precise and
extensive arrangement was necessary’132 and that this would require a general land policy
applicable to all land. In this way, Allan continued to promote the idea of transforming
customary land into a formalised property rights system of landholding that provided clearly
defined and enforceable rights to guarantee legal security for capitalist development.

The Special Lands Commission recommended that the law relating to compulsory
acquisition of land for public purpose be amended to ‘provide for the adjudication of interests
and the payment of proper compensation’.133 The Commission also recommended that since
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no title was issued to informal property arrangements, the legislation should preclude people
from establishing ‘prescriptive interest in land, unless the interest has been established and
exercised for 25 years’.134 Such legislative prohibition of asserting prescriptive interest
should apply to all land, including native land. However, the Commission proposed the idea
of a new land code that would promote a unified approach to the controlling of all lands
rather than just an amendment of the existing land legislation, which was focused primarily
on the ‘alienation of native land or the leasing of public land’.135

The Commission recommended that administration of the proposed land arrangement
schemes would require the establishment of a Land Tenure Officer, Land Committees and a
Land Trust Board. The recommended role of the Land Tenure Officer was to liaise between
the government and land committees, convey local circumstances and opinion to
government, implement government policy decisions, assist in the adjudication process, and
give advice on land tenure aspects relating to resettlement policy including its execution.136
The recommended role of the Land Committees was to translate government land policy to
the people, promote the idea of land adjudication and registration, review land tenure
developments and needs, advise and assist the Land Trust Board to fulfil its roles and keep
people in touch with development, with a view to establishing a national land
consciousness.137 The Commission recommended that the composition of the Lands
Committees should reflect the different circumstances of each island but in general should
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include ‘representatives of land authorities, progressive land users and producers, the local
council, and if available, competent and respected local officers of technical departments
such as Agriculture, Forestry and Lands’.138

As for the Land Trust Board, the Lands Commission recommended that it should be
composed of the High Commissioner as chair, the Commissioner of Lands, Land Tenure
Officer and two native members nominated by the High Commissioner. The responsibility
of the Board was to administer classes of land such as ‘trust land,139 land for resettlement,
native land to be leased, public lands, and reserved land’140 identified through an adjudication
process as vacant land. The registered title of such lands should be vested in the Land Trust
Board. As for all Certificates of Occupation License that were still in existence, the
Commission recommended their cancellation and that the land be proclaimed as trust land,
with a new Certificate issued to the new holders.141 The Commission further recommended
that the issue of the Crown ‘vested with control in forests, saltwater swamps and seas below
high water mark, together with all rivers, waterways, streams and springs in all Protectorate
land should be considered in conjunction with the above recommendations relating to waste
land’.
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5.9

Conclusion

Allan played a central role in the Special Lands Commission’s development of
recommendations and proposal of solutions to address customary land tenure issues in
Solomon Islands. He was uniquely placed to work as Special Lands Commissioner because
of his prior experience working in Solomon Islands, his knowledge of Maori land issues in
New Zealand, and his association with influential actors elsewhere in the colonial world.
Through these different experiences, Allan was able to draw on a wide range of ideas to shape
his policy recommendations; his ideas and articulation of land issues appear to have been
further shaped by his fieldwork, extensive reading of the literature on Africa and the South
Pacific, and the actor-networks that he created through his work. Allan also particularly adept
at managing his political environment, and ensuring that his views and recommendations
were adopted by his peers and superiors. Allan’s experience and his deft handling of the
political environment are reflected in the Special Lands Commission Report, and
particularly, in the framing of the policy recommendations that directed the state’s attempts
at land law reform. Many of these recommendations were adopted as part of the land law
reforms, which are the focus of Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6: Actors, Networks and Land Law Reform, 1950s-1990

6.1

Introduction

As Chapter 5 demonstrates, Colin Allan powerfully dominated the work and findings of the
Special Lands Commission. Through the networks in which he participated, he was able to
draw on ideas that reflected the evolutionary and modernising discourses emergent at the end
of the Second World War to shape the Commission’s findings and policy recommendations.
These discourses imagined development as associated with ‘growth, evolution, maturation’1
– as a historical process leading inevitably to modernization. This modern development
paradigm, which I will expand on in the next part of this chapter, is often traced back to the
1949 address of United States President Truman, in which he declared that Americans should
embark on a new program, extending the benefits of their scientific advances and industrial
progress ‘for the improvement and growth of underdeveloped areas’.2

Although law has been considered by policy and state actors as a crucial prerequisite in the
processes of development, there has been little scholarly analysis of the relationship between
land law reform and development in Solomon Islands. The regional literature on land law
and development in Melanesia is dominated by research in Papua New Guinea. 3 In this
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chapter I explore how land law reform has been an important tool for promoting development
in Solomon Islands in the post-war era and after Independence. Governments during this
period – colonial as well as independent – devoted considerable attention to bringing
customary land into the formal state system as registered estate, culminating in three major
attempts at land law reform. The first of these attempts was the Lands and Titles Ordinance
1959; the second attempt involved the amendment, revision and consolidation of the Land
and Titles Ordinance in 1968; and the third involved a number of land reform measures,
which subsequently led to the enactment of the Customary Land Records Act 1994.

My focus will be on how new generations of key actors adopted, modified and further
developed ideas which influenced these attempts at land law reform. This will involve
demonstrating the influence during this period of ideas about general law and development
in Solomon Islands. As for the earlier periods, key actors played a significant role in these
land reform attempts by operating within actor-networks that enhanced the flow of ideas from
other colonies or countries to Solomon Islands. This chapter first discusses the development
paradigm that became influential in Solomon Islands from the aftermath of the Second World
War to the 1990s. Secondly, I explore the background of a particular key actor – Peter Brett
– to explain how he became central to drafting the Lands and Titles Ordinance 1959. Thirdly,
I discuss the roles of Brett and other actors in influencing land law reform attempts in
Solomon Islands from the late 1950s to the early 1990s.
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6.2

Development and Law

Before the 1930s development was thought of in the ‘naturalistic sense, as the emergence of
something over time’.4 After World War II, the concept of ‘development’ as a distinct and
desirable process gained prominence and attracted extensive debate among scholars.
Different theories emerged in the literature to conceptualise development. In his overview of
the law and development literature, Elliot Burg has examined these theories.5 Drawing on
Burg, Hassane Cissie and Marie-Claire Cordonier Segger have discussed these theories under
three broad categories: first, an economic growth theory which defines development as a rise
in per capita output as ‘a means of building strong market economies’, including ‘the freedom
to have a say in decisions that shape’s one’s life, or at least, to have an opportunity to do so’;6
second, a social theory which links development to the distributional aspects of economic
life whereby growth is necessary but must be matched with the equitable distribution of
resources; third, in legal and political terms, the view that development is linked to
democratic institutions and free society.7
Following the end of WWII, development was ‘expressed in the vocabulary of decolonisation
and government planning, institutionalised in a proliferation of international agencies, and
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studies by Western, and notably American, social scientists’.8 It was considered an important
means of alleviating poverty, articulated through a neoclassical economic growth theory
narrative, which links growth to prosperity. The classical economic growth theory addresses
‘capital accumulation, greater division of labour, technological progress and trade’, 9 and is
premised on the belief that ‘development would effectively replicate the experience of those
countries which had already industrialised during the 19th century’.10 In other words,
development actors such as aid agencies believed ‘that the same processes of industrialisation
that brought economic growth to Europe would bring growth and modernization to
developing nations’.11 External development assistance was aimed at accelerating organic
processes of development through the transfer of resources, expertise and institutions from
‘developed’ countries to ‘developing’ ones.

The post-WWII conception of development was shaped by theories of modernization, with
particular emphasis on socio-cultural change: ‘[p]reoccupations with growth, modernization
and structural change were the tributaries’ that shaped the ‘meaning and purpose of
development in the developing world in the immediate post-war years’.12 Although the
Truman doctrine might be perceived as overambitious, it did influence how developing
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countries approached development. It focused on creating the conditions necessary for
developing countries to achieve ‘high levels of industrialization and urbanization,
technicalisation of agriculture, rapid growth of material production and living standards, and
the widespread adoption of modern education and cultural values’.13 For instance, in southern
Africa, the ‘dominant views on agriculture development have been based, implicitly or
explicitly, on a modernization narrative’.14

Similarly, the British Solomon Islands government during the post-WWII years encouraged
Solomon Islanders to participate in agricultural development by introducing rice, cocoa and
other cash crops. They also established an Agricultural and Industrial Loans Board for credit
access, and created cooperatives to facilitate self-sustaining commercial development in rural
areas. The intention behind these developments was to create broad conditions conducive for
facilitating socio-cultural change through the modernization of agriculture.

Efforts to stimulate development in Solomon Islands through land law reform were
influenced by evolutionary ideas of social change to which key actors such as Colin Allan
(see Chapter 5) and Peter Brett had been exposed through academic training and experience
in other colonies. These ideas drew on the modernization narrative that influenced developing
countries such as Solomon Islands to consider law as a tool to create social change through
land reform.15 The focus of the law and development discourse of the 1960s and 1970s was
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on the state as the driver of economic growth. 16 In Solomon Islands the state would come to
play the central role in driving development through land law reform.

The motivation behind successive post-war attempts at land law reform was not only social
and economic but also political. It was not until the 1960s that Solomon Islanders began to
actively participate in formal governance processes and started to engage in the debate on
customary land and development. This followed the formation of the Legislative Council
under the British Solomon Islands (Constitution) Order in Council 1960. The Order provided
for the Legislative Council to be comprised of the High Commissioner and twenty-one
members, eleven of whom were expatriate Public Service officers, identified as the ‘official
members’; the remaining ten (the ‘unofficial members’) consisted of four non-administration
expatriates and six Solomon Islanders. The High Commissioner was President of the
Legislative Council, and of a smaller Executive Council, two members of which were
Solomon Islanders. The first election for the Council was held in 1964, and saw Solomon
Islanders elected with the authority to participate in law-making processes for the first time.
The Legislative and Executive Councils were replaced by a single Governing Council with
a committee system under the British Solomon Islands (Constitution) Order in Council
1970.17
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I argue here that the land law reform attempts in Solomon Islands during the post-war era
and after Independence constituted one long historical trajectory, centered on creating the
legal apparatus and institutions for development. Particular actors played key roles during
this long period in the advance of a Solomon Islands land reform agenda. During the late
colonial era these individuals were colonial officials, mostly legal experts who were involved
in providing technical advice or drafting land laws in other British colonies. This trend then
persisted after Solomon Islands attained Independence in 1978. Although the changes to
Solomon Islands land laws can be explained through a law and development discourse, I
suggest these changes were also strongly influenced by key individual actors. I will examine
the impact of these key actors during the late colonial era and after Independence to
demonstrate how their roles and networks influenced Solomon Islands land law reform in
terms of shaping the legal apparatus and processes for development.

6.3

Peter Brett

A key actor during the late colonial era was Peter Brett, born at Stoke Newington in London
in 1918. A graduate of the University of London in 1939, with service in Europe and West
Africa from 1940-46, he became legal assistant in the Office of the Treasury Solicitor,
London until 1951. He was then appointed senior lecturer in law at the University of Western
Australia, moving in 1955 to the University of Melbourne where he became the first Hearn
Professor of Law in 1963 and Professor of Jurisprudence in 1964. Brett’s research and
teaching interests revolved around criminal law, evidence, administrative law and legal
philosophy.18 There was little in his background or expertise that was related to land, and yet
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he was engaged to work on land law in Brunei in 1952 and subsequently in Solomon Islands
in 1957.

Brett was able to work in Brunei and then in Solomon Islands due to the association of the
Dean of the University of Melbourne Law School, Zelman Cowen, with colonial officials in
Brunei and Sarawak. Cowen was also the Dominion liaison officer with the British Colonial
Office, assisting in the administration of British colonies as they moved to independence.
This included the establishment of law schools in Hong Kong, Ghana and the West Indies.
In 1953, Cowen visited Borneo and Malaya on behalf of the British Colonial Office to
identify key areas requiring technical support, and then recruited technical personnel from
Australia to deliver that support.19 This opened particular opportunities for Brett. In early
1956 Cowen visited Brunei, on the north-west coast of Borneo, where the Acting State
Treasurer asked Cowen to recommend someone expert in law from Australia to undertake
the task of revising these land laws. Cowen suggested the Brunei Government meet the travel
costs, and proposed that the University of Melbourne law school would undertake the task
free of charge as a contribution to Australia’s share in the Cooperative Economic
Development in South and Southeast Asia referred to as ‘The Colombo Plan’.20 Under the
Colombo Plan, Australia provided education assistance to countries in South and Southeast
Asia.21 The role and transfer of legal education would come to be seen as crucial to the first
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law and development moment in the 1960s.22 It was on this basis that the technical legal skills
of lawyers like Brett was sought.
The Brunei Government accepted Cowen’s offer in February 1956, and Brett was engaged
to revise the Brunei land laws. He immediately flew to Brunei for discussions with senior
Brunei government officials. After making plans for the drafting of the new land code, Brett
flew to Singapore to get a plane back to Melbourne. On the way he stopped over at Kuching
in Sarawak to discuss his plans briefly with Sir Anthony Foster Abell, the Governor there,
who was also the High Commissioner for Brunei.23 While at Kuching, Brett met with
Frederick Kitto, who had been a surveyor from 1933 and then Director of the Lands and
Survey Department in Sarawak until he was appointed Commissioner of Lands, British
Solomon Islands Protectorate from September 1956-1958.24 It was this meeting that
ultimately led to Brett’s appointment to the role in Solomon Islands. I would argue that Brett
played the role of a central actor in this meeting by becoming the obligatory passage point in
the actor-network association with the Governor and Kitto. Through this association Brett
was able to make Kitto aware of and persuaded of the need for his land law reform work in
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Brunei. Consequently, when Kitto needed someone to do similar land reform work in
Solomon Islands, Brett was the first person he sought to employ.
Brett’s experiences in Brunei were crucial to his subsequent work in Solomon Islands in
several respects. He worked with Brunei administrators to look into the nature of landholding
arrangements and introduced a number of specific ideas in his drafting of the land code. First,
Brett introduced perpetual and fixed term estates in an attempt to move away from the
Western idea of freehold. Second, he introduced pesaka estates25 based on Muslim law and
Brunei Malay customary law, and partly upon ideas of tenure derived from early English
land law, intended to curb land speculation.26 This was an interesting hybrid of
developmental assumptions about phased evolution in which conditions in early England
were thought to broadly resemble those in contemporary Brunei, while emphasising respect
for local norms. Third, the land code allowed kampong areas27 owned by Brunei indigenous
communities to continue in accordance with native custom. Finally, due to land
fragmentation, Brett introduced a Torrens registration system that required landowning
groups of more than five persons to register their land under five persons as joint owners
upon a statutory trust. This idea of registering up to five persons as trustee was borrowed
from the English land legislation of 1925 (see Law of Property Act 1925).28
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Brett’s drafting of the land code was an attempt to address land issues specific to Brunei. It
was intended to be a completely new land law rather than a statutory amendment of Brunei’s
existing legal system.29 Brett’s principal drafting role was supported by a committee that
comprised Cowen and three academics from the Melbourne Law School. This committee
examined the draft and made comments that contributed to shaping the final draft of the Land
Code.
There was a careful selection of terminology used in the Code in order ‘to avoid in certain
contexts the use of terms or phrases which might have ‘overtones’ of English law and thus
by implication bring the ideas of the English real property legal system into the Code’. 30 But,
as envisaged by Brett, the Code would ‘work successfully only if it is administered, at any
rate at the outset, by officials of the highest grade, who are adequately remunerated and who
devote themselves largely, if not exclusively, to the task of familiarising themselves with the
new law and making it work’.31 Although the Brunei Government considered the draft land
code to be an excellent job, it was never adopted, due to a lack of local capacity to apply the
law.32 The Brunei experience demonstrates that no matter how well land laws were drafted,
their enactment depended very much on the local context, state capacity and resources.
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Kitto was interested in employing Brett to draft new land law for Solomon Islands to
implement recommendations from Colin Allan’s Special Lands Commission Report (see
Chapter 5). In November 1956, Kitto mentioned this appointment in a letter to the Attorney
General of Sarawak and the Resident Commissioner of Brunei. Kitto knew both of these
colonial officials from his previous work in Sarawak and they had come across Brett’s work
in Brunei. In his letter to the Attorney General, Kitto explained: ‘I am up to my old tricks
again and it appears that very shortly we shall have to enact new legislation for British
Solomon Islands again’.33 The Attorney General of Sarawak expressed his view that Brett
did an ‘extremely competent job in drafting the Brunei Land Code’ and that he had ‘adopted
a number of registration provisions for Sarawak’.34 The communication between Kitto, the
Attorney General of Sarawak and the Resident Commissioner of Brunei was shaped by an
actor-network association, which provided an opportunity for Kitto to find out a bit more
about Brett’s work. It also demonstrates that, through a network, references to Brett’s past
work experience could be cross-checked to determine his degree of competency.

Towards the end of 1956, Kitto contacted Cowen to enquire whether Brett would be
interested in undertaking similar work in Solomon Islands. This invitation was a direct
consequence of the correspondence between Kitto and the Attorney General of Sarawak, as
well as Brett’s direct encounter with Kitto in Sarawak. I argue that Kitto’s interest in
recruiting Brett to do similar work in Solomon Islands was not because the information about
Brett was necessarily true but rather that Kitto was persuaded it was true. This was because
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it was people that Kitto knew at a personal and professional level who spoke highly of Brett’s
work in Brunei, and their views sufficed as a recommendation.
Kitto considered land law reform crucial for Solomon Islands because there was ‘difficulty
in obtaining a clear picture of the general guiding principles for future development with
regard to land matters’.35 Following initial discussions with Cowen and Brett, Kitto pointed
out that he envisaged the land reform work would ‘enable the Government to obtain a clear
picture of the rights of the natives and so help them to decide to what extent the usual methods
of economic development of backward countries can be set in motion by legislation’.36
Kitto’s perspective was evidently shaped by his prior work in Sarawak where land
adjudication had been introduced in the 1930s.37 Following the establishment of British
colonial rule there in 1946, the emphasis on colonial policy had been on ‘economic change
through the exploitation of natural resources’,38 a perspective which resonated strongly with
the modernization narrative prevalent at the time.

6.4

Actors and New Land Law

While previous scholars have examined aspects of land reform in Solomon Islands, 39 I have
suggested that a focus on key actors within this process may help to explain why certain legal
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concepts and principles, rather than others, were introduced. In this section I discuss Brett’s
work in Solomon Islands to show how he played a central role in influencing the making of
the Solomon Islands Land and Titles Ordinance 1959. I argue that his background as a lawyer
and his experience in drafting the Brunei land code informed how he approached his work in
Solomon Islands. I will show how the influence of ideas from Brunei and elsewhere shaped
the making of the new land law in Solomon Islands.40 Brett played a central role in the land
reform process and, following Ambreena Manji, I would argue that it was the ‘efforts of key
individuals’ such as Brett that ‘have ensured that legal solutions have been sought for the
problems of land relations’ in Solomon Islands.41

6.4.1 Actors and Moves
Brett agreed to play a central role in drafting the Solomon Islands land law of 1959, which I
describe as the first significant attempt at land law reform. He was requested by Kitto, the
Commissioner of Lands, to assess the land problems in Solomon Islands and come up with
legal solutions to address them. Brett’s first move was to secure the interest and respect of
Kitto and others in the administration hierarchy. He did a desk-based review from Melbourne
of relevant legislation and other government documents and reports supplied by Kitto. Based
on this approach, Brett concluded that land problems in Solomon Islands were due to a lack
of legal clarity, and that a new land law would be needed to solve this problem. Having this
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in mind, he prepared ‘a draft scheme of such legislation’ while in Melbourne. 42 The
methodology used by Brett was very similar to that he had used in Brunei to diagnose their
land problems and draft a land code. While this may have been appropriate in Brunei, it was
problematic in Solomon Islands because a majority of the stakeholders consulted were state
actors rather than the customary landowners who owned the majority of the land in Solomon
Islands.
Brett’s proceeded to draft a skeleton outline of the proposed new legislation, from Melbourne
as his laboratory, which was based on four principal points. First, the law should be clear so
that any person could understand when reading it. Second, the law should provide for legal
security by enabling the state to guarantee a person’s title to land. Third, there should be
respect for custom and it should be allowed to continue and develop unless it hindered
development. Finally, provisions in the new land law should be short and simple. These four
principal points were similar to the principal drafting approaches on which Brett had relied
on when he was drafting the Brunei land code. Most of the ideas outlined in the skeleton
proposed land legislation were drawn from Brunei, with an emphasis on the creation of legal
security for development. Brett’s legal drafting experience in Brunei clearly influenced how
he approached drafting the skeleton land legislation for Solomon Islands.

Brett finally visited Solomon Islands from 26 August to 10 September, when he conducted
consultations with stakeholders to enlist their support for the reforms. This included

The stakeholders with whom Brett met included the ‘Acting Chief Secretary, the Acting Attorney General,
the Assistant Attorney General, the Commission of Lands and members of his department, the Crown
Surveyor, the Chief Forests Officer, the Special Lands Officer, a number of Solomon Islanders and members
of the Chinese Community’; Brett to the Western Pacific High Commissioner, 6 September 1957: UMA,
Brett, Peter (1918-1975), Group 1/1/1.
42
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discussion of the skeleton outline for the proposed new land legislation. A meeting was held
on 6 September at the Chief Secretary’s Office between Brett and government officials to
discuss the skeleton outline. Those present included Colin Allan, the former Special Lands
Commissioner (see Chapter 5), now Senior Assistant Secretary (Native Affairs), K. Kitto,
Commissioner of Lands, and J.B. Twomey, a qualified surveyor from South Africa appointed
as Surveyor of British Solomon Islands in 1953.43 Together, they discussed various parts of
the skeleton outline of the proposed new land legislation and made recommendations. The
minutes of the meeting indicated that both Brett and Kitto played an influential rule in the
discussions on how the new land law should be drafted. This was not surprising because Brett
was already familiar with most of the ideas since they were drawn from Brunei. Based on his
own work experience in Sarawak, Kitto was already exposed to ideas on land administration
and adjudication similar to those contained in the draft skeleton outline.

Following this meeting a report was submitted to the Western Pacific High Commissioner in
Fiji outlining land problems in Solomon Islands such as the lack of legal title, lack of clarity
about what laws should be used by courts to deal with land disputes, and the vast amount of
waste land that was not properly regulated. The legal solution for these problems was the
enacting of new land law, and here Brett played a central role by being on the ground and
able to capture the interest of different colonial actors. Based on his prior experience in
Brunei and his expertise in law he was able to persuade these actors that his draft skeleton
outline of the proposed new land legislation was credible. The 6 September 1956 meeting

For names of others who were present during this meeting see: Minutes of a Meeting Held in the Chief’s
Secretary Office on Friday 6 September 1957, to discuss the proposed New Land Legislation as drafted by
Mr. P. Brett: UMA, Brett, Peter (1918-1975), Group 1: 1/1/1.
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was crucial because it resulted in an agreement on key recommendations that the draft
scheme for the new land law should consider. Another meeting was held on 9 September,
where it was agreed by those officials present that Brett ‘should now proceed to draft
legislation’.44

Brett returned to Melbourne and drafted a new land law for Solomon Islands, which was
completed on 23 October 1957. He sought assistance and advice from a committee
comprising Cowen and three other law colleagues from Melbourne University Law School.
The committee examined and commented on the preliminary draft legislation and then it was
retyped and dispatched to the BSIP Commissioner of Lands. 45 One of the issues that Brett
grappled with in drafting the new Solomon Islands land law was over the appropriate style
of legal drafting. This was an ‘issue of legal methodology, and broadly speaking centres on
the question of how much law to use’.46 Brett’s approach was to draft a detailed new land
law that set out the administrative powers and duties of ‘bureaucrats in the land
administration machinery’ and outlined clear processes of land registration and adjudication
associated with landholding arrangements in simple terms. His approach to the sort of legal
methodology to be used to reform land law in Solomon Islands was evidently influenced by
his experience and teaching administrative law at Melbourne University as well as his
experience of drafting the Brunei land code.
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Brett perceived the existing legal system in Solomon Islands as too complicated for the local
context, because it contained words and terminology derived from English land law that had
‘evolved down the centuries from feudal origins in conditions totally different from those
found’ in Solomon Islands.47 Based on his initial desk-based review of documents such as
the Allan Commission Report (see Chapter 5), he knew that landholders in Solomon Islands
often lacked the training and skills required to fully understand the legal implications of land
transactions. He therefore avoided English legal terminology when drafting the new land law.
Instead, he carefully selected the terminology to be used and in some instances provided new
terms with definitions. Brett explained that one object of the drafting was ‘to avoid in certain
contexts the use of terms or phrases that would have “overtones” of English law and thus by
implication bring the ideas of the English real property legal system into the Protectorate at
points [where] they would not be welcomed’48 by Solomon Islanders (note how closely
Brett’s language in this passage followed that of the explanatory memorandum on his Brunei
work). For example, in the draft legislation the term “charge security” was used in preference
to “mortgage”; estates were created subject to “obligations” rather than “conditions”; and the
term “joint ownership” was used instead of “joint tenancy”.49 While these terminologies
departed from the conventions of English real property law, they were still based on a western
legal construction because they continued to promote the idea of land as property estates with
exclusive rights.
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Brett later returned the new draft land law to Honiara, where it was examined by a committee
of four, comprising Philip Neal Dalton (Attorney General), Colin Hamilton Allan (former
Special Lands Commissioner, now Senior Assistant Secretary Native Affairs), David Robert
Barwick (Assistant Attorney General), and Richard Keith Kitto (Commissioner of Lands).
These officers had a wealth of experience based on their training, background and work as
colonial administrators. The committee was formed based on directions from the Secretary
of State, and the rationale for its small size was to avoid wasting valuable time on irrelevant
discussions. The committee was given the mandate to consult any government officers or
members of the public on any specific points relating to the draft legislation, before reporting
to the High Commissioner. The committee met on 17, 20, 21 and 22 of January 1958 to
consider the draft legislation. On 7 February 1958, the committee met with High
Commissioner John Gutch to consider matters of principle in relation to the draft legislation.
Comments and suggestions derived from these meetings were forward to Brett in Melbourne,
who then amended and finalised the draft land legislation.50 However, this final stage of
drafting before it was enacted as law provided no opportunity for Solomon Islanders to
express their views of the changes intended by the new land law.

6.4.2 Making of New Land Law 1959
The draft land law was enacted as the Land and Titles Ordinance 1959, repealing the Land
Regulation of 1914 (Cap 49). The new land law changed freehold tenure and leasehold tenure
by creating estates in land that private citizens could own either as a perpetual estate or a
fixed term estate. The idea of such estates corresponded broadly to the idea of freehold or
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leasehold as understood in English law. Brett had adopted the model of estates for
landholding arrangements from his work experience in Brunei, preferring the term ‘estate’
over ‘freehold’ to avoid any suggestion that English law was being introduced.51 He applied
essentially the same methods and terminology to his drafting work in Solomon Islands; as
actors move from one colony to another they carry with them ideas that have been applied in
their previous positions.

The other legal concept introduced by Brett through the new land law was the adjudication
and registration of the title system. This abolished the system of deed registration, which had
been identified in the Allan Commission report as failing to provide sufficient legal security
of title to promote economic development.52 The difference between the two registration
systems was that deed registration involved the registration of the document by which an
interest in land was transferred, whereas title registration was the legal consequence of a
transaction, the title itself being registered. The defect with deed registration is that it merely
documents a land transaction rather than proving title. To address this defect, it was
considered important that a registration of title be introduced in the new land law to enable
the ascertainment of title to land as a fact.53 The idea of registration was based on the Torrens
introduced in South Australia in 1857, and later to other parts of the country.
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It was proposed by Brett that the registration system should be part of the machinery of
government as it was ‘essential for sound land administration’ and ‘a valuable administrative
aid for land reform’.54 This perspective was premised on the assumption that registration is
a necessary component of good land administration, but neglects the challenges confronting
a country such as Solomon Islands today due to issues of capacity and corruption. Corruption
in the strict sense, such as the corrupt logging and mining deals struck by leaders or brokers
of some landowning groups since the 1990s, hardly existed in Solomon Islands in the three
decades after 1958.55 The adjudication and registration system offered ‘a system of
conveyancing which is complete in itself’.56 The register of the title is managed and
administered by the state, providing three safeguards, namely a clear definition of the parcel
of land registered, the name and address of the owner, and particulars of any other interest
enjoyed by another person. The legal effect of this is that the registered title is indefeasible
and the registered owner would be protected from interests arising in any unregistered
transaction.57

Kitto appeared convinced that the Brunei Land Code offered a credible model for adoption
by Solomon Islands. In a letter to Brett in July 1957 on the subject of leasing and
improvements, Kitto pointed out that ‘my thoughts on the subject, naturally, are mainly based
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on experience in Sarawak and to a much lesser extent on visits I paid to North Borneo’.58 He
explained in a letter to the Commissioner of Lands of Brunei in December 1957 that Solomon
Islands would soon ‘introduce new land legislation … based on Mr. Brett’s land code of
Brunei, to supersede’ the ‘present outmoded legislation with its deeds system of
registration’.59 These interactions demonstrate how the Brunei and Sarawak experiences of
Brett and Kitto contributed to shaping the land law reform in Solomon Islands. In other
words, Brett and Kitto, based on their previous work experience brought with them views
and legal concepts for how land law reform should operate in Solomon Islands.

Land adjudication and registration of title under the Land and Titles Ordinance 1959 was
aimed at creating legal security to facilitate the economic development of land, particularly
commercial agriculture. The debate on legal security became an issue in the aftermath of
WWII, following the rise of the Maasina Ruru Movement, which David Akin argues was
‘heavily engaged in building forward-looking social programs’.60 Akin further points out that
a key Maasina Ruru platform was that the movement would not permit land alienation. This
was one of the targets of custom codification in the movement. A key slogan of the
movement, particularly on Malaita, was that it would stand up against ‘99 years of
oppression’, referring to the land leases of that duration which the government had granted
for decades.61 Fear of loss of land was also central to the Maasina Ruru movement in
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Makira.62 Though the government reached a fragile peace with the movement in late 1952,
there remained great suspicion of government intentions, particularly regarding land. These
fears were still rife when Allan conducted his survey in the southeast, including among
people he had tried to suppress, many of whom he had arrested and sent to prison. Despite
this obvious history of resistance against land alienation, the government’s proposal for land
reform remained focused on changing alienated land into registered estates.

Many of the non-native plantations were established on land that had never been surveyed
and the title for such land could potentially be upset by Solomon Islander claims based on
customary land rights or prescription.63 As a result, the state’s attempts at land reform were
aimed at creating procedures under the Land and Titles Ordinance to bring alienated land
into a registered estate. The provisions under this new land law allowed voluntary
applications for registration; authorised the Registrar of Titles to take the initiative to register
land; and allowed for the registration of land dealings involving either freehold or leasehold
interest to be registered within a limited time period. The intention of bringing alienated land
into a registered estate was mainly to create legal security for investors who had acquired
land from either the state or Solomon Islanders for plantation development.

Other legal concepts and processes introduced by Brett through the new land law included
the conversion of customary land into a registered estate; the scope for application by an
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unincorporated group of more than five persons for the grant of an estate;64 and the
registration of land involving more than five people. These legal concepts and processes
developed and introduced by Brett were transposed from England, Australia and Brunei. For
example, the new Solomon Islands land law provided that in cases where not more than five
persons owned a block of land and wanted it registered either some or all of them could be
registered as the joint owners on trust. If the number of persons was more than five they could
appoint between three to five persons to be registered as joint owners on trust, and a “Trust
Declaration” document would need to be signed by the landholding group. These rules were
framed along lines similar to the English land legislation of 1925 and were initially
transposed by Brett to Brunei when he was drafting their land code. From Brunei, these rules
were transferred and translated by Brett to become part of Solomon Islands new land law.
The transfer and translation of these rules to Solomon Islands was part of the global flow of
ideas and people from one colony to the next.
Brett’s focus on detailed land law as a suitable approach to the challenges of land reform in
Solomon Islands is evident in the ways in which the new land law regulated the two formal
state institutions authorised to administer and grant estates in land to private citizens or
investors for development. The first of these was the position of the Commissioner of Lands,
who had the authority to administer registered land in the Protectorate. The second was the
Land Trust Board, modelled on the Fiji Trust Board, which was established to facilitate
development. But the Fijian model was linked to the Great Council of Chiefs, a neotraditional institution established to govern Fijian affairs, which selected members of the trust
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board. The Fiji Trust Board was a state-sanctioned institution created to administer native
land in Fiji, whereas the Solomon Islands Land Trust Board was established to grant estates
in alienated land, bringing areas of vacant land with economic potential under government
control. The new land legislation vested greater responsibilities in the Commissioner of
Lands and the Registrar to deal with land matters in Solomon Islands. Despite a detailed land
law legal apparatus that provided administrative checks and balances, the issues of capacity
and the regulation of actors responsible for making these systems and institutions work
remained an ongoing challenge.

6.4.3 Amending the New Land Law in the 1960s
The new land law drafted by Brett was enacted in 1959 but its implementation was achieved
only incrementally thereafter; for example, the Land Trust Board was not set up until May
1961.65 By this time, Brett was no longer present to maintain the support and interests of
different actors for the land law he had introduced. Kitto, the Commissioner of Lands, as
another vital force behind the new land law, had also left Solomon Islands at the end of 1958
and returned to settle in Sarawak. The one actor still present from the era of Brett and Kitto
was Twomey, who eventually became Commissioner of Lands. The Commissioner of Lands
who succeeded Kitto was T.D.H. Morris. Morris wrote to D.T. Lloyd, the Director of Lands,
Mines and Survey of Fiji in December 1960 expressing his views about the registration
procedure set out in the new land law. Lloyd replied suggesting that Morris arrange for an
officer from Fiji to travel to Solomon Islands to set up the office dealing with registration.
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The alternative was for Morris to send an officer to Fiji to observe how their registration
system was applied in practice. Lloyd further suggested that whichever option was adopted,
it was best to write to S.R. Simpson, a land tenure specialist in the Legal Department of the
Colonial Office, for advice because ‘Simpson was in Fiji for two weeks in 1959 and got to
know the system well’ and had also engaged in land work in Africa.66

Simpson was also aware of the land problem in the Solomons because Allan had previously
sought his advice and subsequently maintained a professional connection with him. In
addition, Kitto, while Commissioner of Lands, had forwarded Simpson a copy of the new
land law in 1958. Stanhope Rowton Simpson (1903-1999) had a legal background in law
from Cambridge. He joined the Sudan Political Service in 1926, rising from Assistant District
Commissioner to the position of Commissioner of Lands and Registrar General (from 1945
to 1953).67 After his retirement from Sudan he became land tenure advisor in the Colonial
Office and the Ministry of Overseas Development,68 which provided him with the
opportunity to become involved in land law reform work in countries in Africa and
elsewhere, such as Papua New Guinea.69 This placed him in a unique position to make policy
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suggestions based on his own experience, and to influence how the new land law in Solomon
Islands should be implemented or further revised.70

The new land legislation was brought into full operation in early 1963, but the
implementation of key provisions in the new land legislation proved impractical and far from
satisfactory.71 The large area of land under alienation was attracting a negative response from
Solomon Islanders, and was becoming an increasingly heated issue. Solomon Islanders were
already suspicious about land issues, making it difficult to lease new land for development.
Given this context, it was politically challenging for the Land Trust Board to declare
customary land as vacant and acquire it for development under the Land and Titles
legislation. Local councils and churches were unable to negotiate with customary landowners
to acquire title to customary land because of requirements under the new law for landowners
to register their land before they could transfer the registered title. The new land law was
considered problematic not only in its application but also because the state lacked the
capacity and resources to implement it.

Andrew Graeme Cross, an administrative officer was employed as the adjudication officer
and appointed as the Lands Department Registrar of Titles in 1963 to implement parts of the
new land law.72 Cross had worked in the UK colonial administration in the Gold Coast, West
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Africa (now Ghana) before being transferred to the British Solomon Islands Protectorate. He
was described as an ‘excellent administrator, thoughtful, systematic, meticulous and
absolutely honest, while also being an astute negotiator’.73 Cross was part of the global flow
of actors who brought with him experience and ideas from Africa to shape his work in
Solomon Islands.
One of Cross’s first tasks was sorting out an application for the grant of perpetual estate in
customary land at Kira Kira, in the Eastern District of Solomon Islands. He discovered that
the procedure for granting guaranteed title in customary land as a registered estate only
provided for the registration of ownership rights. Other forms of interest that were secondary
in nature were not recognised under this process. In addition, the application of the land
adjudication process was rigid, judicial in nature and allowed for any landowner to ask for
registration of their land.74 This was considered problematic because the state lacked the
capacity to attempt a nation-wide registration, and the focus was thus on bringing into the
register only those customary land areas identified as suitable for economic development.
The limitations in the new land legislation discovered by Cross could be traced to Brett’s
drafting style, which was influenced by his background as a lawyer and academic, as well as
a recommendation from the committee that examined the legislation when it was in draft
form. The Solomon Islands land law echoed the process described in Sudan’s Land
Settlement and Registration Ordinance 1925 which, ‘in its essentials’, had then been
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introduced into Palestine in 1928, and later into Jordan and to Sarawak in 1932.75 From
Sarawak, the process was introduced by Brett to Solomon Islands land law, presumably with
the knowledge and support of Kitto, as Commissioner of Lands, who had himself also worked
in Sarawak.

Although Cross identified defects in the new land law he did not contact individual experts,
and I suggest that this was because of his position as an adjudicating officer. Instead it was
the High Commissioner who arranged for Cross to meet experts like Simpson. The High
Commissioner wrote to the Secretary for Technical Cooperation on 30 September 1963,
requesting that the Colonial Land Technical Advisor, S. Rowton Simpson, meet with Cross
while the latter was on vacation leave in Britain to discuss land problems in Solomon Islands
under the new land law. The meeting between Simpson and Cross took place on 5 December
1963. On his way back from Britain, Cross was instructed to visit Sarawak to study its
original Ordinance and the subsequent modifications made to it, including the Sarawak Land
Code 1958.76

The discussion that Cross had with Simpson, as well as his visit to Sarawak, convinced him
that the legal solution to the land problems he encountered in the field as an adjudicating
officer was to advocate for yet another round of land law reform. He made a number of
recommendations including developing ‘entirely different procedures for the grant of
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negotiable titles in respect of native customary land’.77 Cross and Simpson both agreed that
the process under the new land law that promoted sporadic adjudication was not exactly the
same as the process of systematic adjudication in Kenya and Sarawak, which was the system
recommended by Allan in the Special Lands Commission Report (Chapter 5).78 Simpson was
in favour of systematic adjudication and it was perhaps his influence that had convinced
Allan to recommend this process in the Commission Report; in any event, Simpson
convinced Cross to pursue a process of systematic adjudication.

Twomey, as the Chief Surveyor (who later replaced Morris as Commissioner of Lands from
1965), supported the recommendation for amending provisions of the new land law dealing
with procedures for creating estates from customary land. Simpson provided advice on the
style of redrafting and what legal ideas should be used. Informed by his African experience,
Simpson recommended elements of land adjudication taken from the Kenyan legislation and
the revised Land Adjudication Bill of Sarawak for adoption in Solomon Islands. 79 These
ideas on land adjudication and registration were introduced in the Land and Titles
(Amendment) Ordinance 1964. But a trial implementation by the Lands Department in 1964
of these additions suggested that still further amendments were required. According to
Simpson, it was necessary to translate the amended law into ‘a reasonable workable statute’.80
This resulted in another set of amendments, referred to as the Land and Titles (Amendment)
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1965, which provided for further land tenure improvements and provisions for the acquisition
of interest in registered land by adverse possession. The amendments were drafted with the
advice of Simpson.81 Partly due to his experience, and no doubt also in deference to his
position in the Legal Department of the Colonial Office, Simpson was an influential and
persuasive individual who was able to transpose his ideas from one colony to another.

The amendments were extensive and largely procedural, producing a hybrid Ordinance with
the primary objective of accelerating the registration of land for development; but it still had
numerous defects that required further revision.82 As a result, Simpson recommended a
complete revision and consolidation of the Land and Titles Ordinance 1959 with subsequent
amendments. Ian Ernest Morgan, an Englishman who had been Registrar of Titles in Kenya,
was responsible for doing this work in 1967. He had played a leading role in the preparation
of the Kenya Registered Land Act of 1963,83 which provided for a system of law that
regulated the process of land adjudication to convert customary land into a registered estate
and land already subject to pre-existing registration system.84 Simpson, who had known of
Morgan’s key role and technical expertise in preparing the Kenya land legislation,
recommended him as the appropriate person to review and consolidate Solomon Islands
existing land law. Morgan prepared a draft Bill and passed it to a Select Committee of the
Legislative Council for consideration. The aim of the draft Bill was to improve and reorganise
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the existing land law rather than effecting ‘changes of substance’.85 The draft Bill was passed
into law in 1968 as the Land and Titles Ordinance 1968 and was brought into effect on 1
January 1969.86

The Land and Titles Ordinance 1968 was reorganised into a coherent framework, tidying up
irregularities in relation to settlement of unregistered documentary titles as well as
‘settlement and registration of interest in land’.87‘The basic scheme of land registration and
registered land tenure’ that included the concept of estates remained unchanged.88 Other parts
of this legislation provided ‘for the organisation and operation of a registry of title following
closely the Kenya Registered Land Act 1963’.89 The registration of customary land under a
statutory trust, with between three to five persons appointed as representatives, remained as
envisaged by the principal legislation.

Daniel Fitzpatrick describes this as the agency method, which was simple because any
potential investor could deal directly with the group representative.90 The group
representative would have the authority to deal with any internal conflicts in the first instance
while the state provided an avenue for the right of appeal. But, as Fitzpatrick points out, the
agency method has considerable disadvantages, as it could easily be abused by group
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representatives who fail to act in the best interests of their members.91 This is true in the case
of Solomon Islands where representatives who were supposedly required under the land
legislation to represent their land owning group as trustees often abused their powers for
personal gain. Despite these disadvantages in the agency method, it seemed Simpson had no
objection to its introduction in Solomon Islands land legislation. He was familiar with the
agency method because he had applied it himself in his work in various African countries.
For example, the Registered Land Act 1965 for the Federal Territory of Lagos contained
similar provisions, which Simpson proposed as a ‘suitable model for the registration of group
ownership in other parts of the world’.92

Simpson suggested that the 1968 Ordinance offered ‘not only a working example of the
provisions of the Registered Land Act but also of systematic adjudication’. Here he largely
assumed that what had worked in Africa could be transplanted to other countries. Peter
Larmour describes the legal transplant as an institutional transfer from Africa to Melanesia,93
whereby systematic adjudication ‘originated in the colonial Sudan, and was taken up in
Kenya, from where it was transmitted’ to Melanesia in the 1960s by Simpson and Morgan,
whose careers in the colonial system had intersected in Kenya.94 While I agree with Larmour,
I would argue that the passage of legal ideas to Solomon Islands was not simply a linear
transfer from Africa, as the Southeast Asian experiences of Brunei and Sarawak were also
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relevant to the discussion of legal transplant to Solomon Islands. This demonstrates that the
transfer of legal ideas between colonies is fundamentally shaped by the process of translation
through particular actor-network associations.

6.5

Land Reform 1960s-1970s

The drafting of the new land Bill to amend the existing land legislation was completed in
London under the guidance of land experts such as Simpson before it was returned to
Solomon Islands; there it was examined and revised by the Lands Department and a Select
Committee chaired by Commissioner of Lands Twomey. Twomey explained provisions of
the Bill to members of the Select Committee, persuading them to support it. In due course,
as revealed by the Legislative Council’s Hansard report, ‘when Twomey introduced the Bill
the Elected Members expressed their general satisfaction with it’.95 The Bill, referred to as
the Land and Titles Ordinance 1968, was passed by the Legislative Council and came into
effect in January 1969.96 This revised and consolidated land law ‘retained the new tenurial
terms’ such as perpetual and fixed terms that were first introduced in the Land and Titles
Ordinance No. 13 of 1959.97 It reenacted the land adjudication and registration process of the
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previous land law but with ‘many improvements’ recommended by Simpson based on ‘study
experience in other developing countries with similar problems’.98

The Land and Titles Ordinance 1968 provided the legal framework for converting customary
land tenure into registered estates. Motivating this land law reform approach was the view
that customary land tenure was ‘uncertain, does not provide security and protection against
disputes, could not be used as security for development loans and has no secure title to leave
to one’s children’.99 As previously noted, this approach, which accorded closely with
modernization theory, sought ‘to explain the disparities between western and non-western
societies and to chalk out road maps for modernizing or developing the latter’.100 From the
1950s, the dominant British narrative in East Africa was ‘that the modernization of customary
land’ through adjudication and registration would create benefits for local people. 101 The
colonial authorities envisaged that by providing these benefits, African agriculture would be
free to develop.

Key actors such as Simpson played a central role in spreading this modernization narrative
to other colonies including Solomon Islands. Based on his African experience, Simpson
insisted that ‘without security of tenure there is no incentive to develop or improve
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agriculture techniques’.102 In other words, only through secured land tenure arrangements
could economic development eventuate. This argument influenced the colonial government
to introduce land law reform that had as its primary and over-riding objective the conversion
of traditional land tenure to registered estates for economic development. Simpson developed
the view that ‘if good development is to be assured it must be possible for rights in land to
be adjusted or transferred cheaply, quickly and with certainty’.103 Simpson’s view resonated
with the dominant modernization narrative, which has contributed to shaping subsequent
discussion around the adjudication and registration of land titles in Solomon Islands, focused
almost entirely on security of tenure for economic development.

As a legal consultant for the Colonial Office, Simpson was an active transmitter of the tenure
security narrative,104 and in this he found strong support from colonial administrators in
Solomon Islands. These administrators worked together in a network of association that had
as one goal the promotion of tenure security. Tony Hughes, an English Administrative
Officer who worked as Deputy Registrar of Titles and also Deputy Commissioner of Lands
(1965-1970), made reference to this network in mentioning that he worked closely with
Graeme Cross and Brian Twomey ‘on devising methods of converting customary land rights
to the registered title system that was embedded in the Land and Titles Act’.105 He stated that
world-wide experience indicated that security of tenure was ’necessary for intensive
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agriculture or economic development’.106 But he also stressed that ‘tenure conversion by
itself has no meaning; it has meaning only as part of a process of social change’.107 Twomey,
who was promoted from Surveyor to Commissioner of Lands in 1965, argued that ‘land must
be made available for development by buying and selling of land if the economic
development which this country needs is to take place’.108 These narratives by Hughes and
Twomey reflected the dominant colonial discourse on modernization as the basis for
changing customary land tenure into a modern system of registered land title. They also
demonstrate that through a network of association the interest in such discourse could be
pursued through the enactment of colonial land law.

The introduction of land adjudication processes through the revised and consolidated land
law of 1968 was an attempt to engineer the transformation of subsistence Solomon Islands
societies through the modernization of agricultural development. This was happening at a
time when Solomon Islands was undergoing the process of decolonisation. Under the 1968
land law reform, formal processes for transforming customary land into statutory perpetual
and fixed term estates were provided, with the intention of promoting agricultural
development. Solomon Islands was not alone in this approach. Papua New Guinea in the
1960s introduced a number of Acts such as the Land and Titles Commission Act 1962, Lands
Registration (Communal Owned Land) Act 1962 and the Land (Tenure Conversion) Act
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1963 as mechanisms for changing property right regime under the customary land tenure into
property right system under registered estates to encourage commercial agriculture.109

Thus in both Solomon Islands and Papua New Guinea, land law was seen as a tool for creating
change, as an instrument for facilitating modernization and economic development.110 This
conception of law was part of the law and development discourse111 which acknowledged
modernization theory as ‘a uniform evolutionary vision of socio-economic and political
development along the path of the industrial First World, which is based on capitalism and
democracy’.112 The socio-economic and political dimensions of this vision intersected
through the government’s attempts to introduce land adjudication and registration as land
reform measures for development.

The process of land adjudication introduced through land law reform in the 1960s was aimed
at encouraging people to become entrepreneurs and engage in commercial or cash crop
farming. It was one approach to ensure that the goal of modernization was achieved through
economic development. As a result, the British Solomon Islands government sought to
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introduce communal or collective agriculture development projects. A communal farm
development project involves the utilisation and development of either customary land or
land alienated by landowner groups ‘according to a predetermined work program involving
improved agricultural techniques and materials’.113 Development on the land could be called
a ‘communal farm project’ or ‘a smaller more informal communal development’ depending
on certain factors. First, the group must have fifty or more in size, and be formed as a legal
entity. Second, the group must have an agricultural development plan. Third, the land area
must be 250 acres or more. The success of these communal farm projects depended on group
formation and organisation.114 Communal farm projects were aimed at commercial
production for export to overseas markets.

I argue that agricultural development as part of land law reform in Solomon Islands was an
aspect of the modernization narrative associated with the ‘Green Revolution’ in the 1960s,
which promoted the idea that formalised tenure and better farming techniques would increase
food productivity. This agricultural modernization narrative was dominant in the 1950s and
1960s, and evident in land reform initiatives in Solomon Islands from 1958 through to the
1960s, as it was in locations as diverse as Papua New Guinea (1950-1960s),115 China (1949-
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1953),116 Korea (1949-1960s),117 and Kenya (1950-1960s).118 Solomon Islands land reform
initiatives were not unique; rather they were part of the global flow of ideas transmitted and
translated through actor-network associations.

Large numbers of land holding groups and Solomon Islander farmers made requests to the
District Commissioner or Department of Lands to survey and register their land.119 However,
many of these requests were not from areas where economic development was taking place,
but rather from areas where disputes about land use rights had not been satisfactorily settled
by the courts. Not all of these requests were accepted by the colonial government for land
settlement, which indicated that the government’s interest was in land areas that might
potentially generate revenue for the state. The criteria for determining land suitable for
settlement covered a number of factors: the land must be suitable for cash development; the
land area should be five hundred acres or more; and customary land tenure should be broken
down gradually, moving to an individualised landholding arrangement.120 Evidently, the
government was prepared to pursue land settlement only in areas where a boost to economic
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development was feasible. These criteria also demonstrate that the idea of tenure conversion
was associated with the colonial perception of the evolution of customary tenure from
communal to individual ownership, an important component of the modernization narrative.
Such narratives had been evident in the findings of East Africa Royal Commission on Land
and Population, and were also adopted in the Allan Commission Report (Chapter 5).
The land legislation also provided for a variety of land administration officers 121 who were
tasked with carrying out land settlement and registration. These officers proceeded with land
settlement schemes in various parts of the Solomon Islands, with the idea of promoting
communal farm development projects. The first two test cases of land settlement were Mbuni
in 1964 and West Mbuni in 1965, both in the New Georgia Group, Western Solomon Islands.
A number of researchers have examined these two schemes along with others in Malaita,122
Western Solomons,123 Guadalcanal124 and Makira125. Their research findings were assembled
in a collection edited by Ian Heath, himself an actor in Solomon Islands land reform. 126 The
collection highlighted that, in practice there was not much development on registered land
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and that registration did not end land disputes. Other scholars who have written on the land
settlement schemes, such as Peter Larmour, have pointed out that the ‘whole program
produced roughly as many individual as it did collective titles’.127 According to Larmour,
individual registered land titles numbered 290 or 50%, while plots under ownership in
common numbered 100 or 17%. The remainder were registered land titles under joint
ownership which accounted for 186 or 32%.128 The total number of schemes between 1965
and 1983 was thirteen, which covered a ‘total land area of 6,990 ha, or 0.25% of the total
land area of Solomon Islands’.129 These statistics indicate that the fundamental goal of land
law reform initiatives in Solomon Islands in the 1960s had fallen short of the aim of
encouraging more landowners to register their land to provide tenure security, access to credit
and elimination of land disputes.130

Archdeacon P.K. Thompson (Legislative Council member for North Central Malaita) moved
a motion in the Council in December 1969 for the establishment of a committee to look into
alternative methods of registering customary land, because the land adjudication procedures
under the existing land law were ‘unlikely to provide a speedy solution to the need of
Melanesians for registered ownership’.131 What Thompson envisaged as registered
ownership was a formal titling of land to facilitate economic development. Such an idea was
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not unique; it was in line with thinking at the time on the formalisation of tenure, as a process
that would increase productivity and promote a positive investment in land.132 Twomey, the
Commissioner of Lands, agreed with Thompson’s motion and stressed that the ‘further
customary tenure [could] go itself along the road to modernization, the more people [could]
bring about acceptance of new economic and social needs’.133

Following the Thompson motion, the High Commissioner set up a Committee on Registration
of Customary Land on 1 April 1970. Its terms of reference were to examine issues of customary

land registration, and the costs and benefits of alternative methods. 134 The Committee
consisted of eleven members, including Gerald Paul Nazareth as the Chairperson. Nazareth
was a lawyer from Kenya who had joined the public service in his own country in 1954 as a
Prosecutor, being promoted later to Senior Crown’s Counsel and Deputy Legal Draftsman.
Nazareth moved to Solomon Islands in 1963 to take up the position of Assistant Attorney
General, and was subsequently appointed Solicitor General and Attorney General to the
Western Pacific High Commission. He was also a member of the Solomon Islands
Legislative and Executive Councils and for a time Deputy Governor. The Committee, also
known as the Nazareth Committee, carried out a full program of consultation during 1970,
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meeting with government land administration officers and a total of 553 people from various
provinces.

The Committee also sought expert advice on technical aspects of land registration from two
individuals. One was Jeremy Lawrence, who replaced Simpson as Land Tenure Adviser in
the Ministry of Overseas Development Colonial Office in London in the 1970s. Lawrence
had worked in Uganda in the 1950s, and by the 1960s he was an expert legal consultant with
the United National Food Agriculture Agency. The other expert was Simpson who, following
his retirement, was engaged in 1969 to review the land adjudication and conversion
procedures in Papua New Guinea. Simpson wrote a report that recommended that the PNG
government enact a new registered land legislation along the lines of the Kenya Registered
Land Act, which was considered better than the Torrens system. This, he argued, was because
the Kenya Registered Land Act provided for the registration of interest in both Crown land
and customary land, whereas the Torrens system registered only Crown grants and was ‘not
suited to the ‘recognition’ of an existing interest’ derived from customary land. 135
Simpson’s report was accepted by the government and debated in the PNG House of
Assembly. Following this, a draft Bill was prepared by Jim Fleming, a Kenyan official who
had worked with Simpson in Kenya and then in the British Colonial Office.136 The draft Bill
was presented in the House of Assembly in June 1971 but it was withdrawn due to strong
opposition from politicians who claimed that it was drafted without any consultation. Others,
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such as Alan Ward, a New Zealand historian who was teaching at the University of the Papua
New Guinea and in the PNG legal profession, strongly criticised the Bill.137 These different
actors played a role in influencing the withdrawal of the Bill. Although Simpson and Fleming
had been able to work through their actor-network to create an association with PNG officials
and exert influence over drafting of the land law, they were unable to maintain the interest
and support of these actors to ensure they would enact the draft legislation.

Nazareth, with his extensive legal experience from Kenya, played a central role in drafting
his Committee’s Report, in which three broad issues were highlighted. First, there was
widespread misunderstanding and suspicion of land settlement and registration. Second,
customary rights to land were highly valued and resilient despite instances of individual
ownership and sale of customary land. Third, there was no evidence to prove that registration
was necessary for development, or constituted development, or that it prevented land
disputes.138 However, the Committee noted that people were interested to have their land
rights secured and boundaries demarcated. Two alternative recommendations were proposed
to meet this demand without putting too great a financial burden on the protectorate
government.139 First, sporadic registration should be introduced to cater for individual
entrepreneurs who were prepared to meet the costs. In other words, ‘the market, rather than
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administrative process, should determine when and where adjudication should be applied’.140
Second, there should be provision for customary land registration that focused on recording
the rights of groups to ownership of customary land. This should be aimed at preserving
rather than transforming the rights of the group. Part of this process should include the
demarcation and recording of the land boundaries. Only then should there be leasing of the
land to members of the group or any other person.141

Associated with the idea of customary land registration was the setting up of new courts
vested with the power to carry out demarcation, registration and control of leasing of
customary land.142 These recommendations reflected ideas similar to those that Kenya
considered in its land law reform initiatives in the 1950s and 1960s. Given his legal
experience of working in Kenya, Nazareth was familiar with these ideas, which influenced
his framing of the Committee’s recommendations (although the recommendation on sporadic
adjudication was contrary to the systematic land settlement concept transmitted from Kenya
to Solomon Islands).143 This demonstrates how differences in personality and opinion
influence the kinds of legal concepts that are transmitted to developing countries like
Solomon Islands.
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Lawrence, the Land Tenure Adviser in the British’s Ministry of Overseas Development
Colonial Office in London, visited Solomon Islands in January 1972,144 and produced a report
that focused on land registration and settlement.145 Lawrence advised against sporadic land
registration because of cost implications and recommended that the existing system for land
adjudication should be retained. According to Carol Dickerman and others, Lawrence had a
‘deeper and wider experience of land registration’ than his peers, and had ‘written extensively
about [registration] programs all over the world’.146 He was an enthusiastic advocate for land
registration, but was of the view that it should be carried out systematically based on certain
conditions. These conditions included determining whether agricultural production would
increase due to land registration, evidence of genuine demand for registration, and whether
greater tenure security would arise due to land registration. 147 Drawing on his extensive
global knowledge, Lawrence was able to persuade the Governing Council of the merits of
his views on land registration. As a result, the Governing Council rejected the Committee’s
recommendation for sporadic registration and retained systematic land registration under the
existing land law. It also recommended the establishment of customary land appeal courts to
deal with appeal matters.148 The Governing Council appears to have favoured creating a
formal forum for dealing with disputes. It was not prepared to accept the Committee’s
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recommendation to create an alternative legal mechanism for determining the rights of
customary land owners.
That Lawrence’s approach to land adjudication matched the proposals put forward by
Simpson and Fleming for PNG is unsurprising because all three had worked as land advisers
in the British Colonial Office; they belonged to the same actor-network association. First,
their careers intersected in Kenya. Simpson, the Colonial Office Land Tenure Adviser, was
a member of the Kenya Working Party Report on African Land Tenure 1957-1958, which
sought to ‘examine and make recommendations as to the measures necessary to introduce a
system of land tenure capable of application to all areas of the Native Land’.149 Lawrence
was the chair of a Commission that was established in 1965-1966 to examine the
consolidation and registration of Land in Kenya.150 Second, the experiences of these actors
on land legislation were translated by Simpson into a book published in 1976 titled Land Law
and Registration.151 The convergence of these different actor experiences in the transmission
of ideas about land adjudication and registration across colonial borders demonstrates that
although land reform is a technical process, actor-network associations play a pivotal role.
The colonial government’s continued promotion of the modernization of agriculture was
strongly associated with land adjudication, and the prominence of modernization theory was
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evident in the Solomon Islands Sixth Development Plan 1971-1973. The Development Plan
listed the following policy objectives for this period:152
(a) rehabilitate smallholder coconut planting done in the 1960s and plan
coconut rehabilitation;
(b) develop oil palm to become second main crop by 1980;
(c) build up meat production supply;
(d) achieve self-sufficiency in rice production by 1974-1975 and thereafter;
(e) increase productivity in subsistence crop production;
(f) develop cocoa, spices and other cash crops on an economic basis;
(g) build infrastructure for agriculture (marketing, research, availability of
supplies, mechanisation, transport etc.) and a training and localisation
program as prerequisites to development; and
(h) educate and encourage the community towards a modern concept of
agriculture (intermediate technology, commercial farming, zoning and
specialisation, increased labour productivity, improved genetic material,
etc.) leading to more productive allocation of resources in future.

The language and objectives used in this document were clearly reflective of modernization
theory. For instance, the use of modern farming techniques to increase productivity as one of
the policy objectives was a key aspect of the modernization narrative.

One important factor that required consideration in order to facilitate the implementation of
the policy objectives was access to land. The government’s immediate approach was
acquiring land by following the acquisition process outlined under the land legislation of
1968.153 First, the government negotiated with customary landowners, and then purchased or
leased their land for development. For example, the government negotiated with landowners
to acquire timber cutting rights over customary land in Western Province and on Isabel. The
government thereby became not only a developer but also a lessee with an interest in
promoting economic development. Second, the government compulsorily acquired land, as
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prescribed under Part V Division 2 of the Ordinance, for a public purpose with provision for
compensating landowners. The government’s decision to compulsorily acquire land was
justified as an administrative expedient for development. The process was considered quite
quick, and all customary land rights would be automatically extinguished upon the
declaration of the High Commissioner. As Peter Larmour has pointed out, the process ‘was
essentially an abbreviated form of land settlement or registration after systematic
adjudication’.154

Put simply, compulsory land acquisition took less time to complete than a formal land
settlement process. For example, in 1971 the government compulsorily acquired 1,478
hectares of the Guadalcanal Plains with the permission of the customary landowners. The
land was then returned to landowner claimants in exchange for long-term leases over parts
of the land earmarked for oil palm and rice development.155 This was a joint venture
arrangement between the Commonwealth Development Corporation, the government and
landowners.156 Another example was the compulsory acquisition of 24,000 hectares of
customary land on Rennell Island in 1971 for bauxite mining.157 But compulsory acquisition
of customary land became more difficult following the enactment of the Solomon Islands
Independent Constitution 1978, which required under section 112 (a) and (b) ‘prior
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negotiation with customary landowners who should have access to independent legal
advice’.158

Apart from acquiring land for development, the government proceeded with land
redistribution from European plantation owners to Solomon Islanders who had been
plantation labourers during the early colonial period. The government’s decision to
redistribute plantation land from Europeans to Solomon Islanders was based on sociopolitical logic rather than economic factors. It was a response to emerging contestations over
the historical processes of land alienation and utilisation in Solomon Islands. Land
redistribution followed two processes: the return of uncommitted government land, which
was subdivided and then granted as registered land titles to claimants who were squatters,
small farmers and descendants of original customary land owners. These various claimants
usually had competing or overlapping interests, which sometimes caused land
contestations.159 Second, the purchase of plantations owned by foreigners, which were
returned to landowners under a plantation purchase program described as ‘communal
farming’ and ‘block development’. This program was run by the Land Use Division which
later became the Ministry of Agriculture and Lands.160

As part of the plantation purchase program, the government helped landowners to organise
themselves into co-operatives and purchase back plantations with ‘arranged loan finance
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through Agricultural and Industrial Loans Boards’, later known as the Development Bank.161
This financial institution was established by the government for landowners to access credit
if they had registered plantation estates. Landowners could also access credit for development
if they registered their customary land as property estates with a documented title. This
reinforced the dominant thinking among colonial administrators that customary landowners
could only benefit from their land if it was registered. The Development Bank, as Peter
Larmour points out, provided capital grants for equipment to rehabilitate rundown
plantations. The landowning groups were to repay the loan from the production of their
plantations. However, the Development Bank soon experienced financial difficulties due to
defaults on loan repayments: 50% of the Development Bank’s loan portfolio was in arrears
by 1981, and by the 1990s it had a loss of US$825,000, which was written off. The
Development Bank stopped lending before 2000 and by end of 2004 it had incurred an
accumulated debt of approximately US$5.25 million, resulting in its closure.162 The demise
of the Development Bank meant that landowners would have to access credit from
commercial banks.

A total number of twelve groups were involved in the plantation repurchase scheme,
including Baunani, one of my case study field sites. In the 1960s the government bought
approximately a third of the alienated area, ‘planning to subdivide and grant some of it to
squatters already on the land, and allocate the rest to land-short Melanesians from
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elsewhere’.163 Although the land was subdivided, the government was unable to proceed with
resettlement of outsiders due to hostility from the customary landowners. Landowners who
received blocks of land through the plantation purchase program in the 1970s at first were
able to work together under a co-operative scheme, but due to the lack of technical and
financial support many of these co-operative schemes did not last long. Further, many people
squatting on various parts of the Baunani land did not have a secure legal title, but they
continued to use customary landowner narratives to this present day as the basis for asserting
their land rights, without realising that the Baunani land was converted into a registered estate
subject to the rules set out under the Land and Titles Legislation.
Peter Larmour explains that the plantation purchase program was framed ‘in developmental
rather than political terms’164 in order to attract British government funding for technical and
equipment support.165 The concept of development, according to scholars like Arturo
Escobar, included social development, which in its shorthand would encompass
improvement in ‘education, health care, income distribution, socio-economic and gender
equality and rural welfare’.166 In its wider sense, social development would involve
‘nationalisation of major assets and the redistribution of wealth (as in land reform)’.167 Such
a conception of development as part of the modernization narrative was evident in the World
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Bank’s Land Reform: Sector Policy Paper 1975. The Bank in this policy document noted that
‘skewed land ownership and unregulated tenancy’ have a negative effect on ‘agriculture
productivity, employment, and equity’.168 As a result, the World Bank recommended land
registration as an important precondition for modern agricultural development; an
abandonment of customary land tenure ‘in favour of freehold title; promotion of land markets
for more efficient land transfers; [and] support for land redistribution on the grounds of
efficiency and equity’.169 These recommendations indicate that aspects of modernization
theory continued to influence development thinking in the 1970s. They also demonstrate the
dominant view among proponents of land reform such as the World Bank that ‘customary
tenure systems were unable to provide effective and transparent land markets’;170 hence, the
argument for land reform that it promoted a ‘modern statutory system of registered title’.171
Ivak Alvik has suggested that the World Bank deliberately propagates the conception of
customary land as backward and inefficient for economic growth.172 It was on this basis that
land reform was included as part of the policy package promoted to those developing
countries that were gaining Independence during the 1970s and 1980s.
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6.6

The Post-Independence Period

Customary land and agricultural development were central topics for meetings of the
Legislative Assembly since its establishment following the promulgation of the Solomon
Islands Order 1974, as part of the decolonization process. The Legislative Assembly replaced
the Governing Council, which was a single body with committees, based on the Westminster
model of ministerial government.173 ‘All the members of the Governing Council
automatically became members of the Legislative Assembly’,174 and they were authorised to
appoint the Chief Minister. Nine other members were appointed as Ministers by the Governor
on the advice of the Chief Minister to form the Council of Ministers.175 With this new
governance arrangement the ‘traditional shyness and unwillingness to criticize others openly
was being replaced by frank and genuine expression of one’s views and criticisms in the
Assembly’.176

On 9 December 1976, Kukuti, a member of the Legislative Assembly, moved a private
member’s Bill for the review of agricultural policy, which was unanimously agreed on by
members and accepted by government, although the reasons for accepting it varied. Kukuti
was in favour of ‘small scale projects and direct assistance to rural people instead of large
scale or long term schemes’.177 Two other members who contributed to this Bill were Aqorau
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and Ulufa’alu. Aqorau stressed that the main purpose of the Bill ‘should be to give something
to the people, not just to think of consequential economic growth of revenue to Government
[sic]’.178 Ulufa’alu contributed to the debate by stating that ‘[s]ince the economy of the
country was agricultural, it was necessary first to look at the land law and go for land
reform’.179 This was the first time the term ‘land reform’ was referred to explicitly by a
Solomon Islander at the national level. What was evident from the statements of these
Legislative Assembly members was the idea of change associated with social development.
Ulufa’alu’s statement resonates with the dominant thinking of modernising agriculture
through land law reform. It is likely that he had been exposed to land reform ideas during his
period as an economics student at the University of Papua New Guinea, from which he
graduated in 1974.

In addition to the debates on customary land and development, a Special Select Committee
on Lands and Mining that was established in 1974 produced a report in 1976 on land issues.180
The Committee was modelled partly on PNG’s Commission of Enquiry into Land Matters,
though ‘with less outside advice, and more reliant on popular opinion’.181 The Committee’s
findings canvassed ‘what the people said’, which was a collated summary based on reports
of the sub-committee that toured the country. Harold Scheffler and Peter Larmour have
described its approach as ‘historical and fundamentalist: it was unimpressed with statistics,
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official advice, and arguments about the future’.182 The Special Select Committee made
numerous suggestions including the return of developed land as block development schemes,
the return of underdeveloped alienated land to trustees or organised groups, Land Boards to
be set up by Area Committees for settling disputes, and a balance be maintained between
commercial farming and subsistence activities.183 These recommendations revealed clearly,
for the first time at the national level, Solomon Islander attitudes towards how land had been
alienated in the past by government and Europeans and their desire for it to be returned to
the original landowners.

The Special Select Committee was also critical about registration associated with land
settlement, stressing that such a system was not appropriate for Solomon Islands. It found
that the strongest objection by Solomon Islanders ‘was not to registration, but to registration
of individuals as owners of land’.184 As a result, it recommended that government Area
Committees should be authorised to record customary land rights and boundaries. This
should begin with recording ‘the outside boundaries of the group’s land’ and then recording
‘the rights of members of the group to use different parts of the land’. 185 These recorded
customary land rights should be recognised by the Banks and Loans Board as security for
loans. The Committee envisaged that this recommended new system of recording and
demarcating customary land should run parallel with the land settlements, ‘if and when
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people want it, in towns and rural areas where there is a lot of development’. 186 The
Committee’s recommendation to record customary land was similar to that proposed by the
Nazareth Committee. All these recommendations demonstrated the thinking of Solomon
Islanders around issues of land disputes, resolution, and processes of land adjudication and
registration. Such thinking shaped the narrative on land reform as Solomon Islands was
moving towards Independence.
The Special Select Committee’s report was introduced by the Mamaloni government in the
Legislative Assembly in April 1976, two months before the general elections, where it was
debated as a ‘take note’ motion. A new government led by Peter Kenilorea was formed after
the election in June, and decided on a course of action to deal with the Special Select
Committee’s report. The proposal was for a working party of officials and representatives of
interest groups to examine the report and decide on the parts that could be implemented,187
but the proposal was defeated during the Legislative Assembly’s meeting in September 1976.
Following this, the government submitted a White Paper188 based on discussions of the
Special Select Committee’s report among members of the Legislative Assembly. The White
Paper outlined how the government proposed:
(a) To deal with the effects of grants of ‘wasteland’ and sales of freehold, and
reform the law on compulsory acquisition in a way that fits with our plans for
economic development and national independence; (b) to work with local
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councils and their Area Committees to establish a practical system of recording
ownership and settling disputes in a way that fits traditional principles of land
tenure to rural development.
What the White Paper proposed was essentially a translation of the findings and
recommendations contained in the Special Select Committee’s report. However, the White
Paper was also voted down in the Legislative Assembly due to political differences between
the Council of Ministers as the executive and members of the Assembly as the legislature.189
The government’s two counter proposals to the Special Select Committee report failed
because the ‘main dispute between the government and the Assembly, which also involved
independence negotiations with Britain, was about alienated and government land’.190 Due
to the debate on land issues and the feeling of nationalism as Solomon Islands was moving
towards Independence, the colonial government decided to introduce new laws to protect the
interests of Solomon Islander landowners.

First, the government introduced the Land and Titles (Amendment) Ordinance 1977. This
legislation put an end to foreign ownership of perpetual estate titles. It provided for the
conversion of foreign-owned perpetual estates and freehold into fixed term estates under
lease of 75 years from the government. The person involved in advising the government on
drafting the 1977 legislation was Jim Fingleton from Australia. He was a ‘public solicitor’s
lawyer advising Papua New Guineans on land claims’ and later ‘became the research officer
for the Commission of Enquiry into Land Matters in PNG’, and adviser to the ‘Vanuatu
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government on its 1980 Land Reform Act and subsequent implementation’.191 Fingleton was
part of a new network of actors moving from one country to another within the Melanesian
region during the immediate pre- and post-independence periods. As with other actors,
Fingleton’s conceptual frame on customary land in Solomon Islands and Vanuatu was shaped
by his prior experience in PNG. Second, the government introduced, as part of the
Constitution of Solomon Islands, a provision that allowed only Solomon Islanders or a
limited class of people to acquire and hold land permanently as a registered perpetual title
owner.192

Apart from the legislative changes, a Land Research Project was designed to examine key
land issues such as land settlement, land disputes and land use agreements which were
amenable to land reform approaches. This project was funded by the United Nation
Development Program (UNDP) under their United Nation Development Advisory Team.
Peter Larmour started as a junior officer in the Ministry of Lands in the mid-1970s. He ‘was
the Secretary to Solomon Island’s Parliamentary Committee on Land and Mining Policy, the
counterpart to PNG’s Commission of Enquiry into Land Matters’, 193 and sponsored by the
Solomon Islands government to visit Papua New Guinea ‘to report on the policy changes
there’.194 He was also influenced by the work of Ron Crocombe on land in the Pacific.195
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Larmour’s proposal for a Land Research Project showed the influence of this network and of
his experience.

Larmour was also instrumental in obtaining funding for the Project from UNDP, and was
able to recruit Ian Heath as land consultant under the project. Heath was a PhD student from
La Trobe University, doing research on Solomon Islands land policy. Heath’s supervisor was
Alan Ward, an actor who was central in shaping narratives around land reform in Papua New
Guinea during the 1970s. Heath did archival research in Honiara in 1976 and worked closely
with officers of the Lands Division, Ministry of Lands and Agriculture. This association with
the Lands Division provided Heath with the opportunity to return in 1978 and 1979 as a
consultant under the Project.

The Project proposed an alternative to the typical consultant and committee models used by
colonial administrations and governments in the past to drive their land reform attempts. The
need for an alternative model arose because a series of ‘parliament committees had
investigated’ key land issues ‘and made recommendations to parliament, but many of the
results relating to customary land were not acted upon at a political level’.196 As a result, the
best course of action was the establishment of a Land Research Project to provide information
that would assist the Lands Division to undertake its own internal review of the range of land
policies and alternatives currently proposed by the various parliament committees. The Land
Research Project had three phases: conference, fieldwork and conference. The first phase
was funded by UNDP. It involved a conference that was held in September 1978, which had
as its theme the ‘Future of Customary Land Registration in Melanesia’. This conference
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brought together delegates from provincial governments and neighbouring countries to
compare existing and proposed polices on land registration and recording as well as issues in
Melanesia. It was envisaged the conference would also assist in the further definition of the
Research Project.197 The network created here was not only national but also regional and
provided the basis for a regional exchange of experiences and lessons on land issues.

The second phase was funded by the government, and consisted of the actual fieldwork
research on issues identified from ‘material presented in the Report of the Select Committee
and the discussions at the Regional Conference’.198 The general themes that emerged from
the Select Committee report highlighted issues with the existing registration system, land
dispute process and land use agreements. These themes were investigated by eighteen
Solomon Islander researchers recruited from the University of the South Pacific and
University of Papua New Guinea. These Solomon Islanders were undergraduate students
who lacked basic knowledge or experience of field research, analysis of data and report
presentation. To assist them to build their research capacity, some supervision was provided
in the field and a series of workshops was also organised during the research period. A final
workshop was organised after the fieldwork to help the researchers analyse and write up their
data to have it ready for publication.199

In the third phase, another conference was held in June 1979 which discussed the research
findings and made recommendations for government policy formulation. The
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recommendations of the Research Project, as discussed by Larmour, were that ‘clan
boundaries, genealogies and traditions should be recorded; Area Committees should assist in
demarcation, and keep the records; the lands division’s role should be to provide technical
assistance and meet part of the costs; and national legislation should make the records legally
binding’.200 Larmour highlighted that the recommendations were widely circulated and
endorsed by government officials. There was also plenty of good will regarding these
recommendations, and the training of a cadre of Solomon Islander researchers involved in
the project was considered a real benefit. The Lands Division was no longer interested in
pursuing land settlement and there was official support for developing an alternative system.

However, there was very little progress until 1982 because there was limited support from
national politicians.201 Peter Kenilorea’s government was in a minority in the Legislative
Assembly (Parliament from 1980) from 1976-1980, and relied on the support of an
Independent group to get its legislation passed. Following the first general elections in 1980,
Peter Kenilorea was elected again as Prime Minister under a coalition government, but he
was later forced to resign in mid-1981 when the Independent group withdrew their support.
As a result, a new coalition government was formed that comprised the Independent and
National Democratic and People’s Alliance Party (PAP) under the leadership of Solomon
Mamaloni’s PAP; this coalition remained in power until the national elections in 1984.202
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The new coalition government advocated ‘an economic strategy that invited foreign
investment and tourism’ in order to create change.203 It published a Program of Action 19811984 aimed at laying ‘a new foundation for sound development within the next ten years’.204
This Program was to be implemented in three phases. The first phase (October 1981-March
1982) was concerned with reviewing the existing situation in key areas and developing new
programs. In Phase 1, the government identified land problems as a key area to be addressed
so as to create an environment favourable for economic development. The government would
pursue a policy of establishing ‘Customary Land Boards in all Provinces with the aim of
recording boundaries and genealogies associated with customary land ownership. This was
to be done in consultation with the Province’.205 It envisaged that the implementation of this
policy would commence in Phase 2 (April-Dec 1982) and would continue into Phase 3
(January 1983 - March 1984). However, this implementation timeframe did not proceed as
planned, due to financial constraints, and as 1984 was the national election year, so the
government’s focus was on re-election.

After the 1984 national election, Kenilorea managed to put together a coalition government
under his leadership, but he resigned in December 1986 after he lost the confidence of cabinet
due to his handling of French relief funds to repair his home village damaged by Cyclone
Namu. The position of Prime Minister was passed on to Ezekiel Alebua, his deputy prime
minister, who held on until the national elections in 1989.206 The governments of Kenilorea
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(now Deputy Prime Minister) and his successor Alebua were struggling with the difficult
economic circumstances arising from the impacts of Cyclone Namu.207 The cyclone caused
many people to become homeless and more than one hundred lives had been lost. It also
caused extensive damage to the rice, coconut, timber, cocoa. palm oil and coffee industries,
thus destroying decades of land reform initiatives. These and other effects such as damage to
infrastructure initiated a fiscal crisis, which provided the basis for the Ministry of Economic
Planning to estimate that it would take seven years for the economy to recover.208
Governments in the 1990s attempted to resolve this difficult economic situation through
legislative reforms.
Following the 1989 national elections, Mamaloni’s PAP won a majority of the parliamentary
seats and formed a single government. This electoral victory ‘was seen to provide the spring
board for major economic reform’.209 PAP’s platform for economic reform was adopted in
response to the structural adjustment measures advocated by the International Monetary Fund
(IMF). As Jeffrey Steeves points out, these measures included the following directions:210
restraining fiscal expenditure, promoting the private sector and foreign
investment, privatizing public-sector commercial activity, seeking economic
diversification, emphasizing rural development and the role of provincial
government, and restructuring financial institutions.
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By October 1990, Mamaloni’s leadership style was under challenge from PAP members
through a no confidence motion, because so little had been achieved since his government
came into power.211 Mamaloni headed off the challenge by resigning from PAP and forming
the National Unity and Reconciliation coalition government. He remained as Prime Minister
until 1993 and continued to take a cautious approach in implementing the reform measures.
In November 1990, Mamaloni’s newly formed coalition government introduced new
investment legislation and amended the income tax law as part of its reform agenda. These
laws, as revealed by the Minister for Commerce and Industries, Michael Maina, during the
bills stage in Parliament, were ‘incentives … designed to attract investment in the areas of
import substitution, exports and tourism’.212 Andrew Nori, then Leader of the Opposition, in
his deliberation on the investment legislation, highlighted the relationship between
investment and factors such as rule of law, law and order, efficiency and quality of public
service, financial system and land tenure.213

Nori argued that the existing customary land tenure system was not conducive to investment
from overseas. Therefore, the government ‘should put as its priority rationalisation of … [the]
land tenure system’ because people continued to fight over land and spend more time in court
than on the farm: under these terms ‘land does not become an asset, it becomes a liability’.214
Nori’s narratives resonated with the law and development discourse, which places emphasis

For detailed discussion on why there was loss of support for Mamaloni’s leadership see: Steeves,
‘Unbounded Politics in the Solomon Islands Leadership and Party Alignments’.
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National Parliament of Solomon Islands. (1990). Fourth Session – Twenty Sixth Meeting: Parliamentary
Debates (Hansard), Meeting of November 12-November 23 1990, 192.
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on the rule of law as the basic frame for the facilitation of development. I suggest Nori’s
narratives reflected the thinking at that time, which provided the impetus for the government
to introduce the customary land recording legislation, to be discussed in Chapter 7.

6.7

Conclusion

This chapter has examined the various attempts by the successive colonial and independent
governments to conduct land reform from the 1950s to the early 1990s in Solomon Islands.
I have identified those individuals who drafted land law as well as those involved in the
process of reviewing it. The roles and backgrounds of those individuals as actors were central
to the design, review and implementation of the land law. The individuals who were involved
as key actors in the land law reform process had a wealth of experience through training and
working in other countries. They were part of a global flow of people and ideas about
development that moved from one colony to another.

One of the lessons that could be drawn from this era of land law reform was that the laws
introduced were the products of individuals such as Peter Brett (lawyer) and Ian Morgan
(Registrar of Titles) whose areas of expertise were narrow, while their knowledge of
customary land tenure in Solomon Islands was inadequate. These individuals came from one
node in a network that extended from the University of Melbourne to the Colonial Office,
with particular experience in places such as Brunei in Southeast Asia and Kenya in Africa.
Brett, as the initial drafter of the Land and Titles legislation, and Morgan, who drafted
subsequent amendments to this principal legislation, both imported provisions or terms from
countries where they had previously been involved in drafting their laws. This shows that
how western ideas to property rights travel between countries is not consistent or universal
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but rather is translated in different ways in different context, that is why it is important to pay
attention to who is responsible for transmitting the ideas.

The land laws drafted during this period were attempts to use law as a tool for transforming
customary land into registered property estates, in order to create social change and facilitate
development. However, despite attempts at implementation of the new land laws, there was
little social change created. What was evident was that, after the passing of the Land and
Titles Act 1959, the government’s focus was more on improving the process of
implementation by passing amendments rather than changing the substance of the law. As
Solomon Islands moved towards Independence in 1978, the colonial government became
increasingly conscious of land issues. It established a number of committees to investigate
customary land issues and make recommendations for improvement.

The thinking then was along the lines of bringing customary law into the state legal system.
A series of assertions were made by political actors and the general public in regard to the
recording and registration of customary land. One of the primary issues was how to promote
viable economic development on customary land. In a strongly nationalist move, an
amendment to the land legislation was introduced in 1977 to end the perpetual estate
ownership of land by foreigners, with further provision in the Constitution of the independent
Solomon Islands to prevent foreigners from permanently owning land.

The Land Research Project set up in 1978 - 1979 was not presented as a solution to land
issues in Solomon Islands. Rather, its focus was on bringing Solomon Islanders into research
and public discussion about land issues and policy, with their findings then feeding into
policy from the new government. However, despite the good intentions of the Land Research
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Project, its findings were not acted upon and translated into policy to shape land law reform.
From 1980-1984, the government came up with a program of action that included the
recording of customary land. It was not until the early 1990s that the government moved to
enact legislation that would provide for this process.
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CHAPTER 7: Contemporary Land Reform in Solomon Islands
7.1

Introduction

This thesis has addressed the role of key actors who were influential in shaping land law
reform in Solomon Islands during the colonial period and in the years following
Independence. In these last two chapters, I turn to focus on contemporary actor roles and
networks, and how they continue to shape unfolding attempts at land law reform. This chapter
builds on the preceding chapters to highlight how a focus on actor roles provides a useful
perspective through which to view attempts at land law reform in Solomon Islands from the
early 2000s until the present. My aim in this chapter is to examine how issues such as
structural adjustment reforms, land registration, and law and development approaches are
shaping the way contemporary actors think and approach land reform. These frames are
important in and of themselves, but here they are addressed as part of the ideological
backgrounds of those key actors who are currently engaged in land reform in Solomon
Islands.

This chapter focuses on two contemporary land reform processes, which I refer to as “the
Andrew Nori reform proposal” and the “Solomon Islands land program”. A central aspect of
these processes is the narrative on customary land recording as a mechanism for creating
certainty of tenure. I argue that land reform is a crucial part of the new rule of law discourse.
Solomon Islands makes for a particular interesting case study because it has been a focus for
interventions in recent years. This chapter sets out to show how the current interest in land
reform in Solomon Islands is not just a technical intervention, but also a deeply political one,
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situated within the global resurgence of interest in rule of law. The first part of this chapter
focuses on Andrew Nori’s land reform proposal and then discusses recent land programs in
Solomon Islands. The latter section then explores a recent land reform program in which I
was involved as an actor.

7.2

Andrew Nori’s Proposals

From the 1990s until his untimely death in 2013, one of the key individuals influencing the
land reform process in Solomon Islands was Andrew Nori, one of the first Solomon Islanders
to be qualified as a lawyer. Nori had been a law student at the University of Papua New
Guinea (UPNG) during the 1970s, a dynamic period in the decolonisation of both PNG and
Solomon Islands. The UPNG Law Faculty was one of the institutions that contributed to the
modernizing development of customary land.1 When Professor A.B. Weston, formerly the
Dean of Law in Tanzania, was appointed head of the UPNG Law Faculty from 1970-74, he
introduced a number of profound changes. He introduced two required courses in customary
law and land tenure. Major portions of other courses such as the introduction to law, property
law, criminal law, family law and torts, were also devoted to the role of customary law. 2
Second, he recruited individuals such as Peter Bayne (Australia), Abdul Paliwala (Tanzania)
and Ikenna Nwokolo (Nigeria).3 These academics had prior experience working in Africa
which shaped their teaching, including their perspective on customary law. It was this
specific environment at UPNG, heavily influenced by African thinking on customary land,

Weisbrot, D. (1981). ‘Customizing the Common Law: The True Papua New Guinea Experience.’ American
Bar Association Journal, 67(6): 727-731, 730.
1

2

Weisbrot, ‘Customizing the Common Law’.

3

Weisbrot, ‘Customizing the Common Law’,
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which shaped Nori’s professional formation as a lawyer, and his subsequent advocacy of a
particular approach to land reform in Solomon Islands.

Nori was from Waisisi on the south-east coast of Malaita. His father, Nori, had been one of
the leaders of Maasina Ruru, the famed Malaitan socio-political movement of the 1940s.4
Many Malaitans came to see him as the most important island-wide leader of the movement.
Nori was elected Member of Parliament for West Are’Are constituency for three terms, from
1984 to 1996. During his first term, Nori was Minister of Home Affairs and Provincial
Government. He later became head of the Nationalist Front for Progress, and Leader of the
Opposition. He was appointed Minister of Finance in 1993 but resigned towards the end of
1994. As an MP, minister, leader of a political party and lawyer, Nori was in a position over
a long period of time to influence government narratives on land issues, and particularly in
the recognition of local customary institutions involved in managing customary land. He was
able to translate this approach through parliamentary debates as part of the process of
lawmaking.

Nori stated that he had decided to become an MP with two aims: the first was to make
customary land a national issue in Parliament, and one central to any discussion of economic
development; the second was to influence Parliament to reexamine its approach to leadership
structures.5 During Nori’s first term in Parliament, he introduced a private members bill

4

David Akin provides a recent account of the Maasina Ruru Movement: Akin, D.W. (2013). Colonialism,
Maasina Rule, and the Origins of Malaita Kastom. Honolulu, University of Hawai'i Press and the Centre for
Pacific Islands Studies.
Nori’s Speech. (January 1994). Bills, Second Reading - The Customary Land Records Bill 1994 (Hansard).
Honiara, National Parliament of Solomon Islands, 442-446, 443.
5
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proposing a further amendment to the court structure in 1985. This amendment provided the
legal basis for the return of powers dealing with customary land issues to traditional leaders,
particularly chiefs.6 He was also instrumental in the drafting of the Are-Are Customary Land
Code 1989. Nori’s actions revealed that he was interested in the scope for the codification of
custom. He also wanted the state to integrate traditional leaders such as chiefs as part of the
formal legal system to deal with customary land disputes. The term ‘tradition’ in western
culture has commonly been perceived as a static phenomenon, and has been central to debates
about the distinction between authentic and inauthentic, or traditional and modern.7 In most
non-western cultures, traditions ‘change with the demands of the times, in an organic way,
or in a conscious effort to retain relevance to their audiences’.8 What is perceived and labelled
as tradition is itself a product of social change.9 Static roles cannot be assumed for Solomon
Islands leaders who have authority to deal with issues of customary land in accordance with
the rules of custom. Several scholars have demonstrated the many changes in tradition since
the 19th century, with an enlarged power and status of many traditional chiefs. Since
Woodford’s time, many so-called chiefs have found greatly expanded roles in the
opportunities provided by government, business and the churches.10

6

The amendment is referred to as the Local Courts (Amendment) Act 1985.

7

Mallon, S. (2010). ‘Against Tradition.’ The Contemporary Pacific, 22(2): 362-381.

Huib, S. (2006). ‘Tradition, Authenticity and Context: The Case for a Dynamic Approach.’ British Journal of
Music Education, 23(3): 333-349, 335.
8

Gusfield, J.R. (January 1967). ‘Tradition and Modernity: Misplaced Polarities in the Study of Social Change.’
American Journal of Sociology, 72(4):351-362, 353.
9

10

Bennett, J.A. (1987). Wealth of the Solomons: A History of a Pacific Archipelago. Honolulu, University of
Hawaii Press.
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Nori’s commitment to bringing customary law into the state legal system reflected his
training at UPNG, but it was also an extension of earlier attempts by members of the Maasina
Ruru movement to document customary law, establish custom courts and run their own
custom councils as a form of resistance to colonial control.11 Nori must have learned about
the movement from his family because his father had passed away when he was still a child,
and he appears to have been inspired by his father’s role in the movement. Nori thus used his
political position and legal skills to push for legislative amendments to bring traditional
institutions into the formal legal system.
Nori’s 1985 private member’s bill introduced an amendment to the Local Court’s Act. This
legislation stipulates that chiefs or other traditional leaders residing within the locality should
hear and determine a land dispute before it can be referred to the Local Court.12 When the
1985 amended law came into effect, many parts of Solomon Islands, including my home area
of Lau in North Malaita, had to create traditional leadership structures such as chiefly
councils or panels in order to hear land disputes. This innovation created problems in terms
of capacity and the process of identifying chiefs in certain localities. Due to the changing
nature of customary practices, the authenticity of chiefs has also been questioned in some
areas.13
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Akin, Colonialism, Maasina Rule, and the Origins of Malaita Kastom.

Discussion of the Local Courts (Amendment) Act 1985 see: Corrin, J. (2011). ‘Customary Land in
Solomon Islands: A Victim of Legal Pluralism.’ Revue Juridique Polynésienne, 12(Special Issue): 277-305,
295.
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Corrin, ‘Customary Land in Solomon Islands’, 295.
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Nori’s commitment to bringing customary law into the formal legal system was far from
unique. The goal of transforming customary law to become part of the state legal system has
been on the national government agenda of countries in the Melanesian region during the late
colonial era and after independence.14 This goal was shaped by colonial experiences where
the application of customary law in countries like Solomon Islands, Papua New Guinea and
Vanuatu was tolerated but its ‘role in the formal system was restricted to minor matters’.15
Papua New Guinea, like Vanuatu, decided to draw on custom partly as a unifying ideology
for independence.16 Due to the importance placed on custom, it found its way into the
independent Constitutions of PNG in 1975, Solomon Islands 1978 and Vanuatu 1980, as a
source of law.17

Nori was one of the key actor pushing for the reform of land as an MP during the early postIndependence period. During a parliamentary debate in 1990, he stressed that if he was going
to be given a medal ‘it must be a medal for talking about customary land’.18 He insisted that

14

For a detailed discussion on the debates regarding custom and the formal legal system in Melanesia see:
Forsyth, M. (2009). A Bird That Flies with Two Wings: Kastom and State Justice Systems in Vanuatu.
Canberra, ANU ePress; see also Narokobi, B. (1989). Lo Bilong Yumi Yet: Law and Custom in Melanesia.
Suva, Melanesia Institute for Pastoral and Social Economic Service, University of the South Pacific.
Corrin Care, J. (2001). ‘Customary Law in Conflict: The Status of Customary Law and Introduced Law in
Post-colonial Solomon Islands.’ Commonwealth Law Bulletin, 27(2): 1290-1303, 1292.
15

Zorn, J.G. (1990). ‘Customary Law in the Papua New Guinea Village Courts.’ The Contemporary Pacific,
2(2): 279-311, 279; see also McDonnell, S. (2016). My Land, My Life: Property, Power and Identity in Land
Transformations in Vanuatu. Australian National University, PhD Thesis.
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the status of investment in Solomon Islands depended on features such as whether the rule of
law was working and the nature of the local land tenure system. Nori’s perception was that
Solomon Islands customary land tenure was problematic due to legal uncertainties regarding
ownership.19 The situation was not attractive for overseas investment because local people
continued to fight over land and people were ‘spending more time in courts than on the
farm’.20 He proposed the government should put as its priority the rationalisation of Solomon
Islands land tenure systems.21 Nori’s perception of customary land in Solomon Islands as a
problem resonated with the dominant conceptual perspective of neo liberal actors and
institutions on customary land as a hindrance to economic development. He internalised this
perspective to advance the assumption that changing the law would provide the basis for
ascertaining landownership. This would then address the issue of land disputes in Solomon
Islands and from this resolution investment would flow. Such an assumption was uncritical
because it assumed that law was an unproblematic tool for creating social change.

The assumption that changing the law would change the relationship of land to facilitate
investment shaped Nori’s thinking about land recording. He became involved in the drafting
of the Customary Land Records Act 1990 with the support of a British national, George Scott.
As an MP, Nori was involved in debating the legislation in Parliament. As the Minister of
Finance he was part of the ruling government that pushed for the enactment of Customary
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Nori, A. (November 1998). Customary Land Recording: Underlying Issues. The National Summit, Honiara,
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Land Records Act in 1994.22 This legislation provided for the recording of customary land
boundaries and landholding groups. These groups are empowered to appoint their
representatives to deal with any recorded landholding. The Act also required the government
to establish a National Record, a Central Land Record Office and provincial Land Record
Offices.23 This legislation foregrounded the role and importance of codification, assuming
that once boundaries and landholding group interests had been recorded, they would remain
fixed. The management of these records was to be removed from customary institutions,
becoming part of the state apparatus, to be accessed and interpreted by lawyers.

The Solomon Islands proposals resembled the Fijian codification of customary land tenure
systems, as advocated by Sir Arthur Hamilton Gordon, later Lord Stanmore. Administrative
confusion over land titles acquired by settlers24 led Gordon to codify both land tenure and
social structure in Fiji in a three-step process: first he established a Native Lands Commission
in 1875 to deal with settler land claims, and record land boundaries and landowning units
(from 1912, the records of this process were maintained in the Vola ni Kawa Bula or Native
Land Register);25 second, he created the Great Council of Chiefs in 1876; and third, based on
The Native Land Ordinance 1880, he declared all customary land in Fiji to be inalienable.26

Nori’s Speech. (January 1994). Bills, Second Reading – The Customary Land Records Bill 1994 (Hansard).
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These three moves contributed to the freezing of customary land in Fiji, to be managed by a
Native Land Trust (now the iTauke Land Trust Board) and available for lease to investors.

The policy underlying the Customary Land Records Act in Solomon Islands was initially
developed by Scott as an attempt to protect and preserve the customary ownership of land.
He was a technical expert recruited in the early 1980s, initially as an advisor before becoming
Surveyor General, Ministry of Lands. Following retirement, he was appointed in 1990 as the
Secretary to the newly established Tribal Lands Unit.27 He later became the Secretary to the
Land Recording Program in the mid-1990s. Scott advocated preserving tribal ownership of
land through the establishment of a land recording administrative structure and land
tribunal.28 He promoted the implementation of the newly passed land recording legislation
through media and a weekly radio program. He encouraged comment and debate on the new
legislation to foster an understanding that would pave the way to the recording of customary
land by landowners. However, as with so many previous initiatives, the ultimate goal of
actually undertaking land recording failed to materialise due to financial constraints and lack
of recruitment of a national recorder and other provincial recorders, as required by the new
legislation.29

Cook, J. and Kofana, G.E. (2008). ‘Recording Land Rights and Boundaries in Auluta Basin, Solomon
Islands.’ Making Land Work, Vol 2, Case studies on customary land and development. Canberra, Australian
Agency for International Development, 47-63, 51.
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Interestingly, Nori was Minister of Finance during the period when the land recording
program was being advocated in Parliament. Nori, who was presumably heavily influenced
through his links to the Maasina Ruru movement by ideas of resistance against colonialism,
came to embrace ideas and institutions that many people would associate with neocolonialism. As Minister of Finance he was exposed to the idea of land mobilisation then
being promoted by neoliberal Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) and designed by
economists of the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF)’. 30 These
organisations, through loan arrangements, created conditions that influenced country
borrowers, including those in Melanesia, to frame policy reforms that were in line with at
least some of the Washington Consensus prescriptions associated with neoliberal ideas of
market-led economic growth strategies.

The first adoption in the Melanesian region of a Structural Adjustment Program was in Papua
New Guinea in the 1990s, as an attempt to repay the country’s external debt of over US$3
billion to international banks.31 The PNG government signed a tripartite agreement for a
‘Land Mobilisation Program’ in 1989 with the World Bank and the Australian International
Development Assistance Bureau (AIDAB). Under the agreement the Lands Department was
to be overhauled. The World Bank imposed on the PNG government certain terms and
conditions under the SAP as the basis for giving a loan for the Land Mobilisation Program

Veltmeyer, H. (1993). ‘Liberalisation and Structural Adjustment in Latin America: In Search of an
Alternative.’ Economic and Political Weekly, 28(39): 2080-2086, 2080.
30

Editor. (March 1995). ‘Papua New Guinea: The Joke of World Bank/IMF.’ Pacific News Bulletin, 10(3): 810, 9; see also Barcham, M. (2002). ‘The Politics of Economic Reform: The Failure of PNG’s 1995 Structural
Adjustment Programme,’ Revue Juridique Polynésienne, 2(Special Issue): 193-212.
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1989-1995.32 These terms and conditions reflected Williamson’s Washington Consensus list
of reform strategies.33 A number of areas were to be ‘improved and modernised’, including
the voluntary registration of customary land.34

However, the proposal for a reform program for customary land in PNG stimulated a heated
public debate, which resulted in violent protests and even loss of life. In the provincial town
of Goroka police fired tear gas to disperse a crowd of about 5,000 people protesting over the
land reforms. In Oro Province, an angry crowd joined forces with university students to
protest against the controversial reform proposals.35 The PNG government’s attempt at land
reform was called off in 1996 following the violent response.36 Considering the government’s
limited capacity to implement land reform, it was no surprise that the planned land
mobilisation project would fail. This is a point that has been analysed by scholars such as
Chris Ballard focusing ‘on the [limited] extent to which the state’s authority as the arbiter of
social good is acknowledged’.37

Discussion on the inception of the Land Mobilisation Program see: James, R.W. (1990). ‘Land Mobilisation
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During this period Solomon Islands experienced a ‘falling real aid per capita, rising
Government debt’ and a ‘fiscal crisis because the government [had] failed to meet its debt
obligation in August 1995’.38 A major reason for government indebtedness was its failure to
regulate logging, itself connected arguably not just to its weak capacity but also to its past
failure to codify land tenure, to define landowning groups and to map their territories.39 As
pointed out by Gordon Darcy Lilo, the fiscal crisis was ‘triggered by a consistently high
budget deficit owing largely to poor policies and gross mismanagement’. 40 This was further
exacerbated by the Asian Financial Crisis, which saw a collapse in log exports.41 In the 1997
national elections, Nori was unseated as a Member of Parliament, but he continued to
promote the Customary Land Records Act, arguing that it ‘was the most important legislative
initiative since independence, apart from the formal adoption of [the] Constitution in July,
1978’.42
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When the Solomon Islands Alliance for Change (SIAC) government under the leadership of
Bartholomew Ulufa’alu came into power in 1997, they inherited the financial difficulties of
past governments. As a result, like PNG, they introduced a Policy and Structural Adjustment
Program. The SIAC government consequently pursued a macroeconomic reform agenda with
assistance from the Asian Development Bank, the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). The reform measures included devaluation of the currency by 20%,
‘pursuance of tight fiscal and monetary policies, pursuance of a wage moderation policy,
public service reform, privatisation and reform of state owned enterprises and joint venture
companies, and more consultation between the government and other stakeholders’.43 The
reform measures conformed closely to the neoliberal economic agenda of the World Bank
and IFM. Where global ideas had previously been imported to Solomon Island by colonial
officials and consultants, now, through the influence of international financial institutions,
they were becoming internalised by the Solomon Islands government in reshaping its reform
agenda.
The Solomon Islands’ Structural Adjustment Program was aimed at the restructuring of
government finances, the reduction of external debt, and the privatization and downsizing of
the public service.44 Consequently, in March 1999, once the government handed redundancy
payouts to a number of its public service employees, ‘cleared its debt areas using funds
provided by the Asian Development Bank and World Bank, and the government budget had
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swung back into surplus’.45 While the structural adjustment reforms provided the catalyst for
these macroeconomic improvements, the reforms provoked considerable resistance within
the public sector. I suggest that the reforms also contributed to political instability and the
civil uprising known as the Tensions.46
The SIAC government’s reforms were soon derailed and came to an abrupt halt with the
attempted coup by the Malaita Eagle Force (MEF) on 5 June 2000. Nori played a central role
in the attempted coup, acting as the legal adviser and spokesperson for MEF. He was involved
in demanding that Bartholomew Ulufa’alu resign as Prime Minister due to his failure to
address the violent eviction of settlers (mostly Malaitan) by Guadalcanal militants.47 A
considerable body of literature has been published on the nature of this civil unrest. These
studies generally emphasise the role of socio-economic problems as the cause of civil unrest,
including access to land, squatting on customary land, and the unsustainable extraction of
natural resources such as timber.48
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The civil unrest in Solomon Islands was associated with a major breakdown of law and order,
and the country was considered to be drifting towards state failure. Government institutions
were showing signs of becoming dysfunctional due to corruption and the police forces were
compromised and increasingly partisan. The Solomon Islands government, now under the
leadership of Prime Minister Allan Kemakeza, approached Australia in early 2003 for
assistance to address the national law and order problem. Australia responded, with the
support of the Pacific Islands Forum,49 by creating the Regional Assistant Mission to
Solomon Islands (RAMSI), an attempt at regional action to post-conflict intervention.50 This
was done within the framework of the Biketawa Declaration of 2000, which outlined the
commitments made by member countries of the Forum to a number of guiding principles that
included the rule of law, good governance, upholding democratic processes, and human
rights.51

Australia was the main contributor to RAMSI, providing ninety percent of its funding.
RAMSI was deployed to Solomon Islands from July 2003, with a primary mandate of
restoring the rule of law, reforming government machinery, and rebuilding the Solomon
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Islands economy. 52 RAMSI’s immediate priority was the restoring of the rule of law, which
was largely re-imposed within a few months. Many former militants were charged and
imprisoned due to either human rights abuses or criminal offences. Those with guns were
disarmed. Nori, who had played a key role as legal advisor and spokesperson for MEF,
secured impunity while others that he influenced ended up in jail.53

The reform measures pursued by Australia under the RAMSI program, aimed at establishing
good governance and creating economic growth, were consistent with the structural
adjustment programs of the 1990s. They imposed major cuts on government spending,
created public sector redundancy packages, and applied pressure on customary landholding
arrangements.54 The investment climate in Solomon Islands started to improve in 2004 as
businesses picked up pace and revenue from industries such as logging began to increase.55
The RAMSI program contributed to creating a good governance environment, which
provided a climate conducive for increased logging activity.56 This ‘helped reinforce preexisting patterns of accumulation and attendant power structures’.57 One example of this was
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Nori, who started venturing into logging around 2004. Due to his ‘strong links with logging’
he acted as a key broker in the introduction of logging in Waisisi, his home area.58

7.3

Good Governance and the Land Program.

RAMSI’s broad mandate was consistent with the good governance narrative embraced by
donor countries such as Australia and regional organisations such as the Pacific Islands
Forum. The term ‘governance’ appeared consistently in the development discourse from
about the late 1980s, as a conceptual frame promoted to link development failure in places
such as Africa to poor governance.59 This frame influenced ‘Western donors to pursue a more
politically engaged approach, with greater emphasis on public administration,
democratization and human rights as integral to the development project’.60
AusAID defined good governance as the ‘competent management of a country’s resources
and affairs in a manner that is open, transparent, equitable and responsive to people’s
needs’;61 achieving this goal would require ‘the primacy of the rule of law, maintained
through an impartial and effective legal system’.62 This definition of good governance
emphasises the primacy of institutions because they act to protect property rights and promote
Radio New Zealand. (December 2004). ‘Solomons Lawyer Calls for Redrafting of Forestry Bill.’
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economic development.63 The rise of this approach meant that the state was ‘increasingly
brought back to the center of development debate’.64 The World Bank identified the rule of
law as a characteristic of good governance that would ‘stimulate economic growth and attract
foreign investment’.65

This shift in the development paradigm, which was largely internalised by development
actors, contributed significantly to shaping the debate on customary land reform. This was
evident in the World Bank’s 2003 report entitled Land Policies for Growth and Poverty
Reduction.66 This report represented a change in the World Bank’s conceptual perspective
from its earlier position, as documented in its Land Reform Policy Paper of 1975. The earlier
perspective promoted transforming customary land tenure into individualised property rights
arrangements.
In contrast, the Bank’s 2003 report was consistent with the good governance frame and
promoted a ‘human centered approach to reform’.67 The report recognised that, under certain
conditions, customary land rights could be ‘more effective than premature attempts at
establishing formalised structures’.68 This indicated that the Bank advanced ‘an official
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position that lauds the apparent flexibility, adaptability and negotiability of customary land
holding’.69 While the Bank’s 2003 report recognised customary land holding arrangements,
its analysis still insisted on the central role of the market. This was reinforced by discussions
in the report on secure property rights, including the link between economic growth and
poverty.
The World Bank’s shift in conceptual perspective on customary land ‘helped generate broad
consensus among governments, donors and other stakeholders of the principles of
intervention’.70 It also influenced donors such as the United States (USAID), British (DFID)
and Australian (AusAID) development agencies to consider land as a high priority in their
aid programs.71 The World Bank considered good land governance as one of its more
important priorities because it had been recognised that having an efficient land
administration (including the institutional, legal and technical components) was ‘critical to
the benefits of land titling being realised’.72 In 2003, the Food and Agriculture Organisation
(FAO), drawing on its own extensive field research along with that of the World Bank,
provided guidelines for land administrators on good land governance.73 These guidelines
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provide a good governance framework for developing countries with funding support from
donors in the design and implementation of land administration projects.

Like the 2003 World Bank report, numerous aspects of the Australian aid program conformed
to the good governance frame. One example was the Solomon Islands Institutional
Strengthening of Land Administration Project (SIISLAP), through the Ministry of Lands,
Housing and Survey. The project design approach was influenced by a similar project
undertaken by AusAID in Papua New Guinea.74 SIISLAP’s first phase (2000-2004) focused
on strengthening land administration and capacity in the Ministry of Lands, Housing and
Survey (MLHS). Its second phase (2004-2007) focused on increasing the security of
Temporary Occupation Licences (TOL) in Honiara and considering options for customary
land registration.75 SIISLAP introduced a perspective on land policy in Solomon Islands that
AusAID and Solomon Islands actors have since internalised. This was based on the
assumption that the lack of development in Solomon Islands was due to poor land
administration arrangements.

Another example of the influence of this new paradigm was the Australian Government’s
assistance to the justice sector. This was made under the Solomon Islands Law and Justice
Sector Institutional Strengthening Program (SILAJSISP). The program provided for
technical support for the reform of judicial and justice institutions, and included the
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development of an institutional structure to address customary land disputes. When RAMSI
arrived in July 2003, it provided additional assistance to the justice sector that involved the
recruitment of additional lawyers and magistrates under SILAJSISP. In 2005 the Solomon
Islands Government in partnership with RAMSI introduced the Solomon Islands Law and
Justice Sector Program. This program promoted a good governance framework through the
provision of aid support to the justice sector. Following RAMSI’s success in restoring the
rule of law and stabilising the machinery of government, the Solomon Islands Government
started discussing national projects as part of its policy on rural development.

Malaita Province was identified as an important target for major national projects. This was
consistent with the Townsville Peace Agreement of 2000 signed between the Isatabu
Freedom Movement (IFM) of Guadalcanal, the Malaita Eagle Force of Malaita (MEF), the
Solomon Islands Government, Guadalcanal Province and Malaita Province. Andrew Nori
was the spokesperson and chief negotiator for MEF. The Townsville Peace Agreement
provided for the negotiation of development incentives for both Malaita and Guadalcanal.76
Two major national development projects proposed for Malaita were Waisisi Palm Oil in
Are’Are and Auluta Basin Palm Oil in Fataleka. This was where the discussion on land
mobilisation became crucial. The idea of customary land recording was pursued by Nori
through a project on codification of customary land law for Are’Are. As Project Director,
Nori, played a critical role in creating the Are’Are Customary Law Codification Committee,
which started discussing the codification of Are’Are customary land law in 2000. In 2003,
the Committee organised a workshop with chiefs from Are’Are to discuss the proposed
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Are’Are Customary Land Ordinance draft.77 The rationale for this was to get the chiefs to
agree on the draft ordinance before it was submitted to the Malaita Province Assembly, to be
passed as the Are’Are Customary Land Ordinance.78 However, due to a lack of political will,
the Malaitan Province Assembly did not pass this draft Ordinance.

The discussion for acquiring land in Auluta Basin for oil palm development started in 2002.
A taskforce appointed by the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock explored options to
access the land. It submitted a report in 2002 to the Solomon Islands government,
recommending registration of customary land in the Auluta Basin for oil palm development.
Agents of the state opted for land recording. While land recording constitutes formalisation
and invariably changes customary arrangements, actors like Nori saw it as preserving
customary ownership and making it more certain. Such a conceptual perspective resonates
with the view of individuals such as Helen Hughes that customary land tenure arrangements
are intrinsically unsuitable for development. Customary land was regarded, under this view,
as vulnerable to disputes due to uncertainties over ownership and boundaries.

Government agents largely internalised this perspective in reaching their decision to consider
trialing the recording of customary land based on the Customary Land Records Act. In 2007,
with funding assistance from SIISLAP, the Ministry of Lands undertook a land recording
pilot as the first step towards registration and titling to make the land accessible for
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development.79 This was made possible after the government enacted The Customary Land
Records Regulation, gazetting it in May 2007. The motivation for passing this subsidiary
legislation was to enable the Auluta land recording pilot project to proceed. This project was
considered a success by agents of the state and SIISLAP key actors because the land
recording process was accomplished without any disputes.80

Surveying and registration of 6,875 of 10,250 hectares then took place, and titles to the
registered land were vested in the Commissioner of Land, and then transferred by the
Ministry of Lands to landowners in 2012.81 The recipients of the registered titles were male
landowners from the landowning groups.82 There were anecdotal reports that some
landowners had already taken timber rights and licenses for most of the land registered and
earmarked for oil palm development. While I agree that the Auluta Basin land recording pilot
project was a success on paper, the intended national development project for Auluta Basin
was never implemented. This demonstrates that the deployment of land recording and
registration as part of a land reform program is no guarantee of development unless political
support and interest in the process are maintained. Despite the recording and registering of
land, the decision to proceed with development in an area is always fundamentally political,
and depends on the presence of an investor ready to lease the land.
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Since 2003, the year in which RAMSI arrived in Solomon Islands and the World Bank’s
Land Policies for Growth and Poverty Reduction report was published, there has been
increasing emphasis among donors and regional organisations on land reform as central to
economic development. This land reform agenda has been shaped by conceptual frames such
as registration and investment, which assume the notion that customary land tenure is
problematic for development. By definition, the benefits of legal security for land tenure
required the introduction of land reform. In other words, creating laws as part of land reform
to promote legal security is believed to facilitate social change. However, legal security does
not exist in a vacuum, and the introduction of land reform without factoring in social
relationships can never guarantee legal security.
AusAID’s Pacific 2020 Report, published in 2006, identified land tenure and governance as
key impediments to long term economic growth.83 Land reform based on the guiding
principle of ‘changing land tenure only to the extent necessary’ was considered essential to
facilitate economic growth and promote social stability. The report specifically promoted the
blending of group ownership with long term lease agreements coupled with individual
leaseholders. This would include an improved land recording system; a cost effective
framework for land dealings; an efficient land dispute process; and improved land
administration services.84
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The land reform proposals in the Pacific 2020 report reflected the influence of a research
paper prepared by Jim Fingleton. Fingleton is a lawyer and anthropologist with exceptionally
broad experience working on land issues in Melanesia, Asia, Africa and the Caribbean. This
included conducting fieldwork research during the 1970s and 1980s on customary land
reform in a number of provinces of PNG. Since then he has returned to PNG on numerous
occasions to work on customary land projects. In addition, Fingleton headed the Native Title
Research Unit at the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies from
1993-1995. Based on this experience, Fingleton proposed that land reform programs should
meet five fundamental development criteria; they should: strengthen land rights; facilitate
land dealings; offer mechanisms for land dispute settlement; provide appropriate and
adequate land administration services; identify land for public purposes and other special
needs.85
The Pacific 2020 report provided the rationale for AusAID’s Pacific Land Program initiative,
which was established in 2006. The Program was intended to be rolled out across the Pacific
region, with the stated aim of providing funding assistance to countries in the Pacific which
wanted to strengthen their land systems. The first phase of the program involved a Case Study
Project on land issues in the Pacific. Fingleton played a key role in shaping the thinking
behind the Case Study Project. Fingleton has revealed that he was requested by AusAID in
2005 to talk with the Australian Foreign Minister, Alexander Downer, about the land issues
as part of the Pacific Land Program. According to Fingleton, he persuaded Downer that it
was possible to have a half-way house which involved customary ownership at the group
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level and use rights at the individual level.86 The Case Study Project adopted Fingleton’s five
fundamental development criteria for land reform, and aimed to examine land issues and
identify the ‘lessons that could be learnt for possible future application’.87

Fingleton played a central role in identifying and getting various people to be involved in the
Case Study Project. These researchers included Chris Ballard, Daniel Fitzpatrick and his
research assistant Rebecca Monson, who drafted much of the content on gender and land in
the report; in a further illustration of the power of networks, these three individuals constitute
my PhD panel at the ANU. Seventeen case studies were conducted in 2007 as part of the first
phase of the Pacific Land Program.88 AusAID wanted Fingleton to provide an overarching
commentary on what people were writing but he declined to undertake this task. When it
became clear that AusAID was not going to use him in producing the Making Land Work
report (which was co-authored by Fitzpatrick), he pulled together ideas from the Case Study
Project and wrote an article entitled Pacific Land Tenure: New Ideas for Reform, which
reinforced the argument for the protection of customary land rather than its abolition. Here,
Fingleton points out that with appropriate adaptation measures, the reform of customary land
tenure might succeed in facilitating economic development.
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Fingleton has argued that reform of customary land arrangements should seek a balance
between privatisation and registration.89 This balance should include ‘a two tier registration
system, with group titles as the ‘head title’, and then subsidiary titles (leases etc) granted by
groups to the user of the land’.90 In contrast, proponents of the outright abolition of customary
land systems, such as Helen Hughes, have argued that customary land impedes or deters
agricultural development, and that land privatisation offers the only way forward. Fingleton
has had a profound influence in shifting the debate away from this emphasis on
individualization of land tenure.

The Making Land Work report moved to the middle ground in this debate, bringing together
different ideas based on sixteen case studies of approaches to land issues across the Pacific.
The report sets out a progressive agenda by providing for the recognition of customary
institutions and not just the registration of customary land mode, enabling customary law and
introduced law to work together harmoniously.91 Amongst its broad goals were to prioritise
‘tenure security, working with customary tenure, intervene only if necessary and ensure land
policies reflect local needs’.92 The report stipulated that it did not seek to be a blue print for
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land reform, ‘nor does it necessarily reflect AusAID or Australian government policy’. It was
published largely as a resource.93 Despite this disclaimer, my interpretation of the report is
that it remained Eurocentric in construction because it promoted the idea that social and
economic development depend primarily on the reform of state-based policies and
institutions.94 While I agree that the report was an excellent resource, its translation into the
shaping of land policy narratives in Solomon Islands has been limited at best, and no clear
provision was made to ensure the engagement of national and local actors beyond the report
publication and launching phase.

The Making Land Work report was an early component of the AusAID Pacific Land Program,
for which the Australian Government announced a $54 million budget initiative in 2008.95 It
was anticipated to run for four years in addition to existing bilateral programs with countries
in Melanesia. The Pacific Land Program aimed to help Pacific Island countries strengthen
their land systems through land reform.96 In contrast to the Solomon Islands experience, the
Making Land Work report and the Pacific Land Program appeared to gain more traction in
Vanuatu. A broad movement of people and civil society groups in Vanuatu had begun to
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show support for land reform (though in ways not necessarily imagined by AusAID), and a
land summit was held in Port Vila in 2006 that brought together various stakeholders
including landowners and representatives from various communities. A set of resolutions
generated by the summit provided the basis for Vanuatu’s Mama Graon Land Program, in
support a range of land reform-related activities.

The Mama Graon program was further refined in June 2013 and formed the basis for the land
law reform work of the Minister of Lands, Hon Ralph Regenvanu. This work led to
constitutional change, amendments to the Land Leases Act and Land Reform Act, and the
passing of a Custom Land Management Act.97 Siobhan McDonnell, as the principal drafter
of these legal amendments, promoted a positive picture of the land law reform through the
media and academic conferences.98 She had worked for five years in the Northern Territory
of Australia for the Central Land Council, a major Aboriginal organization. Later she enrolled
at the ANU to do a PhD on land issues in Vanuatu, moving to Vanuatu in 2010 to work as
an Australian volunteer around the Chief Roi Mata’s Domain World Heritage in North Efate
where a massive land grab was under way. She was then based in the Vanuatu Culture Centre
as a legal advisor, running legal clinics at North Efate, and in 2013 she was involved in
reviewing the existing customary land tribunal which was then closed down.
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Through these different roles McDonnell got to know Regenvanu who was mobilising
political support around the issue of land and justice. When Regenvanu became Minister of
Lands, he engaged McDonnell as a land law consultant, and she became the principal drafter
of Vanuatu’s land law reform package. McDonnell’s work experience in the Northern
Territory of Australia and research on Vanuatu land issues contributed to shaping the
conceptual frame for her drafting of the Vanuatu land law reform package. The vision by
Regenvanu and drafting of the legal amendments by McDonnell were well intentioned.
However, there is no guarantee that the vision of one politician and the ideas of one lawyer
in terms of land law reform will translate into workable law. The reforms introduced a highly
bureaucratic process, in the context of questions over the capacity of implementing agencies,
and a volatile political environment in Vanuatu.99

The principles and approaches developed by donors such as the World Bank were also
promoted at the regional level, by the Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat with the support of
AusAID, and were captured in the 2008 report Land Management and Conflict Minimisation:
Guiding Principles and Implementation Framework. This framework was aimed at providing
guidance to Pacific Islands Forum countries in addressing issues of land management and
land conflicts.100 There were twelve guiding principles, of which the first stated that
‘customary land policy reforms should respect and protect customary ownership and
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individual use rights as defined by social relations and customary laws’. 101 The
implementation framework consisted of six steps that Pacific Island countries could adopt to
drive their own land reform processes.102 These guiding principles provided clear guidelines
on good process in land reform, but translating these principles into practical land reform at
the national and local level remains a challenge. Few policy makers and key actors have
internalised these principles to the extent of someone like Andrew Nori.

7.4

Land Consultant

Following the Solomon Islands national elections in 2006, the Grand Coalition for Change
Government (GCCG) under the leadership of Manasseh Sogavare flagged land reform as one
of its major programs in order ‘to make customary land a bankable or transferrable
commodity’ for development.103 The government’s first step was to establish a land reform
unit within the Ministry of Lands, Housing and Survey, tasked with implementing its land
reform program. However, the GCCG got no further with its land reform program because
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Sogavare was removed as Prime Minister in a no confidence motion on the floor of
Parliament in December 2007. The Coalition for National Unity and Rural Advancement
(CNURA), with Derek Sikua as Prime Minister, took over from Sogavare’s government. In
its policy statement, the CNURA government stated that it would ‘continue on with land
reform and explore options that would allow landowners to use land as an asset for
investment and economic growth’.104 This policy statement provided the basis for the
government to pursue the piloting of customary land recording in Auluta Basin.

The National Coalition for Reform and Advancement (NCRA) government was formed
under the leadership of Danny Phillip after the national elections in 2010. He resigned as
Prime Minister in November 2011 and was replaced by Gordon Darcy Lilo. NCRA continued
to pursue reform in customary land tenure to allow easy access to land to host national
projects. The reform would be enacted through a new piece of legislation referred to as the
Solomon Islands Customary Land Institutionalisation Bill. The government envisaged that
this proposed new land law would ‘enable customary land holding groups to register their
customary lands for the purpose of rendering them to be more inclusive to enhance socioeconomic development’.105

This reform would also include the codification of customary land law. These policy
statements indicated that while the government wanted to reform customary land it was also
careful to protect customary landowners by encouraging group registration. And yet the
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government continued to promote the idea of codification of custom. The assumption that
codification creates certainty and that benefits necessarily flow from certainty has endured
as an influential conceptual view among policy actors, despite the absence of any empirical
evidence to substantiate it.

After issuing this policy statement on reform of customary land, the NCRA government
abolished the land reform unit in the Ministry of Lands, Housing and Survey, setting up an
entirely new land reform unit within the Office of the Prime Minister. Andrew Nori, who had
left politics in 1998 and then worked as a private entrepreneur and practitioner, was appointed
in February 2011 as a land consultant to head the new land reform unit. Nori and Phillip knew
each other because they had been MPs together in Parliament from 1984-1994. The terms of
reference for Nori’s contract were as follows:
(a) develop a national policy for the rationalisation and reform of customary land
administration and management; (b) Advise the government on appropriate
institutional structures required for effective implementation of the new land
management and administration police; (c) Develop framework for the setting
up of a national registry for recording of customary land within the department
of land; (d) Develop a system of codification of customary land laws in selected
regions in Solomon Islands; (e) Develop a new framework for a an effective
dispute resolution regime in respect of customary land and related issues; (f)
Advise and assist the government in seeking financial and technical expertise
assistance to advance and enhance management and administration program; (g)
Carry out nationwide awareness programmes on the proposed land management
administrative initiatives, including consultation with chiefs, community
leaders, provincial government leaders and other stake-holders with the view of
securing community support for the programme throughout Solomon Islands;
(h) In consultation with relevant stakeholders, develop a legal framework for the
management and development of tribal land units; (i) Develop relevant
legislative framework for the implementation of the new land reform program.106
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This was an ambitious scope of work, which depended heavily on Nori. Although Nori had
the experience and legal training to carry out the terms of reference, effective land reform is
never straightforward and easy. Customary land tenure in Melanesia is particularly complex
and the work of one man could never do justice to such complexity.

Upon his appointment, Nori submitted to the Prime Minister a Policy Framework for Reform,
Management and Administration of Customary Land in Solomon Islands.107 This document
was adopted by the government as the basis of its reform exercise during its term in office.
The emphasis in Nori’s influence on government policy reflected his conceptual position of
recording and registering customary land so as to provide the foundation for economic
development. The government’s policy aim was to add to the existing area of registered or
recorded land which would then form the foundation for economic development.108
Successive independent governments thus approached land reform under the persistent
influence of the idea of secured property rights as the critical basis for development.
Nori’s policy framework identified three broad approaches to land reform: (i) land recording;
(ii) codifying customary land laws to make them transparent and accessible; (iii) setting up
dispute resolution systems.109 It was Nori who drafted the Customary Land Records
(Amendment) Bill 2011 to align with these reform approaches; the bill was approved by
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Cabinet.110 Nori insisted that before any land dispute mechanism was introduced there should
be customary land recording and codification. His position was that the proposed Tribal Land
Dispute Resolution Panels Bill should not be passed unless there was land recording and
codification of custom. This Bill was drafted under the guidance of Pamela Wilde, a legal
consultant and policy adviser who had previously worked in the New South Wales Attorney
General’s Department. The Solomon Islands bill followed very closely the Vanuatu Land
Tribunal, which was repealed in 2013.

Nori, who was now head of the Customary Land Policy Management Unit located within the
Office of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, wrote a letter to the Permanent Secretary of the
Ministry of Justice and Legal Affairs strongly objecting to section 10 of the Tribal Lands
Dispute Resolution Panels Bill.111 This section deals with the selection of persons to the
register of panel members. He argued that the draft was not clear as to who should do the
nomination, what credentials were required of members, and on what basis their knowledge
of customary rules should be assessed. Nori further argued that the critical element in the
panel arrangement, that panel members should possess a ‘good knowledge of customary rules
applying to land in their area or custodians of land’,112 was too broad a requirement.

He asserted that the rules of customary law were complex and multi-dimensional, and that in
his years of dealing with custom chiefs and custom experts he had not come across one person
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who could meet these criteria. Nori stressed that evidence of this fact could be seen in how
decisions of local and customary land appeal courts were made: some 90% of these cases
were devoid of any reference to customary land tenure principles. They focussed instead on
issues of genealogy, shrines, burial places and stone walls, raising a complex issue about
questions of law and questions of fact. As Nori suggested (and I concur) these evidential
matters form a minute part of claims to landownership, land rights and land use.

Based on these arguments, Nori advised against the draft Bill being passed by Parliament
because in its current form it would provoke the same frustrations faced in relation to the
competence or otherwise of local and customary appeal courts in dealing with customary
land disputes.113 Nori’s arguments were also shaped by his conviction that customary law
should be codified and there should be alternative legislative and administrative systems for
the management of customary land issues. Nori’s advice against the Bill seemed to have
convinced thinking at the political level. However, his advice not to pass the Bill was based
on his opinion that codification of custom should happen first, a reasonable objection as the
Bill in its then form had some weaknesses that required review.

Nori managed to fulfil only a portion of his terms of reference before he passed away in June
2013.114 His successor, Genesis Kofana, had been Director of the Land Research and Policy
Unit in the Ministry of Lands, Housing and Survey, a position he assumed in 2008 after
graduating in Development Studies from the University of the South Pacific. Kofana coauthored a chapter in the Making Land Work report, which was a description of the land
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recording process piloted in Auluta Basin rather than a critical analysis of this process. He
later moved to the Prime Minister’s Office where he worked closely with Nori and became
convinced that land recording based on the Auluta Basin model was the way to go.

Kofana took on the role as land consultant under the Democratic Coalition for Change
Government (DCCG), led by Sogavare since December 2014. The DCC Government in its
land policy statement declared its intention to ‘restrengthen and support land reform
programs to encourage economic development in customary lands throughout Solomon
Islands’. This policy statement was no different to past government policy statements that
emphasised improving or strengthening land systems through reform as the prerequisite for
economic development on customary land. Customary land recording was envisaged by each
successive government as a necessary step towards land reform.

Based on the DCCG policy statement, international agencies have continued to provide
technical programs to assist the DCC government in its pursuit of land reform. Since 2014,
the Secretariat of the Pacific Community has managed funding from the Australian
Government for a Program of Technical Assistance to the Ministry of Lands, House and
Survey.115 The ADB under its ‘Support Governance through Safeguards Project’ contracted
international legal consultants to draft a number of land laws in 2015, which is essentially
land law reform. These draft land laws are yet to be passed by Parliament.116
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7.5

My Own Role

I had known Nori for many years, because he was in politics during the same period as my
father. Nori and I were also students at Victoria University of Wellington (VUW) in 2002,
along with Solomon Islands Former Chief Justice, Sir John Muria from Guadalcanal. We
were all pursuing a masters in law degree. It was neutral ground for us to reflect on the law
and order situation in Solomon Islands during that period. Since then I maintained contact
with both Nori (until his death) and Muria. From time to time when I was in Honiara, I would
catch up with Nori for ‘tok stori’ on issues from land to law to politics. In 2011, when Nori
took up the task as land consultant for the Solomon Islands government, he shared his
thoughts with me how he was going to approach the work.

Nori knew I was doing research on land reform and he was willing to be interviewed.
Unfortunately, he passed away in 2013, before I had a chance to formally interview him.
When I returned to Honiara in 2014 to do my fieldwork, I felt it important to examine his
work in order to understand his role as an actor. I tried tracking Nori’s work in the Prime
Minister’s Office but the response I got then was that ‘Everything was inside Nori’s head’.
However, in 2015 when I returned to Honiara on an ANU land reform project I met Nori’s
wife Delma in the corridors at the Prime Minister’s Office. I greeted her and we had a
conversation about Nori. It was at that time that she mentioned she was returning Nori’s
papers to Kofana.
I have known Kofana for almost twenty years because his mother’s brother was married to
my aunt. I approached Kofana for approval to access Nori’s papers. He gave me permission
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to do so, including photocopying the papers. My access to Nori’s papers was made possible
through a network of association. Had it not been for this connection with Kofana it would
have been impossible to reconstruct the documentary trail of Nori’s work. Both Nori and
Kofana worked in the reform land space over a long period, and they had inside knowledge
and connection with various national and local actors. Through them, I was exposed to their
networks and made connection with others also involved in land reform.

When I was engaged as a researcher on the ANU State Society and Governance in Melanesia
Land Reform Project I used my own national and local networks to build further connections.
I became involved in this project as a Solomon Islander doing a PhD at ANU. I had chosen
the ANU because of its reputation and its huge collection of Pacific materials. I had been
introduced to these materials when I first visited ANU in 2008 under the SSGM Visitorship
program, and was aware of a number of scholars at ANU who had conducted research on
land issues in the Pacific. My position as an ANU PhD candidate provided another form of
privilege, making it possible for me to access resources and network with scholars, including
other PhD candidates at the ANU who were working on similar land-related projects in the
Pacific. These connections opened opportunities for me.

One of these opportunities was the Land Reform Project 2015, an Australian governmentfunded initiative managed by the ANU State Society and Governance in Melanesia (SSGM).
The project was developed by Dave Peebles who had worked in Solomon Islands for a
number of years, including as Australian Deputy High Commissioner, and had become
increasingly aware of the importance of land issues. Peebles approached SSGM because of
its outstanding research reputation in Melanesia. Julien Barbara, a staff member of SSGM
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was the point of contact. According to McDonnell, Peebles knew Barbara, who had worked
in various roles with the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) and AusAID.
Barbara had moved to the Solomon Islands to manage the Machinery of Government
Program under RAMSI from 2010-2012.117 Through these professional networks, SSGM
was selected to undertake the land reform project.

The lead consultant for this project was Siobhan McDonnell, based on her previous
experience as a land lawyer and consultant in the Northern Territory of Australia and in
Vanuatu (see above). McDonnell had given a seminar on the land reform process in Vanuatu
to DFAT in Canberra. The Australian High Commission Office in Solomon Islands had also
been listening in to the seminar and they were particularly interested in the Vanuatu
experience.118 According to McDonnell, at inception the scope of the project was very fluid,
so she drafted the initial terms of reference, acknowledging the high sensitivity around land
issues in Solomon Islands, and the reluctance of Australia to be seen as pushing any particular
agenda.119 With no prior experience in Solomon Islands, McDonnell sought me out as a
project member, keenly aware of the importance in modern Melanesian society of local
networks; we had known each other in Vanuatu since 2010.120 I agreed to be involved in this
project because it related directly to my own PhD research, and addressed a challenge of
national importance.
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The land reform work involved in-country consultation with stakeholders including the
Solomon Islands Government, as well as provision of input to the first land reform draft
report. I later became more involved by leading further in-country consultations to discuss
the draft report with various stakeholders. This included creating and maintaining
relationships with a broad network of stakeholders, including actors inside the Solomon
Islands Prime Minister’s Office, Ministry of Lands, ANU’s SSGM and DFAT’s Solomon
Islands Office. I worked collaboratively with these different groups of actors to review the
report, finalise the land reform conference program and plan the technical workshop. Moving
between these different stakeholders required me to switch frames, from an academic and
professional legal frame with ANU SSGM and DFAT, to a mixture of professional, political
and local frames with Solomon Islands government stakeholders.

The 2015 land reform conference in Honiara at which the SSGM project report was launched
was similar, in several respects, to the 1978 land conference organised by Ian Heath and Peter
Larmour (see chapter 6). Like the 1978 conference, the 2015 conference provided a space for
a network of national and regional actors to share their experiences and lessons on land
issues. Regional participants included the Minister of Lands, Ralph Regenvanu, and Alicta
Vuki, Head of the Customary Land Management Office, from Vanuatu. During the
conference the report, authored by Siobhan McDonnell with contributions from Alice Pollard
and myself, and entitled Building a Pathway for Successful Land Reform in Solomon Islands,
was launched.
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The report is a further contribution to the development of land reform ideas advanced in
previous reports such as Making Land Work and Land Management and Conflict
Minimisation. It outlines ten steps on the pathway for land reform, including:
broad based consultation on directions for land reform and on models for
identifying customary landowners, public debate on key land issues,
consultation on new legal arrangements on customary land and funding support
for implementation, passing of legal arrangement by parliament and piloting it,
and amending new legal amendments based on pilot reviews.121

The report focused on regional land reform experiences, with an obvious emphasis on
McDonnell’s experience in Vanuatu. In many respects, the steps drew on broader discussions
around principles for good governance and successful land reform promoted by UN FAO,
World Bank, AusAID and the Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat. However, applying these
principles to local conditions in the Solomon Islands remains a challenge, because there is
perhaps an inadequate alignment of the principles with the conceptual frames of national
and local actors. Principles such as these are rarely referred to by government and policy
actors in discussion on land reform in Solomon Islands.
After the conference, a technical land workshop was organised by the Prime Minister’s
Office and I was involved as one of the facilitators. A set of resolutions emerging from the
technical land workshop emphasised that land reform should follow a process that includes
consultation, one of the key steps for land reform identified in the Building a Pathway for
Successful Land Reform in Solomon Islands. Consultation is a buzz word that many Solomon
Islanders are familiar with because it has been associated with development projects.
People’s experience of ‘consultation’ is often negative because the way in which it is carried
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out is frequently selective and perfunctory. Nevertheless, the Ministry of Lands, Housing and
Survey, in collaboration with the Prime Minister’s Office, agreed to act on the resolutions,
which provided action points for the government in addressing land reform.

Following the 2015 land reform conference and technical land workshop, the Ministry of
Lands, Housing and Survey engaged Willie Hiuare, a Solomon Islander who has close
relations with the then Minister for Lands, Andrew Manepora’a, as a land consultant. Hiuare,
who comes from Are’Are, Nori’s area of origin, has a law degree from the University of the
South Pacific and is a private legal practitioner residing in Fiji. His role as a legal land
consultant was to implement the government’s land reform policy. He drafted a Cabinet
Paper in December 2015, proposing a land reform program that focused on institutional
change to customary landholding arrangements, closely resembling the Fiji Lands
Commission, land trust board and leasing arrangement model. This program was to begin
with consultation on a proposed legislation that he drafted to establish a ‘customary land
commission and trust board’ associated with registration of ownership, ‘and availing
registering customary land for investment and development purposes’.122

Hiuare proposed that his law firm would play the key role in piloting this proposed new land
law. The Fijian model which Hiuare was attempting to introduce was problematic, because
Fiji and Solomon Islands have very different cultural and historical contexts, and highly
distinct debates around questions such as indigeneity. Hiuare’s proposals for land reform
showed little evidence of serious thought on how such a model might translate into a Solomon

Memorandum by the Ministry of Lands, Housing and Survey (22 December 2015). ‘Proposal for
Customary Land Reform Program’. CAB [2015] 174.
122
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Islands setting. A Cabinet reshuffle saw the replacement of Manepora’a by Moses Garu, and
Hiuare’s role as a legal consultant with the Ministry was terminated. However, there was still
political support for the Fiji model because it was consistent with the current government’s
conceptual position on customary land recording as a reform approach to development. One
of the immediate steps the government has taken was relocating the Land Reform Unit
established within the Prime Minister’s Office to the Ministry of Lands. The Unit would be
working with customary landowners to record and register their customary land.123

7.6

Conclusion

This chapter has addressed the most recent phase in the long history of attempts at land reform
in Solomon Islands, foregrounding the roles of key actors, who have continued in the postIndependence period to exert particular influence on the direction of land reform debate and
initiatives. Changes in global discourse, dominated by the good governance and rule of law
discourse, have been reflected in shifts in regional and national conversations around land,
with international best practice principles increasingly integrated within local land reform
principles (if not practices). While principles such as consultation now feature in national
programs, land reform in Solomon Islands, as elsewhere in Melanesia, continues to be
characterised by neo-liberal perspectives on the nexus between customary land and economic
development.

However, as Solomon Islanders now assume the central role in discussions around national
land reform, it also continues to be important to pay attention to the role of actors and their

Government Communication Unit Press. (2016). ‘Government Strengthens Land Reform Unit With New
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individual networks. I demonstrate this point by tracing the linkages between various actors
and their involvement in the land reform space. Andrew Nori adopted a series of roles, as a
politician, legal practitioner, logging broker and land consultant. Nori’s particular focus was
on the codification and recording of customary land. As a Solomon Islander actor with
political leverage based on his reputation, connections and networks, he was able to impose
this perspective on the national land reform agenda.

Nori’s dominance placed limits on the coordination of national land reform approaches with
international and regional debates. Other actors such as Jim Fingleton, Siobhan McDonnell
and Willy Hiuare brought their backgrounds and networks to bear, advocating solutions for
Solomon Islands that strongly resembled their formative experiences in PNG, Vanuatu and
Fiji. Finally, positioning myself as an actor with this frame requires me to be highly conscious
of the influence of my own background, my networks and conceptual perspectives.
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CHAPTER 8: Conclusion
Why does land reform continue to be a challenge in Solomon Islands and, by implication,
elsewhere in Melanesia? And why do successive land reform programs, often closely
resembling each other, continue to fail? What lessons might we learn from this long history
of failure? For many Solomon Islanders, land reform refers to the transformation of
customary landholding relationships through policy and legal reform. For others, land reform
implies land redistribution, involving the conscious redistribution of land to address historical
land alienation and the exclusion of customary landowners.

The distinction between these two contrasting and conflicting public understandings of land
reform in Solomon Islands is seldom clarified in policy documents or media press releases.
Many people in Solomon Islands equate land reform with the practical actions of land
adjudication, recording and registration; but these efforts to adjudicate, record and register
land are underpinned by the belief that these actions will facilitate development. Land
recording and registration continue to be perceived as a panacea for poverty. Yet this
approach is deeply problematic, because there is no empirical evidence to substantiate such
a belief.1
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Frank Place for example, discusses experiences in Sub-Saharan Africa where land registration programs
failed to achieve their envisaged goals: Place, F. (2009). ‘Land Tenure and Agricultural Productivity in
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persist despite government policies to formalise property rights in South Africa: Kingwill, R., Cousins, B., et
al. (2006). Mysteries and Myths: De Soto, Property and Poverty in South Africa. London, International
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Across Melanesia, land reform programs have placed particular emphasis on ‘unlocking the
economic potential’ of land held under customary tenure. The assumption is that customary
tenure constrains development potential and that there is a need to find an appropriate
mechanism with which to open land up for access, most often through the formalisation of
tenure. Land reform has been shaped by the conceptual perspective that changes to the law
will necessarily lead to a change in the relationship of landholding arrangements, facilitating
development. It seems evident, from the Solomon Islands experience, that the acts of land
recording and registration in themselves are no guarantee of development.

Much of the current literature stresses that land registration is a ‘precondition for agricultural
development’ because it ‘creates secure tenure and helps resolve disputes’.2 As Dirk Loer
points out, much of the theoretical basis for justifying such an argument is ‘based on a
privatization approach’,3 shaped by property rights. The formalisation of land tenure was
popularised by Hernando de Soto at the end of the twentieth century. According to de Soto,
many poor people living in informal settlements and rural areas do own property such as
land. However, their rights are neither documented nor formalised, thus their property cannot
be transformed into capital or used as collateral for a loan – this is described as ‘dead capital’.4
This view has a long historical trajectory that can be traced back to the colonial era and the
nineteenth century, and which continues to shape the debate on the suitability of customary
Sikor, T. (2006). ‘Politics of Rural Land Registration in Post-Socialist Societies: Contested Titling in
Villages of Northwest Vietnam.’ Land Use Policy, 23(4): 617-628, 617; see also Dirk Loehr who points out
that the argument for land registration is about formalisation rather than capitalisation: Loehr, D. (2012).
‘Capitalization by Formalization? – Challenging the Current Paradigm of Land Reforms.’ Land Use Policy,
29(4): 837-845.
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land tenure for development and economic growth in Solomon Islands and elsewhere in
Melanesia.

Helen Hughes has argued that customary land deters agricultural development in the Pacific,
and that the introduction of private property rights offers a way forward. 5 But objections to
her argument, mounted by experts such as Jim Fingleton, assert that customary land can be
compatible with economic development.6 Fingleton proposes ‘a two tier registration system,
with group titles as the ‘head title’, and then subsidiary titles (leases etc) granted by groups
to the user of the land’.7 More recently, donor-commissioned research reports have
acknowledged the relevance of customary land for development and its importance as a social
safety net, but with registration as a necessary prerequisite.8

As a result, recent proponents of land reform have pushed for registration in order to make
customary land available for economic development. But experience in Solomon Islands and
elsewhere shows that land registration does not just ‘unlock’ or ‘open up’ land to
development; rather, it converts land into spatialised titled registered freehold or perpetual

Hughes, H. (2003). ‘Aid Has Failed the Pacific.’ Issues Analysis No 33. Sydney, Centre for Independent
Studies; Hughes, H. (2004). ‘The Pacific is Viable!’ Issues Analysis No 53. Sydney, Centre for Independent
Studies; for a response to Jim Fingleton’s argument see Gosarevski, S., Hughes, H. and Windybank, S.
(2004). ‘Is Papua New Guinea viable with customary land ownership?’ Pacific Economic Bulletin, 19(3):
133-36.
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estates instead of improving the functionality of existing customary tenure arrangements.
Such a trend is hardly surprising given that land policy in Solomon Islands, since its
establishment as a protectorate in 1893, has been associated with notions of the necessary
transformation of customary land to property as part of state formation (discussed in Chapter
3). Changes to landholding arrangements from a customary land tenure system, which puts
emphasis on functionality, to a state-based property rights system that is spatial have been
seen as central to this transformation.9 This trend of transitioning customary land tenure to a
formal property rights systems has been shaped by the imposition of Western ideas of
capitalist development transmitted by particular actors and their nodes of network through
their roles as administrators, commissioners and consultants.

Land reform in Solomon Islands has been driven by a series of key actors, all of whom have
shared an emphasis on transforming customary land to registered proprietary interests for
economic development, a theme that runs throughout the historical scope of this thesis. As
explained in Chapter 1, land reform has been a persistent challenge for more than a century,
and has been driven by different individual and institutional actors. A necessary starting point
for this thesis was the identification of theoretical models for the roles of actors and networks
from which I could draw in examining their role in land reform processes.

Actor Network Theory or ANT, as developed by Bruno Latour and his colleagues, is a useful
frame for the purposes of my thesis, but the potential of ANT for the analysis of land reform
has not be widely recognised or explored. Existing analysis of land reform in the South
Pacific tend to focus instead on processes and policy rather than the roles of individuals or
Banner, S. (2002). ‘Transitions between Property Regimes.’ The Journal of Legal Studies, 31(S2): S359S371.
9
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social networks. Chapter 2 provides a detailed discussion of ANT and its linkage to concepts
such as frontier, depopulation and violence. This included identifying the key characteristic
features of ANT such as the scope for both human and non-human actants; this broad scope
allows for an analysis of land reform that is focused not only on individuals but also on
institutions and legal apparatus, enabling an appreciation of the ways in which land reform
ideas travel and are transmitted by particular actors and their networks.

Accordingly, this thesis addressed the roles played by key actors within the long historical
trajectory of land law reform in Solomon Islands as a means of demonstrating that the
backgrounds and roles of these individuals have strongly influenced the nature of that
trajectory. How actors define and mediate perceptions and ideas, and how they interact with
each other and with other stakeholders are significant themes that require study because they
contribute to our understanding of the evolution of property rights over time. All the key
actors followed in this thesis have been involved in a continual process of networking, with
power constantly shifting and being shared between various actors. As in Latour’s example
of Pasteur’s laboratory work, these actors were involved in a number of moves: creating
alliances that captured the interests of other stakeholders; drawing on their experiences and
knowledge to influence how Solomon Islands land laws were drafted; and committing the
necessary time and resources to follow up on their implementation. The value of ANT in this
analysis lies in its capacity to highlight the importance of these moves and networks, and the
ways in which they enable ideas to travel from one context to another.

Woodford is an obvious example of an actor who stayed in Solomon Islands (from 1896 to
1915) and pursued land reform over an extended period. He was not just a technical expert
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but also an individual who was connected through networks and who was able to traverse the
field interacting with a diverse constellation of national and local actors to maintain the rule
of law, which included regulating the spatial allocation of property rights. Issues such as
depopulation and violence that were associated with the notion of waste land strongly
informed the ways in which the early colonial land laws were drafted and implemented. The
enactment of these property laws contributed to the spatial transformation of customary
landholding arrangements which saw Solomon Islanders recreated as trespassers while
foreign settlers became landowners. The experience of these changes in landholding
arrangements led many Solomon Islanders to challenge the basis of land alienation, forcing
a response from the state, which established a Lands Commission, led initially by Gilchrist
Gibbs Alexander (1919-1920) and later by Frederick Beaumont Phillips (1920-1924). As
shown in Chapter 4, the contrasting manner in which Alexander and Philips separately
investigated and settled the land grievances of Solomon Islanders reflected their individual
experience and background.

Other than Woodford, most of the key actors involved in land law reform work in Solomon
Islands during the colonial period, such as Peter Brett and Ian Ernest Morgan, took a purely
technocratic approach, engaging in land law reform but with very limited interaction with
national or local actors. The different key actors all appear to have shared the view that
customary tenure was ‘a problem’ and a hindrance to economic development, which could
be solved only by conversion to state-registered title estates. Such a perception was just one
component of a portfolio of ideas that were introduced to Solomon Islands as part of the
global flow of ideas during the colonial period.
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As discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, many of the key actors who dealt with land issues and
reform in Solomon Islands, including Colin Allan, Peter Brett, Frederick Kitto, Graeme
Cross, Brian Twomey and Ian Ernest Morgan, were administrators and experts who moved
from one colony to another. They were exposed to the global flow of ideas through study
overseas and also came to embody that flow through their physical movement between
colonial territories and the networks that they were part of. One of the key points made in
Chapter 5 is that the empirical value of the ideas propagated by key actors such as Allan,
Brett and Kitto scarcely mattered, in the sense that once adopted and promoted by these
actors, those ideas – right or wrong – profoundly informed and structured subsequent land
policy and reform in Solomon Islands.

Chapter 6 surveys general trends in thinking about land, law and development that were
influential in Solomon Islands after World War II, and explained how the careers and travel
trajectories of key individuals introduced particular models, such as that of Brunei, to the
Solomon Islands. This chapter shows how a small group, connected through networks linked
to the Colonial Office and Melbourne University, managed to influence land law reform
attempts in Solomon Islands.

Similarly, Chapter 7 shows how actors such as Siobhan McDonnell have been connected
through networks linked to the Australian National University and Australia’s Department
of Foreign Affairs (DFAT) Honiara Office. Local actors such as Andrew Nori played a key
role in shaping the narratives and processes on land reform towards the idea of codification
of custom and land recording; and my own role as an actor in land reform in Solomon Islands
is briefly introduced. Chapter 7 demonstrates how the new rule of law discourse became
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linked to land reform in Solomon Islands, as elsewhere in Melanesia. Current approaches to
development are dominated by the language of good governance and land law reform has
been crucial to this evolutionary process.

Although land reform is often been presented as a purely technical matter, social and
professional networks obviously play a critical role in determining the selection of particular
technical options. There is already a considerable body of literature documenting the
historical trajectory of land reform challenges in Solomon Islands and elsewhere in
Melanesia.10 For more than a century, land reform in Solomon Islands developed around a
global circulation of ideas and models which lacked adequate alignment and linkage of
purpose and networks between global, regional, national and local actors.

As a way forward, I propose a consultative building process that would facilitate the
extension and operation of these networks both vertically and horizontally. This process
should begin with conceptual framing of a program that promotes wide sector analysis of the
economic output of untitled customary land. This analysis would provide the empirical basis
for gauging appropriate reform strategies to make customary land available for other forms
of development. I suggest that this is where experienced Solomon Islander and non-Solomon
Islander researchers might work collaboratively with young Solomon Islanders to build

10

Belshaw, C.S. (1950). Island Administration in the South West Pacific: Government and Reconstruction in
New Caledonia, the New Hebrides, and the British Solomon Islands. London and New York, Royal Institute
of International Affairs; Morrell, W.P. (1960). Britain in the Pacific Islands. Oxford, Clarendon Press; Allan,
C.H. (1957). Customary Land Tenure in the British Solomon Islands Protectorate: Report of the Special
Lands Commission. Honiara, Western Pacific High Commission; Coates, A., Britain, G. et al. (1970).
Western Pacific Islands. London, HM Stationery Office; Monson, R. (2012). Hu Nao Save Tok? Women,
Men and Land: Negotiating Property and Authority in Solomon Islands. Australian National University, PhD
Thesis.
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intergenerational capacity and develop thought leadership. The goal would be to promote a
sustained effort and clear direction for reform that goes beyond the endless changes in
institutional arrangements discussed in Chapter 7 to more pragmatic land reform approaches
shaped by innovative thinking appropriate for Solomon Islands and Solomon Islanders.

The consultative building process should involve both horizontal networks, in which
collaboration among stakeholders takes place on a broad basis, and vertical networks through
which specific actors at the national and local levels are engaged. Actors need to work both
vertically and horizontally by being constituted within networks; otherwise land reform
programs will not develop with efficacy. While land reform is partly a technical exercise, it
is also highly political, as with any development project. There is a need to recognise the
‘politics and culture that permeate property rather than its reduction to a technical or legal
problem’.11

As an actor myself, I have increasingly become aware of the importance of networks and
politics to the development and implementation of effective land policy. Yet a legal approach
to land reform tends to completely decontextualise those larger visions of development, and
to seek only technical solutions where contextualised political solutions are required. My
involvement in land reform work during 2015 required considerable movements between the
different actors to create a network and maintain their interest in the research. After the
Building a Pathway for Successful Land Reform in Solomon Islands report was published

Sjaastad, E. and Cousins, B. (2009). ‘Formalisation of Land Rights in the South: An Overview.’ Land Use
Policy, 26(1): 1-9, 8.
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and launched, its translation into shaping land reform thinking in Solomon Islands was both
politicised and slow.

Land reform remains an urgent priority for the Solomon Islands Government because of the
need to access customary land for economic development, and the present government
continues to proceed with plans for further land reform. It has placed an emphasis on
customary land recording as a panacea to make land available for economic development.
This idea of land recording was associated with the codification of custom, which Andrew
Nori had promoted since the 1980s and fed into the policy statements of successive Solomon
Islands governments over long period.

The Australian-funded project which delivered the Building a Pathway report made an
important and timely contribution to the broader debate. However, as with previous reports
that provided models to assist developing countries such as Solomon Islands in approaching
land reform, the Building a Pathway report suffered from the same lack of continuity in
linkages between the actors. Two factors contribute to this lack of continuity: First, many of
the actors from international donor agencies involved in land reform in developing countries
such as Solomon Islands do not stay around once their work contract has expired, and
programs often fail for lack of champions who remain on the ground. Second, land reform
work is strongly oriented around the project cycle, and once a project cycle ends, the land
reform work ends.

For example, after the launching of the Building a Pathway report, I returned to Australia to
complete my PhD and then moved to resume a teaching position in Vanuatu. Although I
maintained contact with national and local key actors involved in land reform, this was more
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to do with my connection as a Solomon Islander rather than in any formal role to shape the
translation of the land report that I was involved in putting together. Dave Peebles, the former
Deputy High Commissioner who was instrumental in supporting the land reform project, also
ended his term in Solomon Islands and returned to Australia.

Based on my own observations and experience of accessing local, regional and global
narratives, I have come to realise that any real progress in land reform work requires the long
term engagement of key actors ‘that go well beyond institutional transfer and capacity
building approaches that have so far dominated’12 how land reform and development
programs are framed. The official aims of past land law reform programs have included: the
transformation of customary land to registered land estates in order to create legal certainty;
the reduction of land disputes; increased productivity; facilitation of equitable distribution
and control over land; and the creation of greater administrative efficiency. Such reform
could ‘be evaluated only in the context of the values and goals of the people involved’.13 Yet,
as I demonstrate in this thesis, key actors like Woodford, Alexander, Philips, Brett and Allan
had an inevitably Eurocentric frame in their approach to land issues.

This same argument also applies to Solomon Islander actors like Andrew Nori and myself
who have had much of our training in Western institutions. Managing and maintaining an
awareness of my own conceptual perspectives has been a major challenge. What is becoming

12
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increasing clear to me is that there are disparate networks at the international, regional,
national and local levels. I have come to realise that the different conceptual perspectives of
key actors on the relationship between customary land and development, requires me to
switch my position according to the context I am in. When I am back in my home area of
Lau and Mbaelelea in North Malaita, I think and talk about land issues in a very different
way compared to how I think and talk about land in Honiara, in the USP lecture room in
Vanuatu, or along the corridors of the Coombs building at ANU in Canberra. Based on this
personal experience, I would argue, along with scholars such as Ambreena Manji, that
understanding actors and their networks is vital in order to determine the kind of values and
goals that drive land reform processes.14

A lot of the land reform work since Solomon Islands attained Independence in 1978 was
conceived intuitively. Legal consultants, government officials dealing with land and external
development partners such as DFAT have seldom been aware of the historical trajectory of
discourses and narratives that influence how actors have approached land reform in Solomon
Islands since the colonial era. Most approaches to land reform in Solomon Islands today
closely resemble those of the earlier colonial governments. It is essential that we understand
the history of land reform in Solomon Islands and elsewhere in order to learn from what has
happened in the past.

As an independent country, Solomon Islands is experiencing a process of rapid change due
to an increase in population growth, urbanisation and globalisation, all of which have

Manji, A. (2005). ‘Cause and Consequence in Law and Development - Bringing the Law Back In: Essays in
Land, Law and Development by Patrick McAuslan (Review).’ The Journal of Modern African Studies, 43(1):
119-138, 121.
14
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contributed to the ongoing contestation over access to land for development. Land
consultants, particularly lawyers engaged by the Solomon Islands government and donors to
work on land reform projects, define land reform based on narratives that largely ignore what
has happened in the past. This thesis demonstrates that a knowledge of the history of land
reform, which includes identifying the role of key actors in Solomon Islands, is a necessary
prerequisite for future work. Understanding that history and learning from it is important
because our knowledge of this history influences and shapes the way we view current land
issues, and dictates the kinds of solutions that we propose for ongoing land problems in
Solomon Islands and elsewhere in Melanesia.15

The thesis reveals that land reform is not simply a technical exercise, but rather one that is
influenced by global flows of information and conceptual perspectives; by the dominant
paradigms of the time; and by particular individuals and their networks. The notion of a
global flow of land reform ideas through actor-network based on elements such as the
mobilization of associations or alliances, transfer and translation processes and the enlistment
of objects such as written laws, is a novel argument in the literature on land reform in the
Pacific region. The literature on land tenure and reform in the Pacific has generally been
fairly parochial; with the exception of a handful of scholars, including Peter Larmour and
Rebecca Monson, the Pacific literature has tended to view land issues and narratives on land
reform in the region as unique or exceptional.

What I have tried to show in this thesis is that land issues and narratives on land reform in
the Pacific region are by no means unique because the ideas introduced to Solomon Islands
Crabtree, D. (Nov. 1993). ’The Importance of History.’ McKenzie Study Center, Gutenberg College.
Online: <http://msc.gutenberg.edu/2001/02/the-importance-of-history/#back2> (Access 18/9/2016).
15
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have been part of a steady global exchange of ideas during the colonial period. This is not
surprising because, as discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, many of the key actors in Solomon
Islands had been exposed to this global flow of ideas through study overseas, working in
other colonies and interacting with colonial land experts from elsewhere through actornetwork alliances.

I have taken a historical approach in my research in order to understand how land reform in
Solomon Islands has developed and sustained a particular conception of the relationship
between land reform and development. The other theme emergent in my research is the
persistence of land reform models driven by key actors, most of whom had a legal
background and had worked in Africa, Asia and elsewhere. In addition, land reform during
the early colonial era in Solomon Islands was promoted and implemented through colonial
networks. Woodford, the first Resident Commissioner, as discussed in Chapter 3, is a classic
example. He played multiple roles such as a scientist, colonial administrator, land law drafter
and enforcer of colonial law. Woodford was a one-man team, he significantly shaped how
the early colonial land laws were drafted and introduced into Solomon Islands.

This demonstrates the importance of multi-disciplinary approaches to land reform, given the
complex nature of customary land. Hence, I argue that land reform in Solomon Islands and
other developing countries requires a broad team of individuals with training and background
in different fields, ranging from technical or legal aspects through to community negotiation
and political mobilisation, and acting as a network of associations in the ANT sense, between
the local and global. Only then might land reform models or programs have efficacy and
relevance in Solomon Islands and elsewhere in Melanesia.
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280-1911, MP No 248-1911: High Commissioner to Resident
Commissioner (Woodford), 29 March 1911.

WPHC MP No 2-1911:

280-1911, MP No 248-1911: Secretary to the High
Commissioner for the Western Pacific to Francis G. Clark
(lawyer), 29 March 1911.

WPHC MP No 2-1911:

280-1911, MP No 248-1911: Rev. B Danks, General
Secretary, The Methodist Missionary Society of Australia to
The High Commissioner for the Western Pacific, 10 May
1911.

WPHC MP No 2-1911:

280-1911, MP No 248-1911: Resident Commissioner,
Woodford to Secretary to the High Commissioner for the
Western Pacific, 23 May 1911.

WPHC MP No 2-1911:

280-1911, MP No 248-1911: Clark to Rev. B Danks, General
Secretary, The Methodist Mission Society of Australia, 2 June
1911.

WPHC MP No 2-1911:

280-1911, MP No 248-1911: Minutes of Evidence taken at an
enquiry held at Ozama, Vella Lavella on 2 April 1912, into
alleged purchase of land by Simon Edmond Prat otherwise
known as Peter Pratt or French Peter on 21 July 1893 from
certain natives of Vella Lavella.

WPHC MP No 2-1911

280-1911, MP No 248-1911: Copy of Conveyance of land at
Vella Lavella, natives to Wesleyan Methodist Mission.

WPHC MP No 2-1911:

280-1911, MP No 248-1911: Agreement arrived at between
Mr. Pybus on behalf of the Union Plantation and Trading Co.
Lt. and Rev. J.F Goldie after he enquiry at Vella.

WPHC MP No 2-1911:

280-1911, MP No 248-1911: Woodford to High
Commissioner: 1912. No 43.
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WPHC MP No 2-1911:

280-1911, MP No 248-1911: Clark to High Commission: 26
April 1912.

WPHC MP No 78-328:

Acting Resident Commissioner to The High Commissioner
for the Western Pacific, 25 January 1917.

WPHC MP No 78-328:

Fedderick Barnett (Acting Resident Commissioner) to The
High Commissioner for the Western Pacific, 25 January 1917.

WPHC MP No 78-328:

490-1919: Crown Surveyor, Mr. Knibbs to Acting Resident
Commission, 29 January 1917.

WPHC MP No 78-328:

490-1919: Acting Resident Commissioner to High
Commissioner for the Western Pacific, 29 January 1917.

WPHC MP No. 78-328:

494-1917: Kirk, Sub-Inspector to Acting Resident
Commissioner, 30 January 1917, 494-1917.

WPHC MP No 78-328:

494-1917: Acting Resident Commissioner to the High
Commissioner for the Western Pacific, 1 February 1917.

WPHC MP no 78-334:

1907-1917: Secretary of State to High Commissioner for
Western Pacific (Sir Bickham Sweet-Escott), 6 June 1917.

WPHC MP No. 78-333:

1824-1917: Crown Survey, Knibbs to Acting Resident
Commissioner, 7 June 1917.

WPHC MP No. 78-339:

38-1918: High Commissioner for the Western Pacific to
Secretary of State, 14 March 1919.

WPHC MP No. 78-340:

237-1918: Report of Crown Surveyor of 5 November 1917.

WPHC MP No. 78-340:

237-1918: Additional report of Acting District Officer,
Malaita, 11 of November 1917.

WPHC MP No. 78-340:

242-1918. ‘Acting Resident Commissioner to High
Commissioner for Western Pacific, 8 December 1917.

WPHC MP. No. 2067-1924: Native Claim No. 41 Wanderer Bay, Guadalcanal.
WPHC 4:
No. 1152 of 1915: ‘Fedderick Barnett to Escott, 2 March
1915’.
WPHC 4:

No. 2734 of 1915: Barnett to R.B Hill, 30 June 1915.

WPHC 4:

No. 2505 of 1915: C.E Young to Escott, 6 September 1915.
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WPHC 4:

No. 83 of 1916: Bell to Barnett, 27 November 1915, enclosed
in Barnett to Escott, 4 December 1915.

WPHC 4:

No. 2289 of 1916: Barnett to High Commissioner, 1 August
1916.

WPHC 4:

No. 490 of 1917: High Commissioner to Secretary of State,
23 March 1917.

WHPC 4:

No. 1907 of 1917: Secretary of State to Escott, 6 June 1917.

WPHC 4:

No. 2238 of 1917: Secretary of State to High Commissioner,
19 June 1917.

WPHC 4/IV:

MP No 38-1918: From High Commissioner to Secretary of
State.

WPHC 4:

MP. No. 76-206: 888-1919: Secretary of State for the
Colonies to High Commissioner for the Western Pacific, 14
April 1919.

WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-214: 147-1920: Charles Workman, Acting
Resident Commissioner to High Commissioner for the
Western Pacific, 31 December 1919.

WPHC 4:

MP. No. 76-206: 888-1919, WPHC 4/IV: Draft –
Commission: By Charles Workman Acting Resident
Commissioner of BSIP to Gilchrist Gibbs Alexander.

WPHC 4/IV:

WPHC MP No. 2406-1923: Claim No. 24 - Nagona Island,
Ysable, 1 August 1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

WHPC MP No.450-1922: Letter from Alexander G.G Lands
Commissioner to Resident Commissioner on Claim No. 17, 9
August 1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

Workman, acting Resident Commissioner to High
Commissioner for the Western Pacific, 24 August 1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

Private Secretary to Governor, “Pioneer”, Levuka, 25 August
1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-221: 1999-1920: High Commissioner for
the Western Pacific to Secretary of the High Commission, 26
August 1920.
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WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-221: 1999-1920: H.C Strong Chief Justice
of Tonga to Agent and Consul, Tonga, 10 September 1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-221: 1999-1920: Agent & Consul Tonga to
High Commissioner for the Western Pacific, 11 September
1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-221: 1999-1920: Governor General to High
Commissioner for the Western Pacific, 15 September 1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-221: 1999-1920: High Commissioner for
the Western Pacific to the Governor General, Australia, 16
September 1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-221: High Commissioner to Resident
Commission, Solomon Islands, 16 September 1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-221: 1999-1920: Lands Commission:
Summary of Work Done to 22 September 1920.

WPHC 4IV:

AU Microfilm 79-214: 147-1920: Charles Workman,
Resident Commissioner to High Commissioner for the
Western Pacific, 22 September 1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-221: 1999-1920: R. R Garran, Secretary
Commonwealth of Australia, Attorney General’s Department,
Melbourne to F. Beaumont Phillips, 22 September 1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-221: 1999-1920: Gazette Notice No. 124,
Appointment of F Beaumont Phillips, 16 November 1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-221: High Commissioner to the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, 19 November 1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-221: 1999-1920: Acting Resident
Commissioner to High Commissioner for the Western Pacific,
25 November 1920.

WPHC 4/IV:

AU Microfilm 79-240: Gilchrist G. Alexander to the Acting
Chief Secretary, 31 May 1922.

WPHC 4/IV 1922:

AU Microfilm 79-235: J.F Goldie to the Lands
Commissioner, January 6 1921.

WPHC 4/IV 1922:

AU Microfilm 79-235: J.F Goldie to the Lands
Commissioner, 14 February 1921.
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WPHC 4/IV 1922:

AU Microfilm 79-235: F. B Phillips, Lands Commissioner to
J.F Goldie, 9 February 1921.

WPHC 4/IV 1922:

AU Microfilm 79-235: March 1921 Petition.

WPHC 4_IV 1922:

AU Microfilm 79-235: Memorandum: The Lands
Commission to the Acting Resident Commissioner, 10
December 1921.

WPHC 4_IV 1922:

AU Microfilm 79-239: Frederick Beaumont Phillips to the
Resident Commissioner, 22 April 1922.

WPHC 4/IV:

WPHC MP No. 1129-1924: Lands Commissioner, Frederick
Beaumont Phillip to High Commissioner for the Western
Pacific, 1 July 1924.

WPHC 4/IV:

WPHC MP No 79-264: 2067-1924: Lands Commissioner’s
Report on Native Claim No. 41, 15 August 1924.

WPHC 8/III

No. 15, Rear Admiral Tryon to Captain Brooke, H.M.S.
“Opal”. Australian Station, New Guinea and Solomon Islands
1886.

WPHC 8/III/31:

Vol. I, ‘Memo on Land Policy in the British Solomon Islands
Protectorate.1893-1914.

WPHC 8/III/31:

Vol. I, Woodford to Thurston, despatch No. 1 of 6 June 1896
referred in Extracts from ’Report upon British Solomon
Islands. C.M Woodford 1896’.

WPHC 8/III/31:

Vol. I: Thurston to Secretary of State, Despatch No. 79 of 12
December 1896 referred to in Memo on Land Policy in the
British Solomon Islands Protectorate. 1893-1914.

WPHC 8/III/32:

WPHC 8/III/32:

Vol. I, Woodford to Thurston, despatch No. 1 of 6 June 1896
referred in Extracts from ‘Report upon British Solomon
Islands. C.M Woodford 1896’.
Vol. I, Woodford to Thurston, despatch No. 3 of 4 July 1896.

WPHC 8/VI/9:

Notice, High Commission, Western Pacific, 27 July 1886.

WPHC 9/II/48/32:

Vol II: British Solomon Islands Lands Commission Grant of
£Stg 7, 900.
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WPHC 9/II/48/32:

Vol II: Western Pacific High Commission, Circular No. 47,
23 June 1953: Lands Commission in B.S.I.P Proposals for
The Formation of 1946-1954.

WPHC 9/II/48/32:

Vol. II: Lands Commission in B.S.I.P Proposals for the
Formation of CD & W Scheme. 1699.1946-1954.

WPHC 9/II/48/32:

Vol. I: Resident Commissioner to High Commissioner, 14
January 1946: ‘Lands Commission in B.S.I.P Proposals for
The Formation of. 1946-1954.

WPHC 16/II/165/3/8:

Lands and Mines Annual 1955 – 1956. Report. 1957.

WPHC 16/II/188/1/45:

Mr Brett’s Visit (Faculty of Law Melbourne University) and
Revision of Land Legislation, B.S.I.P., 6 December 1957.

WPHC 28/1/219/2/20:

Vol. II: Public Notice 11/63, Land and Titles Ordinance 1959,
‘Land: B.S.I.P. Land & Titles Legislation: Adjudication.
1960-1966’.

WPHC 28/1/219/2/20:

Vol. II: Land: B.S.I.P. Land & Titles Legislation:
Adjudication. 1960-1966.

WPHC 28/1/219/2/20:

Vol. I: Extract from letter dated 5 February 1964 from A.G
Cross to G. Wyn Jones. Land: B.S.I.P. Land & Titles
Legislation: Adjudication. 1960-1966.

WPHC 28/1/219/2/3:

Vol I: D.T Lloyd to T.D.H Morris, 30 January 1961: Lands:
B.S.I.P Lands and Titles Regulation Implementation. 19581965.

(e) University of Melbourne Archives, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
Peter Brett Peter Papers (1918-1975)
Group 1: 1/1/2:

Explanatory Memorandum: Re Draft Land Code for Brunei.

Group 1/2/2:

Brunei Commissioner of Lands letter to Cowen, 8 January
1966.
Brett to the Western Pacific High Commissioner, 6 September
1957.
Minutes of a meeting held in the Chief’s Secretary Office on
Friday 6 September 1957, to discuss the proposed New Land
Legislation as drafted by Mr. P. Brett.

Group 1/1/1:
Group 1: 1/1/1:
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Group 1: 1/1/1:

Minutes of a meeting held in the Chief Secretary’s Office on
Friday 6 September, 1957, to discuss the proposed New Land
Legislation as drafted by Mr. P. Brett: Brett to the Western
Pacific High Commissioner, 6 September 1957.

Group 1: 1/1/1:

Notes in Application of Minutes (In F.165/10/4) of the
Discussion held at Government House on Monday 9
September 1957.

Group 1: 1/1/1:

Peter Brett to Commissioner of Lands Commissioner, 23
October 1957.

Group 1: 1/1/1:

Commissioner of Lands to Chief Secretary, 20 November
1957.

Group 1: 1/1/1:

Brett’s Explanatory Memorandum.

Group 1: 1/2/1:

Explanatory Memorandum: RE Draft and Code for Brunei.

Group 1: 1/1/2

Draft Land and Titles Regulation 1957 and Land and Titles
Regulation 1959. (i.e. contains draft and Regulation in final
form).

Group 1: 1/1/3

Correspondence. Chiefly between Brett and Keith Kitto,
Commissioner of Lands, Honiara, BSIP, relating to Regulation.
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III. Laws of Solomon Islands
Constitution

The Constitution of Solomon Islands 1978

Pacific Orders

Western Pacific Order in Council 1877 and 1893

i)

Regulations

Queen’s Regulation No. 4 of 1896

Solomons Land Regulation of 1896

Queen’s Regulation No. 3 of 1900

The Solomons (Waste Lands) Regulation of 1900.

King’s Regulation No. 1 of 1901

The Solomons (Waste Lands) Regulation 1901

King’s Regulation No. 1 of 1904

The Solomons (Waste Lands) Regulation 1904

King’s Regulation No. 3 of 1914

Solomons Land Regulation 1914

King’s Regulation No. 4 of 1914

Solomon and Gilbert and Ellice Commissions of
Inquiry 1914

King’s Regulation No. 4 of 1915

Solomons Land Amendment Regulation 1915

King’s Regulation No. 5 of 1915

Solomons Land Surveys Regulation 1915

King’s Regulation No. 6 of 1915

Solomons (Armed Force) Constabulary
Regulation 1915

King’s Regulation No. 8 of 1915

Solomons Labour Regulations 1915

King’s Regulation No. 9 of 1915

Solomons Land (Amendment) Regulation 1915

Kings Regulation No. 6 of 1918

Solomon Crown Acquisition of Land (Public
Purpose) 1918

King’s Regulation No. 2 of 1919

Solomons Land Registration (Amendment) 1919

King’s Regulation No. 7 of 1920

Solomons Land (Amendment) 1920

King’s Regulation No. 10 of 1920

Native Tax (Native Tax Regulation 1920)

King’s Regulation No. 6 of 1921

Solomons Land Registration (Amendment) 1921

King’s Regulation No. 15 of 1921

Solomons Labour Regulation 1921

King’s Regulation No. 10 of 1922

Solomons Land Registration (Amendment) 1922
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King’s Regulation No. 15 of 1922

Solomons Labour 1922

King’s Regulation No. 17 of 1922

Native Administration (Solomons) 1922

King’s Regulation No. 19 of 1922

Solomons Constabulary (Amendment) 1922

(ii) Legislation
Native Court Ordinance 1942 (Solomon Islands)
Native Courts Regulations (No 2 of 1942)
Land and Titles Ordinance 1959
Land and Titles (Amendment) Ordinance 1964
Land and Titles Ordinance in 1968
Land and Titles (Amendment) Ordinance 1977
Forest Resources and Timber Utilisation Act 1978 [Cap 40]
Lands (Amendment) Act 1972 [Cap 98] (Solomon Islands).
Research Act [Cap 152] (Solomon Islands).
Local Courts (Amendment) Act 1985
Land and Titles (Amendment) Act 1988
Land and Titles Act [Cap 133] (Solomon Islands).
Customary Land Records Act 1994.
Customary Land Records Regulation 2007
Land and Titles (Amendment) Act 2014.
Land and Titles (Amendment) Act 2016.
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Table 1: Key Actors in Land Reform in Solomon Islands
Actors
Charles Morris
Woodford

Period
1886-1914

Role
Naturalist; Resident
Commissioner from
1896-1914

Gilchrist Gibb
Alexander
Frederick Beaumont
Phillip
Colin Hamilton Allan

1919-1920

Lands Commissioner

1920-1924

Lands Commissioner

1952-1957

Special Lands
Commissioner

Frederick Kitto

1956-1958

Peter Brett
Stanhope Rowton
Simpson

1957-1958
1960s

Commissioner of
Lands
Consultant
Advisor

J.B Twomey

1960s

Ian Ernest Morgan

1967

Gerald Paul Nazareth

1970-1971

Chairperson,
Committee on Land
Settlement

Andrew Nori

1985-2013

AusAID

2000s

Politician, Lawyer,
Land Consultant
Donor

Genesis Kofana

2013-2016

Siobhan McDonnell

2015

National Land
Consultant
Consultant

Willy Hiuare

2015

Advisor/Consultant

Commissioner of
Lands
Consultant

Actions
Involved in drafting
early colonial land
law; granting of long
term leases
Determined land
grievances
Determined land
grievances
Studied land issues
and recommended
land law reform
Contributed to land
law reform
Drafted new land law
Recommended
amendment of land
law
Implemented new
land law
Drafted amendment of
land law
Involved in
recommending a
system of land
registration
Land recording as part
of land reform.
Land Administration;
Making Land Work
Report.
Prime Minister’s
Office
Building Pathways to
Land Reform Report
Ministry of Lands,
Housing and Survey
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Appendices
Appendix A –

Ethics Approval

From: aries@anu.edu.au <aries@anu.edu.au>
Sent: Thursday, 13 December 2012 12:48 AM
To: Joseph Foukona
Cc: Human.Ethics.Officer@anu.edu.au; Chris.Ballard@anu.edu.au
Subject: Human Ethics Protocol 2012/639
Dear Mr Joseph Foukona,
Protocol: 2012/639
Land Reform in Melanesia: Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and PNG
I am pleased to advise you that your Human Ethics application received approval by the
Chair of the Humanities & Social Sciences DERC on 13 December 2012.
For your information:
1. Under the NHMRC/AVCC National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research
we are required to follow up research that we have approved. Once a year (or sooner for
short projects) we shall request a brief report on any ethical issues which may have arisen
during your research or whether it proceeded according to the plan outlined in the above
protocol.
2. Please notify the committee of any changes to your protocol in the course of your
research, and when you complete or cease working on the project.
3. Please notify the Committee immediately if any unforeseen events occur that might
affect continued ethical acceptability of the research work.
4. Please advise the HREC if you receive any complaints about the research work.
5. The validity of the current approval is five years' maximum from the date shown
approved. For longer projects you are required to seek renewed approval from the
Committee.
All the best with your research,
Kim
Ms Kim Tiffen
Ethics Manager,
Office of Research Integrity,
Research Services,
The Australian National University
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Appendix B –

Solomon Islands Research Permit
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Appendix C –

Application for a Renewed Research Permit
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Appendix D –

Information Sheet

INTERVIEWEE PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Research Subject: Land Reform in Melanesia: Solomon Islands
Research Period: March to December 2014.
Researcher: My name is Joseph D. Foukona and I am a PhD candidate in the School of
Culture, History and Language, College of Asia and the Pacific, Australian National
University.
Research Purpose: I am undertaking this study to learn about the history of land reform in
Melanesian: Solomon Islands. I am interested to examine and analyze the continuing
challenge in Melanesian of land reform by looking at historical processes in these countries
that influenced the nature and need for land reform and how this is approached to achieve
desirable outcomes.
This research will provide a vital contribution to the existing pool of literature on land reform
in Melanesia. It is my hope that this research will provide a significant platform for the
government of Solomon Islands and elsewhere in Melanesia as well as other stakeholders to
re-evaluate land reform in order to find ways to appropriately address the land reform
challenges in Melanesia.
Research Activities: My research will involve me interviewing civil servants, consultants,
experts, and landowners. I will conduct the interview on an individual basis or several people
at the same time (focus group). If you wish to speak to me individually, please let me know.
I will be conducting the interviews in Solomon Islands (Honiara, Wanderer Bay and Malaita).
This will involve a visit to conduct an interview with key people such as civil servants,
consultants, experts, and landowners involved in land reform. In addition to interviews I will
do archival research.
Participation and use of information: Participation in this research is entirely voluntary.
You are not obliged to participate and if you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw
at any time without having to give a reason and without consequence. If you do withdraw,
I will not use the information you have given me in my research.
If you agree to participate, you will be asked to undertake at least one interview with the
researcher to discuss your experiences of your involvement in land reform programs in
Melanesia.
The interview will take approximately 45 minutes. A digital recorder will be used to record
the interview if necessary but with your consent. There should be no risks or discomfort.
There will be no payment of money.
Any information or personal details gathered from this interview or in the course of the
research are confidential and may be used in my research thesis and possibly used in other
publications such as, journal articles, books and conference presentations. You will not be
identified or named in any publication of the results without your consent. In accordance with
Australian National University research requirements, all data gathered in this research will
be kept and electronically stored for at least 5 years with a password protected code on a
computer hard drive and a portable external drive.
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Research Results: A summary of the results of the data can be made available to you on
request.
Questions and concerns: If you have any questions or concerns about any part of this
research please feel free to contact me on my local number +677 38622 or at the address
below:
Joseph D. Foukona
School of Culture, History and Language,
College of Asia & the Pacific
Australian National University
Canberra ACT 0200, AUSTRALIA
Email: Joseph.foukona@anu.edu.au
If you are unable to contact me you may leave a message with the following local contacts,
they will give your message to me:
Mr. Philip Kanairara
Principal Legal Officer
Solomon Islands Law Reform Commission
P.O Box 1534, Honiara
Solomon Islands
Tel (677) 38773; Fax (677) 38760
Email: philipkanairara@lrc.gov.sb

Ms. Fane Rai
Secretary, School of Law
University of the South Pacific
Emalus Campus, PMB 9072
Port Vila, Vanuatu
Phone: +678 (678) 22748
Email: fane.rai@vanuatu.usp.ac.fj

If you have any concerns you can also contact my PhD supervisor:
Associate Professor Dr. Chris Ballard
School of Culture, History and Language
College of Asia & the Pacific
Australian National University
Canberra ACT 0200
AUSTRALIA
Phone: +61 2 6125 0305
Email: chris.ballard@anu.edu.au
The ethical aspects of this research have been approved by the Human Research Ethics
Committee at the Australian National University. If you have serious concerns regarding the
way the research was conducted please contact the ANU Human Research Ethics Committee
at the address below:
Secretary, Human Research Ethics Committee
Research Office
The Australian National University
Canberra ACT 0200
AUSTRALIA
Phone: +61 2 6125 3427
Email: Human.Ethics.Officer@anu.edu.au
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Appendix E –

Consent Form
INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM

Research Subject: Land Reform in Melanesia: Solomon Islands
1.
I, (participant’s name)……………………………………………
have
read (or have had read to me) and understand the information above and any
questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction.
2.
I agree to participate in this research, and I understand that I will be asked to
involve in an interview with the researcher.
3.
I understand that I can withdraw from further participation in the research at any
time without consequence. If I withdraw, information I give in this interview will
not be used in the research.
4.
I understand that any information I provide may be used in the PhD research thesis
and possibly used in other publications such as, journal articles, books and
conference presentations.
5.
I understand that any information I provide is confidential and I will not be
identified or named any publications unless I consent. Please circle the option you
choose:
a) I consent for the use of my real name in any publications.
b) I do not consent for the use of my real name in any publications.
6.
I understand that I can choose whether I wish to have my interview recorded with a
digital recorder. Please circle the option you choose:
I consent to have my interview recorded.
I do not consent to have my interview recorded.
7.

I understand that in accordance with Australian National University research
requirements any information I provide will be will be kept securely and electronically
stored for at least 5 years with a password protected code on a computer hard drive and
a portable external drive.

Please sign to confirm that you understand and agree:
Name............................................................. Signature…....................………………………
Date…….....................
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Appendix F –

Approval to Access PMB 1121 (Unilever)

_______________________________
From: Owen-Edwards, Lesley
Sent: Thursday, 17 April 2014 11:38 AM
To: Joseph Foukona
Subject: RE: Request access to PMB 1121
Joseph,
I am writing to confirm that we have no objection to you accessing this material for your
research.
Should you wish to publish your research and reproduce extracts from the archives in the
future, please come back to me and i will sort out the permission form for you
Lesley
[Correct Sig]
Lesley Owen-Edwards Senior Archivist, Unilever Archives & Records Management, Legal
Group
T: +44 151 641 4541
Unilever PLC
Registered in England & Wales; Company No 41424
Registered Office: Port Sunlight, Wirral, Merseyside CH62 4ZD
www.unilever.com<http://www.unilever.com>
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Appendix G –

Access to WPHC Archival Records, University of Auckland

From: Stephen Innes
Sent: Tuesday, 18 February 2014 1:08 AM
To: Joseph Foukona
Subject: RE: WPHC Archival Record

Dear Joseph,
You are welcome to consult the Western Pacific High Commission records in February and
March. An online guide to the WPA collection is available here. The guide describes how
to search the online finding aids (content lists) for the collection, which you appear to have
already mastered. However, it will answer a number of other questions for you.
You’ll see from the guide that the WPA is a restricted collection, so I have attached the
registration documents for your information. We can complete the forms and discuss issues
about the second document when you arrive. In the meantime, I will order in the first 25
boxes of material containing the files you have listed. Note also that access to much of the
early Inwards Correspondence of the WPA is available on microfilm, both here and at the
National Library of Australia in Canberra (see attached reference).
We also have an index to the early WPHC correspondence which we can help you search
when you visit. In addition, I am attaching a list of references to Phillips commission cases
we have compiled: this gives the outcome of all cases with references to the relevant
WPHC file (eg “M.P. 1489/24” is shorthand for WPHC 4/IV/1489/1924).
Yours sincerely, Stephen Innes (ALIANZA)
Special Collections Manager
General Library, Te Herenga Mātauranga Whānui
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142
New Zealand
Telephone (649) 373-7599 ext. 88062
Fax (649) 373-7565
http://www.library.auckland.ac.nz/about/speccoll/home.htm

